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 Abstract  
 
This study is concerned with the semantic and the functional aspects of Arabic conditional 
sentences. The motivation behind the study is the existing gaps in previous studies. The 
framework applied in this study is influenced by some Western linguistic analyses which 
mainly targeted English conditionals. Additionally, based on the findings, some comparisons 
between Arabic and English are drawn in order to determine the similarities and the 
differences between the two languages.  
This study particularly adopts a certain number of parameters; namely: Modality meanings 
and their temporal interpretations, the relationship between the two clauses, discourse 
functional roles and the interaction between conditional particles and other conjunctions and 
particles. Methodologically, the data included in this study is drawn from a range of Modern 
Written Arabic sources; hence, the results are proved by empirical evidence based on real 
texts.  
This research conducts a qualitative and detailed investigation for the actual use of Modern 
Written Arabic conditionals with relation to the parameters adopted. As a result, a number of 
classifications have been identified. These are sometimes supplemented with statistical 
descriptions. Additionally, this study shows how conditional sentences semantically and 
functionally act in real Modern Written Arabic texts. i.e. how they denote a variety of 
meanings and perform functional and textual roles. Finally, the broader contribution of this 
study is that it provides new insights and a deeper understanding of Arabic conditionals.    
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 Chapter One 
 Introduction 
 
1.1. Statement of the problem: 
The topic of this study is conditional sentences in Modern Written Arabic (henceforth 
MWA). The notion of conditionality has been a central concern to linguists, psychologists, 
and philosophers. This is due to the fact that conditionals “directly reflect the 
characteristically human ability to reason about alternative situations, to make inferences 
based on incomplete information, to imagine possible correlations between situations, and to 
understand how the world would change if certain correlations were different”.1 These 
complex aspects of human communication have led linguists to pay a great deal of attention 
to the study and analysis of this topic, and to expend large amounts of ink, publishing 
findings and theories, in order to provide a better understanding of the notion of 
conditionality. Dancygier indicates that the importance of conditionals emerges from their 
interaction with structure, meaning, and context, which makes them complex and fascinating.2 
The complexity of conditional structures can be seen in the form of their being constructed by 
three syntactic elements: particle, subordinate clause (protasis), and main clause (apodosis). 
Furthermore, the semantic loads and the functional aspects of the conditional seem equally 
complex.3  
Although a great deal of focus has been given to the study of Arabic conditionals by Arabic 
language grammarians in the Classical period of Arabic (CA), the major focus has been given 
to the syntactic features of the sentence. This includes the issue of al-<[mil al-na+w\ (the 
syntactic governor¦operator) and its inflectional effect, the verbal patterns and the 
grammatical and the ungrammatical structures. Hence, as far as I know, the semantic 
functions and the contextual roles of conditional sentences were not considered within the 
scope of their work, apart from general discussions as will be shown in Chapter 2. There are 
also intensive contemporary studies that target conditional sentences in Classical Arabic, but 
most of these studies are actually bound by the views adopted by medieval Arabic 
                                                             
1 Traugott et al. (1986), p. 3 
2 Dancygier (2006), p. 2. 
3 Elder (2014: a), p. 2. 
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grammarians, i.e. examining their views and presenting some controversial issues.4 
Nevertheless, a few of these studies have attempted to address some questions with regard to 
the semantics of conditionals.5 
In comparison, by looking at the studies that are concerned with conditionals in the context of 
MWA, we notice that the subject is scattered throughout grammar books and never treated in 
a completely separate book. Hence, there is a lacuna in the literature in that the topic of 
conditionals has not been subjected to deep analysis. From a general point of view, and in 
agreement with Sartori, these studies of conditionals are descriptively insufficient.6 This is 
because most of the studies either aim at a pedagogical description, or focus on one aspect of 
the topic at the expense of others. More specifically, these treatments present us with some 
obvious problems. First, they concentrate on the interchangeability between the three 
conditional particles: idh[, in and law in terms of Modality meanings. The scope here is very 
narrow and limited. Besides, they still lack a proper analysis within this (limited) area.  
Secondly, the relation between the protasis and the apodosis, especially the semantic relation, 
has been neglected or superficially presented by these studies. In Western linguistics studies 
of English conditionals, the relation between the two clauses is regarded as an essential aspect 
of conditional sentences, and there are different types of linkages that can be expressed.7  
A third problem with these studies is that the contextual and discourse functions that can be 
expressed by MWA conditionals have also been overlooked. This shortcoming has also been 
observed by one author with regards to the works of medieval Arabic grammarians, due to 
their primary focus on the syntactic functions.8  
Fourthly, the interaction between the form of conditionals and the Modality meanings 
expressed, in my opinion, needs deeper analysis, both quantitatively and qualitatively. This 
must be conducted on the basis of the actual usages of the Arabic conditional in written 
discourse. This particular problem is noticeable in many studies. Even those who have 
                                                             
4 See: Wright (1875); Hasan (1979); Ab] al-Mak[rim (2007); al-Saad (2010).  
5 For example, Peled (1992). Abdel Ghani (1981) didcates a Chapter in his study in which he attempts to 
investigate this matter.  
6 Sartori (2011), pp. 1, 4. 
7 Dancygier (2006), p. 13. 
8 Al-Saad (2010), p. 285. 
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analysed natural written data, appear to make inadequate judgments.9 Realising these general 
weaknesses and gaps in the extant literature, the present work contributes towards reaching a 
fuller analysis of conditional sentences in MWA, and especially in revealing how conditionals 
are actually used by modern Arabic writers. 
1.2. Aims and objectives: 
The main purpose of this study is to fill the lacunae above by exploring the semantic 
functions and the contextual¦pragmatic aspects of conditional sentences in MWA through the 
empirical method of using a broad set of text-based data. This will reveal some significant 
aspects of conditional structures that have been ignored or considered peripheral by previous 
studies. The research specifically aims at investigating the relationship between Modality 
meanings and conditional structures, seeking to determine the syntactic features and the 
temporal references that may be associated with the identified meanings. It will also attempt 
to analyse the nature of the semantic and the pragmatic relation between the two clauses and 
their contextual roles. By achieving these aims, this study will reveal some distinct 
typological categories for the use of conditional sentences in MWA. In order to accomplish 
this objective, I will apply a framework that is influenced by some Western linguistic studies, 
especially on English conditionals. This framework, as will be shown in Chapter 3, will aim 
to fill the extant gaps in the existing literature on the study of Arabic conditionals.  
1.3. Scope and limitation:  
This study is limited to conditional sentences that are used by modern Arabic writers. Hence, 
those conditional sentences that were produced in the classical and medieval period of Arabic 
will not be part of the main analysis. They might, however, be fruitful for drawing 
comparisons between Classical and Modern Arabic. Furthermore, this study does not deal 
with the controversial issues and scholarly debates among Arabic grammarians concerning 
conditionals as many studies have already been done in this respect.10  
Since there are many conditional particles, as will be shown in (1.5), the focus will be on 
three particles: in, idh[ and law. The reasons for choosing these particles is that they are the 
                                                             
9 I will show in Chapter 2 that Sartori’s work is an exception here. However, his work still has some other 
shortcomings that will be discussed. 
10 See the following for examples of these controversies: al-Shams[n (1981); Abdel Ghani (1981); Al-Saad 
(2010). 
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(i) the most common of all conditional particles;11 (ii) they have received a great deal of 
attention from scholars of the Arabic language, both traditional and modern (as will be shown 
in Chapter 2); (iii) they are semantically, partly interchangeable.12 Sentences which are not 
considered to be structurally conditional, but express a conditional meaning, do not fall under 
the scope of this study. An example of this is (S.1):  
S. 1) Open the window and I will kiss you.13   
This sentence can be read as follows: if you open the window, I will kiss you. Arabic 
equivalents to this English example will not be considered in this study. After delimiting the 
scope of this study, the next section proposes the research questions. 
1.4. Research questions: 
1. What types of Modality meaning can be denoted by MWA conditional sentences? 
2. How do the three particles conditionals (idh[, in and law) interact quantitatively and 
qualitatively with the types Modality meaning identified in question (1); and are there 
any syntactic-semantic relations?  
3. How do the Time References act with relation to the Modality meanings of conditionals? 
4. How is the relationship between the two clauses in MWA conditionals semantically and 
pragmatically presented? Are there different types of relationships?   
5. How do the connector particles that link the two clauses interact with the syntax and the 
semantics of conditional sentences in MWA? 
6. How do conditional sentences act contextually and functionally in the text?  
7. How does the interaction between the conditional particles and other linguistic elements 
develop additional meanings for conditional structures? 
1.5. The Arabic Language and its varieties: an overview: 
Arabic is a language that belongs to the Semitic family, a separate subgroup within the Afro-
Asiatic group of languages. It is considered to be one of the South-western Semitic 
languages.14 Scholars agree that the genesis of Arabic is unknown due to the fact that there 
                                                             
11 Buckley (2004), p. 731; Ryding (2005), pp. 671, 675. 
12 Peled (1992), pp. 25, 41; Badawi et al. (2004), p. 636. 
13 Dancygier (2006), p. 188.  
14 Qadd]r (1993), p: 37. Versteegh (2014), p: 10-11.  
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are no documents, petroglyphical records, nor written sequels in existence which could give 
any indications as to the first developmental stages of Arabic. 15 
Currently, Arabic is perceived as to be a diglossic language. This means that there are two 
levels of Arabic co-existing in Arabic-speaking countries. The first level is standard and the 
other is considered to be non-standard.16 Standard Arabic is known as fu~+[, and non-
standard Arabic is known as <[mmiyyah, or, dialect, colloquial, or spoken Arabic. The literate 
speaker switches or mix between the two levels as the situation requires.17 The distinctions 
between the two varieties are acknowledged by linguists who specialise in Arabic. Here are 
the main the distinctive features of Arabic:18  
a. Standard Arabic is highly codified with normative, systematic, explicitly written, 
grammatical prescribed rules which are extracted from CA material and usages, while non-
standard Arabic (i.e. Arabic dialects), though in spoken form, follow rules which are 
mentally absorbed by the speakers. In other words, non-standard Arabic retains its own 
complex linguistic system that is used among the native community speakers who 
subconsciously follow this system. This means that non-standard Arabic still holds the 
concept of correct and incorrect speech, which is usually determined by native spkears. 
Nonetheless, unlike Standard Arabic, this linguistic system is not regulated by 
authoritative organisations.19  
b. Standard Arabic is viewed as a highly prestigious variety since it is the language of 
religion, literature, and scholarship, while the non-standard is described as a low variety 
since it is the language of casual daily communication at home and on the street.  
c. Standard Arabic is deemed a unified variety. This means that the language does not pertain 
to a specific area or a group of people but it is usually used and understood by those who 
                                                             
15 Qadd]r (1993), p: 42. 
16 Van Mol (2003), pp. 41. 
17 Versteegh (2014), pp. 241-243. 
18 These features are summarised from the following sources: Ferguson (1959 a), p. 236; Kaye (1970), p. 383; 
Holes (2004), pp. 4-5; Van Mol (2003), pp. 13-21, 46; Alosh (2005), p.p.3-9; Zaidan and Callison-Burch (2014), 
p. 173. 
19 Some works by inviduals that describe Arabic dialects include: 
1- Spoken Iraqi Arabic by Merrill Y. Van Wagoner (1949). 
2- Gulf Arabic by Clive Holes (1989). 
3- Najdi Arabic: Central Arabian by Bruce Ingham (1994). 
4- A Reference Grammar of Syrian Arabic by Mark W. Cowell (1964). 
5- Yemeni Arabic Reference Grammar by Hamdi Qafisheh (1992). 
6- An Introduction to Egyptian Colloquial Arabic by Terry Mitchell (1978). 
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live in the whole region regardless of their distinct local divisions of dialect. As a result, 
when two speakers from different and distant regions use Standard Arabic in their 
communication, they should easily be able to understand each other. This leads the 
standard language to act as a lingua franca for the different regions.20 By contrast, non-
standard Arabic has local characteristics. Hence, since there are many local regions in the 
Arab world, it is not surprising that there are many spoken dialects. However, there are 
main dialectal geographical areas in Arab world. This includes, for instance, North 
African, Egyptian, Arabian Gulf, Levantine, Iraqi, and Yemeni dialects. According to 
Holes, the difference between the dialects becomes more substantial when the distance 
between the dialects' respective geographical locations is greater.21 This directly indicates 
that the non-standard Arabic variety lacks a unification character.    
d. Standard Arabic is commonly used in formal situations and discourse such as sermons in 
church and mosque, political speeches, and news broadcasts. By contrast, the non-standard 
variety is commonly utilised in informal situations such as conversation between family 
members, friends and colleagues, and in social gatherings or folk poetry.  
e. Standard Arabic is commonly written. Even the spoken practice of Standard Arabic is 
usually based on what is already written and is prepared to be read loudly. Non-standard 
Arabic, by contrast, is usually oral.  
f. Linguistically, the two varieties present a number of phonological, morphological, 
syntactical, semantic, and lexical differences. One of the main syntactical difference 
between the two types of Arabic is the absence of the i>r[b (case-endings) in the non-
standard variety, while it is found in Standard Arabic.22  
g. Standard Arabic is the variety that is learned and taught in the school, while non-standard 
Arabic is the native mother tongue for speakers. Hence, it is acquired naturally through 
interaction with the community members.   
Chronologically, standard Arabic is divided on the basis of its historical development into 
different stages. These two stages are: Classical Arabic (CA) and Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA). I will shed light on these two stages: 
                                                             
20 Joseph (1987), p. 75. 
21 Holes (2004), p. 3. 
22 Meiseles (1979), p. 127. Ferguson (1959 b), pp. 620-630 managed to trace fourteen features in which Arabic 
dialects are distinguishable from standard Arabic.  
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CA, dating from approximately 600 A.D until towards the end of the eighteenth century, is a 
term that is used by modern linguists to refer to the language that was described by the 
medieval Arabic grammarians.23 These grammarians relied mainly on three sources for their 
studies: the Holy Qur>[n, pre-Islamic and early Islamic poetry and +ad\th.24 As a result of the 
grammarians’ works, CA is considered a normative language which has grammatical rules 
that must be followed by its speakers.  Consequently, CA was believed by the early Arabic 
philologists to be the only correct form, and traditional grammar books were written to 
formulate prescriptive foundational principles that would guide Arabic speakers away from 
grammatical errors.25 In addition, at this stage, Arabic became the official language of Islamic 
civilization as it was the language of religion, administration, science, education, and 
literature.  As a result, it gained a position of high prestige.26  
It is generally accepted that the period of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) began roughly at 
the end of the 18th century. This estimation is based on the most dramatic event of the era that 
occurred in the Arab world—Napoleon Bonaparte’s 1798 expedition to Egypt.27 Following 
this event, Western culture started to influence Arab civilization by transferring new ideas 
through the translation of books and articles in different subjects, such as politics, culture, and 
technology. This necessitated Arabic users gaining new modes of expression in order to cope 
with the transmitted ideas.28 In addition, printing techniques and technologies played a vital 
role in influencing the Arabic language with respect to a period of recovery in Arabic 
literature known as the Nah#ah (awakening) movement.29 At this stage, academies, as 
Versteegh points out, were concerned with the reform of Arabic language.30 They worked to 
adapt CA in order to cope with the linguistic demands of modern times. As a result, new 
Arabic terms were produced via translation, ta<r\b (Arabicisation) and borrowing, which 
played a role in expanding the Arabic lexicon. At the same time, however, academies aimed 
to protect the Arabic language from the influence of colloquial and foreign languages in order 
                                                             
23 Cuvalay-Haak (1997), p. 15. 
24 Rabin (1955), pp: 21-22; Fischer (2006), pp: 397. 
25 Van Mol (2003), p: 23.  
26 Fischer (2006), pp: 397, 402; Ryding (2004), p: 3.  
27 Van Mol (2003), p: 25. See also: Holes (2004), p. 42; Versteegh (2014), p. 221.  
28 Beeston (1970), p: 15. 
29 Van Mol (2003), pp: 26-27. 
30 He provides the following examples of theses academies: Majma< al-Lughah al-<arabiyyah in Damascus 
(founded in 1919), Majma< al-Lughah al-<arabiyyah in Cairo (founded in 1932), and al-Majma< al-<Ilm\ al-<Ir[q\ 
in Baghdad (founded in 1947). See: Versteegh (2014), p. 227. 
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to preserve the standard character of CA.31 Finally, Van Mol asserts that the second half of the 
20th Century witnessed the dramatic evolution of Arabic, and that these changes became 
widespread throughout education systems and also the media.32 
Nowadays, MSA has taken over from CA as the unifying standard language used in the Arab 
world and is identified as being the official Arabic language in international organisations.33 It 
is defined as the language that is found in contemporary books (fiction and non-fiction), 
textbooks, and newspapers and it is used in political and religious speeches, and public 
lectures because of its formality. It is the language of education, media, and literature.34   
MSA has been considered to be controversial since it has not been completely agreed upon 
amongst linguists, especially in the Arab world.35 The debate is focused on the existence of 
MSA as a new distinctive variety of Arabic. Conservative scholars, such as scholars of al-
Azhar, believe that there is only one standard Arabic language, and MSA is based on the 
same principles that CA is, that is the Qur>[n and other classical literary materials.36 This 
view is also adopted by some Western linguists who use the term CA to refer to the language 
that represents the same grammatical system of CA, and comprising also MSA.37 In this 
respect, ordinary Arab people use the terms Fu~+[ or al-<Arabiyyah for both types of Arabic 
without any distinction.38 One reason for this argument is that Qur>[nic language and the 
traditional texts continue to maintain their status among Arabic speakers.39 Therefore, it is 
thought that the grammar of MSA does not have obvious distinct grammatical features that 
distinguish it from CA, i.e. Modern Arabic grammar books contain the same principles of CA 
grammar.40 Clearly, proponents of this view assert that the existence of MSA as a new variety 
of the Arabic language is deceptive and they establish their argument on the existing common 
ground in the syntax of both CA and MSA.  
                                                             
31 Versteegh (2014), p. 227. 
32 Van Mol (2003), pp: 29-30. 
33 Van Mol (2003), pp: 36-37. Badawi (2013), p. 119 states that CA (using the term fu~+[ al-tur[th) is used in 
very limited situations and exclusively used by religious people in sermons and programs of faith.    
34 MaLoughlin (1972), p. 58; Van Mol (2003), p. 39. 
35 Van Mol (2003), p. 38.  
36 Van Mol (2003), p. 39; Abdul Razak (2011), p: 40.  
37 Palva (1969), p. 3; Fischer (2006), p. 399.  
38 Van Mol (2003), p. 38; Holes (2004), p. 5. 
39 Van Mol (2003), p. 38. 
40 Abdul Razak (2011), pp. 40-41.   
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On the other hand, the term MSA has been accepted by many linguists as describing 
something undeniably distinct from CA.41 According to Stetkevych, MSA has obviously 
deviations from CA. These include syntactic and stylistic aspects, although the MSA 
morphological system presents the CA system.42 In this manner, a group of linguists have 
translated the Arabic term for MSA as fa~\+ (pure Arabic) to distinguish it from the dialects, 
while they use the term fu~+[  for CA.43 According to Blau, the existence of MSA as a newly 
developed layer cannot be denied.44 Similarly, Kaye has argued that the stance that 
distinguishes MSA from CA is convincing.45 Linguists with this point of view have 
undertaken intensive empirical studies in order to provide practical support for their claim. 
Generally, they observed a number of changes that occurred in the system of CA. But a 
systematic, comprehensive investigation seems not to have been achieved yet in order to draw 
a clear-cut line between the two varieties.46 These observed changes give an indication that 
there are certainly differences.47 Versteegh points out that there are great deals of 
“idiosyncrasies of the Classical Arabic «that» have become obsolete”.48 In addition, he 
continues, MSA has evolved some grammatical elements.49 However, as Van Mol points out, 
the changes between the two varieties seem immense in the scope of lexicon, phraseology, 
and style while they are limited in the scope of syntax50. But to what to extent are they 
limited?  There is no definite answer in the literature. In the following lines, I will provide 
some examples taken from previous studies which reveal some of the practical differences 
between the two varieties of Arabic:  
a- According to the principles of CA grammar, the verbal form that denotes reciprocity 
requires at least two persons as a subject. However, in MSA, the subject can be a single 
person followed by a preposition that expresses reciprocity, such as ma<a. This has been 
observed by Blau who thinks that this change might have occurred as a result of dialectal 
                                                             
41 See for example: Meiseles (1979), p. 122; Holes (2004), pp. 4, 46; Ryding (2005); p. 4. Versteegh (2014), p. 
22. 
42 Stetkevych (1970), p. 121.   
43 Van Mol (2003), p. 39. 
44 Blau (1981), p. 145.  
45 Kaye (1970), p. 377.  
46 Van Mol (2003), p. 31. 
47 Ibid.  
48 Versteegh (2014), p. 233. 
49 Ibid.  
50 Van Mol (2003), pp. 29-31. 
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influence.51 The following examples illustrate this. The first, (S.9), represents CA and the 
second, (S.10), represents MSA: 
S. 9) tash[jara <Aliyyun wa Kh[lidun. 
.دلاخ و يلع رجاشت 
<Ali and Kh[lid quarrelled.52  
S. 10) tash[jara <Aliyyun ma<a Kh[lidin. 
.دلاخ عم يلع رجاشت 
<Ali quarrelled with Kh[lid.53 
b- In MSA, passive constructions are commonly followed by prepositional phrases, such as 
min qibali, min %arafi (form the side¦party of) to introduce the agent. According to the CA 
norm, the agent should not be overtly expressed.54 Consider the following example: (S.11) 
S. 11) tamma al-ist\l[>u <al[ al-qa~ri al-malakiyyi min qibali quww[ti al-infi~[liyyati.  
ع ءلايتسلاا مت.ةيلاصفنلاا تاوق لبق نم يكلملا رصقلا ىل 
The royal palace was captured by secessionist forces.55 
 
c- The widespread use of the dummy verb q[ma bi- as a substitute for an active verb. For 
example, in MSA, instead of saying z[ra (he visited), the sentence g[ma bi-ziy[ratin is 
often used, especially in the media.56 
 
d- The intensive use of the verb tamma (to be completed), followed by ma~dar (verbal noun), 
instead of the passive voice reports the completion of iterative processes. Holes asserts that 
this can be seen as one of the most striking changes in which MSA has developed the 
passive construction.57 Consider the following example: (S.12) 
S. 12) tamma iktish[fu <il[gin li-mara#i al-sara%[ni. 
.ناطرسلا ضرمل جلاع فاشتكا مت 
                                                             
51 Blau (1973), p: 185. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Holes (2004), pp. 319-320; Versteegh (2014), p. 233. 
55 Holes (2004), pp. 320. 
56 Versteegh (2014), p. 233. 
57 Holes (2004), p. 317. 
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A new treatment for cancer has been discovered.58 
 
e- It has been also noticed that MSA writers¦speakers frequently utilize the particle ka- (as) 
instead of the accusative adverb of circumstance. Consider the following example: (S.13) 
S. 13) t]nis ka-dawlatin n[miyatin mu#%arratun… 
ةيمان ةلودك سنوت ةرطضم… 
Tunisia as a developing country is obliged…59 
Such examples, along with many others, provide convincing arguments with respect to the 
existence of MSA as a developed layer from CA; that is to say the fundamentals of MSA 
have been established on the basis of CA principles, though in practice it sometimes behaves 
differently.60 Therefore, it may be reasonable to say, as Abdul Razak states, that the aim of 
MSA was not to establish a completely separate form of language from CA.61 In other words, 
the relation between CA and MSA does not resemble the relation between standard Arabic 
and dialects. The latter shows significant distinctions between the two varieties. Finally, I 
believe that the claimed existence of MSA as a modern version of the Arabic language is 
reasonable due to the fact that the Arabic language, in recent times, has experienced a certain 
amount of change, but this version is not entirely separate from CA. Rather, it is 
fundamentally grounded to CA principles.  
1.6. Case of study: Conditional sentences:  
The purpose of this section is to provide a sketch of the general characteristics of the 
conditional system. This covers its syntactic classification, the meaning of the conditional, the 
particles used, and the patterns presented in the two clauses.  
A conditional sentence is defined as a complex structure that contains two clauses which are 
originally independent but are linked by a conjunction called a ‘conditional particle’ (e.g. ‘if’ 
in English).62 The first clause contains the particle and is called the protasis, the antecedent, 
                                                             
58 Ibid., p. 318. 
59 Blau (1973), p. 201. 
60 Versteegh (1997), p: 183, appears to take a moderate attitude in this point; he says: “Ideologically, of course, 
the modern language is still the same as the language of the Qur>[n and the Classical period, but in practice it is 
easy to see that there are differences, not all them lexical”. 
61 Abdul Razak (2011), p. 41. Meiseles (1979), p. 124, highlights that “although modern LA (Literary Arabic) 
seems to be developing a linguistic system of its own, its existence is not separate from that of ancient LA”. 
62 Trask (1993), p. 55; Peled (1992), p. 1; Dancygier (2006), p. 1. 
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the if-clause, or the subordinate clause, while the second clause is known as apodosis, 
consequence, then-clause, or main clause.63  
In English grammar books, the conditional sentence is classified as a type of adverbial clause 
which consists of two parts, a subordinate and main, that serves a variety of semantic 
categories. These include clauses of time, clauses of place, and clauses of condition64 as in the 
following examples respectively: (S.14-16)  
S. 14) Buy your tickets as soon as you reach the station. 
S. 15) They went wherever they could find work. 
S. 16) If he changed his opinion, he would be a more likeable person.65 
Semantically, in conditional sentence, the two clauses are seen dependent upon each other in 
terms of the realisation, i.e. there is a causal link between the events expressed in the two 
clauses. This view can be observed clearly as adopted by some medieval Arabic grammarians 
as in the following example from Ibn M[lik’s (d. 672/1273) grammar:  
 
adaw[tu al-shar%i kalim[tun wu#i<at li-tadulla <al[ al-ta<liqi bayna 
jumlatayni wa al-+ukmu bi-sababiyyati ]l[hum[ wa musabbabiyyati al-
th[niyati. 
لدتل تعضُو تامِلَك طرشلا تاودأ يتلمج نيب قيلعتلا ىلعو امهلاوأ ةيببسب مكحلاو ن.ةيناثلا ةيببسم 
Conditional particles are elements that are made for signifying dependency 
between two clauses. The first «clause» is called a cause and the second is 
called an effect.66   
 
Similarly, some English linguists define conditional sentences with relation to causality. 
Hacking, for example, states that “a conditional relation between two events is one in which 
the realisation of one event is dependent upon or conditioned by another”.67  
On the other hand, some other linguists do not follow the aforementioned definition of 
conditional. i.e. they do not restrict conditionality to the domain of causal relation between 
the propositions expressed in the two clauses. For example, Quirk et al. state that the 
                                                             
63 Declerk and Reed (2001), p. 10; Dancygier (2006) p. 1. 
64 Qurik et al., (1972), pp. 744-745; Thompson et al., (2007), vol. 2. p. 243. 
65 Qurik et al., (1972), pp. 744-745, 747. 
66 Ibn M[lik 1990, vol. 4. p. 66. A similar view is held by Ab] |ayyan (1994), vol. 4. p. 1862; Ibn al-|[jib 
(1997), vol. 3. p. 882. 
67 Hacking (1998), p. 1.  
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conditional sentence expresses contingency between the two clauses either directly or 
indirectly. In the direct sense, there is an explicit causal dependency between the two 
propositions presented in the two clauses. In other words, “the truth of the proposition in the 
matrix clause (the apodosis) is a consequence of the fulfilment of the condition in the 
conditional clause (the protasis)”.68 Consider (S.17): 
S. 17) If you put the baby down, she will scream.69 
In the indirect sense, by contrast, there is an implicit pragmatic relationship which justifies 
the dependency of one clause upon another.70 This type can be illustrated by (S.18): 
S. 18) If you are going my way, I need a lift back.71  
Although there is no direct dependency between the occurrences of the two events—the case 
that you are going my way does not make me need a lift back—the proposition presented in 
the apodosis is true regardless of the truth-value of the protasis.  However, there is a covert 
expression that pragmatically justifies the dependency between the two clauses. Hence, the 
sentence can be read as follows: if you are going my way, will you please give me a lift 
back.72 In a similar vein, Athanasiadou and Dirven highlight that the dependency, which is 
not necessarily causal, between the two clauses varies in English conditional sentences, which 
leads to the establishment of a number of sub-categories. In some, the dependency is high, 
while in others it is reduced, but totally absent dependency relation does not occur.73 
Gabrielatos claims that “the direct-indirect distinction proved salient in differentiating 
between types of conditionals”.74 In other words, it creates the chance to capture a wide 
variety, albeit different types, of conditional sentences rather than restricting the scope to the 
overt causal link. Hence, in this thesis, I follow the broader sense of the conditional as 
adopted by Quirk et al.75 That is to say, a conditional sentence consists of two clauses that are 
relevant and dependant, either directly or indirectly, and connected by a conditional particle. 
In the following lines, I will give an overview of the conditional system in Arabic. 
                                                             
68 Quirk et al., (1985), pp. 1088. 
69 Ibid., p. 1088. 
70 Ibid., p. 1089. 
71 Ibid., p. 1096. 
72 Ibid. For more details on ‘Direct vs Indirect’ conditionals see also: Gabrielatos (2010), p. 157. 
73 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 3. 
74 Gabrielatos (2010), p. 157. 
75 Following Quirk et al., Gabrielatos (2010), pp. 157-158 adopts this classification in his study of English 
conditionals.  
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Arabic has at least seventeen identifiable conditional particles which are categorised on the 
basis of their syntactic function into two groups: adaw[t j[zimah (those that produce the 
jussive mood of the verb), and adaw[t ghayr j[zimah (those that do not produce the jussive 
mood of the verb). I will list these particles according to this division: 
The first group: in (if), man (whoever), m[ (whatever), mahm[ (whatever), aynam[ 
(wherever), ann[ (however, wherever), ayy[n (whenever), ayn (where), mat[ (when), 
+aythum[ (wherever), kayfam[ (however), ay (who, which, what), idhm[  (whenever). 
The second group: idh[ (when, if), law (if, supposing that), lawl[ (if were not), lawm[ (if 
were not), amm[ (as for), lamm[ (when), kullam[ (every time that).76 
These syntactic groupings were established as a result of the great influence of the <[mil 
theory (the theory of governor¦operator) which is the heart of the Arabic grammar tradition. 
The <[mil is basically an element that governs the  Morphological inflection of other words 
that occur in the same sentence.77 This element can be a verb, particle, or preposition.78 Let us 
consider the following example: (S.19) 
S. 19) kataba <Aliyyun maq[latan >an ri+latihi. 
.هتلحر نع ةلاقم يلع بتك 
<Ali wrote an article about his trip. 
The verb kataba governs two constituents in the sentence: <Aliyyun, which is the subject and 
which it puts into the nominative case, and maq[latan, which is the object and which it puts 
into the accusative case. Also, the preposition <an governs the word ri+latihi and puts it into 
the genitive case. 
In the case of the Arabic conditional, the particle plays this role in case it is j[zimah.79 The 
syntactic effect is to inflect the end of the imperfect verb. In other words, it changes the mood 
ending attached to the end of the verb through removing the short vowel u attached to the end 
of the verb, which is in the indicative mood, and puts it into the jussive mood. If one 
                                                             
76 Al-Saad (2010), pp. 28-29; Alotaibi (2014), p. 105. It is worth stating that this division was adopted in the 
later stages of Arabic grammar traditions. Al-Shams[n (1981), p. 119. In the early stage of Arabic grammar 
scholarship, only those that are considered operators are deemed proper conditional particles. S\bawayhi (1983), 
vol. 3. p. 62 said: +ur]fu al-jaz[>i tajzimu al-af<[la (the conditional particles put the verb into jussive). Hence, 
according to his definition, idh[ and law are not conditional particles. See: Dévényi (2007), vol. 2. p. 479. 
77 Wehr (2011), p. 757; Alotaibi (2014), p. 104. 
78 Alotaibi (2014), p. 104. 
79 S\bawayhi (1983), vol. 3. p. 62. 
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compares (S.20.a) and (S.20.b), one can observe that the verb yadrusu in the former is in the 
indicative mood, while it is in the jussive mood in the latter, hence, the vowel u is removed:    
S.20.a) yadrusu <Aliyyun f\ al-j[mi<ati. 
ةعماجلا يف يلع سردي 
<Ali studies at the university.   
 
S.20.b) in yadarus <Aliyyun yanja+. 
حجني يلع سردي نإ 
If <Ali studies, he will succeed.  
However, since not all conditional particles play this role, grammarians have established the 
second group, the adaw[t ghayr j[zimah. With these particles, the verbs remain in their mood 
as they are outside the conditional scope. In other words, the particles do not inflect the verbs. 
Consider the following sentence: (S.21) 
S. 21) law nash[>u la-ja<aln[hu uj[jan. 
  اجاجأ هانلعجل ءاشن ول 
If we willed, we could make it bitter.80 
 
As can be seen here, the verbs nash[>u  remains in the indicative mood without any inflection. 
Hence, the particle law is classified as ad[h ghayr j[zimah.  
Only three particles will be the focus in this study. They are: in, idh[, and law. The reason for 
choosing these three has been given in (1.3) above. 
I have mentioned above that conditional sentences consist of two clauses; the first clause is 
the protasis, which is one that is initiated by the particle, and the second clause is the 
apodosis. In the Arabic grammar tradition, the protasis is generally termed jumlat al-shar% (the 
condition clause), while the apodosis is labelled jumlat jaw[b al-shar%  (the clause that is the 
result of the condition). The following sentence illustrates this: (S.22) 
S. 22) in +a#ara Kh[lidun     dhahabtu ma<ahu. 
إن  تبهذ دلاخ رضحهعم 
If Kh[lid comes,  I will go with him. 
            jumalah al-shar%         jumlah jaw[b al-shra%   
                                                             
80 The Holy Qur<[n, S]rat al-W[qi<ah (56): 70. The translation is cited in al-Mehri (2010), p. 493. 
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These two parts are originally two unrelated sentences whose meanings are fully understood 
outside the conditional domain, i.e. independently.81 For example, in (S.22), +a#ara Kh[lidun 
(Khalid came) is a complete sentence, as is dhahabtu ma<ahu (I will go with him). However, 
when the conditional particle in initiates the utterance, it makes the first part incomplete in 
meaning terms as we cannot say in +a#ara Kh[lidun and then stop. This would be nonsense. 
Therefore, the first part needs to be supplied by another clause in order to bridge the gap. This 
phenomenon is seen as being one of the main semantic roles that is performed by the 
conditional particle. Ab] al-Mak[rim says: 
al-tar[bu%u bayna al-shar%i wa al-jaz[>i #ar]riyyun li-ta+qquqi al-f[>idati wa 
l[kinna h[dh[ al-tar[bu%a lam ya>ti <afwan wa innam[ nataja <an ad[ti al-
shara%i. 
أي مل طبارتلا اذه نكلو ةدئافلا ققحتل يرورض ءازجلاو طرشلا نيب طبارتلا ةادأ نع جتن امنإو  اوفع ت
طرشلا. 
The interconnection between the protasis and the apodosis is necessary in order 
to understand the meaning «of the sentence». However, this interconnection is 
not random; rather, it is the result of the presence of the conditional particle.82   
Syntactically, the protasis in Arabic must be a declarative clause utilising a derivative verb. 
Hence, this excludes nominal sentences and sentences that are in the imperative and 
interrogative mood, that is, the verbal sentence whose verb is non-derivative, such as <as[ 
(may). In addition, the verb must not be prefixed by the following particles: sa-, sawfa or 
lan.83 The apodosis, however, can be either a verbal clause without containing the constraints 
mentioned in the protasis features, or a nominal clause.84 Hence, the apodosis syntactically 
allows a greater range of patterns than the protasis.  
One of the interesting issues that accompanies the conditional sentence is its ability 
sometimes to indicate tense shifting in the verbal form. In other words, the verb which occurs 
within its scope does not refer to the time reference which is typically referred to in a non-
                                                             
81 Al-Shams[n (1981), p. 129. 
82 Ab] al-Mak[rim (2007), pp. 142-143. 
83 Hasan (1979), vol. 4. pp. 444-445; Abdel-Ghani (1981), p. 139.  
84 Hasan (1979), vol. 4. p. 449; Abdel-Ghani (1981), pp. 148-149. 
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conditional sentence. This phenomenon is found in both Arabic and English.85 Let us consider 
the following examples: (S.23-24) 
S. 23) in j[>a <Aliyyun as<adan[. 
اندعسأ يلع ءاج نإ 
            If <Ali comes, he will please us. 
S. 24)  If I had money, I would buy a new car.  
The perfect verb j[>a in a non-conditional sentence normally refers to the past as we say: j[>a 
<Aliyyun (<Ali came). However, in (S.23) it refers to a future action. Similarly, in the English 
example (S.24) the verb ‘had’ typically indicates a past time reference. However, in this 
sentence, it signals a contrary-to-fact present state     
This section has provided an overall description of the conditional system in Arabic. It has 
revealed that Arabic conditional sentences can be introduced by a variety of particles, and it 
presents a possible variety of patterns in the two clauses.  
1.7. The structure of the thesis: 
This thesis consists of eight chapters. Following the present chapter, Chapter 2 focuses on 
examining the literature on the topic of conditionals in Arabic and English. It starts with a 
historical background of the emergence of Arabic grammar. Subsequently, a number of 
relevant and important classical and modern works that pertain to Arabic conditionals are 
described and critically reviewed. In addition to this, several English linguistic studies that 
focus on conditionals are reviewed. Chapter 3 is concerned with the conceptual framework 
and the methodology employed in the study. In this chapter, the concepts on which the 
framework is based are defined. Additionally, the methodological procedure is described. 
This also covers the data collection process and the rationale behind it. Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 
cover the empirical analysis. Chapter 4 provides an analysis of MWA conditionals through 
the lens of Modality and Time Reference.  Chapter 5 focuses on the analysis of the 
relationship between the two clauses in conditional sentences. Chapter 6 examines the 
discourse functions of MWA conditional sentences and presents how they interact with the 
context. Chapter 7 explores the semantic meaning of the interaction between conditional 
particles and other linguistic elements. It particularly focuses on two structures: concessive 
                                                             
85 Abdel-Ghani (1981), p. 111; Dancygier (2006), p. 37. 
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conditional and exceptive conditional. Finally, Chapter 8 provides the conclusion where the 
significant outcomes are highlighted and further research areas are suggested.
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 Chapter Two 
 Literature Review 
 
2.1. Introduction:  
In this chapter, works related to the topic of the thesis, conditional sentences, will be 
reviewed. The focus will be given to those that dealt with Arabic conditionals, although, the 
studies of English conditionals will be briefly described. Since this work deals with the 
Arabic language, it is relevant to shed light on the history of the Arabic grammar tradition and 
its early stages, and explain how this tradition was born and developed through the centuries. 
This will include a brief description of the major schools of thought in Arabic grammar, as 
they made undeniable contributions to the development of Arabic philological studies. 
Subsequently, I will assess the contributions of several of the most notable works that have 
dealt with the topic of conditional sentences in Arabic and English. 
2.2. The birth of Arabic grammar: 
The common reason that motivated Muslim scholars to establish the principles of Arabic 
grammar (<ilm al-na+w) is to prevent la+n (ungrammatical mistakes) that infected the Arabic 
tongue in the early stages of Islam. This occurred as a result of the conversion of many non-
Arab peoples to Islam, who desired to use Arabic, which was important because it is the 
language of the Qur>[n and hence the language of Islam.1 
In his book Mar[tib al-Na+wiyy\n, Abū al-Ṭayyib al-|alab\ (d. 351¦962) indicated that the 
first aspect of the Arabic language that began to be expressed incorrectly and was necessary 
for the people to learn is al-i<r[b (declension) because la+n emerged in the speech of slaves 
and Arabised people from the time of the Prophet Muḥammad.2 This can be best illustrated 
through an anecdotal story about Abū al-Aswad al-Du>alī (d. 69¦688), who is thought of as 
the founder of Arabic grammar tradition. This story was regarding a conversation he had with 
his daughter and is considered, among other stories, as one of the first signs that alerted 
scholars to establish a proper science of Arabic grammar. The story is related as follows:    
 
                                                             
1 ^an%[w\ (1973), p. 18; Versteegh (2014), p. 108. 
2 Al-|alab\ (1974), p. 5.  
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Q[lat la-hu ibnatuhu: m[ a+sanu al-sam[>i, fa-q[la la-h[: nuj]muh[, fa-q[lat: 
inn\ lam urid h[dh[ wa innam[ ta<ajjabtu min +usnih[, fa-q[la la-h[: idhan fa-
q]l\ m[ a+sana al-sam[>a.  
لاقف .اهموجن :اهل لاقف ؟ِءامسلا ُلمجأ ام :هتنبا هل تلاقتاذه درأ مل يننإ : .اهنسح نم تبجعت امنإو  لاقف
سحأ ام يلوقف نذإ :اهل َن .َءامسلا 
She said to him (her father): “What is the most perfect «object» in the sky?” He 
replied to her: “The stars.” She said: “I did not mean this, but instead I meant to 
say that I am struck by its perfection”. He said to her: “Then you should have 
said: “How beautiful is the sky”. 3 
This anecdotal story aptly demonstrates the problems faced by native Arabic speakers 
expressing themselves in “correct Arabic” (fu~+[), and gives us an insight into why it was 
necessary to begin formulating the foundation of Arabic grammar in order to preserve the 
correct and pure Arabic language. Carter points out that the immediate motivation for early 
grammarians behind prescribing grammatical rules for Arabic was when the corruption of 
language started to threaten the correct recitation of the Qur>an.4  
This linguistic tradition was first developed in Baṣra in Iraq during the time of the Umayyad 
Caliphate, and it passed through several phases until it reached its zenith in Baghdād by the 
end of 3¦9 century.5 Early Arabic grammarians started with building some basic rules, such as 
al-f[<il marf]< (the subject is nominative), and they invented some terms, such as i<r[b and 
<[mil (governor).6 This could be said to have been because the rules governing the Arabic 
language needed categorisation for ease of learning.  
                                                             
3 ^an%[w\ (1973), p. 26. In this story, Ab] al->Aswad’s daughter confused him by making a mistake in the case 
ending. She suffixed the word a+san by the vowel –u in the nominative case, and the word al-sam[>  by the 
vowel –i in the genitive case. This signifies an interrogative meaning, while she meant being struck by its 
beauty. Hence, her father corrected the sentence by suffixing the words a+san and al-sam[> by the vowel –a in 
the accusative case, which generates an exclamative meaning.  
4 Carter (2007), p. 183. 
5 ^an%[w\ (1973), pp. 34-35. 
6 Ibid., p. 19. 
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2.3. The Arabic grammar schools and early traditions:  
There are three major Arabic grammar schools: Baṣrah, Kūfah and Baghdād. Each school has 
their own distinct characteristics. In the following section, I will provide a brief description of 
these schools and their most famous scholars.  
The Baṣran school, which was the first school of Arabic grammar, aimed at building “a 
systematic, organised system”,7 and in order to achieve this goal, they heavily relied upon 
qiy[s (analogy) to restrict the rules of Arabic grammar. Owens points out that this procedure 
of data gathering generated a greatly effective method for analysing grammatical aspects.8 
Another important feature of the data gathering procedure, particularly with regard to the 
sources utilized, is that Baṣran scholars, who will be elaborated upon later, tended to collect 
their data from those whose tongue was assumed not to be affected by la+n, such as the 
Bedouin desert nomads, and they used to avoid those who appeared to have had weakness in 
their language, such as urbanized Arabs who had mixed with other ethnic communities.9 The 
main Baṣran scholars are: Ab] <Amr b. al-<Al[> (d. 154¦771), al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad (d. 
175¦791), Sībawayhi (d. 180¦796), Ab] al-<Abb[s al-Mubarrid (d. 285¦898). 
The K]fan school was established around a century after the Baṣran. It is thought that this 
school was founded by Ab] Ja<far al-Ru>āsī (d. 187¦803).10 In contrast to the Baṣrans, the 
K]fans were less strict with Arabic grammar rules as they relied on sam[< (usage attested), 
which can be considered as a source that allows for the collection of new data,11 and this was 
done by depending upon the assumed reliability of a limited number of oral sources, 
“which…seems quite difficult to reconstruct any kind of coherent system «of Arabic 
grammar»”.12 In addition, they were liberal with those whose tongues have been affected by 
incorrect use of Arabic, such as the aforementioned urbanized Arab communities, and they 
considered their speech as a source for data collection. Hence, they regarded what was 
considered by the Baṣrans as being anomalous and incorrect Arabic as being instead of an 
original principle that is valid for use as an analogy.13 The major K]fan representatives are: 
                                                             
7 Bohas, Guillaume and Kouloughli (1990), p. 7. 
8 Owens (1990), p. 2. 
9 ^an%[w\ (1973), p. 127. 
10 Ibid., p. 115. 
11 Baalbaki (2007), pp. xli, xlii. 
12 Bohas et al., (1990), pp. 7-8. 
13 ^an%[w\ (1974), pp. 139-141. 
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Ab] al-|asan al-Kisā>\ (d. 189¦805), who first widely spread the K]fan school of thought, 
and Ab] Zakariyy[ al-Farr[> (d. 207¦822).  
It is worth noting that the differences between the approaches of the two schools have 
generated many controversial linguistic issues between them in terms of the terms used,14 the 
application of qiy[s (analogy),15 and al-<[mil (governor).16 This encouraged some later 
scholars to compile the disagreements between the two schools, such as Ab] al-Barak[t al-
Anb[rī (d. 577¦1181) in his book al-Inṣ[f f\ Mas[>il al-Khil[f « Equity in the Controversial 
Issues» and Ab] al-Baq[> al-<Ukbarī (d. 616¦1219) in his book al-Tiby[n f\ Mas[>il al-Khil[f  
«The Clarity of the Controversial Issues». 
With the above kept firmly in mind, a third school of thought appeared and was classified as 
the Baghd[d\ school. This school came into existence after the last generation of Baṣran and 
K]fan scholars had met in Baghd[d, and they started to spread their respective 
methodologies. As a result, the students of these two schools intermingled and shared ideas, 
hence a new direction of thought, the Baghd[d\ school, emerged. The Baghd[d\ scholars 
aimed to integrate the aforementioned schools’ methodologies and investigate the principles 
of Arabic grammar created by them, which would then enable them to synthesize their own 
opinions.17 The main figures of this school are: Ibn Kaysān (d. 299¦911), Abū Is+[q al-Zajj[j 
(d. 310¦922), Ab] Bakr b. al-Sarrāj (d. 316¦928), and Abū Bakr b. al-Anbārī (d. 327¦939).18  
2.4. The later Arabic grammarians:  
Some scholars believe, as ^an%[w\ states, that the Baghd[d\ school ended after the middle of 
the 4¦10 century, which is considered to be the dividing line between early and later Arabic 
grammarians.19 Furthermore, ^an%[w\ points out that the later grammarians did not 
completely follow the old grammar schools, but instead tried to create new ways of thought.20 
I will now focus on some of the most important studies that dealt with the subject of the 
conditional sentence, dividing them chronologically into main parts: classical studies and 
modern studies. 
                                                             
14  See examples in: Versteegh (1993), p. 12.  
15  See examples in: ^an%[w\ (1973), pp. 141-142. 
16  See examples in: al-Anbārī (2002), pp. 40, 48. 
17 ^an%[w\ (1973), pp. 170-171, 184-185. 
18 Ibid., pp. 172-176. 
19 Ibid., pp. 190-192. 
20 Ibid., p.198. 
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2.5. Classical studies: 
2.5.1. The works of the early grammarians: 
Sībawayhi, who is considered to be the most famous figure with respect to Arabic grammar, 
wrote al-Kit[b (The Book). He was Persian and grew up in Baṣra where he received his 
education from several linguists, especially from al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad and Yūnus b. Ḥabīb (d. 
182¦799). Methodologically, Sībawayhi is considered to have belonged to the Baṣran school, 
yet he was also considered to be its leader who attracted the admiration of other scholars.21 
Sībawayhi’s contributions to Arabic linguistics are highly significant and distinguished. 
Carter states that “he was also a genius, whose concept of language has a universal 
validity”.22 In addition, Bohas, Guillaume and Kouloughli point out with respect to his period 
that “«he» was the only grammarian to show deep and systematic interest in the field of 
syntax”.23 
Undoubtedly, al-Kit[b is a crucial source in the field of Arabic grammar due to several 
reasons. First, it is the first complete book written on Arabic grammar, and it covers and 
constructs most Arabic linguistic topics and grammatical principles. Moreover, it has received 
much admiration and respect from scholars, with some naming it “Qur>[n al-na+w”24, which 
is high praise indeed as it means “the Qur>[n of Arabic grammar”. Secondly, S\bawayhi 
conveyed the ideas that came from the major Arabic grammarians prior to him, who 
contributed to Arabic grammar at the beginning of its appearance as a scholarly discipline.25 
In addition, he tended to compare between those scholars’ points of view, and then he chose 
the most appropriate ideas according to his own thoughts on Arabic grammar.26 The third 
reason is that his ideas influenced all Arabic grammar authors after him. Therefore, these 
subsequent authors extensively explained and either followed or opposed his thoughts and 
ideas. Hence, it may be impossible to find any Arabic linguistic source that neglects 
Sībawayhi. 
                                                             
21 ^an%[w\ (1973), p.80.  
22 Carter (2004), p. 1. 
23 Bohas et al. (1990), p. 6. 
24  N[~if (1979), p. 199. 
25 See information about these grammarians in Carter (2004), pp. 18-25. 
26 ^an%[w\  (1973), pp. 80-82. 
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As for the sources of al-Kit[b, Sībawayhi collected his data from different information 
resources, such as the language spoken by the Bedouin, Arabic poetry, the verses of the 
Qur>[n and Arabic proverbs.27 In addition, the questions that he used to ask his teacher, the 
aforementioned al-Khalīl and the quotations that he extracted from him played an essential 
role in providing many of the Arabic grammar rules detailed in his book.28 
What is relevant to our study is his contribution to the conditional topic. He devoted a chapter 
to the conditional sentence entitled B[b al-Jaz[> (The Chapter of al-Jaz[>).29 In this chapter, 
he counted the linguistic elements used to express Arabic conditional sentences and classified 
whether they are categorised as either ism (noun) or +arf (particle) and provided semantic 
aspects of them. For example, he described the particle in morphologically as a one that does 
not belong to the noun class30, and semantically as mubhamah (uncertain).31 Also, he 
regarded the particle in as umm «mother», meaning it is the basic and the main conditional 
particle.32 In addition, he recorded the possible verbal forms that take place in the two clauses 
of the sentence and the various conditional structures.33 Following this chapter, he presented 
some aspects of the relation between the conditional sentence and some other Arabic 
linguistic topics such as interrogation, negation and oath. Furthermore, he was concerned with 
al-<[mil, which is here the conditional particle that produces a jussive mood in the verb34, and 
he also made observations on al-<al[m[t al-i<r[biyyah (case-endings) that are suffixed to the 
verbal forms. One important aspect in his treatment of the topic is the core semantic feature of 
conditionality. He maintained that conditional particles should have the meaning of ibh[m 
                                                             
27 Carter (2004), p. 39. 
28 See a description of al-Khalīl’s contribution to al-Kit[b in Carter (2004), pp. 27-32. 
29 For a linguistic usage, I did not find an appropriate equivalent term to al-jaz[> in English, except Dévényi 
(1988), p. 14 who provides “requital”, and Giolfo (2012), p. 140 who provides several translations, like: 
“remuneration, reciprocation and compensation”. In my opinion, these translations may be inaccurate since the 
first three generate the meaning of returning the favour, and the latter has the meaning of receiving a sum of 
money in return for suffering from damage. However, it could be argued that these translations have something 
in common with this concept of the conditional sentence in terms of a cause-affect value. Nevertheless, 
Sībawayhi used this term with the same meaning as shar% (condition), referring exactly to the particle and the 
first part of the conditional sentence (the protasis) in opposition to jaw[b (the apodosis). See: al-Shams[n 
(1981), pp. 53-57. 
30 S\bawayhi (1983), vol. 3. pp. 56. 
31 Ibid., p. 60. 
32 Ibid., p. 63. 
33 Ibid., p. 63-67. 
34 Ibid., p. 62. 
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(uncertainty).35 That is to say the speaker expresses his doubt and uncertainty that the action 
in the protasis will or will not occur as in the following example: (S.1): 
S. 1) in ta>tin\ [tika. 
كتآ ينتأت نإ. 
If you come, I will come.36 
Because of this criterion, he excluded idh[ and law from the conditional particles as both 
indicate certainty. i.e. idh[ indicates that something definitely will happen and law indicates 
that something did not happen.37  
Another important source in Arabic linguistic tradition is al-Muqta#ab (The Concise «Book») 
by Abū al-<Abb[s al-Mubarrid (d. 285¦898), who was the leader of the Baṣran school whilst 
he was in Baghdād.  
Al-Mubarrid wrote his book in a similar way to that which is found in al-Kit[b. He even 
acknowledged Sībawayhi many times. However, he “was the first who openly criticised the 
Kit[b”.38 Additionally, even though he generally followed the Baṣran path, he did not limit 
himself to it, particularly when another opinion or explanation from a different school of 
thought appeared be more correct in his opinion.39 These characteristics give his book 
additional importance because he not only addresses Arabic grammar topics, but also presents 
us with original opinions which may be fruitful to an analysis of the topic without presenting 
us with any dogmatism. 
With regard to the subject of the conditional sentences, he sets off his explanation of this 
topic with a chapter entitled H[dh[ b[b al-Muj[z[h wa +ur]fih[ (This is the Chapter for al-
Muj[z[h and its particles).40 In this chapter, he defined shar% as a concept that signals that the 
occurrence of something is caused by the occurrence of something else.41 Hence, he seems to 
have connected the concept of conditionality to the concept of causality. He also made 
focused observations on the classes of the particles (ism or +arf) and the meanings expressed 
by them in a similar to S\bawayhi. In addition, he recorded the variations of the verbal 
                                                             
35 Ibid., p. 60. 
36 S\bawayhi (1983), vol. 3. p. 63. 
37 Dévényi (1988), p. 17; Giolfo (2012), p. 137, 139. 
38 Bernards (1990), p. 35. 
39 Ṭanṭ[wī (1973), p. 113. 
40  Al-Muj[z[h has the same meaning of al-jaz[> that is explained in note 29. 
41 Al-Mubarrid (1994), vol. 2.  p. 45. 
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patterns in the conditional sentence. One interesting point he made regarding the verbal form 
is that he clearly stated that the basic form of the verb in conditional sentence is mu#[ri< 
(imperfect).42 Furthermore, he was concerned with classifying some conditional structures 
into j[>iz (permissible) and mamn]< (forbidden).43   
To sum up, the early grammarians counted in as the only particle, among the three particles, 
that expresses conditional meaning. This is due to the semantic criterion which the 
conditional statement must have, which is the meaning of uncertainty. 
 
2.5.2. The works of the later grammarians: 
 
Three important sources will be reviewed here: 
The first source is al-Mufa~~al (The Detailed «Book») by Abū al-Qāsim al-Zamakhshari’s (d. 
538¦1143). The author aimed at establishing a comprehensive Arabic grammar book which 
covers most of the grammar principles in detail. This book is divided into four main chapters: 
asm[> (nouns), af<[l (verbs), +ur]f (particles) and mushtarak (shared). Of importance to this 
research, al-Zamakhsharī’s treatment of conditional is provided in two places: (i) in the 
“verbs chapter” where he explains the jussive mood,44 and (ii) in the “particles chapter” under 
a section entitled |arf[ al-shar% (the two conditional particles). In this section, he covers the 
conditional particles in and law.45 Historically, al-Zamkhsharī is thought to be the first Arabic 
grammarian who included law among the conditional particles even though it does not induce 
the jussive form.46 This can be considered a dramatic shift with respect to the conditional 
particles since law was not included by the early grammarians as shown above. Furthermore, 
the difference between the two particles, in his view, is related to the time reference. This 
means that, for him, in has future value, while law refers to the past. Nevertheless, the 
difference between the two particles actually goes further than he stated. This is to say that 
the modality meanings that are derived from the two particles belong to different domains. In 
other words, he did not link in to the uncertainty domain and law to the impossibility. This 
                                                             
42 Al-Mubarrid (1994), vol. 2. p. 48. 
43 Ibid., p. 58.  
44 Al-Zamakhsharī (2004), p. 252-253. 
45 Ibid., p. 326. 
46 Al-Shamsān (1981), p. 205. 
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semantic differentiation between the two particles, which was overlooked by al-Zamakhshar\, 
can be understood from S\bawayhi’s two statements:  
(i)      “fa-in abadan mubhamatun, wa kadh[lika +ur]fu al-jaz[>”.  
 كلذك ،ةمهبم  ادبأف نإفءازجلا فورح  
In fact, in is always uncertain, like all conditional particles.47  
 
(ii)       “fa-amm[ law fa-lim[ k[na sayaqa<u li-wuq]<i ghayrihi”. 
هريغ عوقول عقيس ناك املف ول امأف 
 law is for what could have happened if something else had happened.48 
 
The second source is Shar+ al-Tash\l (Explaining the book of Tash\l) (the word Tash\l means 
making something easy and understandable) by Jamāl al-Dīn Muḥammad Ibn Mālik (d. 
672¦1273). He was born in Jayy[n in al-Andalus, but eventually left his home and travelled to 
the Middle East before settling in Damascus until his death. He is considered one of the most 
respected Andalusian Arabic grammarians, and was known as al-n[&im (the composer of 
didactic poetry), referring to his famous work al-Alfiyyah (The One Thousand «Verses»), 
which is a poem about Arabic grammar. It is worth noting that the grammarians in al-Andalus 
created their own school of thought which is different in some respects from that in the 
traditional Middle East. Even though they profited from the intellectual works conducted by 
the three schools preceding them (Ba~ra, K]fa and Baghd[d), the Andalusain grammarians 
provided the field of Arabic grammar with innovative opinions and fruitful discussions.49 
Hence, they have a number of disagreements with the scholars of the former schools on many 
Arabic grammar rules.50  
Ibn Mālik aimed to explain Arabic grammar in detail in his concise book Tash\l al-Faw[>id 
wa Takm\l al-Maq[~id (Capturing the Benefits and Fulfilling the Objectives). This book has 
several positive features. First, Ibn M[lik tended to compare between the grammarians’ 
opinions and then choose the one that he assumed was the most correct, supporting his 
selection with scholarly evidence. In addition, he provided sometimes his own views in cases 
                                                             
47 S\bawayhi (1983), vol. 3. p. 59. The translation is quoted from Giolfo (2012), p. 139.  
48 S\bawahyi (1983), vol. 4. p. 244.  The translation is cited in Giolfo (2012), p. 155 where she asserts on the 
meaning of impossibility 
49 $ayf (1968), pp. 292-293. 
50 See examples for this issue in ^an%[w\ (1973), pp. 223-225. 
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where he was not persuaded by the opinions of grammarians who came prior to him.51 
Secondly, in contrast to the early Arabic grammarians, Ibn Mālik is thought to be the first 
who extensively applied |ad\th (the Prophet Mu+ammad’s sayings and deeds) as one of the 
main sources for data collection and, hence, the construction of the rules of Arabic grammar. 
The early Arabic grammarians overlooked this linguistic source because they suspected that 
the narrators may have not conveyed the actual words of |ad\th.52 This led Ibn Mālik to 
investigating the early grammarians’ views on other grammatical issues depending on his 
contrary attitude towards this source of data.53  
Concerning conditional sentences, Ibn Mālik’s critical attitude is a dominant feature in his 
explanations of topic. He pointed out that the conditional particles can host either past (with 
law) or future (with other particles) references in the two clauses.54 This is to say the time 
reference in the protasis must agree with that in the apodosis, as follows (S.2-3): 
S. 2) law q[ma zaydun q[ma <Amrun. 
ورمع ماق ديز ماق ول 
If Zayd had stood, Amr would have stood as well.55 
S. 3) in taqum aqum. 
مقأ مقت نإ. 
If you stand up, I will stand up.56 
In addition, he had different views with regard to the meaning of the conditional particles. For 
example, unlike the early Arabic grammarians, he believed that idh[ carries the meaning of 
conditionality besides the temporal value, giving the following verse in the Qur>[n as an 
example (S.4):  
S. 4) wa idh[ laq] alladh\na [man] q[l] [mann[. 
انمآ اولاق اونمآ نيذلا اوقل اذإو. 
When they (the hypocrites) meet those who believe, they say: we believe. 57 
                                                             
51 Al-Sayyid and al-Makhtūn (eds) Ibn Mālik (1990), vol. 1 p. 40. 
52 Ibid. p.48; see also: Bohas et al. (1990), p. 18. 
53 Al-Sayyid et al. in Ibn Mālik (1990), vol. 1. p. 49. 
54 Ibn Mālik (1990), vol. 4. p. 66. 
55 Ibid., 66. 
56 Ibid., p. 66. 
57 The Holy Qur>an, S]rat al-Baqarah (2): 14. The translation is cited in Ali (1983), p. 19. The particle idh[ is 
interpreted here as “when” because Ibn M[lik believed that idh[  has essentially a temporal character, while the 
conditionality value is an implicit meaning.  
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Furthermore, he asserts that law typically carries the sense of the past time reference. He 
illustrated this by the following example (S.5): 
S. 5) law ji>tan\ la-akramtuka. 
كتمركلأ ينتئج ول 
If you had come, I would have honoured you.58 
Hence, the conditional particles in his view are three: in, law and idh[. He then distinguished 
between two types of idh[: 
a) The one that has temporal value while providing the meaning of conditional implicitly. 
This type is the most common one as in (S.4) above. In this manner, idh[ has a high level 
of certainty in the action occurrence, which is different from in.  
 
b) The one that only has pure temporal value as in (S.6): 
S. 6) wa al-layli idh[ yaghsh[. 
.ىشغي اذإ ليللاو 
By the night when it covers (with darkness).59 
The third source is Mughn\ al-lab\b <an kutub al-a<[r\b (Despensing the Intelligent Man of the 
Need for Grammar Books) by <Abdullāh b. Hishām (d. 761¦1359), who was an outstanding 
Egyptian grammarian, has had significant contributions to the field of Arabic grammar. It is 
said that he has had a considerable influence on Arabic grammarians in subsequent years, and 
it is thought that the procedure adopted by him shows ingenious perception in terms of 
semantic aspects.60 This book consists of eight chapters, but the first one, which is the largest 
and entitled F\ Tafs\r al-Mufrad[t wa Dhikr A+k[mih[ (In the Interpretation of the Particles 
and their Principles), is the only relevant one to our study. The aim of his chapter is to 
investigate the meanings of the particles used in the Arabic language and their syntactic 
functions, providing examples from the Qur>[n and poetry. Hence, he explored the various 
possible meanings of the conditional particles whilst providing detailed discussions. For 
example, he made a distinction between the meanings that the particle law generates, such as 
                                                             
58 Ibn M[lik (1990), vol. 4. pp. 94-96. 
59 The Holy Qur>[n, S]rat al-Layl (92): 1. The translation is quoted from al-Mehri (2010), p. 620.  
60 Gully (1995), pp. x, xii.  
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imtin[< (impossibility), which has the meaning of the condition in the past,61 whilst that of 
shar% was in the future,62 as in the following examples respectively (Sentences 7-8): 
S. 7) law ji>tan\ amsi akramtuka. 
كتمركأ سمأ ينتئج ول 
If you had come yesterday, I would have honored you. 
S. 8) wa l-yakhsh alladh\na law tarak] min khalfihim dhurriyyatan #i>[fan kh[f] <alayhim. 
مهيلع اوفاخ  افاعض ةيرذ مهفلخ نم اوكرت ول نيذلا شخيلو 
Those who are concerned about their own «weak» children in case they leave them 
behind, shall observe God.63 
However, the syntactic characteristics of the conditional structures in each meaning remained 
neglected, which poses a question: do both meanings that are expressed by law present the 
same the structural patterns in the two clauses or not, and how?  
The works reviewed above are a combination of both early and later Arabic grammarians’ 
books. We traced the development that took place in the study of the conditional system. 
Although in was, in the view of early grammarians, the basic particle conditional to denote 
conditionality due to the concept of uncertainty it carries, it became clear that law and idh[ 
were counted, by some grammarians, as conditional particles at later stages. In terms of time 
reference, in and idh[ indicate future reference, while law typically refers to the past with a 
possibility of referring to the future. The grammarians’ efforts, however, have been 
collectively criticised as having a great deal of focus on the formal aspects of the conditional 
system, mainly: the choice of the particles and their syntactic roles, the verbal patterns of the 
two clauses and the methods of formal connection between the two clauses.64  
2.6. Modern Studies: 
There are several recent studies that deal with the topic of conditional sentences in Arabic 
grammar. They have been carried out by both Arab and Western linguists. They generally can 
be divided into two major categories of research according to the period of Arabic being 
addressed. The first category of research contains studies on the conditional sentence in 
                                                             
61 Ibn Hishām (1965), p. 255-6 
62 Ibid. p. 261. 
63 The Holy Qur>[n, S]rat al-Nis[> (4): 9. The translation is quoted in Khalifa (2000), p. 47 with my amendment.  
64 Dévényi (1988), p. 14. See also, al-Shams[n (1981), p. 189. 
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Classical Arabic, whilst the second category deals with the same topic but within Modern 
Arabic period. In the following, I will review the most notable studies that pertain to this 
research’s focus, whilst paying particular attention to the second category mentioned above 
since it shares the same context of the present studies. 
2.6.1. Modern studies on CA conditional sentences: 
 
Three studies will be reviewed under this category:65 
The first study is Al-jumlah al-Shar%iyyah <inda al-Nu+[h al-<Arab (The Conditional Sentence 
according to the Arabic Grammarians), by Ibr[h\m al-Shams[n, published in 1981. The 
author aims at evaluating and analysing the books of early and later Arabic grammarians who 
dealt with the conditional sentence. One perspective of this study is that it provides diachronic 
observations, aiming to trace the historical sequence that accompanied the study of the 
conditional sentence through the centuries. As an example of this, al-Shams[n has attempted 
to provide a comprehensive view of the historical evolution of the syntactic terms used to 
refer to the conditional sentence and its components. Hence, he can be said to take note of the 
fact that one term could refer to various meanings. For instance, the term al-jaz[> was used by 
the grammarians to refer to either the conditional sentence as a whole, the protasis, the 
apodosis or the particle. He attributes this to several factors, such as the different uses among 
the grammarians. This is to say that one grammarian would have used a term in order to 
convey a specific meaning, while another would use it for a different meaning.66  
Another important issue he discusses is the grammarians’ treatments of the verbal forms in 
the conditional sentence. He critiques the grammarians who dealt with this issue in a rigid, 
formal way. For example, he mentions that they were concerned with observing the 
morphological classes of the verbs and the possible syntactical features such as case endings. 
                                                             
65 Conditional sentences in CA have been studied extensively by modern linguists of Arabic, but since the 
present study targets conditionnals in MWA, I chose not to provide an extensive critical inquiry into those that 
focus on CA conditionals. However, it may be useful to list some of these studies which are not included in this 
Chapter:  
1- Conditional Sentences within the Arab Grammatical Tradition by Ahmed Abdel-Ghani (1981).  
2- Al-Tar[k\b al-Isn[diyyah: al-Jumal al-Wa~fiyyah wa al-*arfiyyah wa al-Shar%iyyah by <Al\ Ab] al-
Mak[rim (2007). 
3- Al-Shar% f\ al-Qur>[n by <Abd al-Sal[m al-Massad\ wa Mu+ammad al-^ar[buls\ (1985).  
4- The treatment of conditional sentences by the Mediaeval Arabic grammarians: stability and change in the 
history of Arabic grammar’ by Kinga Dévényi (1988).  
5- Al-Shar% wa al-Istifh[m f\ As[l\b al-<Arabiyyah  by Sam\r Staytiyyah (1995). 
6- Usl]b al-Shar% bayna al-Na+wyyin wa al-U~]liyyin by N[~ir Kar\r\ (2004). 
66 Al-Shams[n (1981), pp. 131-3.  
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He produces Table 1 to illustrate Sībawayhi’s observation on the verbal patterns that 
accompany the particle in:67 
No  Protasis Apodosis Example 
1 Jussive Jussive in ta>tin\ [tika. 
particle-if jussive-come jussive-come 
If you come to me, I will come to you. 
2 Perfect Imperfect 
indicative 
in ataytan\ [t\ka. 
particle -if perfect-come indicative-come 
If you come to me, I will come to you. 
3 Jussive Imperfect 
indicative 
in ta>tin\ [t\ka. 
particle -if jussive-come Indicative-come 
If you come to me, I will come to you. 
4 Perfect Jussive in ataytan\ [tika. 
particle -if perfect -come jussive-come       
If you come to me, I will come to you. 
Table 1. The verbal patterns that accompanying the particle in according to S\bawayhi’s observation according 
to al-Shams[n (1981). 
As such, he believed that this formal procedure overlooked investigating the possible 
meanings that can be generated from the different verbal forms.68  
As for the issue of time reference in the conditional sentence, being convinced that the study 
of time reference in the Arabic sentence in general had not received enough and adequate 
study by Arabic grammarians, al-Shams[n presents some problematic issues that emerged 
from some grammarians’ explanations, such as the principle that indicates that the conditional 
particle must transform the perfect form (past) to the future as in the following example (S.9): 
S. 9) in ji>tan\ ji>tuka. 
كتئج ينتئج نإ 
           If you come, I will come.69 
In (S.9), the perfect form in the two clauses is interpreted as having a future time reference 
since the future sense is a fundamental feature of in. However, this principle fails to be 
                                                             
67 Ibid., p. 247. 
68 Ibid., p. 254. See also Giolfo (2012), p. 152.  
69 Ibid., p. 248. 
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applied to the examples that contain the auxiliary k[na (was) as in the following example 
(S.10): 
S. 10)  in kunta zurtan\ amsi akramtuka al-yawma. 
.مويلا كتمركأ سمأ ينترز تنك نإ 
If you had visited me yesterday, I would have honoured you today.70 
Nevertheless, some grammarians, as he states, rejected the possibility that the past time 
reference can be expressed by the conditional sentence in order to keep the principle 
consistent. Hence, they interpreted the latter example like this: if the fact that you visited me 
yesterday is true, I would visit you today. 71  
The second study is Conditional Structures in Classical Arabic by Yishai Peled, which was 
developed from a PhD thesis in 1983 and published in 1992. This source reflects a more 
Western-oriented thought to the conditional sentence in Classical Arabic. This study mainly 
aims at identifying the syntactic-semantic relations and their features of conditional structures 
in Classical Arabic prose.  
In order to proceed with his analysis in a coherent way, Peled establishes a model that he calls 
“Conditio-Selectional Rules”. He deduces, on the basis of the aforementioned model, two 
main types of conditional sentence: “Modally Interdependent sentence” and “Modally Split 
sentence”. The former indicates that both the protasis and the apodosis are dependent on each 
other, while, in the latter, both clauses can operate independently.72 In other words, he means 
by the former case where the apodosis is not preceded by the connector fa-, and by the latter 
where it is. Hence, his theoretical framework is based on the nature of the link between the 
two clauses. Some concepts that have emerged from some Western linguistic treaties are 
applied in his analysis, such as the dichotomies (actual vs. potential)73 and (hypothetical vs. 
counterfactual).74  
The author manages to provide a clear syntactic and semantic analysis for the structures 
derived from the aforementioned two types. For example, the conditional structures with in 
within the first type can serve either actuality (when the protasis implies the meaning of ‘if X 
                                                             
70 Ibid., p.265. 
71 Ibid., p. 265.  
72 Peled (1992), p. 9. 
73 Ibid., p. 14. 
74 Ibid., p. 40. 
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happens’. i.e. it expresses action) or potentiality (when the protasis indicates the notion of ‘if 
X is true’. i.e. it expresses state). Each meaning has general explicit syntactical features, such 
as the following syntactical patterns: 
i) in ± jussive ± jussive. 
ii) in ± perfect ± perfect. 
Both imply actual conditional75 as in the following examples respectively: (S.11-12)  
S. 11) innaka in taltamis ri#[ jam\<i al-n[si taltamis m[ l[ yudraku. 
كردي لا ام سمتلت سانلا عيمج اضر سمتلت نإ كنإ. 
If you see the approval of all people, you are seeking the unattainable.76  
S. 12) in a<azzan[ Allahu wa a&haran[ <al[ <aduwwin[ k[na dh[lika m[ a+babn[. 
كلذ ناك انودع ىلع انرهظأ و الله انزعأ نإ انببحأ ام . 
If God gives us strength and grants us victory over our enemy, this will be what we 
want.77 
On the other hand, he found that the potential conditional meaning is expressed by various 
syntactic patterns, such as (k[na ± non-verbal complement) in the protasis as in the following 
example (S.13): 
S. 13) in k[na ibn\ f\ al-jannati lam abki <alayhi. 
.هيلع كبأ مل ةنجلا يف ينبا ناك نإ 
If my son is in paradise (now), I will not cry over him.78 
As for the relation between time reference and conditional sentences, Peled believes that the 
two clauses “are not time marked”, hence, the future reference cannot be inferred by the 
verbal forms, rather they should be deduced by implication. i.e. by the context. Hence, he 
critiques the classical view which claimed that future is essentially marked by the conditional 
particles, thus, the m[#\ (past) form carries the value of futurity. He describes this as an 
oversimplified view.79  
                                                             
75 Ibid., pp. 14-17. 
76 Ibid., p. 16. 
77 Ibid., p. 18. 
78 Ibid., p.21. 
79 Ibid., p. 12. 
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Furthermore, although he points out that there is an existing replacement between the 
particles in and idh[, he does not attempt to determine the cases where they can be 
interchangeable, though this might not have been his aim.80  
His discussion covers some other issues, such as the features of subordinated conditional 
structures, clause order and conditional concessive clauses. For example, he mentions that 
concessive conditional clauses are indicated by the following combined particles wa-in and 
wa-law. He points out that these particles are unlikely to occur at the beginning of the 
sentence. Furthermore, he notes that wa-in conveys two possible meanings: potential and 
factual as illustrated in (S.14-15) below respectively. On the other hand, wa-law, which is 
lesser used, provides only the meaning of potentiality as in (S.16):81 
S. 14) isma<] wa a%\<] wa-in istu<mila +abashiyyun ka>anna ra>sahu zab\batun. 
يشبح لمعتسا نإو اوعيطأو اوعمسا. 
Listen and obey, even if the instated is Abyssinian.82 
S. 15) inn\ rajulun minka wa ilayka wa-in farraqa al-d\nu baynan[. 
اننيب نيدلا قرف نإو كيلإو كنم لجر ينإ 
I am a man and my sympathy is on your side, even though there is a religious 
difference of between us.83  
S. 16) wa [manahum jam\<an ill[ khamsata nafarin amara  bi-qatlihim wa-law k[n] 
muta<alliq\na bi-ast[r al-ka<bati. 
ةبعكلا راتسأب نيقلعتم اوناك ولو مهلتقب رمأ رفن ةسمخ لاإ  اعيمج مهنمآو 
He granted them all protection, except for five people whom he ordered to be killed, 
even if they were to hold on to the covering of the al-Ka>bah.84 
Peled’s book is a useful source, and it will be used as a tool to compare the applications of 
conditional sentences in CA with those utilised in MWA, which may lead to examining the 
ongoing validity of the description of the conditional sentence in CA.   
                                                             
80 Ibid., p. 25. 
81 Ibid., p. 157. 
82 Ibid. Peled’s translation with my amendment. 
83 Ibid., p. 158. Peled’s translation with my amendment. 
84 Ibid., p.161. Peled’s transaltion. 
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The third study is Conditional Structure in Classical Arabic: A General Descriptive Study 
(2010). It is written by Salman al-Saad and is an unpublished PhD thesis based on research 
conducted at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London. The author’s primary aim 
is to investigate conditional structures from a descriptive approach; this covers different 
aspects related to the system of conditionals in CA such as, particles, forms, meaning, and 
rhetorical functions.85 The main source of the data the author has examined comes from the 
Qur’an. Therefore, this study cannot be regarded as a comprehensive work for all CA 
conditional structure usages since other important sources upon which CA grammar rules are 
built are neglected. These include poetry and prose.  
Another aim that al-Saad hopes to achieve with his research is to provide a statistical 
description of the frequencies of the particles used and the syntactic features (patterns of the 
two clauses).86 He generally identifies two typological patterns: the agreement structure, 
where the protasis and the apodosis have the same syntactical forms (e.g. verbal forms: past ± 
past),87 and the non-agreement structure, where each clause exhibits different forms (e.g. past 
± present). One apparent problem of this approach is that it categorises the two clauses of a 
conditional structure on the basis of their morphological classes; hence, it neglects the actual 
time references that associate with the two clauses due to the fact that verbal forms and time 
references are not, in many cases, consistent in a straightforward manner in conditional 
sentences. A clear example of this problem is illustrated in his statement that the syntactical 
pattern (past ± past) acts as the most possible structure associated with the particle law, 
representing 61 occurrences. Then, he provides the following Qur>[nic example (S.17): 
S. 17) wa law sami<] m[ istaj[b] la-kum. 
مكل اوباجتسا ام اوعمس ولو. 
And if they were to listen, they would not be able to respond.88 
This verse indicates a future time reference although the past form sami<] (heard) istaj[b] 
(respond) is used in the two clauses. Therefore, it seems that the issue of exploring the actual 
                                                             
85 Al-Saad (2010), p. 5. 
86 Ibid. 
87 I use his terms here as the author used him. However, later I am going to use the terms perfect for past form 
m[#\ and imperfect for present form mu#[ri<.  
88 The Holy Qur>[n, S]rat F[%ir (35): 14. The translation is cited in Al-Saad (2010), p. 115. 
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time reference held by conditional structures, has been overlooked by the author. This can be 
applied to many of the examples he has quoted.  
2.6.2. Modern Studies on conditional sentences in MSA:  
Modern linguists of Modern Arabic have also been concerned with the topic of conditional 
sentences. However, most of their works included in this review appear as either chapters in 
Arabic grammar books or articles. Thus, this may justify my argument that there is a need to 
produce a concentrated study that covers most of the important issues related to the 
conditional sentences in MWA.  
It is also important to state that most of these books were designed to teach Arabic. 
Consequently, these studies provide sketchy and limited discussions on the topic.89  
Nevertheless, these studies include some serious attempts at addressing the conditional 
sentence, which are valuable to our study. They are as follows: 
The first one is Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose by Vicente Cantarino, which was published 
in 1975. The author sets out to explain the use of the conditional sentence in modern Arabic 
prose with particular focus on clarifying the semantics of conditional structures in general.90 
The data examined was primarily collected from literary works. This has, however, been 
criticised as constituting a very narrow corpus.91   
As for conditional particles, Cantarino seems to claim that the main conditional particles in 
Arabic are: in and law. Hence, in contrast to other major modern works, he does not seem to 
consider idh[ as a main conditional particle, or at least a dominant particle even though he 
admits elsewhere that idh[ can express conditional meaning as well as temporal meaning.92 In 
addition, he argue that idh[ takes the function of in in some cases but not vice versa. In other 
words, idh[ can express conditionality, while in cannot express temporality.  Consider the 
following example: (S.18): 
S. 18) idh[ na&arta il[ al-khar\%ati al-yawma ra>ayta al-n[%iq\na bi-al-<arabiyyati 
muntashir\na «f\ gharbiyyi al-ba+ri al-mutawassi%i». 
                                                             
89 Examples of these studies include Cowan (1958), Smart (1986), Mace (1998), Ryding (2005) and Abu-Chacra 
(2007). 
90 Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. p. 312. 
91 Badawi et al. p. 4. 
92 Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. p. 302. He actually discusses structures with idh[ within the group of temporal 
particles. 
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 نيرشتنم ةيبرعلاب نيقطانلا تيأر مويلا ةطيرخلا ىلإ ترظن اذإ[طسوتملا رحبلا يبرغ يف.] 
If you look now at a map, you will see the Arabic speakers are spread «across the 
western Mediterranean».93 
One interesting point he made is related to the syntactic features of the structures that occur in 
idh[ sentence as a temporal element and as a conditional element. He states that generally 
they are the same, but the one with conditional meaning can have a structure which does not 
exist with temporal meaning. That is when idh[ is followed by a pre-verb noun subject as in 
(S.19): 
S. 19) m[ taraynahu yaf<alu idh[ huwa dakhala <alayn[ al-s[<ata? 
؟ةعاسلا انيلع لخد وه اذإ لعفي هنيرت ام 
What do you think he would do if he enters here at this moment?94 
This reflects his interest in observing examples that show a connection between syntax and 
semantics in the context of conditionals. 
In several cases, Cantarino clearly maintains that time references cannot be exactly 
determined without considering the context,95 and the verbal forms in the two clauses can be, 
in the case of in, either the same or different. This may be regarded as an important point that 
signifies that agreement between the verbal forms in the two clauses is not always required.96 
He also divides time references in conditional sentences into two major types: past and non-
past, and he tends to connect various conditional structures to these types. For instance, he 
notes that when the clauses are reversed (apodosis ± protasis) after in, the temporal reference 
is often non-past as in the following example: (S.20) 
S. 20) inn\ am]tu in makathtu hun[. 
 تثكم نإ تومأ ينإانه. 
I will die if I stay here.97 
The division, past and non-past, which he adopts may be considered very broad since it 
should have more specific types, such as future, pluperfect, and so on.  
                                                             
93 Ibid., p. 303. What is between the square brackets is added to make the sentence meaningful. It is taken from 
the original source from which Cantarino cited the example; which is Z\d[n (2012), p. 53.   
94 Ibid., pp. 302-303.  
95 Ibid., pp. 313, 320. 
96 Ibid., p. 315. 
97 Ibid., p. 317.  
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This source forms a significant contribution to this study, especially in terms of the semantic 
aspects of the conditional sentence. However, the data he has examined only represents 
material which were written before 1975. 
The second study is Modern Written Arabic: A Comprehensive Grammar Reference, by El-
Said Badawi, Micheal Carter and Adrian Gully, published in 2004. The authors aim to 
provide Arabic readers with a broad-scope, descriptive study in modern Arabic grammar.98 
Hence, they devote an entire chapter to the description of conditional sentences in MWA. 
At the beginning of this chapter, the authors have briefly described the diachronic evolution 
that occurred in some conditional particles; namely: in, law and idh[. One interesting point of 
this issue is that they state that idh[, which, classically speaking, mainly had a temporal 
character, has become the most common particle in MWA instead of in, which was the most 
common particle in CA. Hence, in no longer occurs as a main particle and is used to a much 
lesser extent than idh[ and law. 99  
One important aspect of their work is that they concern themselves with recording the 
meanings of the aforementioned particles and some of their syntactic features, such as the 
verbal forms accompanying them. This seems the primary focus of the authors. For example, 
following their description of the particle idh[, they maintain that this particle can present one 
of the four following meanings:  
i) Pure conditional (if). (S.21) 
S. 21) idh[ +allaln[ <amala hadha al-shakh~i wajadn[ annahu l[ yamuttu il[ mihnati al-
handasti bi-~ilatin. 
 لمع انللح اذإةلصب ةسدنهلا ةنهم ىلإ تمي لا هنأ اندجو صخشلا اذه 
If we analyse the work of this person, we will find that it does not relate very closely 
to the profession of engineering.100 
ii) Temporal (when or whenever). (S.22) 
S. 22) idh[ anna mar\#un anna al-jam\<u. 
عيمجلا ّنأ ضيرم ّنأ اذإ 
When one patient moaned, everyone moaned.101 
                                                             
98 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 1. 
99 Ibid., p. 636. 
100 Ibid., p. 653. 
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iii) Conditional-temporal sense (if and when). (S.23) 
S. 23) idh[ >ajaza <an al-qiy[mi bi-hi baytu al-m[li wajaba <al[ al-muslim\na k[ffatan. 
ةفاك نيملسملا ىلع بجو لاملا تيب هب مايقلا نع زجع اذإ 
If and when the community treasury is unable to carry it out, the obligation falls on 
the Muslims generally.102 
iv)  Unlikely or hypothetical conditional as the same sense as law. (S.24) 
S. 24) idh[ a#afn[ li-#[lika m[ yatimmu ijr[>uhu f\ al-mar[kizi al-%ibbiyyati la-f]ji>n[ bi-
raqmin #akhmin yuth\ru al-rahbata. 
 ةبهرلا ريثي مخض مقرب انئجوفل ةيبطلا زكارملا يف هؤارجإ متي ام كلذل انفضأ اذإ 
If we added to this what is happening in medical centres (then) we would certainly be 
amazed by a horrifyingly large number.103 
Although this description provides us with a valuable contribution in terms of the meanings 
of idh[ in MWA, one point appears problematic here. That is the syntactic characteristics of 
each meaning have not been intensively investigated apart from general signals which seem 
inadequate or based on intuition. For example, the authors claim that the verbal patterns of the 
types (i), (ii) and (iii) are usually the same (idh[ ± perfect ± perfect). This result, however, is 
contradicted by the analysis conducted by Sartori’s work reviewed below (See Table 2 
below). 
It is worth mentioning that the authors aim at some points in their study to compare between 
the usages of conditional sentences in CA and MWA, especially at the syntactic level. For 
example, they claim that the patterns (in jussive ± jussive), which is classically regular,104 is 
not common in MWA as in (S.25): 
S. 25) in tughliq sam<ah[ <an thartharatihi al-yawmiyyati yan~ali+ al-+[lu ba<a#a al-shay>i 
baynahum[. 
.امهنيب ءيشلا ضعب لاحلا حلصني ةيمويلا هترثرث نع اهعمس قلغت نإ 
If she shuts herself off «lit. closes her hearing» to his daily gossiping. Their 
relationship will be better.105 
                                                                                                                                                                                              
101 Ibid., p. 661. 
102 Ibid., p. 660. 
103 Ibid., p. 656. 
104 Ibid., p. 638.  
105 Ibid., I did some amendments on their translation.  
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This observation which acknowledges some of the differences between CA and MWA is 
interesting and strongly justifies the importance of studying MWA conditional structures in 
isolated data from those extracted from CA. 
The third work reviwed in this section is Modern Literary Arabic: A Reference Grammar, by 
Ron Buckley, published in 2004. In compiling this book, the author aims to offer a detailed 
reference of the grammar of Modern Literary Arabic as it exists today for advanced students. 
Methodologically, from the outset, Buckley clearly states that his book is mainly descriptive 
rather than prescriptive. The data included in his book represents only modern literary works 
(i.e. novels), while other genres, such as non-fiction and newspapers, are not included.  
Buckley dedicates a chapter to describing conditional sentences.  The author deals with each 
conditional particle separately and provides their modality meanings, making some 
observations on possible structures that accompany the particles. He then supports his 
description with actual examples from the data.  
One of the interesting findings that he recorded – in line with Badawi et al. (reviewed above) 
– is that the particle idh[ can express the four meanings presented above.  However, he has 
not investigated (i) which is the most common meaning expressed by idh[, (ii) whether there 
are syntactic boundaries or features that distinguish between these meanings.  
Another significant point Buckley has made is that the actual temporal interpretations depend 
on the context and the meaning of the conditional sentence.  This signals that he may believe 
that the conditional particles and the verbal forms cannot act as time reference indicators. 
This view appears partially in agreement with Cantarino’s view mentioned earlier.  
Nevertheless, Buckley does not explain how the meaning of the sentence can help determine 
the exact temporal interpretations. 
The fourth study is Modern Arabic, Structures, Functions and Varieties by Clive Holes, 
published in 2004 in a second, revised edition. He discusses conditional sentences in a short 
section. The author aims mainly to draw some of the features of the conditional system in 
MSA (the written material) that distinguish it from that which is utilised in Classical Literary 
Arabic (CLA). As well as this, he attempts to highlight the features of the conditional 
sentences in some Modern Arabic dialects. Hence, he briefly compares between the three 
varieties MSA, CLA and dialects, which can be considered a different approach from the 
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three works reviewed above. The data analysed in this study was limited and exceedingly 
narrow as it was only collected from one single book that contains only seventy pages. 
Besides, this book only represents a political and economic policies genre.106  This is, in my 
opinion, an insufficient sample since it is too narrow in terms of text-size and variety of 
genres. The selection of the data sources should be much broader in order to achieve a 
comprehensive explanation for such a complex topic. 
According to the author, the most prominent features “of conditional sentences in Modern 
Standard Arabic are the sequence of verb forms used and the particles used to introduce the 
«two clauses»”.107 Comparing with English, he states that Modality meanings (e.g. possibility, 
impossibility) are indicated by particles in MSA as will be shown, whereas, in English, the 
verbal forms play that role. He considers the following examples to clarify how the verb 
forms control English conditionals meanings (Sentences 26-28):108  
S. 26) If he agrees, he will regret it.    (possible) 
S. 27) If he agreed, he would regret it.         (less probable) 
S. 28) If he had agreed, he would have regretted it.   (impossible). 
However, this view does not reflect the reality of the system of conditional in the two 
languages. As for MSA, we have presented above the observation made by Badawi et al. 
where the particle idh[ can be associated with four Modality meanings.109 This implies that it 
is difficult to rely on the particles only independently in denoting Modality meanings. As for 
English, this division clearly adopts verbal forms as a criterion in classifying the meaning of 
conditionals. This method of classification has been critiqued as being insufficient or 
oversimplified, and it is largely pedagogical in purpose, and, thus, neglects some other actual 
behaviors of English conditionals.110 For example, as Declerk and Reed point out, (S.29) 
expresses Open (i.e. possible) conditional although it is not identical to the verbal forms 
presented in (S.27) above:  
                                                             
106 Holes (2004), p. 295.  
107 Ibid., p. 293. 
108 Ibid. 
109 See page 48 above. 
110 Declerck (2001), pp. 231-233; Dancygier (2006), pp. 25-26. 
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S. 29) (I was not sure the murder would ever be caught). If the muder had been commited by 
the Secret Service, there would be a cover up.111  
Even though this study deals with the topic of conditional sentences mainly in MSA, the 
author repeats the general traditional classification for the meanings of the conditional 
particles. That is to say in is for a possible proposition, idh[ implies the certainty of the event, 
even though the time of the event is considered uncertain, and law generates an unreal 
conditional sentence. Hence, Holes provides the classical exemplification with respect to this 
semantic division as follows respectively: (S.30-32) 
S. 30) in m[ta Zaydun. 
ديز تام نإ 
If Zayd dies. (meaning: in his present illness). 
 
S. 31)  idh[ m[ta Zaydun.  
ديز تام اذإ 
When Zayd dies (i.e. like all men, he eventually will). 
 
S. 32)  law m[ta Zaydun.  
ديز تام ول 
If Zayd were to die or if Zayd had died.112 
 
However, Holes claims that “in MSA...idh[ has to some extent encroached on the territory of 
CLA in, whereas in spoken Arabic, its various local dialectal reflexes are now easily the most 
common particle used in open conditional clauses”.113 This means that he has noticed the 
dominance of the particle idh[ over the particle in in Modern Arabic, both standard and 
dialect, which was not the case in CLA. This shows that he is in agreement on this particular 
point with Badawi et al. mentioned above. 
                                                             
111 Declerck (2001), p. 236. Brackets in original. 
112 Holes (2004), p. 293. 
113 Ibid. 
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Speaking of the semantic classifications of conditional sentences, the author adopts two major 
types namely: “open” and “contra-factive” conditional.114 He notes, on the basis of his single 
source of data, that the first category is expressed by idh[ and the second one is signaled by 
law, while in is not totally used to express one of the aforementioned types. He also divides 
“open” conditional into two subtypes: “organising”, where the user makes a contribution to 
direct the addressee to understand his ideas, and “textual”, where “the conditional sentences 
form part of the substance of the text”.115 He then goes on to determine the syntactic features 
of these subtypes, but he only focuses on the particle idh[. For example, he records that the 
“textual” conditional can be expressed by either the perfect or k[na ± imperfect in the 
protasis, while the verbal forms in the apodosis are varied.116  In this manner, he notes that the 
examples where the verb in the protasis is perfect denote the meaning of possibility, as in 
(S.33): 
S. 33) idh[ istamarrati al-qiy[d[tu al-siy[siyyatu f\ duwali al-majlisi bi-h[dhihi al-kayfiyyati 
fa-l[ shakka annah[ sa-ta&allu #imna +alaqatin shirr\ratin.  
.ةريرش ةقلح نمض لظتس اهنأ كش لاف ةيفيكلا هذهب سلجملا لود يف ةيسايسلا ةدايقلا ترمتسا اذإ 
If the political leaders in the GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) continue with this 
approach, then, there is no doubt that they will remain in a vicious circle.117 
By contrast, the examples, where the form k[na ± imperfect is presented in the protasis, do 
not signify a proper conditional meaning. Hence, Holes considers the latter form as being 
further away semantically from the notion of condition. He provides the following examples: 
(S.34) 
S. 34) idh[ k[na al-ikhwatu al-ashiqq[>u f\ al-jaz\rati wa al-khal\ji ya<tabir]na al-Yaman 
dawalatan ghayra naf%iyyah…… la-k[na ajdaru bi-l-ikhwah f\ al-duwali al-shaq\qati 
an tu%liqa <al[ al-majlisi isma majlisi al-ta<[wuni li-duwali al-naf%i f\ al-khalij. 
ةيطفن ريغ ةلود نميلا نوربتعي جيلخلاو ةريزجلا يف ءاقشلأا ةوخلإا ناك اذإ  ردجلأا ناكل .... لودلا يف ةوخلإاب
ا ىلع قلطت نأ ةقيقشلا .جيلخلا يف طفنلا لودل نواعتلا سلجم مسا سلجمل  
                                                             
114 Ibid., p. 296. He basically means by the term “open” when the content of the sentence can be fulfilled (other 
terms are “real” and “indicative”), whereas the term “contrafactive” is equivalent to the term 
“counterfactual”,implying the meaning of an unfulfilled proposition.    
115 Ibid.  
116 Ibid., pp. 296-297. 
117 Ibid., I had to return to the original Arabic text (al-Naf\s\, 1982,  p. 61) from which this example was taken 
since Holes only provides the English translation. 
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If the brothers in «the Arabian» Peninsula and the Gulf consider Yemen a non-oil 
state…. it would be better for them to call the GCC: the Gulf Oil States Cooperation 
Council.118  
Finally, it is obvious that the significance of this study cannot be denied in terms of the 
relation between syntax and semantics in MSA and comparing this with conditional sentences 
in CA. However, several shortcomings can be noticed; namely: (i) little attention is given to 
the particles in and law, (ii) the data examined is rather small in size, (iii) anslysing the 
semantic link between the two clauses does not seem to fall within the scope of the 
investigation.  
 
The fifth study is For a Relational Approach to Modern Literary Arabic Conditional Clauses, 
by Manuel Sartori. The English version of article was published in 2011. The corpus 
considered in this study was gathered from nine Modern Arabic novels that were published 
between 1963 and 2005.119 The major focus was given primarily to the particles idh[ and law, 
while in received much less attention since its occurrence represented only 5.65‰ of the data 
gathered. Hence, Sartori believes that in has almost disappeared from practical usage within 
the conditional system of Modern Literary Arabic.120   
Having criticised the contents of several previous relevant works, Sartori is convinced that 
those studies do not present an adequate and coherent description for the actual situation of 
conditional sentences in MSA.121 Therefore, he sets up his analysis on the basis of what he 
calls a “relational approach”. This approach assumes that there is a relation between the 
conditional particle and the verbal form used in the apodosis. This tied relation plays a role in 
conveying the Modality meaning and time references. Therefore, his work can be seen as a 
syntactic-semantic study on the conditional sentences. The importance of the form of the 
apodosis emerges on the fact that the vast majority of the protasis forms in his data present 
almost a stable form, which is the perfect tense form, covering 97.18‰ of the sample.122   
This engagement between the two elements, he asserts, signifies the exact meaning of the 
sentence which combines time reference and Modality meanings. By following this procedure 
                                                             
118 Ibid., p. 297.  
119 Sartori (2011), p. 1. 
120 Ibid. p. 3.  
121 Ibid., pp. 1, 6.  
122 Ibid., p. 3. 
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and examining the conditional sentences introduced by three particles: idh[, law and in, the 
author formulates five semantic domains: (i) present eventual,123 (ii) past eventual, (iii) 
potential124, (iv) present unreal and (v) past unreal. Then, he traces the possible structures that 
help indicate the aforementioned meanings on the basis of his relational approach, supporting 
his results with statistical observations.125 This analysis shows something in common with the 
present study in terms of the syntactic-semantic relationship in conditional sentences. An 
example of this is that he maintains that the structure idh[ ± perfect ± imperfect (i.e. idh[ 
fa<ala yaf<alu) often indicates present eventual conditional which denotes the temporal value 
that is equivalent to ‘when’ in English,126 giving the following example (S.35): 
S. 35) idh[ fu~ila al-hindiyyu l[ yashk]. 
وكشي لا يدنهلا لصف اذإ 
When the Indian man (worker) is sacked, he does not complain. 
 
Table 2 shows Sartori’s overall results: 
No  Meaning Particle Protasis form Apodosis form 
1 Present Eventual idh[ fa<ala yaf<alu 
2 Past Eventual idh[ fa<ala fa<ala 
3  
Potential 
idh[  fa<ala (fa-) sa-yaf<alu 
in fa<ala  yaf<al¦ sa-yaf<alu¦ lan yaf<ala  
law fa<ala yaf<alu 
4 Present Unreal law fa<ala (fa-) sa-yaf<alu 
idh[ fa<ala (la-) fa<ala 
5 Past Unreal law fa<ala (la-) (m[) fa<ala 
Table 2. Sartori’s overall results. Note: fa<ala refers to the perfect form and yaf<alu refers to the 
imperfect form. 
                                                             
123 He means by the term “eventual” the co-occurrence of two events. Hence, the particle has the meaning of 
‘when’ in English.  
124 The “potential” meaning is the only one that is left without connection with time reference like the others. 
However, by looking at his interpretations for the examples, it appears that he associates this meaning with 
future time reference.  Like in: idh[ lafaftahu +awla <unuqika sa-yak]nu r[>i<an. (if you tie it around your neck, 
it will be great). Ibid., p. 12. 
125 Ibid., pp. 7-18.  
126 Ibid., p. 7. 
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Consequently, Sartori reaches the conclusion that “this is no longer the operator (the particle) 
only that demonstrates the meaning of a conditional clause”127 since the verbal form in the 
apodosis has begun to play an essential role in determining the sense of the sentence. Hence, 
he is opposing the traditional view which connects the semantics of conditional structures to 
the particles.  
As a result, he says, the conditional system in Modern Literary Arabic has become closer to a 
“sequence of tenses”,128 which exists in the conditional system in English and French, whilst 
seemingly assuming that these languages have influenced the Arabic conditional system.129 
However, this approach cannot be regarded as perfectly systematic since the author admits 
that there are still some cases where this relational approach fails to determine the meaning 
because some structures have been found to belong to a number of different aforementioned 
domains. Hence, the context is essentially required to identify the exact meaning. For 
example, the structure (idh[ ± perfect ± perfect) can be found in either past eventual or 
present unreal130 as in sentences (S.36) and (S.37) respectively: 
S. 36)  idh[ ta+addatha al-sukk[nu <an bu%]l[tihim ta+addath] bi-bas[%atin wa taw[#u<in. 
.عضاوتو ةطاسبب اوثدحت مهتلاوطب نع ناكسلا ثدحت اذإ 
When the residents spoke of their heroism, they did so with simplicity and modesty.131 
S. 37) idh[ s[<adahu Zakariyy[ k[na dh[lika af#al. 
لضفأ كلذ ناك ايركز هدعاس اذإ. 
If Zakariyy[ helped him, it would be better.132 
Another lack noticed in this study is that this approach only focuses on verbal clauses in 
conditional sentences, excluding non-verbal clauses, and it seems only to focus on conditional 
sentences where the time references are agreed. In other words, those conditional sentences 
which combine between different time references cannot be observed by this approach. 
Another important feature of this study is that the author adopts, throughout his analysis, a 
quantitative approach in order to observe the tendencies of the semantic interchangeability 
                                                             
127 Ibid., p. 21. 
128 Ibid., p. 20. 
129 Ibid.  
130 Ibid., pp. 8, 14. 
131 Ibid., Sartori’s translation with my amendments. 
132 Ibid., p. 15. 
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among the conditional particles. Having examined 283 examples that only include the cases 
where the protasis requires logically the content of the apodosis (i.e. cause-effect relation 
between the two clauses), Sartori draws some significant results. For instance, the study 
proves that idh[ is the most prominent particle in Modern Literary Arabic conditional use to 
denote potential meaning, which was classically signified by in, accounting for 67.95‰ of the 
total numbers of potential conditional examples,133 and additionally idh[ denotes the meaning 
of unreality in the present which is the same as law.134 This can be considered a new semantic 
aspect that presumably did not exist classically. The results found in the study may be 
valuable to compare with the ones that the present study intends to produce. 
This study, despite of its valuable contribution, has two obvious deficiencies. First, it only 
focuses on the verbal patterns and the declarative mood that are found in the apodoses of the 
conditional sentences. This excludes non-verbal patterns and the interrogative and the 
imperative moods. Second, the approach adopted seems only to focus on conditional 
sentences where the time references are agreed. In other words, those conditional sentences 
which combine between different time references are not be observed by this approach.  
The sixth study is Conditional Sentences in Modern Standard Arabic and the Taif Dialect 135 
by Yasir Alotaibi (2014). This is an unpublished PhD thesis examined at the University of 
Essex. As the title suggests, conditional sentences in MSA are not the only target variety to be 
investigated by the author, who considers as well the Taif dialect as a variety of Arabic to be 
compared with MSA. Hence, Alotaibi aims to show the similarities and the differences in the 
use of conditional sentences between these varieties of Arabic. For example, in terms of the 
similarities, he mentions that the two varieties use the same conditional particles, which are in 
and law.136 However, in terms of the differences, he notes that in the Taif dialect the marker, 
which sometimes prefixes the verbal form in the apodosis, overtly indicates a future 
reference. This marker is bi (will),137 which is a direct and is a comparable equivalent to the 
standard marker sa-¦sawfa as exemplified in (S.38) and (S.39) respectively: 
S. 38) in dh[kar F[ris bi-yinja+.      (Taif dialect) 
                                                             
133 Ibid., p. 9. 
134 Ibid., pp.14, 19. 
135 The Taif dialect is one of the local dialects which is spoken in the |ij[z province  in Saudi Arabia. 
136 Alotaibi (2014), p. 1. 
137 Ibid., p. 152. 
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حجنيب سراف ركاذ نإ. 
If F[ris studies, he will succeed.138  
 
S. 39) in j[<a <Aliyyun fa-sawfa yaf]zu f\ al-mus[baqati.     (MSA) 
ءاج نإ ةقباسملا يف زوفي فوسف يلع. 
If <Ali comes, he will win in the competition.139 
In addition, in a further chapter, the author analyses conditional sentences in the two varieties 
of Arabic that he studies, through the lens of Lexical Functional Grammar theory. 
One methodological problem that I have observed in his study is that the data of MSA 
conditional that he has examined is artificial (i.e. not natural language use), which has caused 
a blurred view of the actual usages of the conditional sentences. As a result, Alotaibi, in my 
view, ends up producing some inaccurate findings. I will only discuss three of these:  
(i) He states that the particles in and law are the predominant conditional particles used in 
MSA.140 This result contradicts the actual behaviour of the conditional system in MSA. We 
have seen earlier that some studies have proved that the particle idh[ is the most common 
candidate among other conditional markers. Hence, a certain gap in his study is realised.  
(ii) He follows a seemingly oversimplified semantic division (Real conditional vs Unreal 
conditional) where the particle in expresses real conditionals, while the particle law expresses 
unreal conditionals.141 Again, this view does not reflect the actual use of MSA conditionals 
since it has been proved by some of the studies reviewed above that law can in practice 
express open (real) conditionals as well.142 This is exemplified by the following example: 
(S.40)  
S. 40) law dakhaln[ sib[qa tasallu+in nawawiyyin f\ al-man%iqati lan yantahiya. 
حلست قابس انلخد ول يوون يهتني نل ةقطنملا يف 
If we enter a nuclear arms race in the region, it will not end.143 
                                                             
138 Ibid., p. 153. 
139 Ibid., p. 125. 
140 Ibid., p. 319. 
141 Ibid., p. 151. 
142 Badawi et al. p. 647; Sartori (2011), p. 12.  
143 Badawi et al. p. 647. 
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(iii) Since the examples analysed were artificial they were not contextually analysed. 
Consequently, Alotaibi had to, on several occasions, provide two or three temporal 
interpretations for a particular example. Let us consider the following example: (S.41) 
S. 41) law q[ma A+madu q[ma S[limun. 
ملاس ماق دمحأ ماق ول. 
 
He states that this sentence can refer to either past as in (a), present or future as in (b) below:  
a. If Ahmad had stood, Salem would have stood. 
b. If Ahmad stood, Salem would stand. 
Such confusion would have been avoided if he had relied on authentic data which is given in 
a particular context since the speaker of natural language logically must have one particular 
interpretation in his¦her mind.  
 
2.7. Studies in English conditionals:  
Conditional sentences have been intensively analysed in the English language. As a whole, 
these studies cover several aspects of the system of conditionality including: structure; the 
tense system; time references; Modality expressions; discourse functions, and so on. As a 
result of adopting different criteria several typologies and classifications have emerged. 
Gabrielatos points out there are three main principles recognised collectively by linguists that 
are used to categorise English conditionals.144 However, I believe that there are five 
principles. These principles with representative examples are: 
i) The degree of the likelihood (actuality, possibility, impossibility), i.e. Modality 
expressions. An example of this may be seen in Comrie’s (1986) classifications: higher 
hypothetical vs. lower hypothetical; Huddleston and Pullum’s (2002) Open and Remote 
conditional; Quirk et al. (1972), and Palmer’s (1986) Real and Unreal. 
ii) Time reference. An example of this is Dancygier (2006): Predictive and Non-predictive.  
iii) The nature of the link between the protasis and the apodosis. Quirk et al. (1985) propose 
Direct and Indirect, and Sweetser (1990) proposes Content, Epistemic and Speech act. 
                                                             
144 Gabrielatos (2010), p. 153. He has conducted an intensive critical review of the major treaties on English 
conditionals.   
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iv) The forms of the verb. This is widely used in English grammar textbooks145 which 
consider the verbal patterns (Table 3). This criterion is usually linked to (ii), time 
reference. 
v) Pragmatic and discourse function. Elder (2014) propose Resultative, Inferential, Topic 
Marker, Propositional content hedge, Illocutionary force hedge and Directive.146 
Protasis Apodosis Time Reference 
Present tense will Future  
Past tense would Present¦future  
past perfect would have Past  
Table 3. Conditional sentence types on the basis of the forms of the verb according to English 
grammar textbooks. 
It is worth stating that some linguists adopt two or three combined principles in classifying 
conditionals; Athanasiadou and Dirven consider the degree of likelihood, the nature of the 
link between the two clauses and the pragmatic function in order to distinguish between 
conditional types.147 Using a similar method, Dancygier and Mioduszewska adopt the first 
and third criteria that are mentioned above: the degree of likelihood and the link between the 
two clauses. Thus, on the basis of the former they distinguish among Factual, Theoretical and 
Hypothetical conditionals, while on the basis of the latter, they make a distinction among 
Consequential and Non-consequential relations.148 Finally, it is also worth mentioning that 
although in many cases analysts tend to use different terms, their typologies in reality show 
that large amount of overlap.149    
Apart from this general overview, I will briefly review some of these studies, focussing on six 
studies:  
The first one is the article Conditionals: a Typology (1986), by Bernard Cormie. This is one 
of the most important studies in the field of conditional sentences. Its importance stems from 
the author’s stated purpose in conducting such a study. His first reason is that he aims to 
formulate a framework for characterising conditional sentences that can be applied in cross-
                                                             
145 See: Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 545; Swan (2009), p. 233. Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 
231, call this division “canonical tense patterns”.  
146 Elder (2014), pp. 103-104. 
147 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 3.  
148 Dancygier and Mioduszewska (1984), pp. 121-122. 
149 Gabrielatos (2010), pp. 185, 188. 
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linguistic studies, and, secondly, he aims to determine the major parameters that should be 
taken into consideration while treating conditional constructions in all languages.150 Hence, 
although he focuses on conditionals in English, he attempts to provide some practical support 
for other languages through some of his findings. The languages that his work encompasses 
include: French, Russian, German, Turkish and Mandarin.151 The parameters he adopts in 
analysing conditionals are: characterization of conditionals; clause order; markers of protasis 
and apodosis; degrees of hypotheticality and time reference. Some of the salient results he has 
obtained in his study can be summarised as follows:  
i) The prototypical conditional sentences are those that present a causal link between the 
two clauses.152 
ii) There are continuum degrees of Modality meanings expressed by conditional structures. 
These degrees move from more likely to less likely propositions.153  
iii) Universally, the common clause order is the protasis to preced the apodosis.154 
The second study is Conditionals and Predication: Time, Knowledge and Causation in 
Conditional Constructions (1998) by Barbara Dancygier. The revised edition, published in 
2006, is the one that I refer to in my study. Under the significant influence of Comrie’s study, 
mentioned earlier, Dancygier attempts to provide an in-depth analysis of conditional 
structures in English. However, she intends to establish a framework that has universal 
validity, one that can be applied to other languages.   
Dancygier believes in the necessity of determining a set of descriptive parameters which are 
very much like those adopted by Comrie.155 These parameters are: (i) Prediction and distance 
(include Time References and Modality), (ii) Relations between the clauses, (iii) Knowledge 
and conditional protases, (iv) Conditional clauses: form and order and (v) The interaction 
between the conditional particles and other conjunctions. Each parameter is discussed in an 
individual chapter.   
                                                             
150 Comrie (1986), p. 77.  
151 Ibid., pp. 84, 91-92. 
152 Ibid., p. 80. 
153 Ibid., p. 88.  
154 Ibid., p. 83. 
155 Dancygier (2006), pp. 10-11. 
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Another aim of this study is to address the relationship between form and meaning.156 For 
example, under the first parameter mentioned above, Dancygier makes a distinction between 
two types of conditional constructions, the predictive (which can be either open or 
hypothetical) and non-predictive conditional.157 One of the syntactical differences between 
the two types is that the former’s verbal form in the protasis is backshifted, which is not the 
case in the latter.158 The term “backshift” means “that the time marked in the verb phrase is 
earlier than the time actually referred to «in non-conditional structures»”.159 Compare the two 
following examples where the first is backshifted, hence, predictive, while the second is not, 
hence, non-predictive: (S.42-43) 
S. 42) If it rains, the match will be cancelled.160 
S. 43) If she is in the lobby, the plane arrived early.161  
The present tense form in (S.42) refers to the future, while in (S.43) it refers to the present in 
the same way it does as in non-conditional structures. However, one of the critiques of 
Dancygier’s classification is that some of the structures which are marked by the backshift 
feature do not indicate prediction.162 Consider (S.44): 
S. 44) If I were president, I would sell the White House limoges china to fund bilingual 
education.163  
Here, the past tense form, ‘were’, is backshifted because it possibly refers to a present time. 
However, “such constructions do not express prediction but intention or promise”.164  
The third and fourth studies are two related and complementary articles written by 
Athanasiadou and Dirven. The first is Conditionality, Hypotheticality, Counterfactuality 
(1997), and the second is Pragmatic Conditionals (2000). As mentioned above, the authors 
seem to adopt three main criteria in their studies, namely, the degree of the likelihood, the 
nature of the link between the two clauses and the pragmatic functions. Both conclude with 
the identification of three main types of conditionals: Course-of-events, Hypothetical and 
                                                             
156 Ibid., p. 10. 
157 Ibid., p. 37. 
158 Ibid. 
159 Ibid.  
160 Ibid., p. 25. 
161 Ibid., p. 62. 
162 Gabrielatos (2010), p. 176. 
163 Ibid. 
164 Ibid., p. 177 
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Pragmatic.165 The first is equivalent to what is known as Factual conditional. The second, 
which is the most typical, covers Open and Counterfactual conditionals. The third is further 
sub-categorised into Logical and Conversational.166 Gabrielatos states that Logical 
conditionals seem to correspond to the term Epistemic as proposed by Sweetser (1990), while 
Conversational conditionals can be seen as a mirror of the term Indirect, as adopted by Quirk 
et al. (1985).167 This can be seen as evidence of the overlap between the ostensibly different 
typologies, as mentioned above. These investigations have touched upon several issues 
related to English conditionals, such as the link between the two clauses, the frequency of 
each type, and some syntactic features of these types. The findings of their study are 
supported by English examples taken from real texts.  
The fifth study is Conditionals: A Comprehensive Empirical Analysis (2001) by Renaat 
Declerck and Susan Reed, which is, as far as I know, the most detailed and elaborative study 
of English conditionals. One of the positive features of this study is that it is empirical in 
nature since the data that has been examined reflects the authentic and actual use of English 
conditionals. The examples that were analysed were collected from two English corpora: 
Cobuild and LOB.168 The authors believe that what emerged from the authentic data indicates 
the possibility that conditional clauses may express many semantic and pragmatic functions. 
This is more than what has been achieved in many other studies, several of which have relied 
on artificial examples.169  
Another interesting aspect of this study is that the authors argue that there are several 
categorisations involved in the analysis of conditional structures. This is due to the fact “that 
there are so many different parameters to be taken into account”.170 They provide the 
following example to clarify this situation: (S.45) 
S. 45) If Alan did not do his work properly, he may get into trouble. 
Declerck and Reed claim that this sentence can be categorised in various ways: (i) looking at 
the relation between the two clauses, it is an inferential conditional, (ii) it is either an open or 
closed (likely to occur) conditional. This last categorisation is related to the possible world 
                                                             
165 Athanasiadou and Dirven (1997), p. 61. 
166 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), pp. 1-2. 
167 Gabrielatos (2010), p. 163. 
168 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 1. 
169 Ibid. 
170 Ibid., p. 2. 
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parameter. Because of this, Gabrielatos has described their study as having a “multi-angle” 
typology, i.e. it analyses conditionals in different ways, and from many angles, which leads 
the authors to establish a number of categorisations.171 Additionally, this study shows deep 
and comprehensive analysis of an enormous number of examples of the actual use of English 
conditionals.172 Declerck and Reed’s work will be beneficial to the present study in terms of 
conducting contrastive inquiries between Arabic and English.   
The sixth study, which is an unpublished PhD thesis, is A Corpus-based Examination of 
English if-conditionals through the Lens of Modality by Constantinos Gabrielatos (2010). As 
the title suggests, this study focuses on the relation between conditional sentences and the 
semantic concept of Modality. The author was motivated to conduct this study following the 
claim made by researchers in several linguistic studies “that conditionals are closely related to 
Modality”.173 But, as Gabrielatos believes, an empirical and intensive investigation is still 
necessary in order to reveal the nature of the relation between the two concepts.174 Hence, he 
aims to investigate the Modality meanings which stem from uttering conditional sentences 
from an empirical perspective. However, at some point in his study, he seems to trace the 
pragmatic functions that can be implied by conditional sentences. This study follows a 
corpus-based methodology, wherein the data being collected from the British National 
Corpus (BNC).175 This methodology can support the analysis with a strong quantitative 
element. In terms of the qualitative results, the researcher manages to extract the meanings 
that may be denoted by conditionals:  Likelihood, Propensity, Directed Desirability and 
Indirect Desirability.176 Although this study provides a valuable contribution, quantitatively 
and qualitatively, to conditional sentences in English, it nonetheless narrows its scope to the 
Modality concept.  
2.8. Conclusion:  
The literature summarised in this chapter has described and evaluated several studies on the 
conditional sentence in Arabic and English. The early and later Arabic grammarians’ 
treatments tended to focus mainly on the basis of the language of the Qur>[n, |ad\th and CA 
                                                             
171 Gabrielatos (2010), p. 177. 
172 Ibid., p. 232. 
173 Ibid., p. 2. 
174 Ibid. 
175 Ibid., p. 5. 
176 Ibid., p. 238. 
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poetry, specifically with the formal syntactical features of conditional sentences such as the 
operator, case-endings, variations in the verbal and non-verbal forms in the two clauses, 
clause order, and so on. Hence, it appears that the semantic aspects of the conditional 
sentences were not given enough attention. However, Peled’s writing on the subject of CA 
prose attempted to provide an advanced analysis by aiming to investigate the syntactic-
semantic relation while dealing with conditional sentences.  
On the other hand, the studies carried out on the topic in MSA aim more often at pedagogical 
purposes for learners of the Arabic language. Hence, they generate general, insufficient 
descriptions that disregard many relevant aspects of the subject. Nevertheless, some others 
aim to deal with the topic deeply, following different methodologies from each other that (i) 
range from descriptive to (ii) comparative analysis with conditionals in CA or Arabic dialects, 
with (iii) others attempting to offer a relational analysis. Moreover, it appears that these 
studies collectively focus on one shared issue, that is, to observe the Modality expressions 
denoted by the conditional particles. But, with the exception of Sartori’s work they provide 
general descriptive observations which cannot be seen as systematic. Sartori’s work, 
however, can be deemed limited since it excludes many conditional structures (e.g. apodoses 
introduced by imperative or non-verbal structures and concessive conditionals), and neglects 
some other issues relevant to the topic of conditionality (e.g. the semantic link between the 
two clauses and discourse functions).  
By contrast, the studies of English conditionals seem to provide a focused analysis in terms of 
the semantic and pragmatic functions of conditional sentences. Hence, a certain number of 
classifications are adopted, but they show significant overlaps.  
By looking at the current state of the field of the MWA conditional (reviewed in the Chapter) 
through the lens of English studies, we can re-emphasis some of the gaps that need to be 
filled:  
i) A deeper and systematic semantic analysis that explores the Modality expressions and the 
link between the two clauses. 
ii) The discourse functions which reveal how conditional sentences act contextually in a 
particular text. 
iii) The semantic interaction between the conditional particles and some other elements.  
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The following chapter will present the proposed framework, and the methodological 
procedure. 
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Chapter Three 
 The Conceptual Framework and Methodology  
3.1. Introduction: 
This chapter proposes and outlines the conceptual framework of the study and provides its 
main parameters, the meanings of the concepts related to this framework, and the advantages 
of choosing this specific protocol. Secondly, the chapter outlines the methodological 
principles of the study including data description and sources, the types of genres chosen, the 
criteria adopted for choosing them, and the number of examples analysed.  
3.2. The Conceptual Framework: 
The aim of this study is to analyse the semantics and the contextual functions of conditional 
sentences in MWA. After reviewing a number of studies on the subject of Arabic 
conditionals, I identified some areas that still need to be analysed. The reasons include: 
superficial descriptions that have emerged from some studies, the limitation and the narrow 
scope of others, or the limitation of the data examined. The reason I focused on the semantic 
and contextual aspects of MWA conditionals is that the syntactic aspects have been given a 
great deal of attention by classical and modern works as shown in Chapter 2. However, this is 
not to say that the structural aspects will be totally neglected in this study. They will be borne 
in mind, but with relation to the semantic functions. The importance of the semantic-syntactic 
relations is already emphasised by Peled who has claimed, commenting on the works of CA 
conditionals, that “the question of the syntactico-semantic relationship between them usually 
remains unsolved”.1 This aspect will be taken into account in my forthcoming analysis 
although it is not the main aim of the study to address this, the main aim being to explore the 
semantic and pragmatic functions of MWA conditional sentences that are contextually 
determined.  
The conceptual framework upon which the present analysis is based is influenced by the 
works conducted by Comrie and Dancygier reviewed in Chapter 2. Their framework is based 
on determining parameters that act as lenses through which the conditional sentences are 
analysed. Although the main target language in their studies is English, they assert that this 
                                                             
1 Peled (1992), p. 1. Peled’s work is an investigation into this matter with reference to CA conditionals.  
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framework is not specifically designed for English conditionals.2 After extensively 
researching the existing literature, this framework has not been, to the best of my knowledge, 
applied to Arabic conditionals.  
Since Dancygier’s work was conducted after Comrie’s, I will follow the sequence of the 
parameters she adopted. With a slight adaptation of the framework applied by those linguists, 
four parameters will form the basis of the present analysis. They are: 
1. Modality and Time Reference. 
2. The Relation between the two clauses. 
3. Clause order and discourse functions. 
4. Interaction between conditional particles and other linguistic elements. 
A brief description for these parameters will be provided in the following lines:  
Modality and Time Reference: 
This parameter consists of two major categories. The first category is Modality, which is 
defined as the grammaticalisation that indicates the speaker’s estimate and attitude towards  
an occurrence of a state of affairs, counting several semantic notions, such as possibility, 
necessity, obligation volition etc.3 Commonly, linguists distinguish between two types of 
Modality: Epistemic and Deontic.4 According to Dik, Epistemic is defined as the degree of 
the speaker’s personal evaluation of the potentiality of the event occurrence on the basis of 
his knowledge. This includes the following notions: certainty, possibility, necessity, 
probability, and impossibility. Deontic is concerned with the speaker’s evaluation of the 
actuality of the events’ occurrence on the basis of moral, legal and social considerations. This 
includes: obligation, acceptance, permission, non-acceptance, and forbidden.5   
In English, Modality meanings can be expressed by various lexical items such as modal verbs 
(e.g. may, can, must), adverbs (e.g. possibly, surely), and adjectives (able to).6 On the hand, 
Arabic modality expressions can be denoted by various resources: verbs (e.g. yajib ‘must’, 
                                                             
2 Comrie (1986), p. 77.  
3 Palmer (1986), p. 17; Dik (1997 a), p. 242. 
4 Palmer (1979); pp. 41-58; Lyons (1977), vol. 2. pp. 787-849; Huddleston (1984), p. 166. Sweetser (1990), p. 
49 prefers to use the term “root” instead of “deontic”. The term “epistemic” comes from the Greek word 
“epistemology”, which means “knowledge” or “understanding”. The term “deontic” comes from the Greek word 
“deon”, which means what is binding. See: Lyons (1977), vol. 2. pp. 793, 823.  
5 Dik (1997 a), p. 242.  
6 Huddleston (1984), p. 166. 
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yasta%\< ‘can), particles (e.g. inna ‘indeed’, qad ‘it is possible that’ or ‘it is actually the case 
that’), adverbs (e.g. +aqqan ‘indeed’), and an affix to the verb (e.g. n]n al-tawk\d). 7 
The connection between the conditionality and Modality is necessarily tied. Huddleston and 
Pullum point out that “conditional constructions are conducive to the expression of 
Modality”.8 Turner also states that conditionals denote mainly uncertainties.9 Therefore, the 
semantics of conditional sentences is typically treated on the basis of Modality notions. 
Palmer, for example, devotes a section in his book “Mood and Modality” to conditionals. He 
discusses the notion of Modality with relation to conditionals, providing the division: Real 
and Unreal conditionals.10 He also shows, elsewhere, the role of modal verbs in producing the 
aforementioned domains, i.e. the occurrence of ‘will’ in the apodosis of the real conditional 
and ‘would’ in the unreal conditional as in the following sentences: (S.1-2)  
S. 1)  If it rains, the match will be cancelled. 
S. 2)  If it rained, the match would be cancelled.11 
Obviously, both sentences uncover the speaker’s personal estimate and are based on his 
knowledge of the statuses of the two actions expressed. He estimates the first one as being 
possible in the real world, while the second is seen as being unlikely.   
Another reason why the relation between the conditional and Modality domain seems close is 
related to the conditional particle as a marker of epistemic Modality. This is stressed by 
Traugott who states that conditional meaning is marked by epistemic Modality markers, such 
as ‘if’.12 Similarly, Dancygier claims that the conditional particle ‘if’ is a sign of 
unassertiveness,13 i.e. the proposition that occurs with the use of this construction can be 
possible, or unlikely, as exemplified above in (S.1-2). Similarly, as Chapter 2 demonstrates, 
the Arabic conditional particles are connected to some epistemic Modality notions such as 
uncertainty, likelihood, potentiality, and so on.  
The second category (sometimes the term ‘Tense’ is used14) is connected to the time 
reference domain, which reveals when an event or action is temporally located. 
                                                             
7 Al-Moutawakkil (2013), part. 2. p. 266. 
8 Huddleston and Pullum (2002), p. 744. 
9 Turner (2003), p. 135.  
10 Palmer (1986), pp. 189-199. 
11 Palmer (1979), pp. 136-137. See also: Palmer (1986), pp. 188-197; Thompson et al. (2007), vol. 2. p. 256. 
12 Traugott (1985), p. 290. 
13 Dancygier (2006), p. 19. See also: Dancygier and Sweetser (2005), p. 45-47.  
14 Huddleston (1984), p. 143; Trask (1993), p. 276; Crystal (1980), p. 352; Timberlake (2007), vol. 3. p. 304. 
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Conventionally, there are three temporal domains: past, present, and future.15 The past 
describes the event that occurred before the moment of speech. The present is used in the 
case of overlapping between the event time and the speech moment. The future refers to the 
event that comes after the time of speech.16  
Following Comrie, Peled, and Dancygier,17 I prefer to use the term “Time Reference” to refer 
to the three domains mentioned above rather than “Tense”. One reason behind this choice is 
because Tense is typically and conventionally associated with the verbal forms in grammar 
books.18 That is to say, a tense form denotes the time location of the event, i.e. ‘walked’ 
expresses the past tense. In doing so, there must be specific forms to each one of the 
aforementioned temporal domains. However, the term ‘tense’ can be problematic due to three 
reasons. The first is that not all languages have systematic tense categorisations that link the 
form of the verb to the temporal reference. For instance, the future does not have a particular 
verb form in English and Arabic. Therefore, other lexical items are used to express futurity, 
such as ‘will’ in English and sawfa in Arabic.19 This may account for why some linguists 
prefer the tensed dichotomy (past vs present) when dealing with languages such as English20. 
Similarly, some other scholars divide tense into perfect and imperfect,21 thus avoiding such a 
controversial term.  
The second problem that arises is that in some structures, tense forms can express some 
meanings other than temporal domains. For example, in English the past form may denote a 
tentative meaning or unreality instead of past time as in (S.3-4) respectively: 
S. 3) I wish I knew.22 
S. 4) If John came, he would stay.23 
 
The third problem that emerges from adopting the term ‘Tense’ (verbal form), denoting time 
reference, is the lack of consistency. There is no a regular one-to-one relation between the 
                                                             
15 Givon (1984), vol. 1. p. 273; Crystal (1980), p. 352; Timberlake (2007), vol. 3. p. 304. 
16 Givon (1984), vol. 1. p. 273; Haan (2011), pp. 446-448. 
17 Comrie (1986), p. 93; Peled (1992), p. 12; Dacnygier (2006), p. 25. 
18 Lyons (1970), vol. 2. p. 678; Crystal (1980), p. 352; Dixon (2010), vol. 2. p. 52. 
19 See a list of the grammatical items that express time in Arabic in Abdel-Ghani (1981), pp. 106-109. 
20 Quirk et al. (1972), p. 84; Culicover (1976), p: 47; Scott et al. (1968), p: 110. 
21 Wright (1875), vol. 2. pp. 1, 16; Cantarino (1975), vol. 1. p. 58; Balhloul (2008), p. 29.  
22 The time reference is “now”, Crystal (1980), p. 352. 
23 It is cited in: Palmer (1979), p: 6. 
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verb form and their temporal values since one form can refer to different time references 
depending on the context.24 This problem can be clearly seen in conditional structures such as 
those that Dancygier suggests.25 Consider the following example: (S.5) 
S. 5) If it rained, the match would be cancelled.  
The verb in the past form, “rained”, can refer either to present or future time despite the fact 
that the form is usually connected to the past time. Therefore, taking these points into 
consideration and in order to avoid such problems, in this study I will use the following 
terms: ‘Time Reference’ for the temporal domains ‘past, present and future’, and ‘perfect and 
imperfect’ for the verbal forms. 
One final point that needs to be clarified in the discussion is the question, why does this 
parameter combine the two concepts, Modality and Time Reference? The answer is that it has 
been observed that Time Reference and Modality are interrelated;26 time reference implies 
the speaker’s judgment towards events in terms of the statuses of their occurrences: whether 
they are, for example, expressed with certainty or potentiality. For instance, future time 
reference indicates prediction. Hence, the event that is located in the future is regarded to be 
irrealis or potential.27 Consider the following example: (S.6) 
S. 6) The weather will be warmer tomorrow.28  
In this study, like Dancygier and Sartori, I will deal with Modality and Time Reference as 
one interactional parameter that plays a fundamental part in analysing conditional sentences 
in MWA.  
The Relation between the two clauses:  
In her study on the conditional in English, Dancygier highlights the importance of the relation 
between the protasis and the apodosis in understanding conditional sentences.29 She also 
hypothesises that there may be several ways in which the protasis and the apodosis are 
connected, but each sort of connection will play a part in the interpretation of conditional 
                                                             
24 Alsuhaibani (2012), p. 242. 
25 Dancygier (2006), pp. 29-30. 
26 Jaszczolt (2009), p. 44.  
27 Timberlake (2007), vol. 3. p. 306. 
28 Jaszczolt (2009), p. 52. 
29 Dancygier (2006), pp. 13, 72. 
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constructions.30 In a similar vein, Bawrise states that “the interpretation of a conditional 
should be a relation between the matters spoken in the antecedent and consequence”.31 
The importance of this parameter does not come as a surprise since the nature of conditional 
constructions is based on them being linked between two clauses by a particle. Hence, there 
must be a mutual connection between them. This has been agreed by Peled, who states that 
“the two clauses «of conditional sentences» ..... appear to function as mutually dependent 
constituents”.32 We have seen in Chapter 2 that some English conditional treatises adopt the 
link between the two clauses as a criterion for conditional classification.33  Then too, 
Dancygier wonders about the possibility of classifying conditionals on the basis of the 
protasis¦apodosis relation. She, then, proceeds to explore and analyse what can be seen as a 
distinctive category for the two clauses relations.34 Taken all together, these quotations and 
remarks justify the idea that the semantic link between the two clauses in MWA conditional 
sentences should be given central attention. This may help provide a deeper understanding of 
the semantics of conditionals.   
Discourse Functions: 
Dancygier has investigated the issue of the discourse function of conditionals under two 
headings: knowledge and conditional protases,35 and conditional clauses—form and order.36 
Discourse function basically means the study of a linguistic unit within a wider context. In 
other words, this linguistic domain explores the interaction between that unit and the context; 
hence, it is a pragmatic domain.37 Discourse, from a linguistic perspective, is a stretch of 
language which is larger than a sentence.38   
The issue of conditionals and discourse has been a common concern in the field of functional 
English linguistic studies. Schiffrin, for example, has emphasised the importance of 
considerations of discourse in revealing the communicative messages of conditionals.39 This 
                                                             
30 Ibid., p. 14.  
31 Bawrise cited in Gabrielator (2010), p. 236. 
32 Peled (1992), p. 1. 
33 See page 59 above. 
34 Dancygier (2006), p. 72. 
35 Dancygier (2006), p. 110. 
36 Ibid., p. 138. 
37 Brown and Yule (1993), pp. 26-27. 
38 Crystal (1980), p. 114. 
39 Schiffrin (1992), p. 175. 
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argument shows the interaction between the speaker and the addressee in a particular context. 
Akatsuka has claimed that conditionals are discourse-bound which means that their intended 
meaning cannot be identified unless the contextual considerations are identified.40 Since the 
term ‘Discourse Function’ is loose, and many issues are involved under its scope, I will 
centre my analysis on exploring the interaction between MWA conditionals and Information 
Structure. The latter is a pragmatic domain that is concerned with how the ideas are conveyed 
in discourse to meet the immediate communicative needs of the interlocutors.41 More details 
will be given about this domain and its common elements in Chapter 6. 
One of the linguistic issues that has a strong correlation to the discourse function domain is 
word¦clause order. This is one of the most striking fundamental areas of language universals 
and language typology. The term ‘Word Order’ is commonly used to refer to the syntactic 
order of a set of units at either the level of sentence, e.g. Subject-Verb-Object order (SVO), or 
clause order in adverbial clauses.42  Dryer poses two questions that are normally borne in 
mind while examining this. The first concerns the possible order of the constituents in a 
specific language. The second is related to how this order fits cross-linguistic universal 
tendencies.43 A third important consideration that can be regarded here is the question of the 
discourse functions following a particular order in a particular context.44 The importance of 
including the last question emerges from the view that sees word¦clause order as a functional 
as well as a syntactic issue.45 In the present analysis, these three questions will be addressed 
through investigating the conditional functions in MWA. 
The interaction between conditional particles and other linguistics elements: 
The focus of this parameter will be on how conditional particles interact syntactically and 
semantically with a certain number of linguistic components. In her study, Dancygier focuses 
on three conjunctions: ‘even’ which compounds with ‘if’ to form concessive conditionals, 
‘unless’ as an exceptive and negative marker of the protasis, and ‘then’ as a marker of the 
apodosis.46 Similarly, Declerck and Reed discuss in detail the occurrence of the first two 
                                                             
40 Akastuka (1986), p. 349. 
41 Lambrecht (1994), pp. 2-3; Féry and Krifka (2008), p. 125. 
42 Dryer (2007), vol. 1. p. 61. 
43 Dryer (2007), vol. 1. p. 61. 
44 Dancygier (2006), pp. 147-148. 
45 Andersen (1983), pp. 35-36; Abdul-Raof (1998), p. 84. 
46 Dancygier (2006), pp. 138-183.  
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elements.47 These investigations reveal how syntax and semantics interact in conditionals. In 
the present study, I will focus on the particles, for example +att[, that may precede the three 
Arabic conditional particles, idh[, in and law, and search for their possible meanings. 
Figure 1 illustrates the framework adopted in this study: 
 
Figure 1. The framework employed in this study. 
 
This framework has several advantages: 
i. It is a multi-angle framework that provides access to investigate the relation between 
conditional sentences and a range of various linguistic parameters, as opposed to setting 
up a single parameter to analyse this topic. These parameters will help illustrate the 
complex nature of conditional sentences. As a result, number of different categorisations 
and functions will possibly be identified. 
ii. The parameters adopted (namely: Modality and Time Reference, the link between the two 
clauses, Discourse Function and the interaction with other linguistic devices) are 
recognised as universal linguistic concepts. This means that they are relevant to the study 
                                                             
47 Declerck and Reed (2001), pp. 447, 461. 
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of other languages, and will help in the comparison of MAW conditionals with other 
languages. In the case of the present study, a comparison with English will be utilised.     
iii. This framework makes a clear-cut distinction between two semantic domains: Modality 
expressions and the link between the two clauses. The former signals how the speaker sees 
the actions expressed with relation to possible worlds, while the latter reveals how the 
speaker sees the nature of the connection between the two clauses.   
iv. This framework pays attention to the role of conditional sentences in a wider context. This 
is done by considering the discourse function as an essential parameter.  
Although Comrie’s, and specifically, Dancygier’s work act here as a guide and foundation to 
the present study, this does not mean they are the only sources that will be consulted. In 
pursuing the present study, other linguistic analyses and theories in conditionals, especially in 
English, will also be consulted in order to enrich the investigation.  
3.3. Methodology and Data description  
3.3.1. Methodology 
The study will be pursued through the use of empirical analysis of the authentic use of MWA 
conditional sentences. The advantage of this is that it examines these sentences as they really 
are.48 This involves, as much as possible, avoiding relying on introspective and artificial 
examples which are provided by Arabic textbooks in order to illustrate prescriptive 
grammatical rules rather than describing the real linguistic situation. However, on a few 
occasions made-up examples are given for the purpose of clarifying the meaning of some 
concepts, especially when they are quoted from others’ works. A second advantage of 
employing an empirical methodology “lies in the availability of a wide range of attested 
examples which may not be represented in a purely introspective study”.49 A third advantage 
may emerge from the fact that the examples are analysed under the effect of contextual 
considerations since they form parts of a large text in which a number of sentences are 
organised and connected and a number of forms of backgrounded information is involved. 
This will, most often, play a role in revealing the appropriate, or at least the closest, 
interpretation of the conditional sentences examined.  
                                                             
48 Tony McEnery and Andrew Wilson (2004), p. 104. 
49 Elder (2014), p. 8.  
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This study also focuses, as a priority, on conducting a qualitative analysis of MWA 
conditionals. This means the main methodology is to identify the possible types and sub-
types that are utilised by the observation of actual data of MWA conditionals, and seeks out 
the patterns used, the meanings expressed, and the functions implied. However, observations 
of frequencies are sometimes made in order to obtain an impression of the major and minor 
tendencies of the patterns used.50 Oakes states that “statistics enable one to summarise the 
most important properties of the observed data”.51  
Since I employ a multi-angle framework, each angle (parameter) will be considered 
individually and discussed in a separate chapter.  In each chapter, three main steps will be 
followed as illustrated in Figure 2: 
 
Figure 2. The methodological steps followed in each chapter. 
The first step, the theoretical considerations, means that as a researcher I will attempt to 
provide a close look at the concept of the parameter¦angle through which the conditional 
sentences are analysed. This covers its meaning, the relation of the parameter to conditionals 
and, most importantly, the operational definition that will be employed in the practical 
analysis. This step is very important since it informs the reader how, practically, MWA 
conditionals will be analysed with connection to the parameter specified.  
The second step is the analysis, which is the heart of the chapter. In this step, the empirical 
investigation for the examples will be carried out in order to obtain typological 
classifications, and types and sub-types of the actual use, of conditionals with relation to the 
parameter adopted. The analysis will also provide a contextualised interpretation of many of 
the examples attested in order to justify the way they are categorised. Another practical 
aspect of the analysis is that an attempt will be made to compare the features of conditionals 
in MWA with relevant English conditionals in order to show the similarities and differences 
                                                             
50 On the usefulness of statistics in linguistics, see Van Mol (2003), p. 115.  
51 Oakes (2003), p. 1. 
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between the two languages. Such a comparison may contribute to language universal 
principles.52  The third step and the final is the discussion and summary. Here, the significant 
outcomes will be highlighted with special reference to previous studies on both Arabic and 
English conditionals.  
3.3.2. The Data Description 
The present study is based on an empirical investigation of conditional sentences in MWA. 
This level of Arabic is considered to be relatively stable as opposed to the dialects which vary 
greatly.53 A selection of examples to be examined is drawn from a variety of MWA sources. 
The data represents the authentic use of conditionals as they are based on contextual 
considerations instead of involving abstract, isolated sentences. It is worth mentioning that a 
set of criteria were taken into consideration while collecting the MWA sources:  
a) The selected sources vary, but they represent both fiction and non-fiction genres. The 
fiction group includes (i) novels and (ii) plays. The non-fiction group includes (ii) general 
written works which deal with different issues, such as culture, politics, history, philosophy, 
science, and literature and (ii) newspapers. Although an attempt is made to ensure that the 
number of sources in the two groups is almost the same, the number of sources in the sub-
groups is uneven. E.g. the number of novels is not the same as the number of plays. This is 
because this study does not aim to compare between these genres with regard to the use of 
conditionals. In other words, this study does not seek to observe the stylistic differences 
between these genres. This is because stylistic differences can be observed between 
individual writers, i.e. they can reflect the writer’s style rather than the genre’s features.54  
Table 4 presents the number of examples of each genre: 
Genre Number of sources Number of examples 
Fiction 12 461 (58 ‰) 
Non-fiction 13 333 (42 ‰) 
Total 25  794 
Table 4. The numbers of the genres and the examples analysed in this study. 
                                                             
52 Abdul-Raof (1998), p. 10.  
53 Bahloul (2008) p. 2. 
54 Elder (2014), p. 94. 
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Although the number of examples gathered from fiction genres is obviously higher than those 
gathered from non-fiction genres, this does not mean that conditional sentences appear in 
fiction works more than non-fiction ones in the context of MWA. This is due to the fact that 
this statistical result is not based on a systematic and comparative corpus-based analysis, 
which is a methodology that requires a relatively equal number of words in the corpus in each 
genre, i.e. the total number of words in the texts examined should be roughly the same in the 
corpora chosen. This does not fall under the scope of the present study. 
b) The sources, on which the data is based, do not represent only one Arab country. Instead, a 
consideration has been taken to make sure that the sources are representatives of different 
countries in order to avoid any bias. The analysis examines written works from the following 
countries: Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq, Syria, Jordon, Palestine, Sudan, Morocco, and 
Algeria (see Table 5 below).  
c)  These MWA sources are written by educated Arab writers. This is intentionally applied 
for the sake of ensuring that the level of Arabic is relatively stable across the examples. One 
advantage of this is to avoid any possible examples that could be representative of dialectal 
variations among Arabic native speakers. In other words, the educated writers normally 
maintain and follow, elbeit with some adoptations (as discussed in this thesis), the codified 
and prescribed system of standard Arabic which is different from their spoken practices that 
usually represent their local or regional dialects.  
The examples included in this study will first be rendered in a systematic transliteration of the 
written form of Arabic55 alongside the original Arabic representation. Then the English 
translation is provided in order to make this work comprehensible for readers who are 
unfamiliar with Arabic. The translation is sometimes facilitated by additional words in square 
brackets. The translations of Qur>[nic verses are given with adaptations where necessary after 
consulting some translations of the Qur>[n. The translations of the examples that are taken 
from some previous studies will also sometimes be given with adaptations. Table 5 presents a 
brief description of the Arabic sources of the data:  
                                                             
55 An exception to this is that "ء" is not represented as “ > ” when it occurs initially. This is because the vowel 
associated with it cannot be pronounced without a glottal stop which is the distinctive feature of "ء".  For 
example:  دمحأ is transliterated as A+mad not as >A+mad. This is also applied even when “ > ”  is preceded by the 
definite article al- . 
  
 
 
No genre Author Title Translation  Year Nationality of 
authors 
Additional comments 
1.  
N
ov
el
s 
Jub]r, Zuhayr Mus\q[ al-Ruq[d The  Music of the «river» al-
Ruq[d  
2000 Syria  
2.  Al-<Ulayy[n, 
Qum[shah 
Unth[ al-<Ankab]t The Female Spider  2010  Saudi Arabia This was originally written in 
2000. 
3.  Al-Kayl[ni, Naj\b Al-Rab\< al-<{~if The Stormy Spring  1981 Egypt  
4.  |asan, @al[+ Tham[n]n <{man Ba+than 
<an Makhraj 
Eighty Years Seeking an Exit. 1972 Palestine   
5.  Jawdat, Suh[ 
 
Al-Safar |ayth Yabk\ al-
Qamar 
A Journey to the Moon that 
Cries. 
2004 Syria  
6.  Ibr[h\m, Jam[l |[n Aw[n al-Ra+\l. It is Time to Leave 2010 Sudan   
7.  Al-Jub]r\, As<ad Al-Ta>l\f Bayn ^abaq[t al-
Layl 
Writing between the Layers of 
the Night. 
1997 Iraq   
8.  Dab[bnah, Tays\r F\ Mahabb al-R\+ Where the Wind Blows 2000 Jordan   
9.  Mustagh[nm\, 
A+l[m. 
Dh[kirat al-Jasad The Memory of the Body 2007  Algeria  This was originally written in 
1988 
10.  
Pl
ay
s 
|ann[, Ghass[n Mamlakat al-Ghub[r The Kingdom of Dust  2004 Syria   
11.  J[da al-+aq, Yusuf Al-Mu+[kamah The Trial 1998 Palestine  
12.  Al-Anb[r\, @ab[+ Laylat Infil[q al-Zaman The Night when the Time Split 2001 Iraq  
13.  
N
on
-
fi
ct
io
n 
bo
ok
s 
Ma+m]d, Zak\ Min Khiz[nat Awr[q\ From my Box of Papers  
  
1996  Egypt Collection of articles that 
were written in different 
periods of time; between 
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1928-1968. 
14.  Al-^an%[w\, <Al\ Maq[l[t f\ Kalim[t Articles in «a few» Words 2012 Syria  Collection of articles that 
were  written between 1949-
1959  
15.  Al-Ghadh[m\, 
<Abdull[h 
Al-Libraliyyah al-Jad\dah The Neo- liberalism 2013 Saudi Politics  
16.  Mun\f, <Abd al-
Ra+m[n 
Bayna al-Thaq[fah wa al-
Siy[sah 
Between Culture and Politics. 2003 Saudi Culture and Politics  
17.  Al-<Aqq[d, <Abb[s <Abqariyyat Kh[lid The Genius of Khalid  2000 Egypt History  
18.  Ma+f]&, Naj\b |awla al-Adab wa al-
Falsafah 
Of Literature and Philosophy 2003 Egypt A collection of articles on 
philosophy and literature that 
were written at different 
periods between 1930-1945.  
19.  Al-Man~]r, <Abd al-
<Az\z 
Al-Kuwayt wa <Al[qatuh[ 
bi-<Arabist[n wa- al-Ba~rah 
Kuwait and its Relation with 
Arabistan and Basra  
1980 Kuwait History  
20.  <Abdul- Ra+m[n, 
^[ha 
Ta<addudiyyat al-Qiyam The Diversity of Values 2001 Morocco  Philosophy  
21.  
N
ew
sp
ap
er
s 
N¦A Al-Sharq al-Awsa% The Middle East  2014 International  
(London)  
Independent  
22.  N¦A Al-Quds al-<Arab\ The Arab Jerusalem 2014 Internation-al 
(London) 
Independent 
23.  N¦A Al-<Arab  Arab  2014 Internation-al 
(London) 
Independent 
24.  N¦A Al-Ahr[m The Pyramids   2013 Egypt State  
25.  N¦A Al-Wa%an Home  2013 Saudi Arabia  State  
Table 5. The list of the MWA sources of the data examined in this study. 
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The technique that was followed to extract the data was manual, i.e. reading each source page 
by page. However, a few sources have a MS Word version which is available in the internet 
for downloading. In this case, the “Find” tool has been used to search of the three particles. 
The total number of conditional tokens is 794 examples. Table 6 shows the distribution of 
these examples among the three particles:  
Particle Number of examples 
idh[ 359 
law 265 
in 170 
Total  794 
Table 6.  A statistical comparison between the three conditional particles idh[, in 
and law. 
This statistical result does not surprise me since as Chapter 2 demonstrates, some of the 
previous studies have already confirmed the dominance of the particle idh[, and law is ranked 
in second place, while in is the lesser used particle.  
It is important to mention that the data of the present study is divided into two groups. The 
first group, which is the largest, will be analysed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. The second group 
will be analysed in Chapter 7. This division is due to the nature of the conceptual framework 
adopted in this study which suggests that the conditional particle either acts independently 
with no influence from any other linguistic components, or interacts with other components. 
The first group deals with the typical use of the conditional particles, while the second group 
deals with conditional particles that are compounded with other particles or conjunctions, 
such as +att[, wa-, and ill[, where the meaning is affected. Hence, they are not seen as having 
an ordinary conditional meaning. The statistical distribution of the two groups is illustrated in 
Table 7: 
Group Number of examples 
One 628 
Two 166 
Total 794 
Table 7. The two groups of data adopted in this study. 
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Now, three methodological questions need to be addressed before proceeding with the 
analysis: 
The first question considers what units are under investigation in this study. 
The answer to this question is two-fold: 
i) This study is limited to analysing conditional structures which are initiated by three 
particles: idh[, in and law. The reasons for choosing these particles are that, a) it is claimed 
that they are the most common conditional particles,1 b) they have been subject to ongoing 
discussion in the literature as shown in Chapter 2, and c) they are semantically, partly 
interchangeable.2 
 
ii) This study deals only with those structures that indicate conditional meaning as presented 
and illustrated by many of the examples in Chapter 2. This means that when a structure is 
initiated by one of the three particles mentioned above, but does not signal a conditional 
meaning, then it will not be included in this study. The possibility of a structure with one of 
these particles that can be rendered in a non-conditional meaning has been observed in some 
of the literature. I will present examples of these meanings:     
a- The particles idh[ and in can be paraphrased by a meaning which is equivalent to the 
English disjunction ‘whether’. This occurs when introducing direct questions.3 Consider 
the following examples taken from Buckley: (S.7) 
S. 7) sa>altuh[ in k[nat m[ taz[lu tur\du an tatazawwajan\. 
 لازت ام تناك نإ اهتلأسديرت ينجوزتت نأ. 
I asked her if¦whether she still wanted to marry me.4  
b- The particle law can be preceded by ka-m[, forming together a comparative marker which 
provides a hypothetical meaning, which can be rendered by ‘as if’ in English. Consider the 
following example taken from Buckley: (S.8) 
S. 8) ta~arraftu ka-m[ law ann\ mutazawwijatun. 
ةجوزتم ينأ ول امك تفرصت 
                                                             
1 Buckley (2004), p. 731; Ryding (2005), pp. 671, 675. 
2 See for example, Peled (1992), pp. 25, 41; Badawi et al. (2004), p. 636. 
3 Buckley (2004), pp.734, 738.  
4 Ibid., p. 734. 
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I acted as I was married.5 
c-  Conditional particles that introduce polite expressions, like idh[ sama+ta, law sama+ta (if 
you please).6 
 
d- The particle law as a wish particle. In this example the speaker expresses his or her desire 
to gain something unattainable.7 Consider the following example: (S.9) 
S. 9)  atamann[ law aq#\ hun[ fatratan %aw\latan. 
ةليوط ةرتف انه يضقأ ول ىنمتأ. 
I wish I could spend a long time here.8  
 
e- Some conditional structures are purely rhetorical and are therefore not true conditionals; 
they are only assumed to be conditionals according to their structural aspect because they 
are of a form which normally belongs to the conditional system. They present linearlyas 
“conditional particle ± protasis ± apodosis”. Badawi et al. assert that such a structure is not 
real conditional in terms of semantics, and the auxiliary verb k[na normally introduces the 
protasis.9 Consider the following example: (S.10): 
S. 10) idh[ k[nat al-<amaliyyatu l[ takhtalifu fa-inna ta>th\rah[ al-nafsiyya yakhtalifu min 
shakh~in il[ [khara. 
رخآ ىلإ صخش نم فلتخي يسفنلا اهريثأت نإف فلتخت لا ةيلمعلا تناك اذإ 
If the operation is the same, its psychological effect varies from one person to 
another.10 
The translation provided for this example is a literal one (i.e. a calque). Actually, the speaker 
(the doctor) does not want to state the fact that how the operation is carried out, i.e. 
differently, has a psychological impact that may differ from one patient to another. Rather, he 
wants to compare between the two facts. Hence, the idiomatic translation is appropriately 
rendered as follows: “while the operation is always performed in the same way, its 
psychological effect, nonetheless, varies from one person to another”.  
                                                             
5 Ibid., p. 741. 
6 Buckley (2004), pp. 738,  
7 Ibid., p. 741.  
8 Ibid. 
9 Badawi et al. (2004), pp. 655, 657. 
10 Mustagh[nm\ (1997), p. 60. 
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Such cases and examples are excluded from the present study since they do not denote the 
meaning of conditionality. 
The second methodological question concerns the written discourse of MSA and looks at 
why written examples have been chosen rather than spoken?  
There are two reasons behind this choice: 
First, MWA forms the essential and major part of MSA as discussed in Chapter 1. The 
spoken practice of MSA is limited to certain contexts, such as religious and political 
speeches, TV and radio broadcast news. Even those spoken practices are normally assumed 
be written beforehand, hence, they are a spoken aloud practice of written Arabic.11 
Second, there are differences between written and spoken languages. This emphasises the 
importance of separating the two discourses while analysing a natural language data. One of 
the main differences is that written language is usually presented after careful thinking, and 
spoken language is usually delivered spontaneously. In other words, the written is a planned 
and prepared linguistic product which has the advantage of following the prescribed rules of 
the standard level of Arabic, whereas in spoken language, the speaker can possibly deviate 
from the standard level due to the improvisatory nature of speech and dialogue.12  
The third methodological question of whether –since the data is collected from sources whose 
writers come from different Arab countries– there are any possible regional variations among 
these countries. This assumption will not be considered in this study due to the following 
reasons: 
i) This is not a sociolinguistic study of a type in which the focus of the researcher might be 
mainly on socio-economic, geographical or gender variables.  
ii) MWA is a major part of MSA as mentioned above. One of the fundamental principles of a 
standard language is establishing uniformity among speakers from different communities.13 
This means that a standard language does not pertain to a specific area or a group of people 
but is used by those who live in the region regardless of their distinct local divisions in 
                                                             
11 Meiseles (1979), p. 125. See also McLoughlin (1972), p. 58.  
12 See about these two discourses:  Halliday (1989), pp. 29, 46; Biber and Conrad (2009), pp. 109, 220.  
13 Van Mol (2003), p. 20.   
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dialect. Therefore, variation in the standard language is considered to be extremely limited 
in order to maintain this function.14 
iii) It has been stated specifically in the case of MSA that variations can possibly occur at the 
lexical and stylistic levels, while at the syntactic level does not show variations. Holes, for 
example, claims that “syntactically speaking, MSA is relatively homogeneous across the 
whole Arabic speaking world”.15 Likewise, Zeinab’s pilot study which tested two groups of 
Arabic native speakers from Egypt and Morocco has found that “both groups had 
difficulties with «understanding» some lexical items, yet there was no difficulty whatsoever 
with any syntactic structure”.16 Van Mol has also concluded his empirical study on variation 
in MSA with this statement: “we observe that regional differences in the standard language 
are mainly limited to differences in style”.17  
iv) Some empirical studies which have specifically investigated the use of conditional 
particles in different Arab countries indicate that there are no significant variations found in 
the data examined. I will briefly provide the results of two of these studies. The first is 
undertaken by Dilworth Parkinson who compares two newspapers with regard to the use of 
the three conditional particles (idh[, law and in). These newspapers are: al-Ahr[m from 
Egypt and al-|ay[h which is published in London with a Lebanese influence. Table 8 
shows his results:  
                  Newspaper  
Particle   
al-Ahr[m al-|ay[h 
idh[ 20897 (67.6‰) 23733 (67.9‰) 
law 6975 (22.6‰) 8143 (23.3‰) 
in  3031 (9.8‰) 3066 (8.8‰) 
Table 8. The statistical distrbuition of the three conditional paticles idh[, in and 
law in Parkinson’s study.  
He states that this table “shows an almost amazing consistency of relative rates of usage of 
these forms in the two newspapers”. 18 This provides us with persuasive evidence that 
confirms the absence of regional variation with regard the use of the three conditional 
particles.   
                                                             
14 Ibid.  
15 Holes (2004), p. 47. See also: 
16 Zeinab (2009), p. 3. 
17 Van Mol (2003), p. 298. 
18 Parkinson (2003), p. 191. 
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The second study is conducted by Van Mol. He has investigated the use of the three 
conditional particles in Algeria, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia. The data was collected from radio 
news broadcasts. His conclusion confirmed that no regional variation has been observed.19 
These four reasons given in this section strengthen my position that regional variation is not 
considered in the present study. 
 
                                                             
19 Van Mol (2003), p. 256. 
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 Chapter Four 
 Modality and Time Reference 
 Introduction: 
This chapter aims at analysing conditional sentences in relation to the Modality and Time 
Reference parameter. The analysis carried out in this chapter will aim, first, at classifying 
conditionals into different semantic domains in terms of their Modality meanings. Secondly, 
it will investigate temporal interpretations for the semantic domains identified in order to 
show how time references interact with the semantics of Modality in conditional context. 
Thirdly, the analysis will attempt to observe the syntactic characteristics in relation to the 
semantic types of conditional identified and the particles used. Before providing the empirical 
analysis for the data gathered, I will provide a theoretical outline about how the analysis will 
be undertaken. 
 Theoretical considerations: 
We have mentioned in Chapter 3 that the meaning of conditionals is closely tied to the 
concept of epistemic Modality, and “all conditionals have obligatory modal marking in their 
protases”.1 In other words, conditionals have a connection to the speaker’s attitude towards 
the actualization of the actions expressed. This shows that conditional statements give 
attention to the notion of “Possible World”, which basically indicates how we look or think of 
the propositions expressed by sentences; do they have factuality in the real world, or do they 
denote an assumption that indicates different truth values (e.g. possible, likely, false). This 
also shows that the epistemic Modality, which has been defined in Chapter 3, forms a strong 
relationship with conditional statements through the notion of “Possible World”, which will 
be adopted in this study and will be considered as a foundation for classifying conditionals in 
terms of Modality meaning. 
Declerck and Reed assert the importance of this notion in conditional descriptions.2 The 
possible world approach to conditionals here opposes the classification adopted by 
Huddleston and Pullum’s “Open and Remote”3 conditional; Palmer’s “Real and Unreal”.4 It, 
                                                             
1 Gabrielatos (2010), p. 328. 
2 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 50. 
3 Huddleston and Pullum (2002), p. 739. 
4 Palmer (1986), p. 189. 
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however, broadly accords with the model applied by Declerck and Reed in analysing 
conditionals in English.5 The following (Figure 3) illustrates the adapted framework: 
 
 
Figure 3. The Conditional semantic classifications in MWA on the basis of the notion of “Possible World”. 
(Declerck and Reed (2001) with adaptation).  
This classification has two advantages; namely: a) it covers two main dimensions of the 
possible world: Factuality and Non-factuality (i.e. ‘Factual’ and ‘Theoretical’ in Declerck and 
Reeds’ terms), b) it provides different degrees of hypotheticality on the basis of the speaker’s 
assessment of the event occurrence. The latter is justified by Comrie who directly states that 
“hypotheticality «in conditionals» is a continuum”6 (i.e. scalar). That is to say there are 
various degrees of hypotheticality. i.e. low, medium, high.7 This means when the 
hypotheticality is low or not assumed, the speaker sees the actions expressed are factual or 
near to factual. By contrast, when the hypotheticality is high, the speaker assumes the 
unlikelihood of the occurrences of the actions or he¦she just hypothesises imaginative 
situations. 
In the following sections, (i) I will analyse the conditional sentences informed by the current 
data of MWA on the basis of the classification illustrated in Figure 3 above. additionally, (ii) 
the time references will be observed to show how they interact with each class, and (iii) the 
syntactic properties will be identified and statistically described in order to observe the major 
trends in each semantic class. 
                                                             
5 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 65 
6 Comrie (1986), p. 88. 
7 Gabrielatos (2010), p. 185. 
MWA conditional types 
according to the "possible 
world".
Factual Non-factual
Likley Open Tentative Counterfactual
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 The analysis: 
4.3.1. Factual conditionals: 
In this type of conditional, Declerck and Reed state that the protasis is seen as to have to take 
part in the real (actual) world. Thus, the speaker commits themselves to the truth value to the 
proposition (expressed in the protasis) as to have actualised or is actualising in the real world 
prior to or at the moment of speech.8 Even though this definition forms part of the scope of 
this type, it, however, consequently excludes some other sub-semantic notions that can be 
considered, in my view, to be as factual regardless of their actualization at the time of speech, 
such as scientific facts and present habitual actions. Therefore, this class of conditional is best 
defined as a construction that expresses a general truth-commitment toward the proposition in 
the protasis whether it exists in the real world at the time of the utterance or not. This class is 
marked mainly by the particle idh[. The particle in can also be used but it is not common. 
Table 9 compares between the frequencies of the two particles in this study:  
idh[ in 
81 14 
Total: 95 
Table 9. Comparison between idh[ and in expressing Factual conditionals. 
This class of conditionals can refer to either past or present or to be generic “timeless”. 
Various semantic sub-types can be deemed as Factual (See Figure 4). Across these sub-types, 
the conditional particles are followed by the perfect form in the protasis, while the apodosis 
shows mainly two possible forms: perfect and imperfect as will be shown below. 
 
Figure 4. Semantic sub-types of Factual conditionals 
 
                                                             
8 Declerck and Reed (2001), pp. 50, 67. 
Factual conditionals
Repetitive habitual action Historical past action Genenral truth fact
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A. Repetitive habitual actions. 
This type refers to repetitive actions or a sequence of events that occurred ¦occurs regularly as 
a habit.9 The events described can have two time references, (i) past and (ii) present: 
i) Past. 
 The apodosis can be in the perfect verbal form (S.1) or the imperfect form (S.2): 
S. 1) wa k[na min <[dati h[dhihi al-+ayaw[n[ti annahu idh[ waqa<a a+aduhum tak[lab] 
<alayhi. 
هرخآ نع هولكأ و هيلع اوبلاكت اهدحأ عقو اذإ هنأ تاناويحلا هذه ةداع نم ناكو 
It was the habit of these animals that if one of them died, they would attack it and eat 
it all.10 
 
S. 2) wa yaq]mu al-tims[+u bi-+ir[satihti ~ad\qihi <{mirin idh[ n[ma 
مان اذإ رماع هقيدص ةسارحب حاسمتلا موقيو 
The crocodile would guard his friend, <{mir, if he slept.11 
 
The past time reference can be sometimes marked explicitly by the verb k[na preceding idh[ 
as in (S.3): 
S. 3) fa-k[na idh[ laqiya al-<araba sa>alahum mudhkiyan f\-him nakhawata al-<ur]bati. 
ةبورعلا ةوخن مهيف  ايكذم مهلأس برعلا يقل اذإ ناكف 
Whenever he met the Arabs, he incited their Arab sense of honour.12 
ii) Present.  
Similarly to (i), the apodosis can be in the perfect verbal form (S.4) or the imperfect form 
(S.5): 
S. 4) idh[ i+tajja a+aduhum tunzil]na bi-hi ashadda al-<uq]b[ti. 
 مهدحأ َّجتحا اذإتابوقعلا َّدشأ هب نولِزُنت 
                                                             
9 See the definition of habitual sentences in Leech and Svartvik (1975), p. 64; and Rimell (2004), p. 2. 
10 |asan (1972), p. 38. 
11 |asan (1972), p. 69. 
12 Al-<Aqq[d (2000), p. 118. 
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If anyone of them objects, you punish him severely. 
 
S. 5) du<[>un yatab[daluhu al-n[su idh[ iltaq] wa idh[ iftaraq]. 
اوقرتفا اذإو اوقتلا اذإ سانلا هلدابتي ءاعد 
A prayer that people exchange when they meet and go their way.13 
One aspectual feature that can be noticed from the two sub-types (past and present) above is 
the predominant use of dynamic verbs (i.e. action) in the protasis (e.g. waqa<a (fell) as in S.1, 
n[ma (slept) as in S.2, i+tajja (object) as in S.4, and iltaq] (met) as in S.5, rather than static 
verbs.14  
It is worth noting that due to the fact that the sameness between the syntactical features of 
habitual past and present conditionals, the identification of either of them depends heavily on 
the context unless an overt marker is inserted such as k[na the precedes idh[ as exemplified 
in (S.3) above.15 
By contrast, English examples of these types require past tense form in the two clauses to 
indicate the past time reference, and the present simple form to signal present time reference. 
Consider the following examples respectively: (S.6-7) 
S. 6) If I had a problem, I always went to my grandmother.16 
S. 7) If I go to town, I take the bus.17 
B. Historical past: 
Here, the speaker indicates an action that took place in the past as a complete action which 
occurred in one go (i.e. non-repetitive one). Hence, this type is different from the past time 
reference above (habitual past) in terms of aspectual value. The habitual past aspect describes 
an action that occurred regularly (i.e. it used to occur over and over),18 while the historical 
                                                             
13 |asan (1972), p. 50. 
14 Dynamic and Static are aspectual values denoted by verbs. The former expresses an occurrence of an action, 
movement or change (i.e. it happens), while the latter expresses a state of affairs (i.e. something exists or 
obtains); Trask (1993), p. 87, 259; Huddleston and Pullum (2002), p. 119. 
15 Ingham (1991), p. 50 has noted this phenomenon in some Bedouin dialects and he has asserted the need for 
the context, linguistically or extra-linguistically, to identify the exact time reference.   
16 Declerck and Reed (2001), pp. 67. 
17 Ibid., p. 75. 
18 See the definition of “habitual” aspect in: Lyons (1977), vol. 2. p. 716; Haan (2013), p. 451. 
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past is concerned with the occurrence of the action as not being incomplete or continuous.19 
The following English examples clarify the distinction between the two aspects (S.8-9): 
S. 8) He went to work yesterday. 
S. 9) He always went «to work» by bus.20 
S.8 describes an action in the past as having occurred once, while S.9 refers to a recurrent 
action in the past. However, it must be borne in mind that both retain the perfective aspect 
which expresses action completion (i.e. finishing).21 Hence, both aspectual values (habitual 
and historical) can be considered as sub-divisions of the perfective aspect.22 The following 
diagram illustrates this (Figure 5): 
 
Figure 5. The relationship between habitual past and historical past in terms of Perfective aspect. 
  
Let us now consider the following example in which the particle idh[ denotes historical past 
events. (S.10):  
S. 10) +att[ idh[ j[>a khulaf[>uhu b[<] Mi~ra ar#an wa sha<ban. 
  ابعشو  اضرأ رصم اوعاب هؤافلخ ءاج اذإ ىتح 
Until when (Mu+ammad <Al\ B[sh[‘s) successors came, they sold Egypt, both land 
and people.23 
                                                             
19 Linguists typically refer to the former by the term “past simple”. See: Quirk et al. (1972), p. 86.  
20 They are cited from Palmer (1974), p. 63.  
21 See the definition of “perfective” aspect in: Lyons (1977), vol. 2. p. 712; Fischer (2001), p. 102; Buckley 
(2004), p. 537. 
22 Al-Suhaibani (2012), pp. 231-236 states that “habitual perfective” (² habitual past) is a type of what he calls 
“secondary aspect” in Arabic, while the “perfective” is type of “primary aspect”. 
23 Mun\f (2003), p. 12. 
Perfective aspect sub-types 
Habitual past Historical past
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In (S.10), the particle idh[ is rendered by the temporal adverbial conjunction ‘when’.24 This 
may be because the speaker does not make a prediction related to the occurrence of the action 
in the past which typical implies the sense of ‘if’ to donate uncertainty, while ‘when’ has, in 
principle, the sense of certainty or factuality.25 Compare the following English examples: 
(S.11-12) 
S. 11) If it rained last year in Egypt, the Nile Delta «should have» flooded. 
S. 12) When it rained last year in Egypt, the Nile Delta flooded.26 
In both examples, the time reference is past, nevertheless, there is a fine distinction between 
the two. In (S.11), the speaker is making a prediction about the occurrence of the protasis 
“rained in Egypt last year”, or he was told this fact, which, consequently, leads him to infer a 
possible result “the Nile Delta should have flooded” in the apodosis, which typically co-
occurs with the event in the protasis. In (S.12), on the other hand, the situation is slightly 
different; the speaker believes, with no doubt, that it definitely rained in Egypt last year and 
the Nile Delta definitely flooded (i.e. he does not aim to indicate any other possibilities).27 
The Arabic example (S.10) above is quite similar to the English example (S.12) in terms of 
the speaker’s certain attitude towards the occurrence of the two events. That is to say as the 
speaker of (S.12) is sure that it rained in Egypt last and the Nile flooded last year, the speaker 
of (S.10) believes, with no doubt, that Mu+ammad’s successors who came after him sold 
Egypt out. This, thus, requires the interpretation of ‘when’ as a the correct equivalent of idh[ 
in this context.  
The structural feature of historical past conditional seems to show a symmetry between the 
protasis and the apodosis as they exhibit the verbal perfect form, when preceded by the 
preposition +att[ ‘until’.28  
C. General truth expressions: 
Here, the speaker communicates general ideas of truth such as explaining scientific processes 
or concepts that are known to be facts based on experience.29 In other words, the two clauses 
                                                             
24 Al-Saad (2010), p. 144 indicates that the Arabic grammarians regarded idh[ preceded by +att[ (until) as an 
adverbial particle carrying a conditional sense. 
25 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 31; Reilly (1986), p. 312. 
26 Reilly (1986), p. 313. 
27 Elder (2012), pp. 185-186. 
28 See the examples provided by Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. pp. 91-93 and Buckley (2004), p. 736 which support 
this point. 
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express a constant relation¦co-occurrence between two actions in terms of causality. This 
class receives a generic interpretation in terms of time reference as it is seen to take place at 
any time in the real world. With regard to the syntactic features, the apodosis of this class 
commonly exhibits perfect and imperfect forms as in (S.13-14) and (S.15-16) respectively:   
S. 13) fa-idh[ khadasha al-qi%%u u~bu<a al-%ifli th[ra minn[ al-#a+iku, amm[ idh[ <a##ahu 
kalbun ta+arraka f\ nuf]sin[ al-+uznu. 
 امأ كحضلا انم راث لفطلا عبصأ طقلا شدخ اذإفنزحلا انسوفن يف كرحت هعباصأ مشهف بلك هضع اذإ 
If the cat scratches the baby's finger, we burst out laughing, but if a dog bites him and 
crushes his fingers, sadness stirs in our souls.30 
S. 14) li-l-%a<[mi aw[nu nu#jin, idh[ z[da i+taraqa. 
داز اذإ ٍجضن ُناوأ ماعطلل قرتحا 
The food has a particular amount of time to cook, if it is exceeded, it burns.31 
 
S. 15) sami<tu y[ dukt]ru anna al-%u+[la idh[ talifa yast>~il]nahu. 
هنولصأتسي فلت اذإ لاحطلا نأ روتكد اي تعمس 
I heard, O doctor, that the spleen, if damaged, is removed. 
 
S. 16) al-rajulu yad<] al-mar>at il[ al-sa<[dati idh[ k[nat ladayhi gh[liyatan. 
  ةيلاغ هيدل تناك اذإ ةداعسلا ىلإ ةأرملا وعدي لجرلا 
A man makes a woman happy «only» if she is precious to him.32  
Looking at these examples, the main semantic feature is that the propositions are seen to be 
undoubted true in the real world. The knowledge of this semantic value is obtained from 
practical experience. 
Another possible syntactic feature that can be seen in this class, although it seems not 
common, is that the imperfect form, which is in the apodosis, can be nominalized. I mean by 
nominalization here that the clause is introduced by a noun or any elements that are classified 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
29 This class of Factual conditionals accords with Cantarino’s following statement “it (idh[) generally introduces 
only a statement of something which is known through experience and about the eventual occurrence of which 
there can, therefore, be no doubt”; Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. p. 302. 
30 Ma+m]d (1996), p. 56. 
31 |ann[ (2004), p. 89. 
32 |ann[ (2004), p. 108. 
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to be related to nominal groups (e.g. nouns, pronouns, the emphatic particle inna). Consider 
(S.17): 
S. 17) idh[ h[jara al-mar>u il[ mak[nin ghayri alladh\ tanashsha>a f\-hi fa-innahu yash<uru 
bi-inqi%[<i  judh]rihi. 
هروذجل عاطقناب رعشي هنإف هيف أشنت يذلا ريغ ناكم ىلإ ءرملا رجاه اذإ 
When one moves away from the place where they were raised, they feel disconnected 
from their roots.33 
In English, conditional sentences that express generic facts are expressed by using the present 
verb form in the two clauses as in (S.18-19): 
S. 18) If water boils, it changes into steam. 
S. 19) If you throw a piece of foam rubber into water, it does not sink.34  
 
Interchangeability between the particle idh[ and other conjunctions:  
In this section, I will show how conditional particles that express Factual conditionals may be 
substituted by two other Arabic linguistic conjunctions with roughly the same meanings. 
These conjunctions are <indam[ (when, whenever)35 and kullam[ (whenever, every time 
that).36 These two conjunctions introduce a group of clauses called “Clauses of Time” since 
the issue in question is the time of the occurrence of the action, not the action itself.37 Ingham 
states that “conditional and time clauses are very close”.38 One of the main areas of common 
ground between the two domains is that both imply mainly causal relations between the two 
clauses.39 This phenomenon is seen in English to occur between the two conjunctions ‘if’ and 
‘when’. Although ‘if’ is assumed to be used in the context of a non-factual statement, it is 
sometimes substituted with ‘when’ whose essential role is to express factuality as mentioned 
above. Therefore, the Arabic conditional particles with factual meaning can be sometimes 
                                                             
33 Al-Ghadh[m\ (2013), p. 57. 
34 Cited in Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 74.  
35 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 661; Satori (2011), pp. 7-8. 
36 Peled (1992), p. 26. 
37 Ingham (1991), p. 44.  
38 Ibid., p. 43. 
39 Reilly (1986), p. 312 speaks of the similarities between “if” and “when”. 
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indistinguishably paraphrased by either ‘if’ or ‘when’.40 Let us now consider this in relation 
to (S.2), which has been mentioned above: 
S. 2) yaq]mu al-tims[+u bi-+ir[satihti ~ad\qihi <{mirin idh[ (kullam[ n[ma) (<indm[ 
yan[mu).  
 مان اذإ رماع هقيدص ةسارحب حاسمتلا موقي¦)مان املك( (¦)ماني امدنع 
The crocodile would guard his friend, <{mir, whenever he slept.41 
Compare this with the English example: (S.20) 
S. 20)   If¦ when¦ whenever I go to town, I take the bus.42 
 
Nevertheless, in the case of “historical past”, idh[ cannot be replaced with kullam[ due to the 
absence of the sense of repetition, a feature which is essential in kullam[. Hence, <indam[ is 
the only possible alternative to idh[ in this context. Similarly, ‘when’ cannot be substituted 
by ‘whenever’ when speaking about a single past historical action.43 Of course, ‘when’ can be 
replaced with ‘if’ but the meaning will be slightly different as seen above. By contrast, the 
replacement of idh[ with <indam[ seems not to change the meaning. Compare the two 
examples which have been already mentioned above: (S.10) and (S.12) 
S. 10) +att[ idh[ (<indam[) j[>a khulaf[>uhu b[<] Mi~ra ar#an wa sha<ban. 
( اذإ ىتح¦امدنع(   ابعشو  اضرأ رصم اوعاب هؤافلخ ءاج 
Until when (Mu+ammad <Al\ B[sh[‘s) successors came, they sold Egypt, both land   
and people.44 
S. 12)  When (¡whenever) it rained in Egypt last year, the Nile Delta flooded. 
Now, we move on to shed the light on the particle in when it expresses Factual conditional 
menaing. We have mentioned earlier that in seems not to be preferred in this context 
compared to idh[, as shown in Table 9 above. Examples of this can be illustrated in (S.21-
22): 
                                                             
40 Ingham (1991), p. 43. 
41 |asan (1972),  p. 69. 
42 Dancygier (2006), p. 64. 
43 Dancygier (2006), p. 64. 
44 Mun\f (2003), p. 12. 
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S. 21) wa hum ya<taqil]na al-n[sa in takallam] aw li-mujarradi al-ishtib[hi bi-him. 
مهو نولقتعي سانلا نإ اوملكت وأ درجمل هابتشلاا مهب  
They arrest people if (¦when) they just speak or for mere suspicion.45 
 
S. 22) in ibtasama ra>ati al-duny[ qad basimat la-h[. 
نإ مستبا تأر ايندلا دق تمسب اهل 
If (¦when) she smiled, she would see life smiling for her.46 
In this manner in can be seen as a possible interchangeable particle with the idh[ to signal the 
regular co-occurrence of two events.47 However, idh[ is more common in this context. This 
seems to be driven by the semantic load that it carries, which is here the high level of 
certainty that corresponds regularly with the co-occurrence of the events.48   
It is noteworthy that although idh[ with factual meaning can be usually rendered by ‘when’, 
this does not mean that the converse  translation always works the same. i.e. the particle idh[ 
in some contexts cannot be an acceptable equivalent of all ‘when’ usages. One of thses 
usages is when ‘when’ refers to the state that took place once in the past. Consider the 
following example: (S.23) 
S. 23) When Kate was six months, she was bald.49 
The particle idh[ is not here a correct equivalent of ‘when’. Instead, it needs be rendered by 
two other temporal conjunctions, namely: <indam[ and lamm[ as exemplified in (S.24) and 
(S.25) respectively: 
S. 24) <indam[ k[na <umru Kate sittat ashhurin k[nat ~al<[>a. 
S. 25) lamm[ k[na <umru Kate sittat ashhurin k[nat ~al<[>a.  
 
4.3.2. Non-factual conditionals: 
The essential semantic feature of this type is the interference of the speaker’s assumption or 
supposition. Thus, the occurrence of the events expressed (positively or negatively) in the 
protasis only exists in the mind of the speaker.50 Therefore, unlike Factual conditionals, no 
                                                             
45 Jub]r (2000), p. 56. 
46 Al-^an%[w\ (2012), p. 48. 
47 Peled (1992), p. 26 speaking of CA conditional sentences. 
48 Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. p. 313;  
49 Reilly (1986), pp. 312 
50 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 50 speak of “Theoretical conditionals”. 
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complete truth-commitment of the actuality of the events in the real world can be made in this 
context. However, the position of the speaker’s attitude may vary with respect to the actuality 
of the proposition of the protasis from likelihood to impossibility as will be shown.   
While Declerck and Reed who use the term “Theoretical” for this type, I adopt the term 
“Non-factual” for the sake of clarity since the term “Theoretical”, in my opinion, does not 
imply a straightforward connection to non-factuality. Non-factual, in my opinion, is 
semantically more accessible. Additionally, the term “Theoretical conditional” has been 
adopted by some linguists to denote “the fulfilment of the condition as truly open”,51 (i.e. it 
denotes the neutral¦open attitude of the speaker towards the propositions), which 
consequently results to exclude some sub-types of non-factual, which will be explained in the 
following.   
According to the data examined, Non-factual conditionals form the largest part of the data, 
with 533 tokens. We can recognise, in the light of Declerck and Reed’s treatment of the 
concept “Possible World” in English conditionals, four sub-types, which represent a scale of 
degrees of assumption. These are: Likely, Open, Tentative and Counterfactual conditionals, 
as illustrated in Figure 3 above. 
4.3.2.1.  Likely conditionals: 
The main semantic feature in this type of conditional is that the speaker assumes the 
proposition expressed in the protasis to be true in the real world, and this is normally 
followed by a likely proposition in the apodosis. In other words, the actions in the two clauses 
are, in the speaker’s view, (highly) likely to occur. Thus, some linguists use the term “Closed 
conditional” for this class because the content expressed by it is seen to be identical or closed 
to the actual world.52 The likelihood can sometimes be denoted by phrases given by the 
speakers as in (S.26): 
S. 26) idh[ bada>at thawratu al-jiy[<i marratan >ukhr[ wa hiya q[dimatun l[ ma+[lata, fa-
inna al-nat[>ija lan taqta~ira <al[ al-man[%iqi al-faq\rati wa+dah[. 
عايجلا ةروث تأدب اذإ  ،ةلاحم لا ةمداق يهو ،ىرخأ ةرم.اهدحو ةريقفلا قطانملا ىلع رصتقت نل جئاتنلا نإف 
                                                             
51 Dancygier and Mioduszewska (1984), p. 128.  
52 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 81. I did not use the term “closed conditional” because it has been used 
differently by some linguists (Bailey (1989), p. 277), who use it for tentative and counterfactual conditionals). 
Instead I use the term “Likely” for the sake of clarity. 
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When the hungry revolution, which is inevitably coming, begins once again, the 
consequences will not be limited to poor areas alone.53 
Here, the phrase hiya q[dimatun l[ ma+[lata denotes that the speaker believes that the 
proposition in the protasis thawrat al-jiy[< is most likely to occur in the future, which 
consequently leads to the highest possibility of the occurrence of the proposition in the 
apodosis. Therefore, idh[ is rendered by the English conjunction ‘when’ to imply the 
maximum degree of likelihood in the speaker’s mind.   
However, there is sometimes a need consider to the context in order to extract the speaker’s 
thoughts about whether the events are likely to occur or not. This makes it hard to distinguish 
Likely conditionals from other types of non-factual conditionals. Consider the following 
dialogue in (S.27): 
S. 27) al-#[bi%: yuq[lu inna al-fat[ta allat\ ~ana<tah[ tamarradat <alayka. 
al-muharrij: idh[ k[na h[dh[ +aqqan fa-inn\ sa-a+tarimu tamarrudah[. 
:طباضلا .كيلع َْتدّرمت اهتعَنص يتلا ةاتفلا نإ :لاُقي 
:جّرهملا  .اهدّرمت مرتحأس ّينإف  اقح اذه ناك اذإ 
The officer: It is said that the girl you trained has rebelled against you. 
The comedian: If (as you said) this is true, I will respect her rebellion.54 
Here, the conditional sentence is used by the comedian who builds his knowledge (the 
likelihood of the proposition in the protasis) on the utterance of the officer who told him 
about the girl’s rebellion, which the comedian did not know about before. Hence, without 
considering the preceding context, it would be hard to claim that the conditional sentence 
belongs to likelihood class. However, the likelihood of (S.27) appears to be weaker than that 
in (S.26) because it is not appropriate semantically to render idh[ as an equivalent to ‘when’ 
in the former, while it is possible in the latter, which implies a certain degree of expectancy 
on the speaker’s part.55 Sometimes, as Declerck and Reed mention,56 the propositions 
expressed are ostensibly likely since the speaker pretends that they are likely for the sake of 
argument. Consider (S.28): 
                                                             
53 Mun\f (2003), p. 137. 
54 |ann[ (2004), p. 115. 
55 See: Reilly (1986), p. 312 about the semantics of ‘when’. 
56 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 89 speak of English closed conditionals. 
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S. 28) fa-idh[ k[na h[dh[ ~a+\+an fa-man tu+[kim]na idhan? 
؟نذإ نومكاحت نمف  احيحص اذه ناك اذإف 
If (as you said) that is true, whom are you judging?57 
 
A comparable example from English is given in (S.29): 
S. 29) If, as you told me, you made such a big impression on that woman, why did she just 
walk straight past you?58  
According to the data, this type of conditional is usually expressed by the particle idh[, and 
less commonly by in. This result is not surprising because the meaning of likelihood is 
already commonly expressed by idh[ in CA conditional sentences.59 Interestingly, I found 
one unique example in which a Likely conditional is initiated by the particle law as will be 
shown below. The comparison between the frequencies of the three particles is illustrated in 
Table 10: 
The particles Frequency Total 
idh[ 80   
94 in 13 
law 1 
Table 10. Frequency of the three particles that express of Likely conditionals 
With regard to time reference, examples of this type tend to have either future or present 
reference, apart from a few examples that refer to the past. As for the syntax of this type, the 
protasis shows a consistency as it always comes in the perfect form (e.g. fa<ala) or its 
negative counterpart (e.g. lam yaf<al). The syntax of the apodosis is unmistakably varied. It 
can involve different verbal forms. It can also involve a nominal sentence as well as non-
declarative sentences. i.e. interrogative and imperative sentences. This will be shown in the 
following lines. 
 
 
                                                             
57 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 52. 
58 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 89. 
59 Peled (1992), p. 26. 
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The particle idh[: 
The data shows that the apodosis of idh[, when it expresses a Likely conditional sentence 
involve  the following forms: 
i) Imperfect. (S.30) for future reference and (S.31) for present reference: 
S. 30) idh[ k[nat istimr[riyyatu nafsi mu<addal[ti al-ziy[dati al-sukk[niyyati mustaqbalan 
ghayra w[ridatin fa-ta&allu nisbatu al-sukk[ni al-r[hinati wa mushkilatu mu<addali al-
ba%[lati q[>imatan <al[ mad[ al-j\li bi-<akmalihi. 
 ةلكشم و ةنهارلا ناكسلا ةبسن لظتف ةدراو ريغ لابقتسم ةيناكسلا ةدايزلا تلادعم سفن ةيرارمتسا تناك اذإ
.هلمكأب ليجلا اذه ىدم ىلع ةمئاق ةلاطبلا لدعم 
«Even» if there will be no such thing as current population growth rates «among 
Saudies» in the future, both the «overall» current population rate «including 
immigrants» and the unemployment rate are still problematic for this entire 
generation.60    
S. 31)  idh[ k[na kullun min a<#[>i al-i>til[fi al-wa%aniyyi al-s]riyyi yab+athu <an al-ri>[sati 
qabla an yata+aqqaqa shay>un bah\jun li-~[li+ihim, fa-yan%abiqu <alayhim <inda>idhin 
wa~fu man ya#a<u al-<arabata qabla al-+i~[ni. 
  لك ناك اذإ سائرلا نع ثحبي يروسلا ينطولا فلاتئلاا ءاضعأ نممهحلاصل جيهب ءيش ققحتي نأ لبق ة قبطنيف ،
امأ ةبرعلا عضي نم فصو ذئدنع مهيلعناصحلا م. 
If every member of the Syrian National Coalition is competing for the presidency 
before any real achievement «on the ground», then they are similar to someone who 
puts the cart before the horse.61      
 
ii)  Future particle ± imperfect. (S.32-33): 
S. 32) idh[ +a#ara w[liduh[ il[ al-mustashf[ sa-ya<lamu kulla shay>in. 
ءيش لك ملعيس ىفشتسملا ىلإ اهدلاو رضح اذإ 
If her father comes to the hospital, he will find out everything.62 
 
S. 33) fa-idh[ rafa#a w[lid\ ayya shay>in fa-lan ajru>a <al[ mu<[ra#atihi. 
                                                             
60 K[bil\, Su<]d, ‘Akh%[< al-^afrah al-}l[ wa >Akh%[>un[ al-Yawam’, Al-Wa%an, 7¦10¦2013, p. 21. 
61 Al-Tam\m\, |us[m, ‘Taq[sum al-Ka<kah al-S]riyyah’, al-Sharq al-Awsa%, 21¦1¦2014, p. 16. 
62 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 35. 
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 يدلاو ضفر اذإفهتضراعم ىلع ؤرجأ نلف ءيش يأ 
If my father says no to anything, I will not dare oppose him.63 
iii) Perfect. (S.34): 
S. 34) la-qad dhahabta ba<\dan ayyuh[ al-waz\ru idh[ <anayta zaw[j\. 
يجاوز تينع اذإ ريزولا اهُّيأ  اديعب تبهذ دقل 
       You were completely wrong, Minister, if you meant my marriage.64 
 
iv) Nominal form. (S.35): 
S. 35) idh[ k[na dh[lika tafk\rahu fa-huwa s[dhijin. 
  جذاس وهف هريكفت كلذ ناك اذإ 
If this is what he thinks, then he is naive.65 
When the nominal form is found in the apodosis, it usually has a present time reference as in 
(S.35). However, future time reference is also possible. It is overtly indicated by the particles 
lan or sawfa which precede the imperfect verb that is inserted in the nominal sentence 
domain. Consider (S.36): 
S. 36)  idh[ bada>at thawratu al-jiy[<i marratan >ukhr[ wa hiya q[dimatun l[ ma+[lata, fa-
inna al-nat[>ija lan taqta~ira <al[ al-man[%iqi al-faq\rati wa+dah[. 
ا قطانملا ىلع رصتقت نل جئاتنلا نإف  ،ةلاحم لا ةمداق يهو ،ىرخأ ةرم عايجلا ةروث تأدب اذإ.اهدحو ةريقفل 
When the revolution of the hungry, which is inevitably coming, begins once again, the 
consequences will not be limited to poor areas alone.66 
v) Non-declarative form. (S.37-38): 
S. 37) wa l[kin idh[ aradti an tar+al\ fa-ir+al\ fawran. 
 ِتدرأ اذإ ْنكلو. اروف يلحراف يلحرت ْنأ 
But if you wish to leave, do so immediately.67  
S. 38) idh[ k[na amal\ lan yata+aqqaqa, m[ jadw[ dafni al-ra>si f\ al-rim[li. 
لامرلا يف سأرلا نفد ىودج ام ،ققحتي نل يلمأ ناك اذإ 
                                                             
63 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 48. 
64 |ann[ (2004), p. 69. 
65 Dab[bnah  (2000), p. 16. 
66 Mun\f (2003), p. 137. 
67 |ann[ (2004), p. 63. 
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If my goal will definitely not be achieved, what is the value of burying my head in the 
sand? (viz. being silent).68  
The particle in: 
The syntactic features of Likely conditional sentences initiated by the particle in are similar to 
those associated with idh[, apart from the absence of the perfect form in the apodosis: 
i) Imperfect. (S.39): 
S. 39) al-rum]zu in k[nat qad gh[bat l[ ya<n\ annah[ mu+at. 
 زومرلا– تباغ دق تناك نإ – .تحم اهنأ ينعي لا 
If the symbols have disappeared, it does not mean they have been «completely» 
erased.69 
ii) Future particle ± imperfect. (S.40): 
S. 40) in kunta mina al-tu<as[>i wa huwa al-gh[libu fa-sayatimmu irj[<u al-tayy[ri «al-
kahrab[>\» f\ al-yawmi al-t[l\. 
رايتلا عاجرإ متيسف بلاغلا وهو ءاسعتلا نم تنك نإ[ايئابرهكل] .يلاتلا مويلا يف 
If you are amongst the miserable people who are affected by the power outage, which 
is the most common case, your electric power will be returned the next day.70 
iii) Nominal form. (S.41): 
S. 41) in kunta ta&unnu anna suhayra tadhkuraka fa-anta ghal%[nu. 
ريهس نأ ّنظت تنك نإ ناطلغ تنأف كركذت 
If you think that Suhayr still remembers you, then you are a mistaken.71 
iv) Non-declarative form. (S.42-43): 
S. 42) in k[na kal[muka muwajjahan l\ y[ sayyid\ fa-isma+ l\ an aq]la annaka <al[ kha%a>in 
kab\rin. 
ريبك أطخ ىلع كنأ لوقأ نأ يل حمساف ،يديس اي ،يل  اهجوم كملاك ناك نإ 
Sir, if you are addressing me (as it appears to me), then allow me to say that you are 
mistaken. 72 
                                                             
68 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), 165. 
69 <Al[> al-D\n, |asan, ‘F\ al-Ba+th <an Rum]z al-Mudun al-<Ir[qiyyah wa <Al[m[tih[’, al-Quds al-<Arab\, 
28¦2¦2014, p. 10. 
70 Al-Shir\m\, <Al\, ‘Hay>ah Jad\dah li-l-Muwallid[t’, al-Wa%an, 7¦10¦2013, p. 20. 
71 Jub]r (2000), p. 121. 
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S. 43) in kuntum kadh[lika lim[dh[ idhan saraqtum a<m[lan[. 
انلامعأ متقرس نذإ اذامل كلذك متنك نإ 
If you are like that, then why did you steal our work? 73 
The particle law: 
law is not known to initiate conditional sentences that express likely or expected actions. 
Surprisingly, however, I found one example in the data in which the speaker shows his 
expectation of the action occurrence. Consider (S.44): 
S. 44) law k[na al-ust[dhu al-Khaf\fu j[ddan f\ h[dh[ al-wa~fi wa l[-budda an yak]na fa-
laysa bayn\ wa baynahu khil[fun. 
 فصولا اذه يف اداج فيفخلا ذاتسلأا ناك ول– نوكي نأ دبلاو–  فلاخ هنيبو ينيب سيلف 
If al-Khaf\f was serious about this description –and he must have been, then I do not 
disagree with him.74 
In this example, the parenthetical sentence wa l[ budda in yak]na signals the speaker’s 
expectation of the proposition law k[na al-ust[dhu al-Khaf\fu j[ddan fi h[dh[ al-wa~fi, which 
is presented in the protasis. In other words, he assumes that the proposition “al-Khaf\f was 
serious” to be true. In this context, the particle law  is interchangeable with idh[ and in.  
Table 11 below shows the distribution of the possible structures involving Likely 
conditionals: 
The particles Protasis Apodosis Frequency Total 
Mood  Form 
 
 
idh[  
 
 
 
 
Perfect form 
and its 
negative 
counterpart: 
lam ± 
Declarative  Verbal forms Imperfect 5  
 
 
80 
Future 
particle 
±imperfect 
9 
Perfect  8 
Nominal form 21 
Non-declarative  Imperative  and interrogative 37 
 Declarative   Imperfect  1  
                                                                                                                                                                                             
72 Al-Anb[r\  (2001), p. 149. 
73 Al-Anb[r\  (2001), p. 48. 
74 Ma+m]d (1996), p. 119. 
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in  
imperfect.  
 
Verbal forms Future 
particle ± 
imperfect 
 
2 
 
 
13 
Nominal form 3 
Non-declarative  Imperative  and interrogative 7 
law Declarative  Verbal form Perfect  1 1 
Total   94 
Table 11. Statistical distribution of the possible structures of Likely conditionals. 
By contrast, in English, Declerck and Reed state that Likely conditionals (“closed 
conditionals” in their term) can be expressed by the particle ‘if’ followed by several verbal 
forms. The time reference can be either past, present or future without apparent preference.75 
The context requires considering, either explicitly or implicitly, phrases like: “as I was told, 
as you say, as I believe”76 to refer to the speaker’s belief. 
i) Past: 
The past simple form in English is commonly used in the protasis. (S.45): 
S. 45) If, as they say, they were late yesterday, it cannot have been because of the weather.77  
Rarely, the English past perfect form is used in the protasis with a modal perfect in the 
apodosis. (S.46): 
S. 46) If, as I knew to be the case, she had been on deck at the time of the murder, he could 
have seen what was happening.78 
 
ii) Present: 
This is marked by a present simple form or progressive forms. (S.47-48): 
S. 47) If he (as I think) has got a lot of money, he must have a big house.79 
S. 48) A: I am feeling sick. 
B: If you are feeling sick, you had better go outside and lie down.80  
                                                             
75 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 81. 
76 Ibid., p. 147. 
77 Ibid., p. 81. 
78 Ibid., p. 152. 
79 Ibid., p. 87. 
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iii) Future: 
The modal verb ‘will’ in English is commonly inserted in the protasis, which normally has 
future reference, to imply a degree of Modality. i.e. to imply the speaker’s view carrying 
sense of the expectation of the occurrence.81 Consider (S.49-50):  
S. 49)  If the work will be done anyhow, I might as well have a lie down.   
S. 50)  If he will be on holiday from tomorrow, I will not contact him until he is back.82 
The ‘be going to’ structure is a possible alternative for ‘will’ as in (S.51): 
S. 51)   You ought to lock your doors if you are going to stay here.83 
The epistemic modal verbs ‘must’ and ‘should’ can be also inserted to strengthen the 
speaker’s epistemic assessment for the situation, i.e. the strengthen the speaker’s expectation. 
Declerck and Reed state that this class of English conditionals is the only one that accepts this 
sort of modal verbs in the protasis.84 Consider the following example: (S.52) 
S. 52)  If the treasure must¦should be hidden here, we will start looking at it once.85 
 
Finally, ‘when’ seems to be sometimes used in the context of Likely conditionals. Elder 
points out that ‘when’ sometimes moves from reality, i.e. it does not express a complete 
factual or certain statement. Instead, it presents the proposition in the protasis as being 
assumed to be factual86  (“likely” in my terms). An example of this is found in (S.53): 
S. 53)  How can I demonstrate a machine when it does not work properly?87 
The speaker of this sentence assumes that the machine breakdown is likely to happen at any 
time in the future.  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
80 Ibid., p. 84. 
81 Ibid., p. 133. 
82 See the examples in Declerck and Reed (2001), pp. 81, 149. 
83 Ibid., p. 150. 
84 Ibid., p. 204. 
85 Ibid. 
86 Elder (2012), pp. 186-188. 
87 Ibid. 
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4.3.2.2. Open conditional: 
This class of conditionals is sometimes referred to as neutral conditionals.88 The notion of 
openness or neutrality refers to the speaker’s view of the event expressed in the protasis 
without bias to any side. In other words, contrary to Likely conditionals, the speaker does not 
have a view about whether the events may or may not occur in the actual world; they are 
“viewed as an open possibility”.89 In doing so, the speaker is seen completely uncertain. By 
contrast, the speaker, in Likely conditionals, establishes a prediction that something is 
expected to occur or assumed to be true in the real world as illustrated above.   
The syntactic features of Open conditionals are fairly similar to those of Likely ones, such 
that there sometimes arises the problem of overlap between these semantic domains, and, 
hence, the the context is necessary to determine the exact meaning, especially in cases where 
an appropriate overt marker in Likely conditionals is absent. According to the data, Open 
conditionals had the highest number of occurrences in MWA with 275 tokens. This class can 
be marked by the three particles: idh[, in and law, with a clear dominance of idh[. Table 12 
present the frequencies of the three particles in the context of open conditionals: 
The particles Frequency Total 
idh[ 168  
275 in 74 
law 33 
Table12. Frequency of the three particles in the context of Open conditionals 
As for the time references, this type of conditional tends to refer more often to the future, 
although present and past time references are possible. Syntactically, since the perfect verb 
and its negative counterpart (lam ± imperfect) are the predominant form in the protasis, the 
apodosis forms will be identified in the following lines: 
The particle idh[:  
i) Imperfect form. (S.54): 
S. 54) idh[ aradti ra>y\ al-+aq\qiyya fa-yajibu an ta~mud\ wa tu+[rib\ li-l-nih[yati. 
 نأ بجيف يقيقحلا ييأر ِتدرأ اذإةياهنلل يبراحتو يدمصت 
                                                             
88 Dancygier (2006), p. 30. 
89 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 91. See also: Bailys (1989), p. 276. 
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If you want my real advice, you must stand up and fight until the end.90 
 
ii) Future particle ± imperfect. (S.55-56): 
S. 55) idh[ dhahabta il[ bayti A~[lata sawfa atba<uka ba<da qal\lin. 
اذإ تبهذ ىلإ تيب ةلاصأ فوس كعبتأ دعب .ليلق 
If you go to A~[lah’s house, I will follow you shortly after.91 
 
S. 56) idh[ i<tarafta lan ukhbira al-shur%ata. 
ةطرشلا ربخأ نل تفرتعا اذإ 
If you confess, I will not inform the police.92 
 
iii) Perfect form. (S.57): 
S. 57) idh[ wajadtu anna al-ma~la+ata al-<uly[ taqta#\hi ittakhadhtu al-mawqifa al-mun[siba 
f\ al-waqti al-mun[sibi. 
بسانملا تقولا يف بسانملا فقوملا تْذختا هيضتقت ايلعلا ةحلصملا َّنأ تدجو اذإ 
If I find it (nominating myself to be king) necessary for the sake of the higher interest, 
I will take the right decision at the right time.93 
 
iv) Nominal form. (S.58-59): 
S. 58) idh[ tawa++adati al-ummatu f\ h[dh[ al-waqti al-~a<bi min t[r\khih[ fa-al-fa#lu f\ 
dh[lika li-l-q[>idi Jam[l <Abdu al-N[~iri. 
رصانلا دبع لامج دئاقلل كلذ يف لضفلاف ،اهخيرات نم بعصلا تقولا اذه يف ةملأا تدّحوت اذإ. 
If the nation becomes as one at this difficult point in our history, we owe this to the 
leader Jamal Abdel-Nasser.94  
 
                                                             
90 Al-<Ulayy[n  (2010), p. 48. 
91 Jub]r (2000), p. 61. 
92 Jawdat (2004), p. 89. 
93 |ann[ (2000), p. 23. 
94 Jub]r (2004), p. 10. 
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S. 59) idh[ iqta#ati al-#ar]ratu fa-hun[ka shar%un w[+idun an akhruja mina al-bayti wa min 
d]ni raj<atin ilayhi. 
 طرش كانهف ةرورضلا تضتقا اذإهيلإ ةعجر نود نمو تيبلا نم جرخأ نأ ،دحاو. 
If «forgiveness» is a must, then there will be one condition: that is to leave the house 
and do not return.95  
 
The nominal form can retain a verbal form in its scope, e.g. with inna followed by a noun, as 
in (S.60): 
S. 60) idh[ lam a#a> +addan la-h[ fa-innah[ sa-tushakkilu kha%aran yaq#\ <al[ +ay[t\ wa 
mustaqbal\. 
.يلبقتسم و يتايح ىلع يضقي  ارطخ لكشتس اهنإف اهل  ادح عضأ مل اذإ 
If I do not establish a limit to that, it will be dangerous to my life and to my future.96 
 
v) Non-declarative form. (S.61-62):  
S. 61) idh[ kunta tufa##ilu al-rasma fa-ursum. 
مسراف مسرلا لضفت تنك اذإ. 
If you prefer to draw, please do.97 
S. 62) idh[ sh[hadta <[jizan %alaba mus[<adataka m[ taf<alu? 
لعفت ام كتدعاسم بلط  ازجاع تدهاش اذإ؟ 
If you come cross a helpless person asking for your help, what will you do?98 
The particle in:  
i) Imperfect form. (S.63): 
S. 63) wa l[kin yumkinu an nun[qisha al-amra in k[na kh[rija al-+ud]di al-shakh~iyyati. 
ةيصخشلا دودحلا جراخ ناك نإ رملأا شقانن نأ نكمي نكلو. 
However, we could discuss the matter unless it is personal.99 
                                                             
95 Jawdat (2004), p. 89. 
96 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 72. 
97 Mustagh[nm\ (2007), p. 61. 
98 Jawdat (2004), p. 12. 
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ii) Future particle imperfect. (S.64-63): 
S. 64) in r[faqa ummahu fa-sawfa yagh\bu muddata usb]<in <al[ al-aqalli. 
 ّلقلأا ىلع عوبسأ ّةدم بيغي فوسف هّمأ قفار نإ 
  If he goes with his mother, he will be absent for at least a week.100 
S. 65) in lam tar+am nafsaka lan nar+amaka abadan. 
  ادبأ كمحرن نل كسفن محرت مل نإ 
If you are not merciful with yourself, we will never be merciful with you.101 
    
iii) Perfect form. (S.66): 
S. 66) l[ takhjal min kal[mihim wa l[ tadhilla am[mahum fa-innaka in fa<alta aghraytahum 
bi-ka. 
.كيلع مهتأرج و كب مهتيرغأ تلعف نإ كنإف مهمامأ لذت لا و مهملاك نم لجخت لا 
Do not be embarrassed by what they say about you, and do not humiliate yourself in 
front of them. If you do so, you will «only» embolden them and strengthen them.102  
iv) Nominal form. (S.67): 
S. 67) fa-in w[faqa fa-an[ muw[fiqatun. 
ةقفاوم انأف قفاو نإف 
If he agrees, then I will also agree. 103 
v) Non-declarative form. (S.68-69): 
S. 68) wa in muttu fa-+[wil] qadra al-imk[ni i+#[ra juththat\ il[ hun[. 
.انه ىلإ يّتثج راضحإ ناكملإا ردق اولواحف ّتم نإو 
And, if I die, try, to the best of your abilities, to bring my dead body here. 104 
S. 69) in a~ba+ta %ab\ban min ayna la-ka an tashtar\ <iy[datan? 
؟ ةدايع يرتشت نأ كل نيأ نم  ابيبط تحبصأ نإ 
If you become a doctor, how will you buy a clinic?105 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
99 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 52. 
100 Jub]r (2004), p. 11. 
101 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 110. 
102 Al-^an%[w\ (2012), p. 26. 
103 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 46. 
104 Jub]r (2004), p. 100. 
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The particle law: 
i) Imperfect form. (S.70): 
S. 70) law q[rann[ al-wa#<a al-<arabiyya al-r[hina ma<a fatar[tin s[biqatin aw ma<a 
an&imatin ukhr[ f\ al-<[lami najidu anna al-fajwata tazd[du ittis[<an bayna al-an&imati 
al-+[kimati wa al-shu<]bi. 
 تارتف عم نهارلا يبرعلا عضولا انراق ول نيب  اعاستا دادزت ةوجفلا نأ دجن ملاعلا يف ىرخأ ةمظنأ عم وأ ةقباس
.بوعشلاو ةمكاحلا ةمظنلأا 
If we compare the contemporary Arab situation with previous «historical» periods or 
with other «existing political» systems in the world, we will find that the chasm is ever 
increasing between the ruling regimes and the people.106 
 
ii) Future particle imperfect form. (S.71): 
S. 71) fa-anta law fa<alta dh[lika <al[ al-daw[mi fa-sa-yantah\ bi-ka al-ma%[fu il[ ma~\rin 
rubbam[ l[ targhabu f\-hi. 
تنأف ول تلعف كلذ ىلع ماودلا يهتنيسف كب فاطملا ىلإ ريصم امبر لا بغرت هيف 
If you always do so, you will be misled to a fate you might not desire.107 
iii) la- ± perfect form. (S.72): 
This form is very rare in the apodosis of law-Open conditionals. Only four examples have 
been found in the present data, and it is seldom mentioned in MWA grammar.108 We are 
going to see that this form is more common with Tentative and Counterfactual conditionals.  
S. 72) law na&arn[ il[ buld[nin ukhr[ uktushifa f\-h[ al-naf%u <indah[ ~udfatan la-wajadn[ 
anna tilka al-buld[na wa&&afat h[dhihi li-khidmati abn[>ih[. 
اهئانبأ ةمدخل ةداملا هذه تفظو نادلبلا كلت نأ اندجول ةفدص اهدنع طفنلا فشتكا ىرخأ نادلب ىلإ انرظن ول 
If we consider some other countries where oil was discovered by chance, we will 
discover that these countries have utilized this wealth for the good of their citizens.109  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
105 Jawdat (2004), p. 32. 
106 Mun\f (2003), p. 162. 
107 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 113. 
108 As far as I know, only Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. p. 321 and Buckley (2004), p. 739 provide examples 
associated with this form in which law has the sense of Open conditional. 
109 Mun\f (2003), p. 161. 
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iv)  Nominal form. (S.73):  
S. 73) law aradt\ ra>y\ fa-inn\ l[ an~a+u bi-naqli ayyin mina al-khabarayni ilayhi wa huwa f\ 
+[lihi tilka. 
 يف وهو هيلإ نيربخلا نم يأ لقنب حصنأ لا ينإف يأر ِتدرأ ولكلت هلاح 
If you want my advice, do not tell him any of the two pieces of news as long as he is 
in this condition.110 
v) Non-declarative form. (S.74) 
S. 74) m[dh[ yaq]lu ab\ law <arafa? 
؟فرع ول يبأ لوقي اذام 
What will my father say if he discovers «this»?111 
Finally, in some cases of Open conditionals, the protasis can be nominalized by a pronoun. 
Only four examples have been attested in the present corpus. Consider (S.75):  
S. 75)  l[ na<jabu idh[ huwa lam yagh#ab. 
بضغي مل وه اذإ بجعن لا. 
We will not be surprised if he does not get angry.112 
 
Table 13 below shows a distribution of the possible structures accompanied with Open 
conditionals: 
 
The partilces  Protasis  Apodosis Frequency Total 
Mood  Form 
idh[  Perfect form 
and its 
negative 
counterpart: 
lam ± 
imperfect.  
Declarative  Verbal forms Imperfect 44  
 
 
 
168 
Future 
particles  ± 
Imperfect 
38 
Perfect  13 
Nominal form 43 
Non-declarative  Imperative  and interrogative 27 
Nominal form Declarative Verbal forms Imperfect  3 
                                                             
110 Ibr[h\m (2010), p. 136. 
111 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 160. 
112 Al-<Aqq[d (2000), p. 97. 
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in  Perfect form 
and its 
negative 
counterpart: 
lam ± 
imperfect. 
Declarative   
Verbal forms 
Imperfect  4  
 
 
74 
Future 
particles  ± 
Imperfect 
21 
Perfect 16 
Nominal form 13 
Non-declarative  Imperative  and interrogative 19 
Nominal form Declarative Verbal forms Imperfect  1 
law Perfect form 
and its 
negative 
counterpart: 
lam ± 
imperfect. 
Declarative Verbal forms  Imperfect   6  
 
33 
Future 
particles  ± 
Imperfect 
12 
la- perfect  4 
Nominal form  2 
Non-declarative Imperative  and interrogative 9 
Total   275 
Table 13. Statistical distribution of the possible structures of Open conditionals. 
By contrast, in English, Open conditionals can refer to different temporal locations. In terms 
of tendency, Declerck and Reed state that this type often refers to the future in English, which 
is the case in Arabic conditionals as mentioned above. Why is future preferred by Open 
conditionals? The reason behind is that future is unknown and cannot be determined.113 Here 
are the temporal values and their syntactical features of English Open conditionals. Some of 
these features present overlaps with Likely conditionals: 
i) Past:  
It is marked by the past simple forms in the two clauses. (S.76): 
S. 76) If Kim did not do it, Pat did it.114 
 
ii) Present: (simple or progressive) as in (S.77) and (S.78) respectively: 
S. 77) If they live here, they know him.115 
S. 78) If she is not at work, she may be watching the cricket match.116  
                                                             
113 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 91. 
114 Huddleston and Pullum (2002), p. 743. 
115 Bailay (1989), p. 277. 
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iii) Future: 
It is commonly marked by the present form in the protasis and will ± present in the apodosis 
as in (S.79): 
S. 79) It the train is late, we will miss our connection to London.117 
 
4.3.2.3. Tentative conditionals: 
In this type of conditional, the speaker expresses his doubt about the actuality of the event 
expressed in the protasis. He¦she claims that the event is unlikely to occur in the real world, 
but it is not impossible.118 Reilly, Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman’s regard119 Tentative 
conditional (they use the term Hypothetical) as a part of what they call “Imaginative 
conditional” because the events in the two clauses are only imagined in the speaker’s mind. 
Some other linguists state that this type denotes unreal situations as  doCounterfactuals120 
(which will be demonstrated in the following section). In my opinion, the term “Unreal” is 
not accurate to be connected to Tentative conditional because although the propositions 
expressed by this type are seen to be improbable to occur in the real world, there is still a 
small amount of possibility of them actually taking place.121   
In MWA, the particle law is the dominant particle that denotes Tentative conditionals. idh[ 
can also express this type as Badawi et al. and Sartori state,122 but it is not as common as law. 
phenomenon of tentative conditionals being expressed by idh[ has not been recorded in CA 
conditionals, and it may be regarded as a modern evolution in the system in Arabic 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
116 Huddleston and Pullum (2002) p. 744 
117 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 91. 
118 I prefer to follow Declerck and Reed regarding the term “tentative”, refusing the term “hypothetical” as it is 
sometimes misleading since many linguists have used it in different ways. For more details see Declerck and 
Reed (2001), pp. 14, 93. Some linguists have used the term “improbable” instead of “tentative”. See: Buckley 
(2005), p. 739. 
119 Reilly (1986), p: 312; Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 551. 
120 Palmer (1986), p. 191; Thompson et al. (2007), vol. 2. p. 256; Sartori (2011), p. 17. 
121 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 167. 
122 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 656; Sartori (2011), p. 14. They actually state that idh[ can have the sense of law to 
indicate unreal conditionals, but they do specify it for tentative. However, a certain number of Sartori’s 
examples seem to belong to tentative conditionals.  
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conditionals.123 Table 14 shows a statistical comparison between the particles that have been 
attested in the current data to express Tentative conditionals: 
Particles Frequency Total 
law 59  
65 idh[ 6 
Table 14. Frequency of the particles used in the context of Tentative conditionals 
Concerning time reference, Tentative conditionals tend to carry the value of either present or 
future, but do not seem to have a preference to engage with past reference in MWA, except 
for a very few cases (See S.92 below). The structural features for this type will be drawn in 
the following lines: 
The particle law: 
One of the salient feature of law-Tentative conditionals is the regularity of the verbal 
harmony in the two clauses; this is to say that the occurrence of the perfect form in both 
clauses (e.g. law fa<ala fa<ala) is dominant, which is very rare in law that expresses Open 
conditionals. However, some other linguistic elements (apart from verbal forms) have a 
certain number of occurrences in the apodosis, playing roles in constituting the apodosis in 
various formats, such as the emphatic particle la- and the negative particle m[.124 Another 
feature that should be mentioned here is that the protasis exhibits some other forms alongside 
the perfect form, which is the dominant one.  In the following lines, structural properties that 
are associated with law-Tentative will be provided:   
A. Perfect form in the protasis:  
This type of protasis can be associated with the following forms in the apodosis: 
i) la- ± perfect.  
This is the most common forms with 20 occurrences. Consider (S.80-81): 
S. 80) law kha%aban\ +[risu al-madrasati la-tazawwajtuhu. 
                                                             
123 Sartori (2011), p. 19. 
124 Peled (1992), p. 38 points out, with regard to CA conditionals, that “the occurrence of ma- as a negative 
particle is the most remarkable feature in law-apodosis”. 
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هتجوزتل ةسردملا سراح ينبطخ ول 
If the school guard proposed to me, I would marry him.125 
 
S. 81) law bakaytu al-[na am[mahu la-ajhasha bi-dawrihi bi-al-buk[>i. 
ءاكبلاب هرودب شهجلأ همامأ نلآا تيكب ول   
If I cried in front of him right now, he too would then weep heavily.126   
 
The difference between these two examples is related to the time reference interpretation. In 
(S.80), the speaker refers to a future situation, while, in (S.81), the speaker refers to present 
time which is overtly indicated by the adverbial lexical item al-[na (now).  
ii) Perfect.  
This seems very rare. The examples attested involves the verb laysa which negates an action 
the present time. Consider (S.82): 
S. 82) law kh[ba amalun[ f\ al-ishtir[kiyyati ba<#a al-khaybati fa-laysa ma<n[ dh[lika 
annan[ narghabu f\ al-ruj]<i il[ +[latin[ al-]l[ al-sayyi>ati. 
ةيكارتشلاا يف انلمأ باخ ول ةبيخلا ضعب ةئيسلا ىلولأا انتلاح ىلإ عوجرلا يف بغرن اننأ كلذ ىنعم سيلف 
If we were to be a little disappointed about socialism, it would not mean that we 
would wish to go back to the former bad state of affairs.127  
 
 
iii) la-m[ perfect. (S.83): 
S. 83) law k[na h[dh[ alladh\ q[lahu ~a+\+an la-m[ f[tan\ an ata>aththara mithlakum ay#an. 
  احيحص هلاق يذلا اذه ناك ول  اضيأ مكلثم رثأتأ نأ ينتاف امل 
If what he said were true, I would not have been impressed like you.128 
Deleting la- is very rare, occuring twice in the data: (S.84) 
S. 84) wa law j[>a min ba<dihi amharu al-n[si m[ ista%[<a an ya>khudha bi-thamanin aqall.  
 ءاج ولوذخأي نأ عاطتسا ام سانلا رهمأ هدعب نمه لقأ نمثب. 
                                                             
125 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 28. 
126 Mustagh[nm\ (2007), p. 329. 
127 Ma+f]& (2003), p. 17. 
128 G[da al-|aq (1998), p. 49. 
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And if he were followed by the most skilful person, he¦she would not be able to get it 
at a lower price.129  
 
iv)  Imperfect form. (S.85) 
S. 85) fa-law fara#n[ jadalan faqa% anna al-kaf[>ata al-+arbiyyata a~la+a li-l-baq[>i fa-l[ 
yatba<u dh[lika annah[ af#alu li-l-ins[ni. 
  لادج انضرف ولف  ناسنلإل لضفأ اهنأ كلذ عبتي لاف ءاقبلل حلصأ ةيبرحلا ةءافكلا نأ طقف 
«Even» if we only supposed that military efficiency is the most optimal option for 
survival, this does not mean that it is the best option for the human-being.130  
 
v) Future particle ± imperfect. (S.86):  
This form is extremely rare in law-tentative. 
S. 86) innahum law tarak]h[ fa-sa-tak]nu mithla juthathin muta<affinatin. 
.ةنفعتم ثثج لثم نوكتسف اهوكرت ول مهنإ 
 If they were to leave them, they would become like mouldy corpses.131 
 
vi)   Nominal form. (S.87): 
S. 87) wa hiya nat\jatun silbiyyatun fi<lan law jazamn[ bi-h[. 
اهب انمزج ول لاعف ةيبلس ةجيتن يهو 
Indeed, the result would be negative only if we asserted it. 132 
vii)   Non-declarative form. (S.88): 
S. 88) m[dh[ sa-yak]nu mawqifuhu law k[na mak[na Naz\hin? 
هيزن ناكم ناك ول هفقوم نوكيس اذام؟ 
What would he do if he were in Naz\h’s situation?133 
                                                             
129 Al-^an%[w\ (2012), p. 96.  
wa law at the beginning of the sentence could signify the meaning of concessive conditional, in which case the 
translation would be “even if he were…”. From the context, this is not determinable.  
130 Ma+m]d (1996), p. 60. 
I have inserted “Even” in parenthesis to make the English more idiomatic. This is because there is insufficient 
relevancy between the two clauses. This type of insufficient relevancy can often be found in a debating context. 
Examples from the data include S.96 in page: 119. 
131 Al-Kayl[n\, (1981), p. 141. 
132 Al-Ghadh[m\ (2013), p. 91. 
133 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 48. 
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B. Imperfect form in the protasis: 
It is very rare that law is followed by an imperfect form. Only three examples have been 
identified. The apodoses of these two examples are represented by two possible forms: 
i) la ± Perfect. (S.89): 
S. 89) law ta<rif]na al-+aq\qata la-qaddartum m[dh[ yajr\. 
ي اذام متردقل ةقيقحلا نوفرعت وليرج. 
If you knew the truth, you would appreciate what is going on.134 
 
ii) la- m[ ± perfect form. Consider (S.90): 
S. 90) law asta%\<u qatla a+adin aw sariqatahu la-m[ wajadtu ghayra ab\ wa jaddat\. 
يتدجو يبأ ريغ تدجو امل هتقرس وأ ٍدحأ لتق عيطتسأ ول 
If I could kill or rob someone, it would be no one else but my father and my 
grandmother. 135 
 
C. Nominal form in the protasis. 
This is typically structured by introducing the protasis by (anna ± noun), including a perfect 
form in its predication. Only six examples have been attested in the present data. The 
apodoses of these examples exhibit three possible forms: 
i) la ± perfect. (S.91): 
S. 91) wa ar[ law annahu ta<[wana ma<a al-akhi {li Musfirin rij[lu a<m[lin wa a~+[bu 
amw[lin wa %awwar] al-mashr]<a il[ %[>ir[tin la-s[<adat <al[ \j[di safariyy[tin mur\+a. 
و  تارئاط ىلإ عورشملا اوروط و لاومأ باحصأ و لامعأ لاجر رفسم لآ خلأا عم نواعت هنأ ول ىرأ
ةحيرم تايرفس داجيإ ىلع تدعاسل. 
I think that if businessmen and money holders co-operated with {l Misfir's 
«company» and developed the project into airplanes, this would help make 
comfortable flights available.136 
 
                                                             
134 Jub]r (2000), p. 36. 
135 Jawdat (2004), p. 68. 
136 Al-|imayyid, Mu+ammad, ‘Min Wa+y al-Wa%an’, al-Wa%an, 7¦10¦2013, p. 11 
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ii) Nominal form. (S.92): 
S. 92) law anna h[dh[ +adatha f\ khamsatin wa <ishr\na <[man fa-h[dh[ ya<n\ anna a<m[ran[ 
qad taqaddamat bi-n[ khamsatan wa <ishr\na <[man ay#an. 
. اضيأ  اماع نيرشعو ةسمخ انب تمدقت دق انرامعأ نأ ينعي اذهف  اماع نيرشعو ةسمخ يف ثدح اذه نأ ول 
If this happened in twenty-five years, this would mean that we have grown for another 
twenty-five years.137 
 
iii) Non-declarative form. (S.93): 
S. 93) ufakkiru law annan\ <ummirtu +att[ al-tham[n\na hal sa-atamatta<u bi-mithli nash[%ihi 
wa +ayawiyyatihi? 
؟هتيويحو هطاشن لثمب عتمتأس له نينامثلا ىتح تّرمع يننأ ول ركفأ 
I am thinking that if I lived as long as eighty, would I too enjoy his level of activity 
and vitality?138 
 
The particle idh[. 
Badawi et al. and Sartori have indicated that idh[ can be a synonym for law in MWA, which 
was not the case in CA. By examining their examples, it appears that idh[ is semantically 
identical to law-Tentative conditional, not law-Counterfactual conditional (which will be 
examined in the following section). The data of the present study has attested only six 
examples in which idh[ expresses Tentative conditional meaning. Syntactically, these 
examples retain the perfect form in the protasis which is can be associated with the following 
forms in the apodosis:  
i) Future particle ± imperfect. (S.94): 
S. 94) idh[ kutibat la-hu al-+ay[tu sa-ya<]du. 
دوعيس ةايحلا هل تبُتك اذإ 
If he were to survive, he would return.139 
 
                                                             
137 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 34. 
138 Ibid., p. 43. 
139 Jub]r (2000), p. 110. 
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ii) Perfect. (S.95): 
S. 95) idh[ wujidat al-fat[tu al-q[diratu <al[ i#[>ati r]+\ al-mu<adhdhabati fa-qad a#ribu al-
<aj\nata bi-al-+[>i%i. 
طئاحلاب ةنيجعلا برضأ دقف ةّبذعملا يحور ةءاضإ ىلع ةرداقلا ةاتفلا تدجو اذإ 
If I found the lady who is able to light my tormented soul, I might stick dough on the 
wall (viz. he might get married). 140 
 
iii) Nominal form. (S.96): 
S. 96) idh[ iftara#n[ ~i++ata m[ taq]lu fa-inna +ay[taka m[ taz[lu bayna yadayyi. 
 ّيدي نيب لازت ام كتايح َّنإف لوقت ام ةّحص انضرتفا اذإ 
«Even» if we assumed the validity of what you are saying, your life is still in under my 
control.141 
iv)   Non-declarative form. (S.97): 
S. 97) wa idh[ amkana wa khalaqah[ fa-kayfa yumkinuhu an yu<allimah[ li-ghayrihi wa 
huwa l[ yasta%\<u dh[lika illa idh[ k[na la-hum lughatun yataf[ham]na bi-h[? 
؟اهب نومهافتي ةغل مهل ناك اذإ لاإ كلذ عيطتسي لا وهو هريغل اهملعي نأ هنكمي فيكف اهقلخو نكمأ اذإو 
If it were possible for «mankind» to create «language», how could they be able to teach 
it to others given that they would only be able to do so using a language that all would 
understand?142  
Table 15 presents the Statistical Distriubiution of the possible strcutures of Tentative 
conditional: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
140 |ann[ (2004), p. 78. 
141 |ann[ (2004), p. 114. 
142 Ma+f]& (2003), p. 166. 
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The particals Protasis apodosis Frequency Total 
Mood  Form 
law  Perfect form 
and its 
negative 
counterpart: 
lam ± 
imperfect.  
Declarative  Verbal forms Imperfect 11  
 
 
 
 
 
59 
Future 
particles  ± 
Imperfect 
3 
Perfect  2 
la- perfect  22 
(la-)m[ 
perfect 
7 
Nominal form 4 
Non-declarative  Imperative  and interrogative 3 
 
Imperfect  
 
Declarative 
Verbal forms la-(m[) 
perfect 
2 
 
Nominal  
Declarative 
 
Verbal forms la- perfect 3 
Nominal form  1 
Non-declarative interrogative 1 
idh[  Perfect form 
and its 
negative 
counterpart: 
lam ± 
imperfect. 
Declarative   
Verbal forms 
Future 
particles  ± 
Imperfect 
1 6 
Perfect  1 
Nominal form 2 
Non-declarative  Imperative and interrogative 2 
Total   65 
Table 15. Statistical distribution of the possible strcutures of Tentative conditionals. 
In English, Tentative conditionals are typically marked by the past simple form in the protasis 
and (would ± infinitive) in the apodosis.143 It is relevant to point out that there is a backshift 
tense in the past verb in the protasis as it refers either to present or future.144 These temporal 
references are either deduced from the context as in respectively (S.98-99): 
                                                             
143 Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 552. 
144 Dancygier (2006), p. 37; Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 551. Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 94 
indicate that Tentative conditionals usually refer to the future in English.  
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S. 98)  If Joe had the time, he would go to Mexico.145  
S. 99)  If it rained, the match would be cancelled.146 
 
or indicated by an adverbial of time as “tomorrow” in (S.100): 
S. 100)  I would be glad if she left tomorrow.147  
There are other forms that can express Tentative conditionals:  
i) Using the form ‘were to’ referring to the future in the protasis as in (S.101): 
S. 101)  If it were to rain (tomorrow), I would stay home.148 
 
ii) Using epistemic modal verbs (in their past forms) in the apodosis such as ‘could, might, 
should’ as in (S.102-104) respectively: 
S. 102)  If you moved over a bit, I could sit down. 
S. 103)  If the enemy attacked, the bridge might be blown up. 
S. 104)  If we started off at once, we should be back in time for lunch.149  
Finally, it is worth mentioning that, similarly to Arabic, English Tentative conditionals do not 
refer to the past.150 
 
4.3.2.4. Counterfactual conditionals: 
With regard to the definition, counterfactuality means that the speaker sees the proposition 
expressed in the protasis is impossible to occur; in other words, the sentence uttered is 
actually a false statement.151 Hence, the speaker imagines a situation that did not, does not or 
will not take place in the real world.  
The only conditional particle that normally seems to express counterfactuality in Arabic is 
law. Interestingly, however, I found one example initiated by the particle in that expresses the 
                                                             
145 Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 551. 
146 Dancygier (2006), p. 35. 
147 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 94. 
148 Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 552. 
149 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 170. 
150 Ibid., p. 94. 
151 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 99. 
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sense of counterfactuality as will be shown later. Table 16 compares the two particles in 
terms of their frequencies: 
The particles Frequency Total 
law 98  
99 in 1 
Table 16. Frequency of the particles used in the context of Counterfactual conditionals 
According to the data, Counterfactual conditionals can refer to the three time references: past, 
present and future. However, the majority of counterfactual examples have the value of past 
reference. The time references are not generally syntactically marked by the conditional 
particle, which requires contextual consideration or inserting an adverbial of time. However, 
some examples show ambiguity in terms of time reference interpretations as they can be 
interpreted temporally in different ways. 
The particle law: 
Concerning their syntactic characteristics, law-Counterfactuals can accompany various 
possible patterns; some of these patterns are shared with law-Tentative, hence, the overlap 
between these types, especially when the time reference is either present or future. Thus, the 
context must sometimes be borne in mind. Additionally, one of the most striking syntactic 
features in law-Counterfactual is the absence of the positive imperfect form in the apodosis, 
which has been recorded in law-open and tentative conditional sentences above. I will now 
demonstrate the possible structures for law-Counterfactual:  
A. Perfect form in the protasis: 
The perfect form is associated with the following forms in the apodosis: 
i) Future particle imperfect. 
This form is very rare, only three examples being attested in the current data. Consider 
(S.105): 
S. 105)  law <[da il[ al-+ay[ti sa-aqtulahu. 
هلتقأس ةايحلا ىلإ داع ول. 
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Would he return to life, I would kill him «again».152 
 
ii) Perfect form. (S.106): 
S. 106)  law k[nat umm\ l[ taz[lu <al[ qaydi al-+ay[ti kuntu nimtu bi-+u#nih[ wa la<ibn[ 
sawiyyan. 
. ايوس انبعلو اهنضحب تمن تنك ةايحلا ديق ىلع لازت لا يمأ تناك ول 
If my mother were still alive, I would sleep in her arms and we would play 
together.153 
 
iii) la- perfect form. 
This is the most common forms that is associated with law-Counterfactual sentences, and 
usually refers to past actions, Consider (S.107): 
S. 107)  law waqa<a f\ yad\ ab\ la-mazzaqaka. 
 كقزمل يبأ دي يف عقو ول 
 Had it fallen into my father’s hand, he would have torn you apart.154 
However, this form may refer to present time as in (S.108): 
S. 108)  law kuntu asta%\<u la-wa#a<tu <al[ &ahrih[ (the ship) wa f\ <an[birih[ kulla al-l[ji>\na. 
ول تنك عيطتسأ  تعضول ىلع )ةنيفسلا(اهرهظ يفو اهربانع لك نيئجلالا  
 If I could, I would put all the refugees on its deck.155 
The time reference can be overtly marked to indicate pluperfect aspect (² past perfect) by 
inserting the auxiliary verb k[na before the perfect verb.156 This sometimes shows a structural 
harmony between the two clauses. Aspectualy, this particular structure implies, in general, 
remote past.157 The particle qad sometimes precedes the perfect form. Consider the following 
examples which all indicate past perfect aspect. (S.109-111): 
                                                             
152 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 197. 
153 Al-Za<\m, {yah, ‘Khaymat al-Yat[m[’, al-Quds Al-<Arab\, 28¦2¦2014, p. 4. 
154 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 86. 
155 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 126. 
156 Beeston (1968), p. 85. 
157 |ass[n (1979), p. 246; al-Suhaibani (2012), p. 246.  
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S. 109) wa law kunta tajarra<ta mar[rata al-inti&[ri %iw[la al-shuh]ri al-m[#iyati la-kunta qad 
wa#a<ta f\ famika +ajaran wa lam tan%iq bi-kalimatin min h[dhihi al-maw[<i&i al-
t[fihati.  
ول تنك تعرجت ةرارم راظتنلاا لاوط روهشلا ةيضاملا تنكل دق تعضو يف كمف   ارجح ملو قطنت ةملكب نم 
هذه ظعاوملا ةهفاتلا  
Had you suffered (lit. swallowed) the bitterness of waiting over the past months, you 
would have put a stone in your mouth, remained silent and never uttered any of these 
trivial sermons.158 
 
S. 110)  law kunta qad ikhtarta al-layla la-k[nati al-+uk]m[tu qad dafa<at la-ka ma~[r\fa 
at<[bika. 
ول تنك دق ترتخا ليللا تناكل تاموكحلا دق تعفد كل فيراصم كباعتأ 
 Had you chosen the night shifts, the government would have paid your fees.159 
 
S. 111)  wa law %[la zamanu al-a+d[thi la-kunn[ ra>ayn[ f\ landana ashy[>a tu<\du al-~uwara 
allat\ nal+a&uh[. 
ولو لاط نمز لأاثادح انكل انيأر يف ندنل ءايشأ ديعت روصلا يتلا .اهظحلن 
Had these events taken more time, we would have noticed recurring images in 
London.160 
However, in cases in which k[na precedes an imperfect form, the sentence can refer to either 
past or present time. Consider (S.112) and (S.113) respectively: 
S. 112) law k[na al-Raml[w\ yamliku w[+idan min tilka al-ma&[r\fi la-h[na al-amru <alayka 
y[ M[ward\. 
ول ناك يولامرلا كلمي   ادحاو نم كلت فيراظملا ناهل رملأا كيلع اي يدروام 
If al-Raml[w\ had had one of these envelopes, it would have been easy for you, 
M[ward\.161 
S. 113)  law k[na yamliku al-m[la al-k[f\ la-+amala la-h[ al-jaw[hira al-f[khirata. 
                                                             
158 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 45. 
159 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 53. 
160 Al-Ghadh[m\ (2013), p. 35. 
161 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 123. 
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ول ناك كلمي لاملا يفاكلا لمحل اهل رهاوجلا .ةرخافلا 
 If he had enough money, he would carry for her precious gems.162 
iv)  la-m[ ± perfect. (S.114)   
S. 114)  law k[na jismuhu  f\ mithli wazni al-muhandisi la-m[ ta+ammalahu al-maq<adu. 
دعقملا هلمحت امل سدنهملا نزو لثم يف همسج ناك ول 
 If he were as heavy as the engineer, his seat would not hold him.163 
It is worth mentioning that omitting the emphatic particle la- seems to be extremely rare in 
MWA. The data records only two examples. Consider (S.115): 
S. 115)  wa All[hi law k[na baytuka ka<batan musharrafatan m[ <udtu d[khilatan <alayhi. 
هيلع ةلخاد تدع ام ةفرشم ةبعك كتيب ناك ول اللهو 
I swear by God that even if your house were the Holy Ka<bah, I would never enter it 
again.164   
v)  Nominal form. (S.116): 
S. 116)  anta ta<rifu annan\ l[ us[wimu <al[ mab[di>\ law imtalaktu amw[la al-duny[ kullah[. 
اهلك ايندلا لاومأ تكلتما ول يئدابم ىلع مواسأ لا يننأ فرعت تنأ 
You know that I do not leave my principles, «even» if I possessed the whole money in 
the world.165 
vi)  Non-declarative form. (S.117): 
S. 117)  law kunta mak[n\ m[dh[ taf<alu? 
؟ لعفت اذام يناكم تنك ول 
If you were in my place, what would you do?166  
 
 
B. Nominal form in the protasis. 
According to the data, this form is associated with the following forms in the apodosis: 
                                                             
162 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 37. 
163 Ibr[h\m (2010), p. 41. 
164 Jawdat (2004), p. 34. 
165 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 77. 
166 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 103. 
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i) la- perfect. (S.118): 
S. 118)  law anna al-shaykha Mu+ammadan <al[ qaydi al-+ay[ti la-a%la<aka <al[ al-+aq\qati. 
دمحم خيشلا نأ ول  ا .ةقيقحلا ىلع كعلطلأ ةايحلا ديق ىلع 
If Sheikh Mu+ammad were alive, he would tell you the truth.167 
 
ii) la-m[ ± perfect. (S.119): 
S. 119)  law anna kulla ba++[rin k[na yakhsh[ min imtid[di al-ba+ri wa <umqihi la-m[ 
#araba f\ al-mawji mijd[fan w[+idan.  
ادحاو  افادجم جوملا يف َبرض امل هقمعو رحبلا دادتما نم ىشخي ناك راحب لك َّنأ ولو 
If each sailor feared the extension and depth of the sea, he would not paddle even 
once.168 
C. Imperfect form in the protasis: 
Only one example has been attested in the current data. This is followed with a (la-perfect) 
form in the apodosis. Consider (S.120): 
S. 120)  law amliku tafw\#an rasmiyyan la-kuntu wa#a<tu q[>imatan %aw\latan <ar\#atan bi-
istithm[rati wa <aqar[ti h[>ul[>i al-na~~[b\ina wa ghayrihim f\ al-kh[riji. 
ول كلمأ   اضيوفت   ايمسر تنكل تعضو ةمئاق ةليوط ةضيرع تارامثتساب تاراقعو ءلاؤه نيباصنلا مهريغو 
يف .جراخلا  
If I had an official authority, I would have made a long list of the investments and real 
estate properties of these swindlers here and abroad.169 
 
The particle in:  
in is not known to express Tentative or Counterfactual conditional sentences. Surprisingly, 
however, I found one example in which in refers to a past counterfactual action. Consider 
(S.121):  
S. 121)  hal k[na sayqbalu min\ in ~i+tu bi-hi anna jaddahu ma+#u q[tilin? 
                                                             
167 Jawdat (2004), p. 109. 
168 |ann[ (2004), p. 88. 
169 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 69. 
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؟لتاق ضحم هدج نأ هب تحص نإ  ينم لبقيس ناك له 
Would he have accepted from me if I had shouted at him that his grandfather was a 
mere killer?170  
Table 17 presents the Statistical Distriubiution of the possible strcutures of Counterfactual 
conditionals: 
The partilces  Protasis  apodosis Frequency  Total  
Mood  Form 
 
law  
Perfect form Declarative  Verbal forms Future 
particles  ± 
imperfect 
3  
 
 
 
 
 
98 
Perfect 4 
la- perfect  60 
(la-)m[ 
perfect 
16 
Nominal form 3 
Non-declarative  interrogative 3 
 
Imperfect  
 
Declarative 
Verbal forms la- perfect 1 
 
Nominal  
Declarative 
 
Verbal forms Perfect 3 
la- perfect 5 
in  Perfect form  Non-declarative  interrogative 1 1 
Total   99 
Table 17. Statistical distribution of the possible structures of Counterfactual conditionals. 
I have mentioned earlier that some examples show ambiguity in terms of time references. 
This is due to the absence of overt time markers without the context providing any temporal 
indications. The following sentence is a representative for this case. (S.122)    
S. 122)  law kuntu mak[nah[ la-fari+tu bi-al-takhallu~i min ab\. 
.يبأ نم صلختلاب تحرفل اهناكم تنك ول  
If I were ¦had been in her position, I would be ¦would have been happy to have got rid 
of my father.171  
                                                             
170 Ibr[h\m (2010), p. 34. 
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In this example, we cannot spot the precise time reference. The speaker may want to say “If I 
had been in her place” referring to the past or “If I were in her place” referring to the present.  
By contrast, in English, there are two canonical structures that express Counterfactual 
conditionals:  
i) Past verb form in the protasis with “would ± infinitive” form in the apodosis: 
The time reference is always present.172 Consider (S.123-124): 
S. 123)  If I had a lot of money, I would not be doing this lousy work.173 
S. 124) If I knew her name, I would tell you.174 
 
It is common to use the subjunctive mood ‘were’ in the protasis to express counterfactuality 
in the present time instead of ‘was’.175 Consider (S.125-126): 
S. 125)  If I were the President, I would make some changes.176  
S. 126)  If my grandfather were here now, he would be angry.177 
It is very important to consider the present time reference that associates counterfactuality 
here. This is because the subjunctive mood ‘were’ can possibly refer to the future, and thus 
express Tentative conditionals.178 Hence, this can be regarded as a case of ambiguity between 
the two classes, which, however, can be tackled by investigating the context that determines 
the right time reference. Compare between (S.127) as an example for future Tentative 
conditionals and (S.128) as an example for present Counterfactual conditionals: 
S. 127)  If I were you, I would complain to the manager. 
S. 128)  If I were you, I would be complaining to the manager.179  
 
ii) Past perfect form in the protasis with modal perfect form (²would have ± past participle) 
in the apodosis: 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
171 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 64. 
172 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 196; Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 551. 
173 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 183. 
174 Swan (2009), p. 235. 
175 Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 551; Swan (2009), p. 238. 
176 Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 551. 
177 Ibid. 
178 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 272. 
179 Ibid.  
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This form commonly carries the value of past time reference to imply what did not happen180 
as in (S.129): 
S. 129)  If it had rained, the match would have been cancelled.181 
 
However, this structure can sometimes refer to either the present or the future as in (S.130-
131) respectively: 
S. 130)  If she had been here (now), I would have been happy. 
S. 131)  If you had come tomorrow instead of today, you would not have found me at 
home.182   
Note that because it is unusual for this form to refer to the present or the future, the adverbial 
of time must be considered either explicitly or implicitly.  
This structure can be subject to some changes: ‘if’ if is omitted, then the auxillary verb ‘had’ 
is brought in the initial position of the clause before the subject. Consider (S.132): 
S. 132)  Had we not missed the plane, we would all have been killed in the crash.183 
This particular phenomenon seems not be exemplified in Arabic Counterfactual conditionals. 
 
Finally, it is possible to use ‘were to’ with the past perfect form having the past time sense to 
express Counterfactual conditional meaning as in (S.133): 
S. 133)  Were he to have objected to the plan, all hope of saving the company would have 
been lost.184 
However, ‘were to’ is commonly followed by a present form and expresses Tenatative 
conditional meaning in the future as we have seen in an earlier section.185 Declerck and Reed 
state that ‘were to’ with the present verbal form as a rule expresses Tentative conditional 
meaning. This means that ‘were to’ is not commonly used to express counterfactuality. 
 
                                                             
180 Swan (2009), p. 236; Thompson (2007), vol. 2. p. 260. 
181 Dancygier (2006), p. 25. 
182 Declerck (2001), p. 177-178. See also Dancygier (2006), p. 33. 
183 Swan (2009), p. 238. 
184 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 218. 
185 See page 121 above.  
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4.3.3. Mixed time references: 
Conditionals in MWA allow for time reference combinations in one sentence. That is to say 
the protasis and the apodosis refer to different temporal values. Consider the following 
Examples: (S.134-136) 
S. 134)  idh[ k[na h[dh[ +aqqan fa-inn\ sa-a+tarimu tamrrudah[. 
  اهدّرمت مرتحأس ّينإف  اقح اذه ناك اذإ 
 If this is true, I will respect her rebellion.186 
 
S. 135)  idh[ k[na al-~abiyyu qad qaddama l\ mithla hadhihi al-hadiyyati al-<a&\mati fa-sa-
u<%\hi had[y[ a<&ama mimm[ qaddamahu l\. 
 .يل همدق امم مظعأ اياده هيطعأسف ةميظعلا ةيدهلا هذه لثم يل مدق دق يبصلا ناك اذإ 
If the boy has honoured me with this great gift, I will honour him with gifts greater 
than the one he gave me.187 
S. 136)  law +ajazn[ bi-i+d[ %[>ir[ti al-khal\ji la-k[na al-wa#<u af#ala bi-kath\rin. 
ريثكب لضفأ عضولا ناكل جيلخلا تارئاط ىدحإب انزجح ول 
If we had booked on one of the Gulf airlines, our circumstance would be much 
better.188 
In (S.134), the protasis refers to a present situation, while the apodosis refers to a future 
action. In (S.135), the protasis has a near past value (i.e. present perfect), whereas the 
apodosis holds a future reference. The future of both apodoses are overtly indicated by the 
lexical item sa-. In (S.136), the protasis refers to an imaginary action that could have 
happened in the past, while the apodosis refers to a present situation that is counter to fact. 
Likewise, English conditionals allow for time reference combinations.189 Consider the 
following examples: (S.137-140) 
S. 137)  If they do not come, we are wasting our time.190 «Future – Present» 
S. 138)  If he knows the answer, he got it from you.191 «Present – Past» 
                                                             
186 |ann[ (2004), p. 115. 
187 |asan (1972), p. 51. 
188 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 95. 
189 Huddleston and Pullum (2002), p. 743, 751-752. 
190 Ibid. 
191 Ibid. 
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S. 139)  If it is Jill over there, I will ask her to join us.192 «Present – Future» 
S. 140)  If I were ill, I would have stayed at home. 193«Present- Past». 
 
4.3.4. Hybrid conditionals:194 
I mean by “hybrid conditional” where a sentence combines between two possible worlds. 
This case is not seen as a prototypical one.195 According to the data, this phenomenon seems 
not common. It is noteworthy that the mixing between the two clauses in terms of Modality is 
sometimes associated with difference in time reference. I found the following cases in the 
current data: 
i) Combination between factuality and openness as in (S.141): 
S. 141) idh[ taqaddamn[ fa- al-jayshu aw al-algh[mu bi-al-inti&[ri. 
اذإ انمدقت شيجلاف وأ ماغللأا راظتنلااب  
If we move forward, there are the army «of the enemy» or mines awaiting «for us».196 
In (S.141), the proposition expressed in the protasis taqaddamn[ should be seen as a possible 
action that may or may not occur in the future, while the proposition expressed in the 
apodosis is seen as a fact. i.e. the army of the enemy and mines are certainly waiting for us.  
ii) Combination between openness and likelihood as in (S.142): 
S. 142)  in lam adullahum an[ «<al[ mak[ni Nanr]t[» fa-sa-yadulluhum ghayr\ 
 انأ مهلدأ مل نإ[يريغ مهلديسف ]اتورنن ناكم ىلع 
  If I do not lead them «to where Nanruta is hiding», someone else will.197 
The speaker of this sentence expresses his unbiased attitude towards the proposition 
expressed in the protasis. i.e. neutral proposition. However, the propositional content of the 
apodosis appears to have a likelihood sense.  
iii)  Combination between openness and tentativeness as in (S.143): 
                                                             
192 Ibid.  
193 Ibid., p. 752. 
194 The term “hybrid” is borrowed from Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 153. 
195 Athanasiadou and Dirven (1997), p. 74 speak of English conditionals.  
196 Jub]r (2000), p. 56. 
197 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 115. I had to add what is between the brackets in order to make the sentence 
contextually clear. 
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S. 143) bal idh[ wujidat al-fat[tu al-q[diratu <al[ i#[>ati r]+\ al-mu<adhdhbati fa-qad a#ribu 
al-<aj\nata bi-al-+[>i%i. 
طئاحلاب ةنيجعلا برضأ دقف ةّبذعملا يحور ةءاضإ ىلع ةرداقلا ةاتفلا تدجو اذإ لب 
Rather, if I find the lady who is able to light my tormented soul, I might stick a dough 
on the wall (viz. he might get married).198 
Here, it is the particle qad that precedes the imperfect a#rib that implies tentativeness; its role 
is to reduce the possibility of the event occurrence. It can be regarded as an equivalent to 
‘might’ or ‘perhaps’ in English.199    
iv)  Combination between tentativeness and counterfactuality as in (S.144): 
S. 144) wa law k[na hadh[ alladh\ q[lahu ~a+\+an la-m[ f[tan\ an ata>aththara mithlakum 
ay#an. 
هلاق يذلا اذه ناك ولو . اضيأ مكلثم رثأتأ نأ ينتاف امل  احيحص 
 If what he said were true, I would not have been impressed like you.200  
The protasis of this sentence can be seen as projecting a present tentative proposition; the 
speaker believes that the proposition he refers to is not true although there could be a small 
possibility of it being true. This is followed by a past action that did not happen, which is the 
“negativity of being affected in the same way as them.” Hence, it should be seen as a 
counterfactual proposition.   
In English, by contrast, hybrid conditionals are rarely considered in grammar books. Declerck 
and Reed always have kept in mind, in their analysis, the possible combination between 
Modality meanings in the two clauses. In the following some cases they provide: 
i) Protasis: likely ± apodosis: open. (S.145): 
S. 145) If (as you tell me and I assume) she is seriously ill, she will perhaps be taken to 
hospital.201 
 
ii) Protasis: likely ± apodosis: counterfactual in the past. (S.146): 
S. 146) If your late father was as clever as you always claim, he would not have gone 
bankrupt.202   
                                                             
198 |ann[ (2004), p. 78. 
199 See Cantarino (1975), vol. 1. p. 70 regarding the sematic role of qad before the imperfect verb.  
200 G[da al-|aq (1998), p. 49. 
201 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 153. 
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iii) Protasis: open ± apodosis: tentative. Note the role of modal verb “could” to express 
tentativeness in the apodosis in (S.147): 
S. 147) If you have enough money, you could treat yourself to a new pair of shoes that do not 
let in quite so much water.203 
 
iv) Protasis: open ± apodosis: counterfactual. (S.148): 
S. 148) If he was suffering from depression, she could have been cured.204 
 
 Discussion: 
The aim of this section is to highlight the findings that have emerged from the data analysis 
in this chapter in order to answer the research questions: 
1. What types of Modality meaning can be denoted by MWA conditional sentences? 
2. How do the three particles conditionals (idh[, in and law) interact quantitatively and 
qualitatively with the types Modality meaning identified in question (1); and are there any 
syntactic-semantic relations?  
3. How do the Time References act with relation to the Modality meanings of conditionals? 
Each question will be dealt with in a separate section below.   
4.4.1. Modality meanings in MWA conditionals: 
The analysis above shows that epistemic Modality has a strong relationship with conditional 
sentences. Hence, a range of Modality meanings can be denoted by conditional structures. 
These meanings are better seen as a scalar system,205 which means that there are different 
degrees of the speaker’s attitude toward the event’s occurrence. These degrees range from a 
certainty of factuality value to an impossibility value. These digrees are: Factual, Likely, 
Open, Tentative and Counterfactual with undeniable dominance of Open conditionals. The 
view of scalar Modality in conditionals is supported, in one way or another, by Comrie’s 
cross-linguistic theory which indicates that hypotheticality (²Modality) in conditionals is a 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
202 Ibid. 
203 Ibid., p. 163. 
204 Ibid., p. 164. 
205 See Gabrielots (2010), p. 155 who speaks of the scalarity of Modality meanings in English. 
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continuum, which means that there are different degrees of the speaker’s hypothesis that 
descend from high to low, and thus a Factual conditional would represent the lowest degree 
of hypotheticality, while a Counterfactual conditional would represent the highest degree.206  
Similarly, Elder tentatively states that there is, in English conditionals, a “gradation of 
certainty from absolute certainty to complete impossibility”.207 Furthermore, to be more 
precise, the Modality classes found in the study of MWA conditionals correspond with those 
identified in English conditionals by Athanasiadou and Dirven, on the one hand and Declerck 
and Reed on the other hand with some differences in terminology.208 Consider the following 
table (Table 18):  
MWA English 
The present study Athanasiadou and Dirven (1997) Declerck and Reed (2001) 
Factual Factual Factual  
Likely Close to factual Closed 
Open Distancing from factual Open 
Tentative Not likely 
Less likely 
Highly unlikely 
Tentative 
Counterfactual Counterfactual Counterfactual 
Table 18. The correspondence between the Modality meanings of MWA conditionals and the ones adopted by 
Athanasiadou and Dirven (1997) and Declerck and Reed (2001). 
Considering the above, this means that this study indicates that conditionality is not one type, 
which is to say that conditionality is not only related to the notion of uncertainty as was the 
view of the early Arabic grammarians.209 Furthermore, it implies the oversimplified nature of 
most of the previous studies which have suggested inaccurate descriptions with respect to 
modality meanings in conditionals in MWA. This includes the Real and Unreal binary,210 and 
the Certain, Potentail and Unreal tripartite division,211 because they do not reflect the precise 
semantic roles of conditionals in MWA.  
                                                             
206 Comrie (1986), p. 88. 
207 Elder (2012), p. 188.  
208 Athanasiadou and Dirven (1997), p. 73. 
209 S\bawayhi (1983), vol. 3. p. 59; Devenyi (1988), p. 13; Giolfo (2012), p. 138. 
210 Schluz et al. (2000), p. 362-369; Abu-Chacra (2007), p. 309-311; Alotaibi (2014), p. 1. 
211 Sartori (2011), p. 21.  
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Another noteworthy point that should be highlighted here is that this study is in an agreement 
with some English conditional studies that believe Factual conditionals should be included in 
the system of conditionality although they seem to be not as common as the non-factual 
classes. This result diametrically opposes the view held by Comrie who claims that 
“conditionals never express factuality of either its constituent propositions”,212 and that 
adopted by Dancygier who points out that conditionals only saty in the domain of non-
assertiveness since the speaker does not have sufficient information to assert the protasis to 
be a fact or true.213  
 
4.4.2. Syntactic-semantic correlation:  
One of the main issues that this study aims to investigate is the relation between syntax and 
semantics with respect to Modality meanings in MWA conditionals. In a general sense, the 
analysis above suggests that there is no systematic one-to-one relation between form and 
meaning in conditional sentences. Thus, the possibility that one structure can denote two or 
more meanings, or one meaning may be expressed by various structures cannot be denied. 
This implies the complexity of conditional sentences. Hence, either contextual considerations 
are usually required in order to identify the exact meanings (compare between S.32 and S.55 
mentioned above) or an explicit marker is needed to reveal the exact meaning (e.g. wa huwa 
al-gh[lib (often) in S.40 mentioned above to indicate likelihood.). Example from English to 
support this view can be seen in the case where the pattern “if ± past form” possibly occurs in 
the context of both Tentative and Counterfactaul conditionals as illustrated by S.98 and S.123 
above. 
However, outside of this general rule, the analysis shows some tendencies in which syntax 
and semantics can interact. That is to say some particular forms usually accompany some 
particular conditional semantic classes.  The predominance of the perfect verbal form in the 
protasis imposes a significance on the apodosis forms to be considered in this issue since they 
                                                             
212 Comrie (1986), p. 89. 
213 Dancygier (2006), p. 19. 
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are varied.214 In the following lines, some significant remarks with respect to the form-
meaning relationship will be elaborated upon:   
A. The analysis shows the predominance of the particle idh[ among the others (law and 
in).215 It also shows the significant movements of idh[ across the semantic meanings, which 
allows it to express four Modality meanings, namely: Factual, Likely, Open and Tentative, 
with the particular dominance of the first three, although Open meaning is the most frequent. 
The significant syntactic trends that come along with the particular semantic meanings by 
idh[ can be seen as follows:  
i) When the form (sa-¦sawfa ± imperfect) occurs in the apodosis, it is most likely that idh[ 
denotes either Likely or Open conditionals, hence, the preceding context is necessary to draw 
distinctions between them. However, as shown in Tables 11 and 13, this form occurs much 
more in Open conditionals than in Likely ones. This result is in agreement with Sartori who 
claims that this form is more frequently used in the context of Potential conditionals (“Open” 
in our terms).216 There may be a reason behind this trend which is related to the time 
reference. Since sa-¦sawfa are future particles and Open conditionals, in turn, most often refer 
to future actions, then there is no surprise that (sa-¦sawfa ± imperfect) usually associates with 
Open conditionals.      
 
ii)  idh[ as a Tentative conditional particle seems to be rare since having a frequency of 6 in 
the current data. With respect to the verbal form, this case shows the possibility of the 
occurrence of “sa- ± imperfect” in the apodosis although it appears very rare as presented in 
S.64 above. This disproves Sartori, who seems to claim that idh[ which expresses a present 
unreal situation is only denoted by the form “(la-) ± perfect” in the apodosis.217 Thus, 
contrary to Sartori, I can claim that the idh[-Tentative can be denoted by more than structure 
as presented in the analysis. My claim appears in the agreement with Buckley’s implicit view. 
He provides an example (for law-Tentative conditional) with “sa- ± imperfect” in the 
apodosis side by side with another example that retains the verbal form adopted by Sartori. 
Consider (S.149-150): 
                                                             
214 Holes (2004), p. 293; Sartori (2011), p. 20. 
215 This goes in line with some previous studies. E.g. Badawi et al. (2004), p. 636; Buckley (2004), p. 731. 
216 Sartori (2011), p. 11. 
217 Ibid., p. 14. He does not explain what he means by Unreal here; is it Tentative or Counterfactual. However, 
according to his interpretations of the examples, they seem to be Tentative. 
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S. 149)    baq\n[ nu>ammilu annan[ idh[ tazawwajn[ wa dhahabn[ ma<an il[ al-kh[riji li-l-
dir[sati li-sanatin aw sanatayni sa-na<]du il[ Baghd[da min jad\din. 
 ىلإ دوعنس نيتنس وأ ةنس ةساردلل جراخلا ىلإ  اعم انبهذ و انجوزت اذإ اننأ لمؤن انيقبديدج نم دادغب. 
We continued to hope that if we got married and went abroad together for a year or 
two to study, we would return to Baghdad again.218 
S. 150) idh[ ra>awka tad]ru +awla al-r[dy] #a+ik] <alayka. 
.كيلع اوكحض ويدارلا لوح رودت كوأر اذإ 
If they saw you circling round the radio, they would laugh at you.219 
It may be reasonable to say that what Sartori has observed is a common trend rather than 
being a one-to-one form-meaning relation, but he does not make any explicit statement 
regarding this. 
B. The particle law has been seen to denote three Modality meanings, namely: Open, 
Tentative and Counterfactual with the particular dominance of the last two.220 The significant 
form-meaning relation remarks are highlighted here:  
 
i) The analysis shows that the structure “sa-¦sawfa ± imperfect” in the apodosis of law has 
a tendency to express Open conditionals. This is informed by the data which indicates that 
this form scores 12 occurrences out of 18 (compare between Tables 13, 15 and 17 above). It 
appears that this phenomenon has been overlooked by the literature examined. This also goes 
against Sartori who maintains that the form mentioned above most often expresses what he 
calls the “Present Unreal”.221  
 
ii) Another form-meaning issue with respect to law-Open sentences is that it has been 
shown that this semantic class can rarely be expressed by the verbal form “la- perfect” as 
exemplified in S.72 above. My observation corresponds with Cantarino and Buckley’s 
following examples: (S151-152) 
S. 151)  law shi>ta an aq]la la-ka la-qultu. 
                                                             
218 Buckley (2004), p. 737. 
219 Ibid.  
220 I do not take into account the particle law which expresses Likely conditionals because it only occurs once in 
the current data. Hence, this case should be seen as exception. 
221 He does not clarify what he means by the term “Unreal”, whether it expresses Tentative or Counterfactual 
meanings. 
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.تلقل كل لوقأ نأ تئش ول 
If you want me to tell you, I will.222 
S. 152)  law awghalta f\ bu%]ni mu>allaf[tihi tanq\ban wa taql\ban la-wajadtahu samm[hum 
sa<[l\ka. 
.كيلاعص مهومس هتدجول  ابيلقت و  ابيقنت هتافلؤم نوطب يف تلغوأ ول 
If you delve deeply into his books and scrutinise them, you will find that he called 
them “vagabonds”.223 
It appears that Badawi et al.224 and Sartori225 do not capture this form in the context of law-
Open conditionals. On the other, this form is extremely common in the context of Tentative 
and Counterfactual conditionals as has been presented in the analysis. Sartori maintains that 
“la- perfect” form in the apodosis of law, with the meaning of Unreal conditionals, always 
holds past time reference.226 In my opinion, this claim is oversimilfied and, thus, inaccurate 
because the semantic class should be considered in this matter. Hence, it should be elaborated 
as follows:  
a. When this form occurs in the context of Tentative conditionals, it refers most often to 
either present or future time as exemplified in S.81 and S.80 above. 
b. When it occurs in the context of Counterfactual, it usually refers to the past as exemplified 
in S.107, while the time present reference has less possiblity as given in S.112.     
This clearly indicates a case of overlap between the two classes, which requires contextual 
considerations in order to extract the exact meaning. 
iii)  The analysis of MWA conditionals shows that law-Tentative conditional sentences 
retain a verbal form that has not been attested in law-counterfactual examples despite the 
large syntactic overlap between the two classes. This form is “law perfect ± imperfect”. It 
scores 11 occurrences in law-Tentative conditionals as exemplified in (S.85) above. By 
contrast, law-Counterfactual conditionals retain a different form that is not attested in law-
tentative conditional examples. This is structured by (k[na ± perfect), referring to the past as 
displayed in (S.109-110) above. However, in the case that k[na is followed by an imperfect 
                                                             
222 Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. p. 321.  
223 Buckley (2004), p. 739 with amendment. 
224 Badawi et al. p. 647. 
225 Sartori (2011), pp. 12-13. 
226 Ibid., p. 17. 
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or nominal form, the sentence will ambiguous between Tentative and Counterfactual. Yet, the 
time reference, which may be identified by the context, can help in determining the exact 
meaning. 
C. The particle in: 
We have seen in the analysis that the particle in most often expresses Open conditional. This 
indicates that this particle despite being the least common conditional particles in MWA, still 
retains the semantic value it had in the CA conditional system. i.e. it expresses uncertain 
events.227 Another issue in relation to the use of in in conditionals is that the view that in has 
nearly disappeared from the MWA conditional system is not accurate statement. This view is 
held by Badawi et al., Holes and Sartori.228 They think, instead, that in is exclusively used in 
the scope of either idiomatic expressions (e.g. in sha>a Allahu) or concessive expressions e.g. 
wa-in (even if).229 Of course, idh[ and law have encroached on the scope of in and have 
narrowed the amount it is used, but Arabic speakers and writers still use in as a proper and 
common conditional particle. In this manner, I take a moderate position which corresponds to 
Buckley who only states that “in is not as common as idh[ and law” 230  without giving an 
impression to the near disappearance of in.  
 
Another form-meaning issue that seems interesting in relation to the particle in is that the 
form “sa¦sawfa ± imperfect” is more common in the apodoses of in-Open than in-Likley 
conditionals. Consider Tables 11 and 13 above. Hence, this tendency might act as an 
adavntagoues practical syntactic distinction between the two semantic classes of in.  
 
Finally, it is interesting that the verbal patterns associated with the particle in, expressing 
uncertainty (“Open conditional” in our terms), in MWA shows some developments in the 
system. One of the striking changes is that in the CA system the most common and 
prototypical patten is “in ± jussive ± jussive”.231 This pattern, however, has not been attested 
in the current data. Badawi et al. have found some examples in their data and admitted they 
                                                             
227 S\bawayhi (1983), vol. 3. pp. 56.  
228 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 637; Holes (2004), p. 295; Sartori (2011), pp. 3, 19. 
229 Ibid.  
230 Buckley (2004), p. 731. 
231 Al-Mubarrid (1994), vol. 2. p. 48. Giolfo (2012), p. 149 states that “in ± jussive ± jussive” pattern represent 
87‰ of in-conditional sentences in the Qur>[n. 
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are rare cases, suggesting a different practical behaviour between CA and MWA 
conditionals.232 They provide the following example: (S.153) 
S. 153) in tughliq sam<ah[ <an thartharatihi al-yawmiyyati yan~ali+ al-+[lu ba<#a al-shay>i 
baynahum[. 
.امهنيب ءيشلا ضعب لاحلا حلصني ةيمويلا هترثرث نع اهعمس قلغت نإ 
If she shuts herself off «lit. closes her hearing» to his daily gossiping, their relationship 
will be better.233 
 
Finally, having provided the observations above, I agree with Sartori who puts forward the 
view that the particle cannot act individually as a (decisive) Modality marker in MWA 
conditionals.234 Instead, the interaction between the particles and the structures can help 
determine the meaning of the sentence. However, context also is required in order to reveal 
the exact meaning. 
4.4.3. Time reference:  
The analysis shows that time references interact with Modality in conditionals in MWA. In 
many cases, as exhibited, the time is contextually controlled. Thus, the background that 
precedes the sentence plays an undeniable role in providing the temporal interpretation. This 
corresponds to Dancygier’s view who claims that “temporal reference is a largely 
contextually controlled aspect of the interpretation of a hypothetical construction «in English 
conditionals»”.235 She provides the following English example: (S.154)  
S. 154)  If I lived in Italy, I would eat pasta every day.236  
She states that the speaker may refer to her current situation; hence, she expresses that her 
permanent living now is not in Italy (hence, it is Counterfactual in my terms). Or, she 
possibly may refer to a future action, meaning that she does not have the intention to live in 
Italy, (hence, it is Tentative in my terms). 237 This confusion can be dismissed when the 
sentence is contextualised.  
                                                             
232 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 638. 
233 Ibid. I made some amendments to their translation.  
234 Sartori (2011), p. 20. 
235 Dancygier (2006), p. 70. 
236 Ibid., p. 32. 
237 Ibid.  
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In the case of Arabic, the role of context is also raised by Cantarino and Buckley as indicated 
in the literature review (Chapter 2). However, apart from this generalisation, and according to 
the analysis, there are several factors which show interaction with the temporal references of 
conditional sentences, namely: the class of conditionals (i.e. Modality meanings), verbal 
form, accusatives of time and some particular particles. This will be discussed in the 
following lines: 
a. The semantic class of conditionals: 
We showed in Chapter 2 that Buckley believes that the meaning of the conditional sentence 
can play a role in identifying the exact temporal values. But, he does not explain how. 
According to what I have found in my analysis, I can draw the following remarks that show 
some interactions between the meanings and time references: 
i) We have seen that generic (timeless) statements have a strong connection with those 
conditionals that express general truths (such as scientific facts, known facts) as previously 
shown in (S.13-15). One interpretation for this phenomenon is provided by Dancygier who 
claims it is because of the everlasting relation between the participants in the clause, “they are 
presented as valid over extended periods of time”.238   
   
ii) It appears that there is a strong connection between the counterfactuality of the actions 
expressed by law and past reference. Many examples in the data analysis above support this 
claim (e.g. S.107 and S.110). The strong connection between law-Counterfactual and past 
time can be justified through the connection between the past and certainty from one hand,239 
and the connection between certainty and counterfactuality on the other hand, since the 
speaker implies a negative conviction toward the propositions in counterfactual 
conditionals;240 in other words, he¦she is certain that the action expressed in the protasis 
unmistakably did not occur in the positive sentence or definitely did occur in the negative 
sentence.241 Consider the following English examples: (S.155-156) 
S. 155)   He did not study well. 
                                                             
238 Dancygier (2006), p. 69. 
239 Wright (1875), vol. 2. p. 2; Timberlake (2007), vol. 3, p. 315. They speak of the connection between past and 
certainty.  
240 Akatsuka (1985), p. 628; Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (2005), p. 551.  
241 Dévényi (1988), p. 20 mentions, in the light of S\bawayhi’s definition, that law carries the value of certainty. 
Hence, he does not consider law as a conditional particle. 
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S. 156)   If he had studied well, he would have passed the exam. 
In both examples, the speaker is certain that the actions did not take place in the actual world. 
But there is a slight difference between them. In (S.155), the negativity is overt (“not”), while 
in (S.156), the negativity is covert (i.e. “he did not study well, then, he did not pass the 
exam”).    
iii) There is a regular connection between the possibility of the event’s occurrence regardless 
of its degrees (Likely, Open and Tentative) and future reference. This may be due to the 
common denominator between the concept of possibility and futurity which is the lack of 
certainty. In this respect, Dancygier points out that “full assertions cannot be made about 
future situations”.242 It would appear that because of the concept of uncertainty of the future 
that conditionals carry, the early Arabic grammarians aimed to confine conditional sentences 
to only future situations.243  
As a result of these remarks we can draw one of the following conclusions that may help to 
establish a relation between syntax and meaning through time reference: 
First, the structure idh[ ± perfect ± imperfect commonly has four possible temporal values: 
when it is past or present, it has a tendency to denote factual meaning (more specific 
“habitual repetitive actions”); when it is future, it is most likely to express either Likely or 
Open conditionals although the latter meaning is more common; when it is timeless, it 
denotes general truths. These possible variations may be seen as an evolution in the 
conditionals system in MWA since this structure is considered to involve, in most of its CA 
cases, timeless propositions as pointed out by Peled.244 Hence, we can conclude that this 
structure has become more flexible to denote several meanings.  
Second, the structure idh[ ± perfect ± perfect seems to have three possibilities: when it is 
timeless, it expresses general truth values; when it refers to present or future, its meaning is 
preferably to be either Likely or Open conditional; when it refers to the past, it denotes 
habitual repetitive actions.  
                                                             
242 Dancygier (2006), p. 186. See also: Timberlake (2007), vol. 3, p. 306-307. 
243 See the grammarians’ view in: al-Mubarrid (1994) vol. 2. p. 50; Ibn Ya<\sh (n.d), vol. 8. p. 155; al-Shams[n 
(1981), p. 263. 
244 Peled (1992), p. 27. 
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Third, the structures law ± perfect ± la- (m[) perfect and law anna ± la- (m[) perfect are most 
likely to denote a tentative meaning when they refer to the future, and they, by contrast, 
express directly counterfactuality when they carriy a past reference value.  These three points 
are better seen as indications of a tendency, rather than being restrictive rules. 
Finally, we can conclude that time references and Modality meanings are interrelated in the 
context of MWA conditionals.  
b. The verbal form: 
Although the verbal forms in conditionals are not generally time markers,245 the analysis 
displays some certain cases where it is possible to discern a relationship between the form of 
the verb and its temporal values. Let us look at these cases: 
i) k[na idh[: 
The presence of the auxiliary verb k[na before the particle idh[ encodes habitual past as 
exemplified in (S.3).246  
 
ii) law perfect ± (la-) perfect: 
Alotaibi claims that this form, having the sense of an unreal conditional (“Counterfactual” in 
our terms), shows ambiguity between three temporal interpretations: past, present and 
future247 as in the following examples: (S.157-159): 
S. 157)  law q[ma A+madu q[ma S[limun. 
ملاس ماق دمحأ ماق ول 
If A+mad stood¦had stood, Salem would¦could stand¦would have stood.248 
 
S. 158)  law dh[kara al-%[libu la-naja+a. 
حجنل بلاطلا ركاذ ول 
If the student studied¦had studied, (indeed) he would¦could succeed¦would have 
succeeded.249 
                                                             
245 Peled (1992), p. 12. 
246 See another example in al-<Aqq[d (2000), p. 118. See also Badaw\ et al. (2004), p. 662. 
247 Alotaibi (2014), p. 140. 
248 Ibid., p. 140. 
249 Ibid., p. 145. 
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Nevertheless, his claim is too general. This is due to the fact that it is not based on empirical 
evidence. i.e. his examples are not contextualised. The present analysis, which is based on the 
actual use of MWA conditionals, asserts, as mentioned earlier, that this form, with 
counterfactual meaning, has a great tendency with past time references, scoring 41 
occurrences out of 64. Present reference interpretation is also possible, scoring 14 
occurrences. The remaining examples which exhibit this form are distributed as follows: two 
with future interpretation, three with overlap between two temporal interpretations and four 
with mixed time references. Table 19 compares between the time references that accompany 
this structure: 
                                    Structure  
Time reference 
law perfect ± (la-) perfect 
Past  41 
Present  14 
Future  2 
Case of ambiguity  3 
Mixed time references  4 
Total  64 
Table 19. Comparison between the possible types of the time reference that accompany 
“law perfect ± (la-) perfect” in the context of counterfactual conditionals. 
 
 
 
iii)    k[na (qad) ± perfect: 
This structure, as mentioned earlier, can accompany the particle law. The structure has a 
tendency to mark past time references with perfect aspect (² pluperfect) as exemplified by 
several examples above, such as (S.109- 110). This result is in agreement with some modern 
linguists’ views such as Cantarino250 and Fischer.251 However, this structure can also be 
initiated by the particle idh[, providing the sense of present perfect. (S.135), provided above, 
is a good representative for this case. This case is supported by Badawi et al. who put forward 
the claim that the form “idh[ k[na (qad) ± perfect” in the protasis conveys the meaning of 
                                                             
250 Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. p. 316. 
251 Fischer (2001), p. 229. 
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present perfect, and this is different from the case of “k[na (qad) ± perfect” in non-
conditional structures, where it gives a past perfect sense252 as in the following example: 
(S.159): 
S. 159)  wa f\ al-~ab[+i k[na al-ma%aru qad sakana. 
.نكس دق رطملا ناك حابصلا يف و 
In the morning, the rain had calmed down.253 
 
iv)    k[na ± imperfect: 
The is the case even though this structure is directly related to the past progressive outside 
conditional structures254 as in (S.160): 
S. 160)  k[na al-awl[du yatar[ka#]na. 
.نوضكارتي دلاولأا ناك 
The children were racing around.255 
It, nonetheless, has a static present simple value when accompanied with a conditional 
particle in most cases. This has been clearly exemplified by (S.108 and S.113). However, I 
found a few examples which display the aforementioned structure in the protasis with a 
particle law that refers to the past. Hence, it is interpreted as being a Counterfactual 
conditional as exemplified d by (S.112) above.  
v)  law qad ± perfect.  
This structure has not been attested to in the present data. Badawi et al. describe this usage as 
rare in MWA. The purpose of inserting qad is to enforce past perfect reference. Consider 
(S.161):  
S. 161)  law qad sumi+a la-hum bi-<ub]ri al-baww[bati la-m[ u#%urr] il[ al-wuq]fi h[kadh[ 
f\ al-shamsi al-+[riqati. 
 روبعب مهل حمس دق ولةقراحلا سمشلا يف اذكه فوقولا ىلإ اورطضا امل ةباوبلا 
If they had been allowed to pass through the gate they would not have had to stand 
like this under the scorching sun.256 
                                                             
252 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 657. 
253 Ibid., p. 368. 
254 |ass[n (1979), p. 245; Badaw\ et al. (2004), p. 367. 
255 Badaw\ et al. (2004), p. 368. 
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vi) law ± imperfect: 
The analysis shows that this construction, despite its rarity, does not refer to the past; it refers 
to present time as exemplified in (S.89-120). Nevertheless, it appears that the situation is 
different in CA conditionals. Peled points out that this structure can have either past or 
present interpretations in CA as in (S.162) and (S.163) respectively:257  
S. 162)  law ya<lamu h[>ul[>i al-misammawna farqa m[ bayna al-+al[li wa al-+ar[mi lam 
yansub] il[ al-kashkhi ahlah[. 
 للاحلا نيب ام قرف نومسملا ءلاؤه ملعي ولاهلهأ خشكلا ىلإ اوبسني مل مارحلاو. 
If the aforesaid had known the difference between what is permitted and what is 
forbidden, they would not have charged those people with pimping.  
 
S. 163)  wa All[hi law a<lamu ann\ l[ u~\bu bih[ ghayraka y[ Mu+ammadu la-#arabtu bi-h[ 
wajhaka. 
كهجو اهب تبرضل دمحم اي كريغ بيصأ لا ينأ ملعأ ول اللهو 
By God, if I could be sure that I should not hit someone else, O Mu+ammad, I would 
throw it in your face. 
This may suggest the following conclusion. It could be said that this structure used to denote 
in CA either the past or present conditional, and it has evolved in the MWA system to only 
denote non-past conditional. But, since there are not many examples that display the 
aforementioned form in the present data, my hypothesis remains inconclusive until great 
numbers of examples that use this form have been analysed.  
 
c. Accusative of time: 
We mean by this term those phrasal nouns that specify the temporal values in which the 
events take or took place.258 The most frequent item that occurs in the data is al-[na “now” as 
an indicator to the progressive aspect for the present time. This is illustrated by the 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
256 Badaw\ et al. (2004), p. 646. 
257 Peled (1992), p. 57-58. 
258 Buckley (2004), p. 765. 
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aforementioned example (S.81).259 However, some other elements are also examined, such as 
f\ h[dh[ al-waqti “at this time” as in (S.58), mustaqbalan “in the future” as in (S.30) and wa 
hiya q[dimatun “it is coming” as in (S.26).  
d. Particles: 
The analysis shows some significant roles of some particles in either defining or emphasising 
the temporal values when preceding the verbal forms in the apodosis. Hence, we can divide 
them into two groups in terms of the forms of the verbs: 
1- Perfect form can be preceded by the particle qad to imply past reference as exemplified 
in (S.110) 
2- Imperfect form can be preceded by the particle sa-¦sawfa to indicate affirmative future as 
in (S.55) and lan to indicate negative future as in (S.56). 
 
  Conclusion: 
In this chapter, the issue of the relation between MWA conditionals on the hand and Modality 
and Time Reference on the other hand has been empirically investigated. The analysis shows 
that conditionals greatly interact with Modality meanings via the notion of “Possible World”. 
Five semantic classes have been determined: Factual, Likely, Open, Tentative and 
Counterfactual. None of these classes is systematically marked by a particular structure; 
instead, several structures are shared among these classes. These classes are also not 
exclusive to Arabic conditionals since it has been proved that English develop such semantic 
classes as shown in the analysis. Time references in MWA conditionals are not driven by one 
single element as it was the view of some CA grammarians who put forward the claim that 
time references are encoded by the conditional particles.260 It has been evidenced through this 
chapter that time reference interpretations in MWA conditionals are linked to several factors 
such as the semantic class, verbal forms, accusative of time and some particular lexical 
elements. But, most important is the context. In this chapter, we have looked at the semantic 
aspects of conditionals that are linked to the speaker’s perception of the factuality or the 
possibility of the occurrence of the actions expressed in MWA conditionals. Now, we will 
                                                             
259 See more examples in: |asan (1972), p. 35; Mun\f (2003), p. 30; Al-Kayl[n\ (1981), p. 127. 
260 Al-Zamakhsharī (2004), p. 326; Sartori (2011), 20-21. 
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turn to investigate the semantic aspects that reveal how the speaker perceives the relationship 
between the two clauses in conditionals.     
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 Chapter Five 
 The Relationship between the Two Clauses 
5.1. Introduction: 
This chapter deals with the typology that emerges from the nature of the semantic and the 
pragmatic link between the protasis and apodosis in conditional structures. It has been 
mentioned in Chapter 3 that the relationship between the two clauses forms an important part 
of the conceptual framework employed in this study. First, I will draw some theoretical 
considerations which reveal some crucial points with respect to the relation between the two 
clauses, clarifying the principles on which my analysis will be based. Secondly, I will provide 
the empirical analysis of the data gathered from MWA texts. Finally, I will close the chapter 
by discussing the significant findings emerging from the analysis.  
5.2. Theoretical considerations:  
Before proceeding with the analysis, it is highly relevant to draw attention to the importance 
of the relation between the clauses in conditional sentences and to clarify what is meant by 
such a notion. With regard to the importance of this domain, a number of Arabic 
grammarians maintained that conditional sentences are constructed from two clauses which 
are inseparable since one depends on the other in terms of occurrence.1 In modern linguistics, 
Comrie states that “conditionals require a stronger link between the protasis and the 
apodosis”.2 Sweetser claims that the purpose of conditional utterance is to talk about related 
things. Hence, the following example seems odd from this linguistic viewpoint (S.1): 
S. 1) If Paris is the capital of France, then two is an even number.3 
This sentence may not make sense for speakers of natural languages because the relatedness 
between the two clauses is rather vague as it can be questioned: what is the relation between 
“Paris being the capital of France” and “two being an even number”?4 The addressee is 
expecting to hear two related concepts.  
                                                             
1 See: al-Mubarrid (1994), vol. 2. p. 45; Ibn M[lik (1990), vol. 4. p. 73; Ab] |ayy[n (1998), vol. 4. p. 1862; al-
Shams[n (1981), pp. 66, 70. 
2 Comrie (1986), p. 80. 
3 Sweetser (1990), p. 113. 
4 Sweetser (1990), p. 113. 
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Concerning the meaning of this notion, unlike the semantics of Modality, the relation 
between the two clauses deals with semantic dependency or relevancy between the 
propositions that are expressed in the two clauses. This notion attempts to answer the 
question of whether or not the idea conveyed by the protasis can be a valid condition to the 
one in the apodosis, and if so, how? Hence, this notion does not deal with the actualization of 
the propositions expressed in the two clauses as Modality does,5 (i.e. it does not concern itself 
with the degree of likelihood of the events), which was the central issue that was addressed in 
Chapter 4.  
We have mentioned earlier in (1.6) that some Arabic grammarians and some English linguists 
claimed that the relation between the two clauses in conditional sentences displays only 
causality.6 On the other hand, in modern Western linguistic analyses of conditionals, it has 
been claimed that causality is not the only semantic relation that links the two clauses since 
many conditional sentences exhibit an explicit non-causal link between the protasis and the 
apodosis.7 Consider the following English example (S.2): 
S. 2) If you are thirsty, there is some beer in the fridge.8  
In (S.2), the state of affairs expressed in the apodosis does not contribute to the one in the 
protasis from the causal point of view; it actually serves a pragmatic function, which is likely 
to be an offer. Hence, the speaker may offer the listener some beer if he¦she wants some.9 
Therefore, (S.2) and the following example, which expresses causal relation between the two 
clauses, do not fall under the same category: (S.3) 
S. 3) If it rains, we will stay inside.10 
Considering the above, this implies the need for a theory that helps us to identify what kind of 
semantic and pragmatic relations conditionals in MWA can hold. To answer this question, I 
will adopt the “Sufficient Conditionality Thesis” (henceforth: Sufficiency Theory) which 
basically means that the protasis acts as at least a sufficient condition for the apodosis.11 To 
clarify this, let us take (S.3). This sentence can be understood as follows: the state of raining 
                                                             
5 See: Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 42. 
6 See page 22. 
7 Quirk et al., (1985), p. 1089; Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 3; Elder and Jaszczolt (2013), pp. 12. 
8 Elder and Jaszczolt (2013), pp. 12. 
9 Ibid., p. 12, 21. 
10 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 427. 
11 Van der Auwera (1985), p. 190; Sweetser (1990), p. 113; Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 426. 
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is a sufficient (and necessary) condition for staying inside,12 in other words, the proposition in 
the protasis entails or causes the proposition in the apodosis. 
This theory was considered by several Western linguists, such as Van der Auwera, Sweetser 
and Dancygier who have applied it when analysing English conditionals.13 Sweetser 
determined different types of semantic relations on the basis of this theory, which she uses to 
distinguish three different types relations in conditionals, namely: Content, Epistemic and 
Speech acts. Sweetser’s classification was influential and adopted by Dancygier with a slight 
adaptation; she added a Metatextual relation as part of the overall classification.14 (Table 20 
compares Sweetser and Dancygiers’ classifications).  
Sweetser 
 
Dancygier 
Content Causality 
Epistemic Inferential 
 
Speech act 
Speech act 
Metatextual 
Table 20. Comparison between Sweetser and Dancygiers' typologies with regard to the 
relation between the two clauses. 
One may ask - what is the advantage of applying the sufficiency hypothesis in conditional 
sentences? We can answer by saying that the types that are developed from it are deemed to 
be functional ones,15 since it distinguishes between some communicative purposes between 
the speaker and the addressee as will be highlighted in the empirical analysis. Besides, in my 
view, this theory can find answers to those examples that appear bizarre and present 
ostensibly unrelated propositions (e.g. S.1 above). 
In what follows, an empirical analysis will be produced to investigate the nature of the 
relation between the two clauses in MWA conditionals under the umbrella of Sweetser and 
Dancygiers’ classifications with a slight addition. I assume assume there are five types of 
relational interpretation as shown in Figure 6:  
                                                             
12 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 427. 
13 See: Van der Auwera (1985), p. 190, (1986), p. 203; Sweetser (1990), p. 113; Dancygier (2006), p. 73. 
14 Dancygier (2006), p. 73. She calls “Content conditionals” by “Causality”.  
15 Werth (1997), p. 245-246. 
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Figure 6. Types relation in MWA conditionals adopted in this study. 
As can be seen in Figure 6 there is a type of relation that is not included in Sweetser and 
Dancygiers’ typologies, which is “Identifying relation”. This type has been determined by 
Athanasiadou and Dirven, but, they did not connect it to the Sufficiency Hypothesis.16 I will 
show later in (5.3.5) how this type can be relevant to this theory. Another adaptation I will 
consider in my present analysis is that the concepts of Causality and Sequentiality will not be 
analysed independently (i.e. they do not act as distinct types). Therefore, they will be linked 
to the aforementioned five types in Figure 6 to show in what ways they interact with each 
other.17 Causality means one clause acts as a cause and the other acts as an effect.18 
Sequentiality means putting things one after another.19 
 
5.3. The analysis: 
5.3.1. Content conditional: 
This type of relation is defined as those conditionals that indicate that the realisation of the 
event or the states of affairs described in the protasis is a sufficient condition for the 
realisation of the event or state of affairs described in the apodosis.20 In other words, the 
actualization of the proposition expressed in the protasis affects (either positively or 
negatively) the actualization of the proposition expressed in the apodosis. Consider the 
following English example (S.4): 
                                                             
16 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p.7. 
17 This method has been employed by Dancygier (2006) in the context of English conditinals. 
18 Comrie (1986), p. 81. 
19 Dancygier (2006), p. 77.  
20 Sweetser (1990), p. 114.  
Types of relation in 
conditionals 
Content Inferential Speech act Metalinguistic Identifying 
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S. 4) If Mary goes, John will go.21 
Here, the realisation of Mary’s going will mean John’s departure as well. The Content 
relation in conditionals involves two main sub-types of link between the two clauses: 
Causality and Enablement 22 (Figure 7). In what follows, both concepts will be defined and 
analysed in MWA conditionals. 
 
 
Figure 7. The two sub-types of Content conditionals. 
5.3.1.1. Causality: 
In most literature, it has been argued that the most typical semantic link between the two 
clauses is causality.23 Comrie points out that a causal relation is one of the main required 
characteristics of conditional sentences.24 Causality in conditionals means that the protasis is 
interpretable as a cause of the content of the apodosis, which then represents an effect.25  
According to the present data, this can be seen in Arabic conditionals. Consider (S.5-7):  
S. 5) idh[ dhahabtu wa+d\ fa-sa-tabq[ wa+daka kadh[lika. 
.كلذك كدحو ىقبتسف يدحو تبهذ اذإ 
If I go alone, you will stay on your own too.26  
 
S. 6) sa-azd[du irh[qan idh[ a~rarti <al[ mun[d[t\ mawl[y. 
 يتادانم ىلع ِتْررصأ اذإ  اقاهرإ دادزأسيلاوم 
                                                             
21 Ibid., p. 114. 
22 Sweetser (1990), p. 115:  
23 Sweetser (1990), p. 115; Dancygier (2006), p. 82, 84; Athanasiadou and Dirven (1997), pp. 64-65. 
24 Comrie (1986), p. 80. 
25 Ibid.  
26 |asan (1972), p. 21. 
Types of content relation
Causality Enablement 
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I will get more annoyed if you insist on calling me “Sir”.27 
S. 7) innahum law tarak]h[ fa-sa-tak]nu mithla juthathin muta<affinatin. 
ةنفعتم ثثج لثم نوكتسف اهوكرت ول مهنإ  
If they were to leave them, they would become like mouldy corpses.28  
In (S.5), the event expressed in the apodosis, which is “the addressee’s going alone”, may (or 
may not) be caused by the one expressed in the protasis, which is the situation where the 
speaker may go alone. Similarly, in (S.6), the addressee’s insistence on calling the king (the 
speaker) “Sir”, showing ennoblement, will make the king feel annoyed as he does not want 
her to do that because he loves her and does not want any barrier between them. In both 
examples, the propositions mentioned in the protases are presented as a sufficient cause for 
the ones expressed in the apodosis. Likewise, it is obvious in (S.7) that leaving the burnt plant 
without removing it will cause the place to be smelly as there are mouldy corpses left.   
One might ask - what are the motivating factors behind uttering conditional sentences in the 
sense of the causal interpretation? In fact, there are two factors that can contribute to a causal 
relation as shown in (Figure 8): 
 
Figure 8. The factors that contribute to causal relation in conditional sentence in MWA. 
A. Experience: 
Practical contact or observation of any event by the speaker or his¦her experience in his¦her 
life enables him¦her to build a causal relation between the two events expressed in the 
protasis and the apodosis. This factor can be seen in different contexts:  
 
                                                             
27 |ann[ (2004), p. 60. 
28 Al-Kayl[n\, (1981), p. 141. 
Causality factors
Experience
Speaker's own 
prediction 
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i) Habitual practice: 
The experience that establishes causality can be motivated by observing or practicing 
repeated action, which is expressed in the protasis, as a habit that causes the occurrence of the 
action expressed in the apodosis. Consider (S.8-9):  
S. 8) wa yaq]mu al-tims[+u bi-+ir[satihti ~ad\qihi <{mirin idh[ n[ma 
مان اذإ رماع هقيدص ةسارحب حاسمتلا موقيو 
The crocodile would guard his friend, <{mir, if he slept.29 
S. 9) du<[>un yatab[daluhu al-n[su idh[ iltaq] wa idh[ iftaraq]. 
اوقرتفا اذإو اوقتلا اذإ سانلا هلدابتي ءاعد 
A prayer that people exchange when they meet and go their way.30 
In (S.8), the speaker describes two situations that used to occur in the past which are causally 
related. That is to say the action of Amir being asleep used to force the crocodile to stay 
awake to guard him from harm. In, (S.9) exhibits habitual present actions. The one in the 
protasis plays a role in causing the one expressed in the apodosis. This means the prayer 
regularly exchanged is caused by regularity of people’s meeting or separation. Although 
these sentences can be replaced with subordinate time clauses as clarified in Chapter 4 (i.e. to 
express the meaning of ‘when’ in English), they still suggest a causal connection between the 
two propositions in each of them. This clearly indicates that conditional clauses and time 
clauses have common ground in terms of the causality implication they involve.31 
ii) Scientific experiments: 
Here, the speaker’s view of the relation between the two clauses is driven by an 
experimental examination which allows him¦her to establish a causal link.32 Consider 
(S.10): 
S. 10)  li-l-%a<[mi aw[nu nu#jin idh[ z[da i+taraqa. 
.قرتحا داز اذإ ٍجضن ُناوأ ماعطلل 
The food has a particular amount of time to cook, if it is exceeded, it burns.33  
                                                             
29 |asan (1972), p. 69. 
30 Ibid. p. 50. 
31 Reilly (1986), p. 312 speaks of the similarities between ‘if’ and ‘when’. 
32 Athanasiadou and Dirven (1997), p. 65. 
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iii) Concepts known as facts: 
Here, the speaker sets up the causal link between the two clauses on the basis of a fact that is 
deemed accepted among the speakers of natural languages. This fact can be acceptable 
among people in a particular community or in general. This fact is also normally observed or 
extracted through past experience, which sometimes leads the speaker to present it as an 
abstract general concept. Consider (S.11-12): 
S. 11) al-rajulu yad<] al-mar>at il[ al-sa<[dati idh[ k[nat ladayhi gh[liyatun 
  ةيلاغ هيدل تناك اذإ ةداعسلا ىلإ ةأرملا وعدي لجرلا 
A man makes a woman happy «only» if she is precious to him.34 
S. 12) fa-idh[ khadasha al-qi%%u u~bu<a al-%ifli th[ra minn[ al-#a+iku 
كحضلا انم راث لفطلا عبصأ طقلا شدخ اذإف 
If the cat scratches the baby's finger, we burst out laughing.35 
The contents of both examples seem to be deduced from past observation between two 
actions or states of affairs. This observation has led the speaker to establish a causal link 
between the two propositions and, then, construct a sentence that carries a general statement. 
In (S.11), when a woman is precious and beloved by a man, this normally pushes him to 
make her happy in her life. This statement is developed through people’s conceptualization of 
experience in which lovers are encouraged to make each other happy. In (S.12), it is generally 
admissible to accept the causality relation between the action of the baby being scratched by 
a cat and the action of laughter which can be derived from past observation by the speaker or 
from collective thought that is shared by people.  
In a slightly different case, the speaker sometimes does not present the sentence as an abstract 
utterance as presented above in (S.11 and S.12), but instead he¦she establishes a future causal 
connection between two actions in a particular case on the basis of a general collective idea 
that is believed by a particular community. Consider the following example (S.13):    
S. 13) in %alaba daftara mu+[#ar[tih[ sa-ta<rifu +atman annah[ +ujjatun li-l-+ad\thi ma<ahu. 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
33 |ann[ (2004), p. 89. 
34 |ann[ (2004), p. 108. 
35 Ma+m]d (1996), p. 56. 
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هعم ثيدحلل ةجح اهنأ  امتح فرعتس اهتارضاحم رتفد بلط نإ 
 If he asks for her class notebook, she will surely realise that it is a pretext to talk to 
him.36 
Here, the speaker predicts that asking the girl to give him her notebook will cause her to 
know that this is an excuse to talk to him. Seemingly, the speaker predicts this potential 
causal connection between aforementioned actions depending on a conceptualized common 
thought among the university students society in the sense that when a boy wants to start a 
relationship with a girl, he pretends to ask her for her notebook to take the chance to start to 
talk to her. (S.14) below can be taken as another good example of this type: 
S. 14) law <alima ab\ y[ sa<du bi-anna rajulan aw~alan\ il[ baytin[ sa-yaqtulin\ +atman. 
  امتح ينلتقيس انتيب ىلإ ينلصوأ لاجر نأب دعس اي يبأ ملع ول 
Sa<d, if my father finds out that someone drove me home, he will surely kill me.37  
In (S.14), the speaker predicts what can happen and become true in the future, i.e. her father 
will possibly know that a man gave her a lift home, which consequently may cause her to be 
punished. This prediction appears to be based on experience. That is to say, the girl’s father is 
known to treat his children strictly and he prevents his daughters from any contact with any 
strange man. Hence, she establishes a causal link between the contents of the two clauses.   
 
B. Speaker’s own prediction: 
Here, the causal relation between the content of the two clauses is based on a mere prediction 
by the speaker who presupposes that only the action in the protasis will or would cause the 
one in the apodosis. Consider (S.15):   
S. 15)  sa-a%lubu minhu al-khur]ja mina al-q[<ati, wa in imtana<a sa-a+miluhu wa ulq\hi 
mina al-b[bi. 
بابلا نم هيقلأ و هلمحأس عنتما نإ و ةعاقلا نم جورخلا هنم بلطأس. 
I will ask him to leave the room; if he refuses, I will carry him and throw him out.38 
                                                             
36 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 9. 
37 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 123. 
38 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 62. 
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In this example, the speaker predicts that the person whom the speaker is talking about may 
refuse to leave if he is asked to do so, and this will cause the speaker to expel that person 
from the room. 
5.3.1.2. Enablement: 
Enablement is defined as a situation which provides opportunity to do something.39 In 
conditionals, Enablement is seen as indirect causation since the content of the protasis does 
not provide an inevitable cause of the one in the apodosis. Instead, the notion of Enablement 
denotes the fulfilment of the content of the protasis and is viewed as being sufficient to assure 
the fulfilment of the content of the apodosis.40 Consider the following English examples (S.16 
and S.17): 
S. 16)  If you feel better, we will go for a walk.41 
S. 17)  If I were an actress, I would live in Beverly Hills.42 
Both examples suggest that the states of affairs expressed in the protasis will or would enable 
the ones expressed in the apodosis to occur rather than to be caused by them; in (S.16), the 
addressee feeling better will allow and enable them (the speaker and the addressee) to go for 
a walk; in (S.17), being an actress would enable the speaker to live in Beverly Hills.  
Similar to English, MWA Arabic conditionals allows this type of relation, but it seems it is 
not as common as the causal relation: (S.18-219) 
S. 18) law k[na <ind\ m[lun la-<abbartu la-kum bi-ghayri h[dha al-kal[mi <an miqd[ri m[ 
taraktum f\ nafs\ min al-+ubb. 
.بحلا نم يسفن يف متكرت ام رادقم نع ملاكلا ريغب مكل تربعل لام يدنع ناك ول 
If I had money, I would (be able to) express my love for you using something other 
than words.43 
S. 19) law kuntu asta%\<u la-wa#a<tu <al[ &ahrih[ (the ship) wa f\ <an[birih[ kulla al-l[ji>\na. 
ول تنك عيطتسأ تعضول ىلع اهرهظ )ةنيفسلا( يفو اهربانع لك نيئجلالا  
If I could, I would put all the refugees on its «i.e. the ship» deck and in its cabins.44 
                                                             
39 The Times English Dictionary and Thesaurus (1993), p. 384. 
40 Sweetser (1990), p. 115. 
41 Dancygier (2006), p. 83. 
42 Ibid.  
43 Al-^an%[w\ (2012), p. 34. 
44 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 126. 
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The two examples suggest that the speaker would be able to do what is expressed in the 
apodosis if he meets the condition that is set up in the protasis.   
As can be seen, Content relation in conditionals has a strong connection to the concept of 
Causality, either direct or indirect. i.e. the content of the protasis acts as a cause and the 
content of the apodosis acts as an effect. Due to this, this kind of relation involves a 
sequential order between the two clauses. i.e. the protasis occurs temporally before the 
apodosis regardless of the position of them. That is to say the action expressed in the protasis, 
whether it is located initially or finally in the sentence, happens before the one expressed in 
the apodosis. This is due to the logical fact that a cause occurs before its effect.45 This 
emphasises the view held by Dancygier who claims that Sequentiality and Causality are 
inseparable notions, and she holds the view that Sequentiality is one of the factors that 
impose a causal reading in conditionals.46 Let us consider the following English example 
taken from Dancygier: (S.20) 
S. 20)  If you take an aspirin, your temperature will go down. 47  
Here, an aspirin has to be taken first in order to cause your temperature go down.  One 
support for this view is that when the sequential temporal order between the two propositions 
is dismissed, the causal interpretation is cancelled as a result or at least is not explicit: (S.21) 
S. 21)  If Mary goes to the dentist, she will be late.48  
Here, it is obvious that the speaker predicts that by Mary going to the dentist, she will be late. 
However, when we reverse the order for the same example: (S.22.a) 
S. 22.a) If Mary is late, (then) she went to the dentist.49   
The causal interpretation between the contents is not considered here to run from the protasis 
to the apodosis since the speaker is demonstrating an inferential statement in which Mary 
being late means she went to the dentist because we cannot say: “If Mary is late, she went to 
the dentist as a result¡”, which is different from (S.22) since it is acceptable to say “if Mary 
                                                             
45 Comrie (1986), p. 86. 
46 Dancygier (2006), p. 78, 80-81. 
47 Ibid., p. 76 
48 Ibid., p. 86 
49 Ibid.  
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goes to the dentist, she will be late as a result”.50 More elaboration will be provided in the 
following section while analysing inferential statement in conditionals. 
5.3.2. Inferential conditional: 
Inferential conditionals are seen as those conditionals whose apodoses are inferred from 
protases. Thus, the protases present a premise and the apodoses expresses the conclusion 
which can be deduced from the premise.51 That is why linguists tend to consider the 
following formula as an indication of an inferential; “premise-conclusion”52 or “premise-
expression”.53 One important feature for Inferential conditionals is that they are concerned 
with the propositions to be valid (² sufficient) in the “reasoning process involving both P and 
Q”.54 Therefore, they are seen to involve a logical operation since the speaker uses his¦her 
logic to justify or explain the state of a particular situation.55 Let us consider the following 
English example before we proceed with our analysis. (S.22):  
S. 22)  If he has not arrived yet, (then) he may have had an accident.56  
Here, the speaker draws a possible conclusion “having had an accident” which is a valid 
reason to be borne in mind, according to the speaker’s thought, for being late, which is the 
proposition expressed in the protasis. However, one may argue that “having had an accident” 
cannot be deemed the only possible reason for being late, as there could have been other 
reasons. Therefore, it is sometimes more accurate to say that Inferential conditionals present 
the most relevant reasoning relation between the two clauses.57  I said “sometimes” because 
in some cases, an Inferential conditional sentence denotes the only reasoning relation as in 
(S.23): 
S. 23)  If she is divorced, (then) she has been married.58 
Here, the state of “being divorced” undoubtedly concludes the state of “being married” 
before,59 which is the only conclusion to be valid for the proposition expressed in the protasis.  
                                                             
50 Ibid.  
51 Dancygier (2006), p. 87. Sweetser (1990), p. 116 calls the type “epistemic”. This term has been critiqued by 
Elder (2014), p. 71 who describes it as misleading because the epistemic modal verb can be inserted in the 
apodosis of Content conditionals just as in Inferential ones. 
52 Ibid.  
53 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 284. 
54 Ibid.  
55 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 2. 
56 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 43. 
57 Ibid. 
58 Sweetser (1990), p. 116. 
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One main semantic differenc between Content and Inferential conditionals is the nature of the 
link between the two clauses; Content conditionals concern the way in which the protasis 
affects the apodosis in terms of causality or enablement, while Inferential conditionals focus 
on the method of providing the information given, i.e. the logical method.60 Let us consider 
the following made-up Arabic examples: (S.24-25) 
S. 24)  idh[ dh[kara Kh[lidun jayyidan fa-sawfa yanja+u f\ al-ikhtib[ri. 
رابتخلاا يف حجني فوسف أديج دلاخ ركاذ اذإ 
If Kh[lid studies well, he will pass the exam.  
S. 25)  idh[ naja+a Kh[lidun f\ al-ikhtib[ri fa-qad dh[kara jayyidan. 
 ركاذ دقف رابتخلاا يف دلاخ حجن اذإ  اديج 
If Kh[lid passed the exam, he must have studied well. 
In (S.24), the propositional content of the apodosis comes out as a result of the proposition of 
the protasis, i.e. Kh[lid’s being able to pass the exam will be caused by his studying well. 
That is to say the speaker is interested in showing the result that can emerge from the content 
of the protasis. By contrast, in (S.25), the speaker is interested in showing his logical 
conclusion for what is expressed in the protasis, which is the case of Kh[lid have being able 
to pass the exam. This may come as a result of the proposition expressed in the apodosis. 
Because of these different semantic relations between the two sentences, (S.24) can be 
classed as a Content conditional, while (S.25) is better classed as an Inferential conditional. 
This distinction between the two classes has also been recognised by those who are interested 
in English conditionals.61 They assert that Content conditionals can be formulated as follows: 
“if p (the protasis), as a result q (the apodosis)” which means that there is a causal link from 
the protasis to the apodosis. Inferential conditionals, by contrast, can be formulated as 
follows: “if p, it means that q” which means that considering the protasis will lead to 
providing the conclusion expressed in the apodosis. It is also formulated as “if p, it is because 
of q” which makes it plain that the protasis is caused by the apodosis. Thus, there is a reverse 
causal link that moves from the apodosis to the protasis.62 Because of this, (S.22.a) above is 
categorised as having an inferential relation between the two clauses since the causal link is 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
59 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 2. 
60 Elder (2014), pp. 70-71. 
61 Dancygier (2006), p. 86; Elder (2014), pp. 75-76.  
62 Ibid.  
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presented in reverse. i.e. the case of Mary being late is likely to be caused by going to the 
dentist. 
According to the data of MWA conditionals, it is generally acceptable in Inferential 
conditionals to insert the lexical expression h[dh[ ya<n\ (this means)when  -fapreceded by  63 
the apodosis involves a declarative statement as in (S.26): 
S. 26) in hiya a~arrat <al[ al-rajuli wa adkhalathu li-yashraba al-sh[ya fa-h[dh[ ya<n\ annan\ 
sa-abq[ <al[ h[dh[ al-wa#<i li-fatratin %aw\lah. 
ةليوط ةرتفل عضولا اذه ىلع ىقبأس يننأ ينعي اذهف ياشلا برشيل هتلخدأو لجرلا ىلع ترصأ يه نإ 
If she insists that the man should come in to have tea, this means that I will remain 
here «waiting for her outside» for a long time.64 
The phrase h[dh[ ya<n\ is, of course, not always overtly inserted. This suggests that those 
Inferential conditionals, which do not explicitly exhibit this phrase, accept its implicit 
interpretation. Consider (S.27 and S.28):     
S. 27) in kunta ta&unnu anna suhayra tadhkuraka fa-anta ghal%[nu. 
ناطلغ تنأف كركذت ريهس نأ ّنظت تنك نإ 
 If you think that Suhayr still remembers you, then you are a mistaken.65 
S. 28)  idh[ i<taqadta annan\ siy[siyyun a+n\ ra>s\ li-l-<aw[~ifi d[>iman fa-anta <al[ kha%a>in. 
.أطخ ىلع تنأف  اـمئاد فصاوعلل يسأر ينحأ ّيسايس يّننأ تدقتعا اذإ 
If you think that I am the type of politician who bows his head easily, then you are 
mistaken.66  
In both examples, the nature of the link between the two clauses accepts the interpretation of 
“this means” before the apodosis in order to imply an inference; in (S.27), thinking that 
Suhayr is still remembering you means that you are mistaken, in (S.28), having the thought 
that the speaker is a weak politician who bows his head means that the addressee is wrong.  
As can be seen from the examples above, the apodoses are declarative statements which 
convey a truth value. Therefore, the apodoses cannot be in the imperative or interrogative 
                                                             
63 Dancygier (2006), p. 88 speaks of inferential English conditionals. She maintains that an inferential 
conditional can plausibly accept the phrase “it means that” between the two clauses.    
64 Jub]r (2000), p. 47. 
65 Jub]r (2000), p. 121. 
66 |ann[ (2004), p. 100. 
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mood since these “do not have a truth value”.67 However, rhetorical questions are exceptional 
and can occur in the apodosis of Inferential conditionals. These are defined as those questions 
that deliver statements in their implication in order to make a point rather than expecting an 
answer.68 Let us consider the following examples and their interpretations. (S.29-30): 
S. 29)  idh[ k[na amal\ lan yata+aqqaqa, m[ jadw[ dafni al-ra>si f\ al-rim[li. 
.لامرلا يف سأرلا نفد ىودج ام ققحتي نل يلمأ ناك اذإ 
If my dream will not come true, what is the point of burying my head in the sand?69 
S. 30)  man dh[ alladh\ ayqa&an\ in lam takun anta? 
؟تنأ نكت مل نإ ينظقيأ يذلا اذ نم 
If you have not woken me up, who has?70 
In (S.29), the speaker assumes that her dream is unlikely to come real; therefore, she is 
wondering rhetorically what the point is of burying her head in the sand.71 However, she does 
not mean to utter an informational question; she is actually attempting to convey a point by 
expressing it in this particular way, which is drawing a negative statement as she wants to 
say: there is no point of burying my head in the sand and remaining silent and a coward. In 
(S.30), the speaker is not really asking the addressee a question and waiting for an answer. He 
wants to convey a message that indicates that the addressee is the one who has woken the 
speaker up. Hence, the sentence can be paraphrased as follows: if you are not the one who 
has woken me up, no one has done it, so surely you have done it. In both examples, the 
underlined interpretations can act as conclusions for their premises that are expressed in the 
protases. The same observation has been seen in English Inferential conditionals where the 
apodosis involves a rhetorical question. Consider (S.31 and S.32): 
S. 31)  If we do not help, who will?72 
S. 32) If John was in the house at the time, does that make him the murderer?73 
 (S.31) can be read as follows: “If we do not help, no one will”. In (S.32), the apodosis 
conveys a denial which can be read as follows: “surely, that does not make him a murderer”.74     
                                                             
67 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 286. 
68 Quirk et al. (1972), p. 401. Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 286 call it “assertoric question”. 
69 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 165. 
70 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 105. 
71 The expression “to bury the head in the sand” is a metonym that signifies the state of deliberately ignoring 
unpleasant facts.  
72 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 286 
73 Ibid.  
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One of the salient features of inferential conditionals is the dominant occurrence of the 
connector fa- at the beginning of the apodosis this connector emphasises the force of 
inferencing similar to that denoted by the English adverb ‘then’. In my view, it seems that 
inserting the connector fa- before the apodosis signifies that the protasis and the apodosis are 
strongly interrelated since their link would appear otherwise not straightforward (see: S.26-28 
mentioned above). This also explains the common phenomenon of the English adverb ‘then’, 
which can be seen as an equivalent of fa-, in the context of Inferential conditionals, and 
which is to preserve the strong link between the two clauses.75 Consider (S.33): 
S. 33) In other words, if it is not Halcion and it is no dream, then it has got to be 
literature.76 
The data of MWA shows that the acceptability of inserting fa- before the apodosis of 
Inferential conditional is conditioned by the apodosis being  in the declarative mood since fa- 
can be dropped when the apodosis is a rhetorical question as exemplified in S.29 above. 
Another remarkable feature that helps to distinguish Inferential conditionals from the other 
types is that their apodoses can be appropriately lexicalized by verbs that denote an act of 
thinking such as a<taqid (think). Consider (S.34 and S.35): 
S. 34) wa l[kinnan\ a<taqidu anna am\na al-shu<bati sa-yagh#abu f\-m[ idh[ <arafa bi-
sahratin[ h[dhihi al-laylata. 
.ةليللا هذه انترهسب فرع اذإ اميف بضغيس ةبعشلا نيمأ نأ دقتعأ يننكلو 
However, I think that the head of the unit will be angry if he knows about our staying 
up late that night.77 
S. 35) wa idh[ k[nati al-#ar]ratu taq#\ bi-an natruka li-l-t[r\khi al-adabiyyi an ya+kuma 
<al[ h[dhihi al-riw[yati (sharq al-mutawassi%), fa-a<taqidu annahu mina al-jubni wa 
al-<[ri an nahruba mina al-qa#[y[ al-s[khinati wa al-h[mmati. 
 ةياورلا هذه ىلع مكحي نأ يبدلأا خيراتلل كرتن نأب يضقت ةرورضلا تناك اذإو)طسوتملا قرش ( دقتعأف
ةماهلاو  ةنخاسلا اياضقلا نم برهن نأ راعلاو نبجلا نم هنأ. 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
74 Ibid. 
75 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 10. Dancygier (2006), pp. 179, 182. 
76 Dancygier (2006), pp. 179. 
77 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 16. 
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If it is necessary to let literary history to judge this novel (East Mediterranean), then I 
believe it will be cowardly and shameful to evade «addressing» such controversial and 
significant issues.78 
It seems that the verb a<ataqid draws a potential dividing line between Inferential and other 
types of conditionals since the former is related to the speaker’s deductive view which is 
expressed by these kinds of verbs. Another support for my potential view is that if we take 
out the verb a<taqid from the examples above, the sentence is best interpreted as holding a 
causal link between the contents of the two clauses. Hence, it will belong to the Content 
domain of conditional sentence. I will re-write (S.34) again without inserting the verb a<taqid: 
S. 34.a) idh[ <arafa am\nu al-shu<bati  bi-sahratin[ h[dhihi al-laylata sa-yagh#abu.  
بضغيس ةليللا هذه انترهسب ةبعشلا نيمأ فرع اذإ 
  If the head of the unit knows about our staying up late that night, he will get angry.79 
Here, the speaker does not infer his¦her personal deduction. Instead, he attempts to build a 
causal link between the contents of the two clauses (i.e. the head of the unit knowing about 
our party makes undoubtedly him angry), while, in the original sentence with the verb a<taqid 
in (S.34), the speaker attempts to show that the case of becoming angry is his personal 
inferential view, (i.e. the statement “the head of unit knows about our party tonight” leads 
him to conclude “the head is going to get angry”). Likewise, English displays similar 
behaviour in Inferential conditionals. It has been demonstrated by some linguists that when 
the apodosis is lexicalised by verbs that express an act of thinking or belief such as ‘I think’, 
‘I am convinced’, ‘I would say’, the conditional statement is more appropriately seen as 
inferential. Consider (S.36- 37): 
S. 36) If he comes, I think that there will be trouble.80 
S. 37) If her brother falls onto the hands of the police, I am convinced she will not go 
through with the scheme. 81  
 Another characteristic of Inferential conditionals is their behavior in terms of Sequentiality 
(putting one thing after another) which has already been mentioned as having a strong 
relation with Content conditionals. It seems to me that the trend of Arabic Inferential 
                                                             
78 Mun\f (2003), p. 189. 
79 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 16. 
80 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 287. 
81 Ibid. 
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conditionals is not to exhibit sequential temporal order between the events¦actions expressed 
in the two clauses, which means that the content of the protasis does not have to occur before 
the one in the apodosis. Consider (S.38): 
 
S. 38) idh[ k[na dh[lika tafk\rahu fa-huwa s[dhijun. 
اذإ جذاس وهف هريكفت كلذ ناك 
  If this is what he thinks, then he is naive.82  
It would not be acceptable to consider that the person that is talked about has become naive 
as a result of the speaker discovering his way of thinking. Instead, the two states of affairs 
can be seen as simultaneous. It would, however, be plausible to say that the two actions 
expressed in Inferential conditionals can appear in reverse sequence, i.e. the action¦state in 
the apodosis occurs before the one in the protasis. Since I did not find an example in my data 
that supports this point, I will consider the following made-up Arabic sentence: (S.39) 
S. 39) in lam ya+#ur Kh[lidun al-i+tif[la fa-rubbam[ qad dhahaba il[ ziy[rat\ ummihi. 
 مل نإرضحي  دلاخلافتحلاا ف ةرايز ىلإ بهذ دق امبرهمأ. 
          If Kh[lid does not attend the ceremony, then he might have gone to visit his mother.  
We can conclude as Dancygier and Elder point out in the context of English that Inferential 
conditionals hold reverse temporal order or at least need not present sequential order between 
the events expressed in the two clauses, besides the reverse causal link as elaborated above.83 
This will help to establish a potential distinction between Inferential and Content 
conditionals. Consider the following English examples: (S.40-42): 
S. 40) If you drop this glass, it will break.84 
S. 41) If Mary is late, she went to the dentist.85 
S. 42) If the baby is asleep, Mary «must be» typing.86 
 (S.40) is a representative of Content conditionals since it a presents causal link that runs 
from the protasis to the apodosis, and it indicates that the action expressed in the protasis 
necessarily occurs before the one expressed in the apodosis. In other words, dropping the 
                                                             
82 Dab[bnah  (2000), p. 16. 
83 Dancygier (2006), p. 77, 88; Elder (2014), p. 73. 
84 Dancygier (2006), p. 82. 
85 Ibid. p. 86. 
86 Ibid. p. 77. 
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glass must precede breaking it in order to be a valid cause. (S.41) and (S.42) are 
representatives of Inferential conditionals since the former presents a reverse causal link that 
runs from the apodosis to the protasis, and it exhibits reverse temporal order, i.e. being at the 
dentist occurred before Mary being late, while, the latter presents simultaneous actions; the 
baby being asleep occurs at the same time as Mary typing. However, it could be said there is 
a sequential order in inferential process in conditionals because the knowledge expressed in 
the protasis always precedes the conclusion expressed in the apodosis, i.e. my knowledge 
about the state of someone or something always precedes my deductive conclusion. This is 
actually different from the sequentiality notion adopted on the content level, which enforces a 
sequential order between the events themselves.87    
To sum up, it seems that there are several factors that provide potential distinctions between 
Content and Inferential conditionals; namely accepting the insertion of some particular verbs 
or phrases, the nature of their relation with the causal link and their relation with the 
sequential order.  
Finally, some of the inferential examples in the data can provide ‘even if’ readings (i.e. a 
concessive interpretation). Declerck and Reed call this particular case “non-preclusive 
inferential”.88 This basically means that one might expect the proposition expressed in the 
protasis to preclude the occurrence of the one denoted by the apodosis so there is already a 
previously expected understanding on the speaker’s part, such that the addressee may think 
that a particular event or fact (which is in the protasis) would prevent the occurrence of 
another event or fact (which is in the apodosis).89 Let us now put this in practice and consider 
the following example: (S.43  (  
S. 43) law nazaln[ bi-<iddati al-jayshayni il[ al-ni~fi +usb[nan li-l-mub[laghati wa jahli al-
+aq\qati la-m[ k[na ni~fu h[dha al-<adadi bi-al-shay>i al-qal\li. 
 فصنلا ىلإ نيشيجلا ةدعب انلزن ولليلقلا ءيشلاب ددعلا اذه فصن ناك امل ةقيقحلا لهجو ةغلابملل  انابسح. 
                                                             
87 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 12; Dancygier (2006), pp. 86, 88 speak of English inferential 
conditionals. 
88 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 290. 
89  Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 290. 
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«Even» If we reduced the munitions of the two armies by half, bearing in mind the 
exaggeration and ignorance of the truth, half of that number would not be little.90 
In (S.43), it is important to consider the context in which this sentence is uttered: the speaker 
is describing the Roma army which was divided into two parts. According to the historian, 
the number of the soldiers of the two parts was estimated at around 310,000. Then, the 
speaker assumes that if we were to cut this number in half; as it could be exaggerated), so 
then making it 155,000, the addressee would infer it was not a huge army. Therefore, the 
speaker takes this possible inference and then draws the conclusion that this number of 
soldiers is still very high compared to the Muslim army which was estimated at around 
50,000 soldiers. As we can see, this kind of logical inference is primarily driven by pragmatic 
principles because it involves a strong communicative link between the speaker and the 
addressee. These kinds of sentences are better to be described as “indirect inferential” 
because the speaker does not directly infer the conclusion from the premise. Instead, he¦she 
predicts that the addressee may infer a particular conclusion which precludes the premise. In 
English, by contrast, non-preclusive inferential conditionals are normally motivated by the 
compound particle ‘(even) if’. Consider (S.44) 
S. 44) (Even) if he was there at the time of the murder, he did not do it.91 
In this example, ‘(even) if’ plays the role of indicating that the proposition expressed in the 
protasis does not prevent the occurrence of the one expressed in the apodosis. 
5.3.3. Speech act conditional: 
The term ‘Speech act’ refers to an utterance that requires the enactment of a performance; it 
is sometimes called a “perfomative utterance”.92 It means “the uttering of a linguistic 
expression whose function is not just to say things, but actively to perform acts”,93 such as 
asking a question, making a request or suggestion and giving advice.94  
                                                             
90 Al-<Aqq[d (2000), p. 126. 
91 Ibid. 
92 Leech (1988), p. 176. 
93 Huang (2012), p. 290. 
94 For more regarding the definition of Speech acts, see Trask (1999), pp. 228, 285; Sadock (1974), pp. 9-10. I 
would like to pay attention to an important point here: since the notion of speech acts is related to pragmatics, it 
plays an essential role in providing some discourse functions. However, in this section, I will only concentrate 
on the nature of the link of the two clauses within the domain of speech acts without aiming to go deeper in 
analysing their discourse function aspects unless it is necessary to point these out.  
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Some linguists prefer to call the type of conditional linked to it “Discourse conditionals”.95 In 
this type of conditional, the two clauses show a weak dependency,96 and the relation between 
them is deemed to be indirect because the contents are not interdependent on each other in 
terms of occurrence or existence, or at least the dependency is weak because of its 
implicitness.97 That is why this type of relation between the two clauses is seen as an indirect 
one.98 However, this does not mean that they are not relevant. They actually show a harmony 
that is pragmatically motivated which requires an implicit interpretation in order to clarify the 
connection between the two propositions that are expressed in the protasis and the apodosis. 
This type of conditionals is sometimes labelled as a “Relevance conditional”.99 In terms of 
the Sufficiency Hypothesis, “the protasis is asserted to be a sufficient condition for a speech 
act about the apodosis”,100 which means that the consideration of the performative utterance 
presented in the apodosis is sufficiently justified by the content of the protasis. In doing so, 
Sweetser provides the following reading which is acceptable for all Speech act conditionals: 
“if (the protasis), then let us consider that I perform this speech act (i.e. the one represented as 
the apodosis)”.101 Let us now consider the following English example before we proceed with 
our analysis (S.45): 
S. 45) If I have not already asked you to do so, please sign the guest book before you go.102 
This sentence can be read as follows “for the purpose of our interaction, we will consider that 
I will make the following request if I did not previously make it”.103 In other words, the 
request “sign the guest book before you go” is pragmatically driven by the possible 
circumstance of not previously asking this before. In this way, we can clearly grasp the 
relation between the two clauses.  The sufficiency hypothesis is operative in an indirect way 
because of the need of some implicit phrases and structures to be considered. Functionally, 
the speaker has uttered the sentence in this way, apparently in order to be polite with the 
addressee, rather than to produce a direct, imperative sentence. As can be clearly seen, the 
                                                             
95 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 13. 
96 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 13; Dancygier (2006), pp. 89. 
97 Quirk et al. (1985), p. 1095. 
98 Ibid. See also Bhatt and Pancheva (2006), p. 664; Elder (2014), p. 79. 
99 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 320. 
100 Van der Auwera (1986), pp. 202-203. 
101 Sweetser (1990), p. 121. 
102 Sweetser (1990), p. 118.  
103 Ibid. p: 118. 
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relational dependency between the two clauses is not explicit; therefore, an implicit reading 
has to be considered in order to find a sufficient correlation between the two propositions.  
Concerning the present data, MWA conditionals unmistakably show interaction with Speech 
act in the relation between the protasis and the apodosis. Based on the conventional typology 
of speech acts, the utterance in the apodosis normally presents one of the following different 
types of sentence: declarative, interrogative or imperative104 (Figure 9) below. This division 
is justified by formal and semantic criteria as well as functional ones. From a formal 
perspective, each one of these types displays distinctive syntactic features. In the declarative 
domain, the sentence exhibits the fundamental elements of the sentence, which are namely: 
subject ± predicate. In the case of Arabic, these consist of either a noun plus another element 
(i.e. nominal sentence) or verb and noun (i.e. verbal sentence).105 In the interrogative domain, 
the sentence normally starts with a particle of question, and a question mark is normally used 
to close the sentence in the written format or there is an interrogative intonation pattern in the 
spoken format.106 In the imperative domain, the sentence starts with a verb with no overt 
subject, and it cannot be modified by auxiliary verbs.107  
On the semantic side, the distinction between the three types can be seen in the fact of each 
one of them carrying a different interpretation (i.e. moods): declaratives denote a statement 
which can be true or false, interrogatives deliver a question which requires an answer, 
imperatives are associated with the uttering of commands.108 On the functional side, each type 
generally performs a different communicative role set up between the speaker and the 
addressee. Declarative utterances imply that the speaker instructs the addressee to add the 
content in his¦her pragmatic information; interrogative utterances are seen as an instruction 
that is delivered by the speaker to the addressee to provide a response to the utterance; 
imperative utterances mean that the speaker instructs the addressee to carry out the action that 
is induced by the utterance.109   
                                                             
104 Al-Moutaouakil (2012), p. 276. For this division from a universal point of view, see Van Der Auwera (1985), 
p. 53; Dik (1997 a), p. 301. 
105 Badawi et al. (2004), p: 306; Alsuhaibani (2012), p. 61. 
106 Quirk et al. (1985), p. 815; Badawi et al. (2004), p. 685. 
107 Grundy (2000), p. 59; al-Suhaibani (2012), p. 116. 
108 Van Der Auwera (1985); p. 54; Plamer (1986), p. 26 
109 See these functional distinctive features for each type of utterance in Dik (1997 a), p. 302; Hengeveld and 
Mackenzie (2008), p. 71. 
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Figure 9. Sentence moods in the apodosis of Speech act conditionals. 
 
A. Declarative mood:  
In this type of structure, the speaker utters a conditional sentence that serves some 
communicative purposes, such as (i) informing the addressee by giving him¦her advice or 
making a suggestion (ii) declaration of performing action.  
i) Informing the addressee (S.46 and S.47): 
 
S. 46) idh[ aradti ra>y\ al-+aq\qiyya fa-yajibu an ta~mud\ wa tu+[rib\ li-l-nih[yati. 
 يبراحتو يدمصت نأ بجيف يقيقحلا ييأر تدرأ اذإةياهنلل. 
If you want my real advice, you must stand firm and fight to the end. 110 
 
S. 47) law aradt\ ra>y\ fa-inn\ l[ an~a+u bi-naqli ayyin mina al-khabarayni ilayhi wa huwa 
f\ +[latihi tilka. 
كلت هلاح يف وهو هيلإ نيربخلا نم يأ لقنب حصنأ لا ينإف يأر ِتدرأ ول 
If you want my advice, bearing his current condition in mind, I would not tell him any 
of the two pieces of news.111 
Here, the speaker’s message to the addressee is to instruct and inform her to bear in mind a 
piece of advice; “the necessity of being resistant” in (S.46), “the recommendation of not 
telling the person any news while he is in that condition” in (S.47). As can be seen, the 
speaker paves the way for his intended information (advice), which is expressed in the 
                                                             
110 Al-<Ulayy[n  (2010), p. 48. 
111 Ibr[h\m (2010), p. 136. 
Sentence moods in the 
apodosis of Speech act 
conditionals
Declarative Interrogative Imperative 
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apodosis, by setting up an ostensible conditional statement in the protasis which actually does 
not affect the truth of the apodosis.112 Hence, we can read (S.46) and (S.47) as follows 
respectively: “my advice, even if you do not want to follow it, is that you must stand firm”. “I 
do not recommend that you to tell him any news while he is in that condition. This is my 
opinion even if you do not want to follow it”.  
ii) Declaring of performing action. (S.48): 
 
S. 48) wa idh[ k[na l[-budda min mawqifin iz[>a h[dh[ fa-innan\ aqifu #idda ayyi <amalin 
yuwa&&afu li-tazy\fi shakh~iyyat\ aw nu~]~\. 
 فنييزتل فنظوي لنمع يأ دنض فنقأ يننإنف )انهفلأ ينتلا هتيحرنسم ةقرنس( اذنه ءازإ فنقوم ننم دب لا ناك اذإو
وأ يتيصخش يصوصن. 
If it is necessary to take action against this (i.e. plagiarising the play he wrote), I 
oppose any action taken to forge my character or my writings.113  
Here, the content of the apodosis represents an allegation which leads to the speaker’s 
performative utterance. The protasis acts as a preparatory point for what comes after, which is 
the declaration of the speaker’s attitude against immoral behaviour that falsifies his character 
and writings. It is possible that the protasis presents the reason why the speaker utters that 
performative action expressed in the apodosis,114 i.e. the necessity of posing an action toward 
plagiarising his play is the reason for his declaration of that particular attitude. Declerck and 
Reed exemplify this by the following English sentence (S.49): 
S. 49) If my niece comes to the party, I warn you to stay away from her.115  
The protasis of this sentence expresses the reason for the performative utterance given in the 
apodosis.  
One common example in Speech act conditional in English is what is known as “biscuit 
conditionals”: (S.50) 
S. 50) There are biscuits on the sideboard if you want them.116 
                                                             
112 One reason behind this is that this type of conditional expression is regarded as “indirect” in Quirk et al.’s 
sense. See also: Elder and Jaszczolt (2013), p. 17. 
113 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 45. See more examples in: Mun\f (2003), pp. 39, 176. 
114 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 326. 
115 Ibid., p. 327. 
116 Austin (1961), p. 210. 
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The role of the apodosis here is to pass information to the addressee in a similar way to the 
Arabic examples above (S.47-48). Sweester maintains the following reading for (S.50): “if 
you want biscuits, then (let us consider that) I inform you that there are biscuits on the 
sideboard”.117 Yet, the speaker may intend to convey further message to the addressee 
beyond the surface information. That is to say the speaker is allowing the addressee to feel 
free to have some biscuits. Thus, the following reading can be considered: “I hereby offer 
you some biscuits on the sideboard, if you want them”118 or “there are biscuits on the 
sideboard, have some if you want”.119 We can see this phenomenon in MWA conditionals. 
The following example is a comparable case: (S.51)  
S. 51) idh[ taqaddamn[ fa-al-jayshu aw al-algh[mu bi-al-inti&[ri. 
اذإ انمدقت شيجلاف وأ ماغللأا راظتنلااب 
If we move forward, there are the army «of the enemy» or mines awaiting «for us».120 
This sentence is uttered by a revolutionary talking to his group. He wants to inform them that 
if they decide to go forward, they must be aware that they are going to be faced either by 
enemy troops or mines. He is actually giving his addresses a warning. Hence, the sentence 
can be acceptably read as follows: I warn you there is the army of the enemy or planted 
mines, if you decide to move forward.  
B. Interrogative mood: 
The interrogative mood represents the second form of the apodosis in a speech act relation 
between the two clauses. Generally speaking, in this type, the speaker aims not to utter a 
sentence (in the apodosis) that carries a truth value because it does not refer to any sort of 
belief with respect to its existence.121 Hence, in conditional sentences, the link between the 
protasis and the apodosis is not related to the truth of both of the two clauses. The truth value 
can only be seen in the protasis proposition which plays a role in inducing the speaker to utter 
that particular question in the apodosis.122 Hence, the relation between the two clauses shows 
relevancy. For the sake of clarity, we will consider the following English example (S.52): 
                                                             
117 Sweetser (1990), p. 119. 
118 Ibid.  
119 Elder (2014), p. 81. 
120 Jub]r (2000), p. 56. 
121 Van Der Auwera (1985), p. 50; Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 287. 
122 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 328; Gabrielatos (2010), p. 264. 
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S. 52) If you are not going to do it, who is?123 
This sentence can be read as follows: “I hear you are not going to do it. This induces me to 
ask the question; who is going to do it?”124 It must be stressed that the question has to be an 
information question in which the speaker seeks an answer.125 This excludes rhetorical 
questions that retain their truth value. We mentioned earlier that these rhetorical questions 
belong to the Inferential conditional class, which was discussed in the previous section.  
Generally speaking, Arabic, like in many other languages, has two sub-types of information 
question: Polar questions (ta~d\q. lit. verification) and Content questions (ta~awwur. lit. 
conception). The first one seeks an answer that confirms an idea which may or may not 
pertain to the response, which would be either na<am (yes) or l[ (no). The second one seeks, 
as a result of limited knowledge about an activity or state, an answer that reveals the 
identification of an entity, which can be a subject, object, complement and so on.126 In the 
present data, both sub-types of information question are found in the apodosis. Let us take 
them in turn: 
i) Apodosis with a polar question: 
This is usually marked by the particle hal: (S.53-54) 
S. 53) ufakkiru law annan\ <ummirtu +att[ al-tham[n\na hal sa-atamatta<u bi-mithli 
nash[%ihi wa +ayawiyyatihi? 
؟هتيويحو هطاشن لثمب عتمتأس له نينامثلا ىتح تّرمع يننأ ول ركفأ 
I am thinking if I lived as long as eighty, would I enjoy my activity and vitality as the 
same as him?127 
S. 54) hal hun[ka m[ naq]luhu la-hu idh[ <[da? 
 ام كانه له؟داع اذإ هل هلوقن 
Is there something we should tell him when he gets back?128  
                                                             
123 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 328. 
124 Ibid.  
125 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 328 call it “non-assertoric question”.  
126 See: Quirk et al. (1972), pp: 50, 52; Dixon (2012), vol. 3. p. 377. For the case of Arabic see: al-H[shim\ 
(1978), pp. 85-86; Badawi et al. (2004), p. 685. 
127 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 43. 
128 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 35.  
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In (S.53), the sentence can be read as follows: the situation of reaching eighty makes me ask 
whether I would be able to maintain my activity and vitality so I could enjoy my life. 
Likewise, (S.54) can be paraphrased as follows: since there is a probability that he will be 
back, I wonder if there is an important thing you would like me to pass it to him.   
The question expressed in the apodosis can, however, be negative. In this case, it is composed 
of the question particle a (²hamzah) and a negative device such as laysa:129 (S.55) 
S. 55) wa in +adatha <aksu dh[lika y[ M[ward\, a-laysa al-af#alu qa%<a al-%ar\qi <al[ m[ sa-
yant[buka min tilka al-makh[wifi allat\ tu+\%u bika. 
 سكع ثدح نإوطيحت يتلا فواخملا كلت نم كباتنيس ام ىلع قيرطلا عطق لضفلأا سيلأ ،يدروام اي كلذ ؟كب 
M[ward\, if the opposite was true, would it be better to stop worrying? 130   
The difference between the positive and negative question is that the particle na<am (yes) is 
used with the former to give an affirmitve answer, while the latter requires the particle bal[ 
(yes, certainly) for an affirmative answer because a negative answer is implied in the 
question. 131  
ii) Apodosis with content questions:  
In this form of the apodosis, the question is marked by interrogative pronouns, such as man 
(who), lim[dh[ (why), m[dh[ (what) m[ (what) or interrogative adverbs such as kam (how 
many¦much):132 (S.56-60): 
S. 56) in k[nat <i~[b[tu al-Asadi allat\ yusamm]nah[ al-jaysha al-s]riyya hiya al-aqw[ f\ 
al-man%iqati fa-lim[dh[ lam yuwa&&af h[dh[ al-jayshu al-<a&\mu li-ta+r\ri al-ar[#\ 
al-s]riyyati al-mu+tallati. 
 اذه فظوي مل اذاملف ةقطنملا يف ىوقلأا يه يروسلا شيجلا اهنومسي يتلا دسلأا تاباصع تناك نإ
تحملا ةيروسلا يضارلأا ريرحتل ميظعلا شيجلا؟ةل 
                                                             
129 laysa is the only negative device that has been attested in the current data in this particular context.  
130 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 185. See another example in: ibid. p. 31. 
131 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 701; Buckley (2004), p. 270. 
132 For a list of Arabic interrogative devices, see Mace (1998), p. 159; Buckley (2004), p. 670.   
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If al-Asad's gangs, which are known as the Syrian Army, are the strongest in the 
region, then, why do not we benefit from this great army to liberate the occupied 
Syrian lands?133 
S. 57) idh[ iftara#n[ anna kulla al-i<tir[#[ti <al[ ru>y[ki qad saqa%at m[dh[ yanbagh\ 
<alayn[ al-[na an nata~arrafa. 
.فّرصتن ْنأ نلآا انيلع يغبني اذام تطقس دق كايؤر ىلع تاضارتعلاا َّلك َّنأ انضرتفا اذإ 
If we assumed that all the objections to what you think had fallen, how should we act 
now?134 
S. 58) idh[ sh[hadta <[jizan %alaba mus[<adataka, m[ taf<alu? 
؟لعفت ام كتدعاسم بلط  ازجاع تدهاش اذإ 
If you come across a helpless person asking for your help, what will you do? 135 
S. 59) in kuntum kadh[lika lim[dh[ idhan saraqtum a<m[lan[? 
؟انلامعأ متقرس نذإ اذامل كلذك متنك نإ 
If you are like that, then why did you steal our work? 136 
S. 60) idh[ tazawwajta, kam waladan tufakkiru an tunjiba? 
؟بجنت نأ ركفت  ادلو مك تجوزت اذإ 
   If you get married, how many children do you think you will have? 137 
 
C. Imperative mood: 
The third mood which occurs in the apodosis is imperative, i.e. uttering a command that 
directs the addressee to perform a particular act. It is cross-linguistically acceptable that 
imperative constructions express directive Speech act functions, such as requests, giving 
advice, and warnings.138 Imperative sentences can be further divided into two sub-types: 
positive and negative. Both types have been recorded in the apodosis of MWA conditional 
                                                             
133 Saw[d\, S[miyah, ‘Inj[z[t Jaysh |[fi& al-Asad’, al-Quds al-<Arab\, 28¦2¦2014, p. 17. 
134 |ann[ (2004), p. 88. 
135 Jawdat (2004), p. 12. 
136 Al-Anb[r\  (2001), p. 48. 
137 Jawdat (2004), p. 12. 
138 König and Siemund (2007), p. 303. 
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sentences with the possibility of inserting and non-inserting the connector fa-. Another 
observation that emerges from the data is that the imperative mood has commonly been seen 
in the apodosis of conditional sentences which are expressed by idh[ or in. Let us take each 
type individually:  
i) Positive imperative: 
Two positive imperative forms have been attested: 
a) fi<lu al-amr (the verb of command) referring most often to the second person as the case 
of ir+al\ in (S.61), da< in (S.62) and iqfiz in (S.63): 
S. 61) wa l[kin idh[ aradti an tar+al\ fa-ir+al\ fawaran. 
 اذإ ْنكلو. اروف يلحراف يلحرت ْنأ ِتدرأ 
But if you wish to leave, do it immediately.139 
 
S. 62) fa-idh[ kunta qad rafa#ta Sa<dan fa-da<i al-zamana yud[w\ jir[+\. 
دعس تضفر دق تنك اذإف  ا يحارج يوادي نمزلا عدف 
If you have refused Sa<d’s offer «to be my husband», (then) let time heal the 
wounds.140  
S. 63) wa in lam tasta%i< fi<la dh[lika iqfiz mina al-n[fidhati y[ M[ward\. 
كلذ لعف عطتست مل نإو   لااح يدروام اي ةذفانلا نم زفقا 
   M[ward\, if you cannot do that, jump out of the window. 141 
b)  l[m al-amr (l[m of command) ± jussive (i.e. hortative forms),142  referring to second 
person as in (S.64) or first person plural as in (S.65) or third person as (S.66): 
S. 64) wa idh[ kunta kam[ dhakarta min an~[rihi fa-l-tu>ajjil ijr[>aka +att[ al-~ab[+i +att[ 
nastaw#i+a mawqifahu. 
هفقوم حضوتسن ىتح حابصلا ّىتح كءارجإ لّجؤتلف هراصنأ نم تركذ امك تنك اذإو 
                                                             
139 |ann[ (2004), p. 63. 
140 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 169. 
141 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 175. 
142 Ryding (2005), p. 632. 
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If you are, as you said, one of his supporters, then delay this matter till the morning 
so that his position becomes clearer.143 
S. 65) idh[ ~[rat ladayn[ jar\matun fa-l-nab+ath <an al-mustaf\di min wuq]<ih[. 
اهعوقو نم ديفتسملا نع ثحبنلف ةميرج انيدل تراص اذإ 
If a crime takes place, then we must search for the beneficiary.144  
S. 66) idh[ lam tanqul\ il[ al-Q[hirati fa-l-yakun f\ mak[nin qar\bin minh[. 
 ناكم يف نكيلف ةرهاقلا ىلإ يلقنت مل اذإاهنم بيرق 
 If you do not move to Cairo, then it must be a place near to it. 145 
As far as the data is concerned, and contrary to the previous form of imperative, the 
connector fa- has recorded a regularity of occurrence. 
ii)  Negative imperative: 
This is typically formed by l[  al-n[hiyah (the particle of prohibition) ± jussive146 as in 
(S.67): 
S. 67) wa <al[ ayyi +[lin in i+tajtum il[ shay>in fa-l[ tataraddad] f\ %alabihi minn\. 
ينم هبلط يف اوددرتت لاف ءيش ىلإ متجتحا نإ لاح يأ ىلعو 
In any case, should you have any queries or suggestions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 147 
Comparable cases to those of Arabic imperative mood from English conditionals are 
exemplified by the following: (S.68-69) 
S. 68) Prove it if you can.148 
S. 69) If you phone Mary, ask her to dinner.149 
One may ask what drives the speaker of natural languages to utter speech act sentence in the 
apodosis of conditional sentence. It seems there are two factors: 
                                                             
143 |ann[ (2004), p. 116. 
144 ‘Mur[qib Ikhw[n L\by[’, al-Quds al-<Arab\, 28¦2¦2014, p. 7. 
145 Al-Kayl[n\ (1981), p. 96. 
146 Al-H[shim\ (1978), p. 83. 
147 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 57. 
148 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 16. 
149 Van der Auwera (1986), p. 199. 
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First, the speaker wants to give a reason for the performative sentence that they use in the 
apodosis. This reason is expressed by the content of the protasis clause. For example, (S.57) 
mentioned above can be read as follows: “because it is possible to consider that all of your 
objections had fallen I am driven to ask the following question”. Similarly, (S.64) can be 
interpreted as follows: “because of the statement you have already addressed that you are one 
of his supporters I request you to delay your steps till the morning”. Hence, this interpretation 
suggests that there is a causal relation between the two clauses as Sweetser points out in the 
case of English Speech act conditionals. However, the Causality is not set up between the two 
contents of the two clauses. Instead, the causal reading suggests that the content of the 
protasis acts as a motivator for uttering that particular relevant speech act performance 
expressed in the apodosis. In other words, the state in the protasis causes the following 
speech act (which is in the apodosis).150 Consider the following English example, (S.45) 
mentioned above:  
S. 45)  If I have not already asked you to do so, please, sign the guest book before you go.151  
This sentence can be read as follows: since there is a possibility that I have not asked you to 
sign the guest book, I am making the request to do it now. Hence, the Causality is established 
at different level from those maintained in the context of Content and Inferential conditionals. 
In other words, it is not related to the propositional content of the two clauses.  
The second factor that contributes to Speech act conditionals is the desire to show courtesy in 
uttering the sentence, i.e. to make the performance in the apodosis courteous by uttering a 
particular relevant proposition in the protasis.152 This can be clearly seen in some examples 
above. For instance, in (S.46), the speaker prefers to frame his basic statement (which is in 
the apodosis) using a conditioning sentence in order to produce it in more courteous way 
which can be read as follows: “considering that you are interested in my advice I recommend 
you to resist and challenge your difficulties”. Without providing a statement expressed in the 
protasis, the proposition of the apodosis would be direct, which can be seen as a lack of 
politeness. (S.47) exemplified above can also be deemed to follow the same stream. Sweetser 
again adopts this factor as one of the motivators of Speech act conditionals, providing the 
following English example: (S.70) 
                                                             
150 Sweetser (1990), p. 118; Dancygier (2006), p. 90 speak of conditional speech act in English. 
151 Sweetser (1990), p. 118. 
152 Sweetser (1990), p. 118; Dancygier (2006), p. 90 speak of conditional speech act in English. 
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S. 70) If it is not rude to ask, what made you decide to leave IBM?153  
The speaker of this sentence shows of politeness by introducing the question with a polite 
expression which, consequently, implicitly provides the addressee with the option of whether 
he¦she wants to answer or not.154 
On final point that needs to be addressed here is the interaction between conditional Speech 
acts and the notion of Sequentiality between the two clauses. On the whole, this type of 
conditional does not retain the assumption of Sequentiality between the two propositions 
expressed in the two clauses.155 That is to say the speaker is not concerned with whether the 
event of the protasis occurs before the one expressed in the apodosis or vice versa. However, 
Sequentialty can happen at a different level. It can occur when we consider the time of the 
speech act (performance), which seems always to have present time value. The following 
English illustrates this matter: (S.71)  
S. 71) If you went to the party, was John there?156 
The protasis clearly carries a past time value. The apodosis is performed as a question that 
expresses an inquiry about the presence of John in the party. This question can be seen to be 
happening now. Hence, the sentence can be read as follows: “The possibility of being at the 
party yesterday induces me to ask now whether John was there or not”. In this manner, the 
two clauses display a sequential temporal order; the protasis occurred before the performance 
in the apodosis. The Arabic example mentioned above (S.62) can be used here as a 
comparable case: 
S. 62)   fa-idh[ kunta qad rafa#ta Sa<dan fa-da<i al-zaman yud[w\ jir[+\. 
دعس تضفر دق تنك اذإف  ا يحارج يوادي نمزلا عدف 
  If you have refused Sa<d’s offer «to be my husband», let time heal the wounds.157  
The protasis of this (S.62) presents a past action, which seems likely in terms of its 
occurrence, “rejecting Sa<d as the speaker’s future husband”, while the apodosis presents a 
performative sentence in the form of a request, which is regarded to have a present time 
value. Hence, the sentence holds sequential order between its parts. Nevertheless, this 
                                                             
153 Ibid.  
154 Ibid.  
155 Dancygier (2006), p. 89. 
156 Sweetser (1990), p. 120. 
157 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 169. 
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sequential order is not always applicable since some Speech act conditionals can display 
simultaneity between the two clauses as in (S.59) mentioned above:  
S. 59)  in kuntum kadh[lika lim[dh[ idhan saraqtum a<m[lan[. 
؟انلامعأ متقرس نذإ اذامل كلذك متنك نإ 
  If you are like that, then why did you steal our work? 158 
The propositional content of the protasis refers to a present state of affairs. This temporally 
coincides the speech act performed in the apodosis. Hence, we can conclude that even though 
if we consider the time of the speech act given in the apodosis, not its content, the issue of 
Sequentiality between the two clauses in Speech act conditionals seems unstable.  
5.3.4. Metalinguistic conditional: 
The term Metalinguistic in a conditional context (Dancygier used the term “Metatextual”) is 
concerned with where the role of the protasis is to comment on “linguistic characteristics 
such as form, pronunciation or choice of words” that are given in the apodosis.159 It gives 
attention on the appropriateness of a single word or expression. The protasis in a 
Metalinguistic conditional does not affect the propositional content of the apodosis in terms 
of real-world occurrence.160 Consider the following English example: (S.72-74) 
S. 72) I have come to offer my congratulations, if that is the right word.161 
S. 73) His style is florid, if that is the right word.162 
In (S.72), the protasis follows an assertive statement which is given in the apodosis. This 
statement contains the word “congratulations”. Since the speaker appears uncertain about the 
appropriateness of this word, he follows it with a comment on this word to check its 
suitability. Similarly, the speaker of (S.73) utters the protasis to comment of the 
appropriateness of the word “florid” given in the apodosis.     
I have found some examples in MWA conditionals in which their clauses present a 
metalinguistic relation. Consider the following examples: (S.74) 
S. 74) mimm[ yasta+iqqu al-dhikra anna ba<a#a al-fal[sifati k[na yata~awwaru anna h[dh[ 
al-+ubba l[ yaqta~iru nuf]dhuhu <al[ +ay[ti al-ins[ni wa la-+yaw[ni wa l[kin 
                                                             
158 Al-Anb[r\  (2001), p. 48. 
159 Elder (2015), p. 62.  
160 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 19; Dancygier (2006), p. 103. 
161 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 19. 
162 Quirk et al. (1972), p. 1096.  
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yata<add[hu il[ +ay[ti al-%ab\>ati nafsih[, il[ +ay[ti al-m[ddati aw il[ wuj]di al-
m[ddati idh[ r[<ayn[ al-diqqata. 
 ناويحلاو ناسنلإا ةايح ىلع هذوفن رصتقي لا بحلا اذه نأ روصتي ناك ةفسلافلا ضعب نأ ركذلا قحتسي اممو
و ىلإ وأ ةداملا ةايح ىلإ ،اهسفن ةعيبطلا ةايح ىلإ هادعتي نكلوةقدلا انيعار اذإ ةداملا دوج. 
It is worth mentioning that some philosophers conceived that the influence of love is 
not «only» limited to human and animal life, but also extends to natural life itself, to 
material life or, if we wish to be precise, to material existence.163 
The speaker of this sentence provides an assertive statement that reports some philosophers’ 
view toward the concept of ‘love’. This statement is not dependant on the proposition 
expressed in the protasis idh[ r[<ayn[ al-diqqata (if we wish to be precise). By contrast, the 
speaker is concerned with the accuracy of the expression il[ wuj]di al-m[ddati (to material 
existence) and aims to show his awareness of this by the commenting on it in the phrase 
presented in the protasis. As can be seen there is a metalinguistic communicative purpose 
which the speaker wants to achieve.  
It is worth mentioning that some of the Arabic Metalinguistic conditional examples display 
further functional aspects. One of the common aspects is that the role of the comment 
expressed in the protasis is to strengthen the assertability of the proposition given in the 
apodosis. This is syntactically marked by the form “conditional particle ± lam ± imperfect in 
the jussive mood” in the protasis. It seems that the most common particle used here is in. The 
following sentences are good examples of this phenomenon: (S.75-77) 
S. 75) lam yaqilla ma~\ru shaq\qat\ al-t[liyati Nad[ <an ma~\ri Su<[da in lam yakun akthara 
wa%>atan wa absha<a qaswatan. 
 نع ىدن ةيلاتلا يتقيقش ريصم لقي ملو ةأطو رثكأ نكي مل نإ داعس ريصمةوسق عشبأ 
The fate of my next sister Nad[ was as horrible and as shocking as Su<[da’s destiny, 
if not more tense and harsh.164 
S. 76) al-t[r\khu al-<arabiyyu l[-siyyam[ mundhu al-fatrati al-<uthm[niyyati ya#ijju bi-al-
>a+d[thi al-mu#allilati, in lam naqul al-z[>ifati. 
ةفئازلا لقن مل نإ ،ةللضملا ثادحلأاب جضي ،ةينامثعلا ةرتفلا ذنم اميس لاو ،يبرعلا خيراتلا 
Arab history, particularly since the Ottoman era, is replete with misleading events, if 
not false «one».165 
                                                             
163 Ma+f]& (2003), p. 59. 
164 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 22. 
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S. 77) ak[du ajzimu fawqa dh[lika bi-anna al-jam[<[ti al-wahh[biyyata mukhtaraqatun 
mina al-mukh[bar[ti al-s]riyyati, in lam takun ~an\<atah[. 
.اهتعينص نكت مل نإ ةيروسلا تارباخملا نم ةقرتخم ةيباهولا تاعامجلا نأب كلذ قوف مزجأ داكأ 
On top of that, I can almost assure you that the Wahhabi groups are infiltrated by the 
Syrian intelligence, if not created by them.166 
In (S.75), the speaker depicts the hideous situation in which her sister Nad[ suffered in her 
life. The speaker uses the negative expression in the protasis to affirm that Nad[‘s situation 
had an even greater severity than her sister Su<[d. Hence, the sentence can be read as follows: 
my expression (in the apodosis) implies that my sister Nad[‘s fate was as harsh as Su<[d’s 
fate, but this could be inaccurate as it seems that Nad[ suffered even more harshly than 
Su<[d.  
In the (S.76), the speaker gives his critique of Arab history, especially since the beginning of 
the Ottoman period. He expresses his doubt about this history because much of what have 
been written is deceptive. He strengthens his statement by a protasis which acts as a comment 
on the accuracy of the word mu#allilah (misleading). This comment indicates that what has 
been written is actually false. Similarly, the speaker of (S.77) strengthens the statement he 
gives in the apodosis: al-jam[<[ti al-wahh[biyyata mukhtaraqatun mina al-mukh[bar[ti al-
s]riyyati by the protasis which has a metalingustic role, i.e. it comments on the 
appropriateness of the word mukhtaraqatun. 
Declerck and Reed call this sort of English conditional sentence “boosting-P conditionals” 
because the protasis strengthens the statement given in the apodosis by constituting a stronger 
expression than the one in the apodosis. This is typically introduced by the particle ‘if’ 
followed by the negative marker ‘not’ (i.e. if not).167 Consider the following examples (S.78): 
S. 78) She is one of the best students, if not the best.168 
This sentence can be paraphrased as follows: she is one of the best students, perhaps even the 
best.169  
                                                                                                                                                                                             
165 Mun\f (2003), p. 198. 
166 Al-Afand\, <Abd al-Wahh[b, ‘F\ Mad+ al-Wahh[biyyah wa Dhammi |izb Allah’, al-Quds al-<Arab\, 
28¦2¦2014, p. 19. 
167 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 342. 
168 Ibid. 
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Dancygier, speaking of English conditionals, notices that Metalinguistic conditionals have the 
tendency to present the “apodosis ± protasis” order more than other orders. This is due to the 
fact that the comment expressed in the protasis focuses on a part of the apodosis proposition, 
and thus has to follow it.170  This seems to correspond to what has been found in the data of 
MWA Metalinguistic conditionals. 9 out 11 Metalinguistic examples take the “apodosis ± 
protasis” order (consider S.74-77 provided above), while only two examples take “protasis ± 
apodosis”. One of these examples is illustrated in (S.79): 
S. 79) l[kinnahu laysa mi~riyya al-intim[>i bal huwa ni~fu mi~riyyin wa ni~fu s]d[niyyin, 
aw in shi>n[ al-diqqata fa-huwa min u~]lin ta<]du li-qab\lati al-kun]zi wa hum 
yuq\m]na f\ al-man[%iqi al-+ud]diyyati al-mushtarakati bayna Mi~ra wa al-S]d[ni.  
 دوعت لوصأ نم وهف ةقدلا انئش نإ وأ ينادوس فصن و يرصم فصن وه لب ءامتنلاا يرصم سيل هنكل
.نادوسلاو رصم نيب ةكرتشملا ةيدودحلا قطانملا يف نوميقي مهو زونكلا ةليبقل 
He is not wholly Egyptian. Rather, he is half Egyptian and half Sudanese. To be 
more accurate, he originally belongs to the tribe of Kun]z, who live on shared the 
border between Egypt and the Sudan.171  
In (S.79), the speaker aims to utter an accurate statement regarding the descent of the person 
who he is talking about as his tribe live on the shared border between Egypt and Sudan. This 
statement is preceded by a protasis in shi>n[ al-diqqata which serves a metalinguistic purpose, 
i.e. indicating that what is coming after is likely to be the precise and appropriate expression 
to describe that person.   
The relation between Metalinguistic conditionals, on the one hand, and Causality and 
Sequentiality on the other, can be explained as follows:  the causal link between the two 
clauses can be established in an indirect way. That is to say the possibility of the 
inappropriateness of a particular word or expression mentioned in the apodosis plays a role in 
the form of a “cause” that forces the speaker to provide his her precautionary comment in 
order to prevent such a possibility. Thus, the causal link is not established between the two 
propositions directly, instead, it is perceived in the speaker’s mind. The issue of Sequentiality 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
169 Ibid. Dancygier (2006), pp. 142-144 has discussed this usage in English under what she calls “elliptical if-
clause” and labeled it as “scalar metatextual conditionals” because what comes in the protasis is seen to have a 
higher degree in a scale than the expression presented in the apodosis. 
170 Dancygier (2006), p. 106. 
171 Ibr[h\m (2010), p. 63. 
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seems not to be assumed by Metalinguistic conditionals. That is to say the two states of 
affairs provided in the two clauses do not have a temporal order. 
Metalinguistic conditionals are sometimes dealt with as being part of Speech act 
conditionals172 (which have been analysed in 5.3.3). The reason behind this is that both have 
the purpose of conveying communicative message between the interlocutors.173 Hence, both 
have been classed under “conversational conditionals” in some English linguistic studies.174 
In my analysis above, I follow Dancygier’s view that Speech act and Metalinguistic 
conditionals should be clearly distinguished, and the similarity between them does not mean 
they are identical. This is because of the following distinguishing features:175 
i)  The protasis of Speech act conditionals can be associated with different sentence types in 
the apodosis; namely: declarative, interrogative and imperative sentence, while the protasis 
of Metalinguistic conditionals typically accompanies a declarative sentence. According to 
the present analysis, the data confirms the validity of this claim in the context of MWA 
conditionals.  
ii) The nature of the comment provided by the two is slightly different; the protasis of a 
Speech act conditional makes a comment on the appropriateness of the act itself (e.g. 
asking question), while the protasis of Metalinguistic conditionals comments on the 
appropriateness of a word or phrase mentioned in the apodosis. Dancygier gives the 
following: (S.80) 
S. 80) If I have not already asked, when did you last see my husband - if I can still call him 
that.176 
The clause “if I have not already asked” acts as a polite expression for the sake of checking 
the appropriateness of delivering a question in this particular context, hence, it is viewed as 
speech act. Meanwhile, the clause “if I can still call him that” acts as a comment on the use of 
the phrase “my husband”, whether this is appropriate or not. Hence, it is a metalinguistic 
comment. This distinctive feature can also be clarified by the following two Arabic examples 
mentioned above: (S.46) and (S.76): 
S. 46) idh[ aradti ra>y\ al-+aq\qiyya fa-yajibu an ta~mud\ wa tu+[rib\ li-l-nih[yati. 
                                                             
172 Sweetser (1990), p. 118. 
173 Sweetser (1990), p. 118. 
174 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 4. 
175 See these three features in Dancygier (2006), pp. 105-106. 
176 Dancygier (2006), p. 106. 
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يدمصت نأ بجيف يقيقحلا ييأر تدرأ اذإ ةياهنلل يبراحتو. 
 If you want my real advice, you must stand firm and fight to the end. 177 
S. 76) al-t[r\khu al-<arabiyyu l[-siyyam[ mundhu al-fatrati al-<uthm[niyyati ya#ijju bi-al-
>a+d[thi al-mu#allilati, in lam naqul al-z[>ifati. 
ةفئازلا لقن مل نإ ،ةللضملا ثادحلأاب جضي ،ةينامثعلا ةرتفلا ذنم اميس لاو ،يبرعلا خيراتلا. 
Arab history, particularly since the Ottoman era, is replete with misleading events, if    
not false «one». 
It is clear that the protases of the two sentences act as comments on some aspect of the 
propositions expressed in their apodoses. However, the protasis of (S.46) comments on the 
appropriateness of the performance of the speech act, which is giving an opinion or a piece of 
advice, in which the speaker does not want to convey in a direct way. Thus, the utterance 
presented in the protasis hedges the one given in the apodosis.178 By contrast, the nature of 
the comment presented in the protasis in (S.76) is different. It focuses on whether the word 
al-mu#allilati, given in the apodosis, is accurate or not. The comment does not give any 
attention whether giving such an utterance or opinion, which is presented in the apodosis, is 
suitable or not. 
iii) Speech act conditional sentences equally accept the “protasis ± apodosis” and the “apodosis 
± protasis” orders as shown in many examples given in (5.3.3) above, while Metalinguistic 
conditionals, as mentioned above, typically have the “apodosis ± protasis” order.We have 
seen this order constitutes 9 out 11 of the total of metalinguistic conditionals.  
Finally, the English Metalinguistic conditional has been attested to present medial protasis 
position as in (S.81): 
S. 81) The number of the students, if you can call convicts that, is about 2000 now.179 
This pattern, by contrast, has not been observed in the current data of MWA.  
5.3.5. Identifying conditional: 
In this type, the protasis sets up a description or statement that acts as an identifying entity 
which plays the role of revealing the nature (or the description) of the content expressed in 
                                                             
177 Al-<Ulayy[n  (2010), p. 48. 
178 That is why Elder (2014), p. 114 calls speech act conditionals as “illocutionary force hedge”. 
179 Dancygier (2006), p. 153. 
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the apodosis. This type of conditional is rarely given attention by linguists.180 Athanasiadou 
and Dirven assert that even though Identifying conditionals do not present a causal relation 
between the protasis and the apodosis, the two parts are fairly interrelated in the sense that the 
description presented in the protasis is meant to fit what is uttered in the apodosis.181 Thus, we 
can say that the proposition expressed in the protasis is sufficient for considering the content 
of the apodosis via the relation between the identifying and identified entities. Let us take the 
following English sentence as an example (S.82): 
S. 82) If any part of the Bible is assuredly the very Word of God speaking through his 
servant, it is John’s Gospel.182 
Here, as can be observed, the protasis presents a particular description, which is the certainty 
of that part being the “Word of God speaking through his servant”, that can be a sufficient 
description to fit, in the view of the speaker, one part of the Bible, which is John’s Gospel. 
In addition to the absence of the causality aspect, it seems that identifying conditionals lack 
sequential order. That is to say that they do not involve a temporal sequence between the 
propositions expressed in the protasis and the apodosis. This suggests that the dependency 
between the propositional contents in the two clauses is not as those presented in Content and 
Inferential conditionals. 
MWA data shows a possibility of the occurrence of Identifying conditionals. According to 
the data, this type is dominantly expressed by the particle idh[. Moreover, it is noticeable that 
the apodosis is usually introduced by the emphatic inna which is preceded by the connector 
fa-, with an exception to the sub-type (iii) presented below. The analysis suggests that the 
identified entity in the apodosis can be classified in different categories: 
i) Identifying a desired action: (S.83) 
S. 83) wa idh[ k[nat wiz[ratu al-tarbiyati wa al-ta<l\mi bi-~adadi i~d[ri q[n]nin jad\din li-l- 
ta<l\mi bi-jam\<i mar[+ilihi fa-innahu mina al-#ar]riyyi tad[ruki m[ sabaqa min 
salbiyy[tin tata<allaqu bi-al-mu>assasati al-ta<l\miyyati wa bi-al-mu<allimi wa bi al-
tans\qi ma<a kulli mu>assas[ti al-dawlati al-ma<niyyati.  
                                                             
180 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 7 is the only source, as far as I know, that considers “Identifying 
conditional” as a distinctive type of English conditionals, which is pragmatically driven.   
181 Ibid.  
182 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 8. 
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 كرادت يرورضلا نم هنإف هلحارم عيمجب ميلعتلل ديدج نوناق رادصإ ددصب ميلعتلا و ةيبرتلا ةرازو تناك اذإ و
ب قلعتت تايبلس نم قبس ام.ةينعملا ةلودلا تاسسؤم لك عم قيسنتلابو ملعملابو ةيميلعتلا ةسسؤملا 
If the Ministry of Education is about to issue a new education law at all stages, it will 
be necessary to avoid the previous drawbacks in connection with both the educational 
institution and the teacher and in co-ordination with all state institutions concerned.183   
ii) Identifying an essential characteristic: (S.84) 
S. 84) wa idh[ k[nat Mi~ru al-Qad\matu hiya hibatu al-N\li – kam[ q\la – fa-inna m\zatah[ 
al-as[siyyata nashi>at min khil[li qudratih[ <al[ al-ta+akkumi bi-miy[hi al-N\li. 
و لينلا ةبه يه ةميدقلا رصم تناك اذإ– ليق امك –  ىلع اهتردق للاخ نم تأشن ةيساسلأا اهتزيم نإف
لينلا هايمب مكحتلا 
If Ancient Egypt was the gift of the Nile – as has been said, its central feature lied in 
its capacity to control the waters of the Nile.184 
iii)  Identifying a reason: 
In this category, the apodosis may be introduced by the lexical element fa-li->anna (because). 
This category seems to present a reverse causal link. i.e. because what is said in the apodosis, 
the protasis is seen to take place in the real world. Consider (S.85): 
S. 85) fa-idh[ k[nat h[dhihi al-riw[yatu l[qat ihtim[man fa-li-anna al-kath\r\na yur\d]na an 
yasta<\d] ~]rata mar+alatin t[r\khiyyatin k[milatin 
 ةلماك ةيخيرات ةلحرم ةروص اوديعتسي نأ نوديري نيريثكلا نلأف  امامتها تقلا ةياورلا هذه تناك اذإف 
If this novel has gained a remarkable level of popularity, it is because many people 
want to retrieve the image of a complete historical stage.185 
5.4. Discussion:  
In this section, I will aim to answer the following questions: 
1. How is the relationship between the two clauses in MWA conditionals semantically and 
pragmatically presented? Are there different types of relationship? In other words, what 
kinds of typology do MWA conditionals exhibit with regard to the link between the two 
clauses? The answer to this question will be given in 5.4.1. 
                                                             
183 J[d, Fu>[d, ‘Al-I<tiq[d al-S[>id’, al-Ahr[m, 9¦4¦2013, p. 5. 
184 Mun\f (2003), p. 25. 
185 Mun\f (2003), p. 184. 
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2. How do the connector particles that link the two clauses interact with the syntax and the 
semantics of conditional sentences in MWA? The answer of this question will be given 
in 5.4.2. 
5.4.1. The relation typology: 
The analysis produced above asserts that the protasis and the apodosis hold a number of 
semantic and pragmatic relations. It also gives evidence for the applicability of the 
“Sufficient Condition Thesis” theory, which has already been adopted for English 
conditionals, to MWA conditionals. As a result, five sub-classes of conditionals are 
determined, namely: Content, Inferential, Speech act, Metalinguistic and Identifying. This 
result is supported by several modern studies that provide a practical analysis for English 
conditionals.  
English conditionals MWA conditionals 
Sweetser (1990) Dancygier (2006) Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000) Present study 
Content  Causality  Course of event Content  
Hypothetical  
Epistemic  Epistemic¦Inferential  Inferencing  Inferential  
 
Speech act 
 
Speech act  
Conversational 
Speech act Speech act 
Metatextual Metacommunicative  Metalinguistic  
---- ---- Identifying Identifying 
Table 21. Correspondence between the conditional categories of the present study and others applied to English 
conditionals. 
In considering this table, we can make the following two remarks: 
First, both Sweetser and Dancygier overlook Identifying conditionals in Englsih, while 
Athanasiadou and Dirven deem them to be a distinctive type. The present study of MWA 
conditionals is in agreement with Athanasiadou and Dirvens’ finding.  However, these 
authors do not link identifying conditionals to the “Sufficiency Theory”. Nevertheless, they 
assert that the two clauses of these types of conditionals retain a great degree of dependency 
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since the protasis acts as an identifying entity while the apodosis acts as the identified 
entity.186 Hence, the protasis involves at least an acceptable degree of consideration in order 
to convey the message that the speaker desires to deliver through the content of the apodosis.  
Second, the table representation asserts that the relationship between the protasis and the 
apodosis is not only one type. Rather, the two clauses interact semantically and pragmatically 
with each other to develop different types. This seems to go against the view that was 
adopted by some Arabic grammarians who tended to represent conditional sentences as if 
they only involve a causal relation (sababiyyah) between the contents expressed in the two 
clauses.187 Similarly, my findings oppose Comrie who insists that the content of all 
conditional statements must be as interpretable as a cause-effect relation between the two 
clauses.188 Looking back on the analysis, we have seen that causality has a strong association 
with Content conditionals since the realisation of the content of the protasis affects the 
content of the apodosis, i.e. a causal link exists between the events expressed. However, what 
about the other types? Do they retain a causal meaning between the two clauses? It seems that 
there are two possible answers: 
a. The first answer is to say that the other four types of conditional sentences do not display a 
causal link between the two clauses because causality must occur between the two events or 
the two states of affairs expressed, which is only applicable in the case of Content 
conditionals. Hence, this answer would reject the Arabic grammarians and some Western 
linguist’s views, which have been mentioned above. This, however, is in line with 
Athanasiadou and Dirven, who believe that not all conditionals present a causal relation 
between the two clauses, and that, rather, there is a scale of this relation “ranging from cause 
to reason to other conceptual categories”.189 
b. The second potential answer, which seems to be supported by Sweetser,190 is to say that 
there is a connotation of a causal relation between the two clauses but it is beyond the scope 
of the contents expressed. In other words, the causal link is not explicit as it is in Content 
                                                             
186 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 7. 
187 Al-Mubarrid (1994), vol. 2. p. 66; Ibn M[lik (1990), vol. 4. p. 66; Ibn Ya<\sh (n.d), part. 8. p. 156; Ab] 
|ayy[n (1998), vol. 4. p. 1862.   
188 Comrie (1986), p. 80. 
189 Athanasiadou and Dirven (1997), p. 68.  
190 Sweetser (1990), pp. 117-118. She established this implicit causal relation between the two clauses only with 
Inferential and Speech act conditionals. Therefore, Metalinguistic and Identifying conditionals remained 
untouched since they do not represent a distinctive type of conditional in her analysis.    
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conditionals; rather it occurs at different levels of the utterance i.e. at the logical level in 
Inferential conditionals, at the performance level in Speech act conditionals, at the 
metalinguistic level in Metalinguistic conditionals and at the identification process level in 
Identifying conditionals as explained in the analysis.  Therefore, this answer would accept the 
Arabic grammarians’ and some Western linguists’ view that have been mentioned above, but 
it suggests more elaboration, revealing what kind of causal link underlins the relation 
between the two clauses, as we did in our analysis. 
One final point regarding the semantic link between the two clauses is that it has been argued 
out, in some of the English literature, that Inferential conditionals can be divided into 
“Direct” and “Indirect”. In the former, the reasoning process goes from the protasis to the 
apodosis, whereas, in the latter, the process is reversed, going from the apodosis to the 
protasis.191 According to the analysis undertaken above in connection with MWA 
conditionals, all Inferential conditional examples retain a logical inferential process that is 
identical to that occurring with Direct Inferential conditionals. As far as the present data of 
MWA is concerned, Indirect Inferential conditionals have not been attested, unlike in the case 
of English as elaborated by some western linguists.192 They say that Indirect Inferential 
conditionals usually denote an ad absurdum meaning which can be illustrated as follows: the 
speaker, for argument’s sake, assumes that the proposition given in the protasis is true, which 
actually it is not, then, he¦she cancels this truth value by uttering an absurd (² false) 
proposition in the apodosis which, as a result, invites the addressee to infer that the protasis is 
not true.193 Let us consider the following examples (S.86-87): 
S. 86) If they are Irish, I am the Pope.194 
S. 87) If he passed his exam, I am a Dutchman.195 
(S.86) can be read as follows: since I am obviously not the Pope, they are certainly not Irish. 
Similarly, (S.87) can be interpreted as follows: since I am obviously not a Dutchman, it is 
impossible that he passed his exam. As can be seen, the reasoning process emerges from the 
apodosis in order to cancel the truth of the protasis. 
                                                             
191 Declerck and Reed (2001), pp. 42-44, 285-297. 
192 As far as I know, Declerck and Reed can be regarded the best example of such linguists because they give a 
great deal of attention to this sub-type of English Inferential conditionals. Quirk et al. (1985), p. 1094 prefer to 
call this type of conditional “rhetorical conditional”. 
193 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 297. 
194 Quirk et al. (1985), p. 1094. 
195 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 296. 
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5.4.2. The connective devices: 
According to the Arabic grammar tradition, the protasis and the apodosis must be connected 
by the particle fa- in some certain formal cases which introduce the apodosis.196 This is 
conditioned when the conditional structure presents the “protasis ± apodosis” order.197 The 
given reasons behind the obligatory use of this connector in these cases are: (i) because the 
structure of the apodosis does not accept the jussive mood, or (ii) because the strcuture of the 
apodosis cannot be valid for being used as a protasis.198  Semantically, fa- acts as a linker that 
strengenthens the dependency between the propositions expressed in the two clauses since 
they may sometimes appear to be not related.199 These cases are as follows:  
i) Nominal sentence: (S.88) 
S. 88) in ta>tin\ fa-anta shuj[<un. 
.عاجش تنأف ينتأت نإ 
If you come to me, then you are brave.200 
 
ii) Imperative verb: (S.89) 
S. 89)  in j[>a A+madu fa-qum la-hu. 
.هل مقف دمحأ ءاج نإ 
 If Ahmad comes, then stand up for him.201 
 
iii) Before the particle qad (S.90) 
S. 90)  in j[>a <Aliyyun fa-qad yaf]zu «f\ al-mus[baqati». 
.ةقباسملا يف زوفي دقف يلع ءاج نإ 
 If <Ali comes, then he might win «in the competition».202 
 
iv) Before the future particle sawfa and sa-:(S.91) 
                                                             
196 Al-Zamkhshari (2003), p. 327; Ibn M[lik (1990), vol. 4. p. 76; |asan (1979), vol. 4. pp. 458-459; Fischer 
(2001), p. 228.  
197 Buckley (2004), p. 748. 
198 Ibn M[lik (1990), vol. 4. p. 75-76; al-Shams[n (1981), pp. 287-290; Ab] al-Mak[rim (2007), pp. 175-176. 
199 |asan (1979), vol. 4. pp. 458-459. 
200 Alotaibi (2014), p. 118. 
201 Ibid., p. 120. 
202 Ibid., p. 124. 
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S. 91)  in j[>a <Aliyyun fa-sa-yaf]zu f\ al-sib[qi. 
.قابسلا يف زوفيسف يلع ءاج نإ 
 If <Ali comes, then he will win in the competition.203 
  
v) Before the negative particles: (S.92) 
S. 92)  in j[>a A+madu fa-lan yuq[bilhu <Aliyyun. 
.يلع هلباقي نلف دمحأ ءاج نإ 
 If A+mad comes, then <Ali will not meet him.204 
This fa- is sometimes substituted by the particle idh[ al-fuj[>iyyah (idh[ for surprise)205  in 
CA conditionals as in the following Qur>[nic verse: (S.93) 
S. 93) wa in tu~ibhum sayyi>atun bi-m[ qaddamat ayd\him idh[ hum yaqna%]na. 
 امب ةئيس مهبصت نإ ونوطنقي مه اذإ مهيديأ تمدق. 
And if an evil afflicts them because of what their hands have perpetrated, then they 
are in despair.206 
However, in the present data of MWA, idh[ al-fuj[>iyyah (idh[ of surprise) has never been 
found. This might be seen as one of the practical differences between CA and MWA 
conditionals. The only connectors that have been attested are fa- and la-. Since the latter has 
received attention in Chapter 4 as being preferred in the context of law-Tentative and 
Counterfactual conditionals, the focus will be given to the former in the following lines.  
The data analysis suggests that this connector fa- is not as restricted as it was in CA 
conditionals because it is occasionally omitted in many examples that match the obligatory 
cases identified by the CA grammarians. This view generally is in the line with some 
previous studies,207 but it goes against some others that have presented fa- as an obligatory 
connector in MWA conditionals.208 This can be clearly seen in several cases. I will provide 
some examples for only two cases to show how omitting fa- has become a matter of choice: 
                                                             
203 Ibid. 
204 Ibdi., p. 122. 
205 It introduces a sudden or unexpected event. Badawi et al. (2004), p. 460. 
206 The Holy Qur>[n, S]rat al-R]m (30): 36. The transaltion is quoted from Ali (1983), p. 1061 with amendment 
from me. 
207 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 655; Sartori (2011), p. 3.  
208 Mace (1998), p. 174; Buckley (2004), pp. 748-750; Schulz (2004), p. 363; Abu-Chacra (2007), pp. 310-311; 
Alotaibi (2014), p. 118. 
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i) In the case of introducing the apodosis by the future particle sa-. Compare between 
(S.94) and (S.95): 
S. 94)  idh[ k[nat h[dhihi raghbatuka fa-sa-ursilu al-junda ba<da tan[wulika %a<[ma al-if%[ri 
li-i+#[ri ba<#i al-n[si ilayka. 
كيلإ سانلا ضعب راضحلإ راطفلإا ماعط كلوانت دعب دنجلا لسُرأسف كتبغر هذه تناك اذإ.  
If this is your wish, I will send the soldiers to summon some people to you after you 
have your breakfast.209 
S. 95)   idh[ +a#ara w[liduh[ il[ al-mustashf[ sa-ya<lamu kulla shay>in. 
ءيش لك ملعيس ىفشتسملا ىلإ اهدلاو رضح اذإ 
   If her father comes to the hospital, he will find out everything.210 
ii) In the case of introducing the apodosis by a negative particle. Compare between (S.96) 
and (S.97): 
S. 96)   in lam tar+am nafsaka lan nar+amaka abadan. 
  ادبأ كمحرن نل كسفن محرت مل نإ 
If you are not merciful with yourself, we will never be merciful with you.211  
S. 97)   fa-idh[ rafa#a w[lid\ ayya shay>in fa-lan ajru>a <al[ mu<[ra#atihi. 
هتضراعم ىلع ؤرجأ نلف ءيش يأ يدلاو ضفر اذإف 
    If my father says no to anything, I will not dare oppose him.212 
According to the data, fa- can also introduce the apodosis of conditional sentences that are 
initiated by the particle law.213 This phenomenon seems to draw a potential distinctive line 
between CA conditional sentences and the actual use of conditionals in MWA. According to 
the principles of CA grammar, the connector fa- does not occur in a law apodosis,214 and if it 
occurs, it is seen as an uncommon usage. This is supported by al-Saad’s investigation of law 
in the Qur>[n. He only found one example in which the apodosis of law is connected by fa-:  
(S.98) 
                                                             
209 |ann[ (2004), p. 13. 
210 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 35. 
211 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 110. 
212 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 48. 
213 This view is in agreement with Badawi et al. (2004), p. 647  
214 Peled (1992), p. 39.  
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S. 98)  fa-law anna la-n[ karratan fa-nak]na mina al-mu>min\na. 
نينمؤملا نم نوكنف ةرك انل نأ ولف. 
If we only had a chance of return «to the world», we shall truly be among the 
believers.215 
By contrast, I found 14 examples in MWA data where fa- accompanies the apodosis of law as 
a connector. Consider (S.99): 
S. 99)  fa-anta law fa<alta dh[lika <al[ al-daw[mi fa-sa-yantah\ bika al-ma%[fu il[ ma~\rin 
rubbam[ l[ targhabu f\-hi. 
تنأف ول تلعف كلذ ىلع ماودلا  يهتنيسف كب فاطملا ىلإ ريصم امبر لا بغرت هيف 
   If you always do so, you will be misled to a fate you might not desire.216 
This finding in relation to MWA indicates the lack and inadequacy of some modern Arabic 
studies, such as Beeston,217 Buckley218 and Alotaibi,219 which present the emphatic la- as the 
sole apodosis introducer in law conditional sentences.  
Having discussed the intercation between cases of inserting the connector fa- and some 
formal properties in MWA, I will now shed light on the interction between this connector and 
the five types of semantic relation between the two clauses, which are analysed above. The 
data analysis observes that Content and Speech act conditional examples do not show any 
preference for either inserting or ommiting fa- before the apodosis. By contrast, in Inferential 
and Identifying conditionals, fa- is very common as an apodosis introducer as observed in the 
analysis. In the case of Metalinguistic conditionals, it seems it is difficult to provide an 
conclusive view on this paticualr matter since only two example are found in the data, which 
presents “protasis ± apodosis” order with fa- before the apodosis as exemplfied by (S.81) 
above.  
Taking the element ‘then’ in English as an equivalent case to the connector fa-,220 it seems 
there are some similarites and differences between the two particles. As for the similaitries, 
                                                             
215 The Holy Qur>an, S]rat al-Shu<ara> (26): 102. The translation is adopted from Ali (1983), p. 959 and Jones 
(2007), p. 339. 
216 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 113. 
217 Beeston (1968), p. 85. 
218 Buckley (2004), p. 740. 
219 Alotaibi (2014), p. 144. 
220 Badawi   (2004), pp. 551-553 states that fa- has the meaning of ‘then’ in the conext of logical sequence and 
logical reasoning. 
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‘then’, like in fa-, does not have any resrtriction in introducing the apodosis of Content 
conditionals. Consider (S.100): 
S. 100) If my old computer is breaks down, (then) I will buy a new one.221 
The reason given for this is that Content conditionals present sequential events, which are 
also expressed by ‘then’. Hence, it is acceptable to insert this connector.222 Moreover, 
Inferential conditionals in English favours to inserting ‘then’ before the apodosis. This is 
because ‘then’ is also preferred in a reasoning context in which Inferential conditionals are 
presented, indicating at the same time a sequential order between the premise given in the 
protasis and the conclusion presented in the apodosis. Consider (S.101): 
S. 101) If two and two make four, then two is an even number.223  
The differences between the two cases in both langauges can be seen as follows: 
Unlike the relation between fa- and Speech act conditionals in Arabic, ‘then’ generally is not 
accepted as a connector between the two clauses in Englsih Speech act conditionals, and the 
Metalinguistic category seems to follow the same pattern.224 Therefore, the following 
examples are deemd incorrect: (S.102-103) 
S. 102) ¡If you are hungry, then there are biscuits on the sideboard.225 
S. 103) ¡If I may be honest, then you are not looking good.226 
The unacceptablity of ‘then’ here is motivated by the fact that the sequential order is not 
necessary here between the two states. i.e. it does not have to be true that the addressee is 
hungry before biscuits appear on the sideboard as in (S.102).227 The same can be said about 
(S.103). Neverthless, in some particular contexts, ‘then’ can be inserted. One of these cases is 
when the content of the protasis is contexually bound in which the two clauses accept 
sequentail order interpertation as in (S.104): 
S. 104) You have seen the latter. If you think it is fake, then check it out.228  
Dancygier comments on this example: “p indeed has to hold before q does”.229  
                                                             
221 Dancygier (2006), p. 179. 
222 Dancygier (2006), pp. 179. 
223 Ibid.  
224 Ibid. See also: Dancygier (1992), p. 71; Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 14; Bhatt and Pancheva (2006), 
p. 672. 
225 Dancygier (2006), p. 179. 
226 Bhatt and Pancheva (2006), p. 672. 
227 Dancygier (2006), p. 180. 
228 Ibid. 
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English Identifying conditionals, unlike those of Arabic, seem to not present ‘then’ as a 
connector between the two clasues.230 This may be because the propositions expressed in the 
two clauses are not seen to present sequential events.  
Finally, having examined the relation between the connector fa- and the five types, my 
analysis may be deemed to be contribution to al-Shams[n, who critiqued the CA 
grammarians by focusing on the formal cases where fa- must be inserted before the apodosis. 
He then suggested that this issue should be deeply invistgated through the lens of the 
semantic aspect.231 
5.5. Conclusion: 
This chapter has presented an empirical analysis of the relationship between the two clauses 
in MWA conditionals. It has been shown, through the lens of the “Sufficiency Theory” 
framework, that the protasis and the apodosis can present different types of relations; namely: 
Content, Inferential, Speech act, Metalinguistic and Identifying. The first two seem to present 
a very strong dependency between the two clauses as a result, it seems, of the causal link 
between them. By contrast, the last three can be deemed to hold a less dependent relation 
because of either the absence of a causal link or the existence of a potential indirect causal 
link between the propositions of the two clauses. I would state, as Dancygier claims,232 that 
Content conditionals can be seen as the prototypical relation in a conditional context because 
of the centrality of the causal link between the two events themselves (i.e. the propositional 
content) and the explicit sequential order between them; hence, Content conditionals have the 
highest level of dependency between the protasis and the apodosis. Having observed this, 
Arabic and English agree in that conditional sentences can present a variety of semantic and 
pragmatic links between the two clauses. These links, however, show differences in terms of 
how the dependency¦ relevancy between the two clauses is presented; some present high 
dependency and a strong connection while others hold lower dependency, but, paraphrasing 
Athanasiadou and Dirvens’ words, totally absent dependency relations do not occur.233  
                                                                                                                                                                                             
229 Ibid.  
230 All identifying conditional examples provided by Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), pp. 7-9 do not present 
‘then’ as a connector between the two clauses. 
231 Al-Shams[n (1981), p. 291. 
232 Dancygier (2006), p. 187. 
233 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 3. 
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Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the connector fa- has become, in MWA 
conditionals, only semi-systematic in structural cases in which fa- was deemed obligatory in 
CA conditionals. (i.e. it can be either inserted or omitted in MWA conditionals). 
Nevertheless, I have maintained that this connector interacts semantically with the five types 
of relation mentioned above. Thus, it is preferred by Inferential and Identifying conditionals, 
while it is accepted without restrictions or preference by content and Speech act conditionals. 
A conclusive answer for Metalinguistic conditional cases has not been found due to a an in 
number of them in the current data. In the following chapter, the role of MWA conditional 
sentences will be investigated within a wider context, aiming to reveal their discourse 
functions. 
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Chapter Six 
Discourse Functions 
6.1. Introduction: 
After analysing and discussing how conditional sentences interact with the concepts of 
Modality, Time Reference and the semantic¦pragmatic relation between the two clauses, I 
will now explore the interaction between conditional sentences and the context. Therefore, 
this chapter deals with the discourse functions that emerge from this interaction. It is worth 
saying that these functions reflect the pragmatic status of conditional sentences within a 
wider context. The discussion will centre on the notion of Information Structure as this forms 
an important part of the Discourse Functions domain. Before proceeding with the analysis, I 
will provide brief theoretical considerations for what this study means when discussing the 
notion of Information Structure in the field of functional linguistics, and what sort of 
functions are related to this notion. I will also provide the criteria against which MWA 
conditionals will be analysed. 
 
6.2. Theoretical considerations: Information Structure: 
The notion of Information Structure (IS) basically belongs to functional linguistics. It is 
mainly concerned with the way that information is represented and organised in a particular 
text. It also deals with the techniques that aim to meet the communicative needs of the 
interlocutors.1 These techniques have to identify the speaker’s assessment of the addressee’s 
ability to understand the background of a particular utterance that is made in a particular 
context.2 Hence, IS is seen to serve pragmatic functions.3  
IS is encoded by several linguistic units which interact with the context. Linguists, following 
different approaches, identify a number of dichotomies which sometimes overlap. They are 
Topic vs. Focus¦Comment, Theme vs. Rheme, and Given vs. New (Table 22). 
                                                             
1 Féry and Krifka (2008), p. 124. 
2 Chafe (1976), p. 27. 
3 Lambrecht (1994), p. 2; Huang (2012), p. 157. 
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Topic Focus¦Comment 
Theme Rheme 
Given New 
Table 22. The IS dichotomies. 
Nevertheless, the overlap does not necessarily mean that they act functionally in the same 
ways all the time. This, then, indicates the complexity of the notion of IS itself and the values 
related to it. In the following lines, I will shed some light on the general definitions of these 
terms.  
 Topic-Focus (Comment) vs. Theme-Rheme: 
The term Topic is defined as the element that tells us what the sentence is about. 
Focus¦Comment is defined as the element that tells us what is predicated about the topic. 
Hence, Topic can be seen as the constituent that sets up the scope of the utterance, while 
Focus pays attention to the most important information that pragmatically needs to be 
conveyed in the given setting.4 The common test that distinguishes Topic from Focus is wh-
question test (viz. information question). In the answer to the wh-question, the element that is 
already given in the question and refers to the aboutness is the Topic and the one that assigns 
information related to the about-element which is provided by the answer is the Focus. This is 
illustrated by the following two groups of dialogue (S.1 and S.2):  
S. 1) A: man al-mar\#u? 
؟ضيرملا نم 
     Who is sick? 
 
B: Al-mar\#u A+madu. 
.دمحأ ضيرملا 
    A+mad is the one who is sick. 
 
S. 2) A: kayfa +[lu A+mada? 
؟دمحأ لاح فيك 
   How is A+mad? 
 
B: A+madu mar\#un. 
.ضيرم دمحأ 
                                                             
4 Dik (1978), pp. 141, 149; Gundel (1985), p. 85; Moutaouakil (1989), pp. 18, 71 
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   A+mad is sick. 
In (S.1), the scope of the utterance is asking who is ill, hence the element al-mar\# in the 
answer is the Topic as it is coreferential with the constituent in the preceding question. 
Meanwhile, the element A+mad represents the most important information that would be 
required by the person who is asking, hence it is the Focus of the sentence. The situation is 
different in (S.2) because the scope of the sentence given in the question is different as well. 
Here, the questioner wants to know about A+mad’s condition. Thus, A+mad is the Topic of 
the sentence. The element mar\# is the Focus since it provides the information that the 
questioner needs to know.5  
The Topic-Focus dichotomy is sometimes labelled by other linguists as Theme-Rheme.6 In 
addition to the aboutness feature linked to the concept of Topic above, Halliday provides a 
structural condition that he believes forms another characteristic for Topic (he uses the term 
‘Theme’). He says “the Theme is what is being talked about, the point of departure for the 
clause for the message”.7 Hence, according to Halliday, the Topic¦Theme holds two 
combined features: aboutness and starting point of the intended message, i.e. it must be 
placed in the initial position in a sentence. This view has been criticised by some other 
researchers. Downing, for example, states that “the point of departure of the message is not 
necessarily the same as what the message is about”.8 She illustrates this by the following 
example (S.3): 
S. 3) In 390 B.C., the Gauls sacked Rome.9 
The starting point of this sentence is “In 390 B.C.” which is obviously not the topic that is 
talked about; instead, this adverbial phrase provides the temporal setting for the following 
discourse. The element that holds the sentence’s aboutness is “Gauls” or both “Gauls” and 
“Rome”. However, if we change the clause order for the same example as in (S.3.a): 
S. 3. a)   The Gauls sacked Rome in 390 B.C.   
                                                             
5 See a practical representation on the question test in: Dik (1978), pp. 143-144; Moutaouakil (1989), p. 22. 
6 Halliday (1967), p. 211; Abdul-Raof (1998), p. 93; Thomson (2004), p. 143. 
7 Halliday (1967), p. 212. Siewierska (1991), p. 149 attributes this to Chomskyan generative grammar as well.  
8 Downing (1991), p. 122. See also: Gundel (1985), p. 95.  
9 Ibid. 
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the point of departure can be the same as the Topic of the sentence, which is “the Gauls”. 
Arabic has evidence for supporting Downing’s claim. Consider the following examples (S.4 
and S.5):  
S. 4) f[%imatu f\ al-ghurfati. 
.ةفرغلا يف ةمطاف 
F[%imah is in the room. 
This sentence can be an answer to two possible questions: the first one is: where is Fatimah? 
Hence, the constituent F[%imah, which is located initially, is the topic of the sentence. The 
second question: who is in room? Hence, the prepositional phrase “in the room”, which is 
located in final position, is the Topic of the sentence.  As obviously seen, the Topic here 
occurs equally in the initial and the final position. Hence, the initial position cannot be 
regarded as a strong criterion for identifying Topics as Halliday points out.10 However, “it has 
often been claimed that there is a universal principle, or at least a strong cross-linguistic 
tendency, for topic expressions to be the first constituent in a sentence”.11 Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the element that denotes the aboutness (Topic¦Theme) is preferably placed in 
the initial position but not always as exemplified above. I will show in the analysis how this 
preferred position by topical constituents affects the clause order in conditional sentences. 
In Simon Dik’s Functional Grammar, Theme and Topic are two distinctive concepts. 
Structurally, Theme is the first element in an utterance that is placed initially and outside of 
the main predication, while Topic is defined as the internal targeted scope of the utterance i.e. 
occurring within the scope of the main predication. Functionally, Theme constitutes the 
framework of discourse for the subsequent predication, while Topic presents the aboutness 
entity that must be commented on by something within that particular setting.12 Consider the 
following example (S.5): 
S. 5) Zaydun, ab]hu mus[firun. 
رفاسم هوبأ ،ديز 
                                                             
10 It would be useful to refer to some linguists who have rejected Halliday’s view. See for example: Gundel 
(1985), p. 95; Moutaouakil (1989), p. 115; Féry and Krifka (2008), p. 129. 
11 Lambrecht (1994), p. 199. See also Gundel (1985), p. 95 for the case of English and Moutaouakil (1989), p. 
77 in the case of Arabic. 
12 Dik (1978), pp. 132, 143; Moutaouakil (1989), pp. 71, 102, 115.  
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Zayd, his father is travelling.13 
Here, we have two NP constituents: Zayd and ab]hu. The former is structurally in the initial 
position of the utterance and located outside of the main predication (isn[d) and it 
functionally serves the frame-setting of the utterance which is that what is following is related 
to Zayd, hence it is characterized as a Theme. The latter, by contrast, is placed at the 
beginning of the main predication and it denotes the scope of the main message aimed to be 
delivered, which is that what is predicated is about Zayd’s father. However, this distinction is 
criticised as not being discrete since Themes are viewed as being part of the main predication 
in some languages such as Hungarian, which has led some researchers within Functional 
Grammar to conclude that the distinctions between Theme and Topic need further refinement 
and investigation.14 Another problem with this distinction is that Theme and Topic may 
coincide in one constituent of a sentence that denotes the meaning of aboutness,15 as 
exemplified in (S.3.a) above. As a result, I will not consider this distinction in my present 
analysis because of the shortcomings mentioned.   
In general, the Arabic grammarians tended to refer to Topic¦Theme as musnad ilayh 
(predicated to it) or al-mu+addath <anh (the person¦thing that is talked about), which includes 
the grammatical constituents mubtada> (subject of the nominal sentence) and f[<il (subject of 
the verbal sentence). Whereas, Focus¦Rheme is termed as musnad (predicate) or al-
mu+addath bi-hi (the linguistic unit that expresses the predicate), which includes the 
grammatical constituents khabar in the nominal sentence and fi<l (verb).16 Table 23 illustrates 
these correspondences:  
 
 
                                                             
13 The example is cited in Moutaouakil (1989), p. 115. 
14 Siewierska (1991), p. 151. Moutaouakil (1989), p. 115 admits that there are some similarities which cause 
confusion between Theme and Topic in Arabic such as both notions denote “spoken about” and both are 
typically in the nominative case. He, then, provides some examples from Arabic. 
15 Downing (1991), p. 127.  
16 These terms and their translations are taken from different sources; namely: al-Jurj[n\ (1992), p. 189; 
Moutaouakil (1989), p. 74; Abdul-Raof (2006), pp. 122-123, 154, 298; Goldenberg (2007) pp. 308-310. Out of 
these general correspondences there are some exceptions. For example, Abdul-Raof (1998), pp. 61, 113 states 
that Theme can be neither mubtada> nor f[<il. He then approves the view that Theme can the object of the 
sentence. 
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              IS Function  
 
Sentence type 
Topic¦Theme  
musnad ilayh 
Focus¦Rheme  
musnad 
Nominal sentence mubtada> khabar 
Verbal sentence  f[<il  fi<l 
Table 23. Correspondences between IS function terms and Arabic sentence constituents according to 
CA grammarians. 
 
 Given vs. New: 
Given and New are two pragmatic notions that show a great interaction with the context. 
Given information is normally defined as an entity which the speaker assumes is known by 
the addressee at the moment of the utterance. Hence, it is seen as shared knowledge between 
the interlocutors. New information, by contrast, is assumed by the speaker to be unknown or 
identifiable to the addressee.17  We can take the following example for illustration: (S.6) 
S. 6)  John hit a boy on the head.18 
Here, the constituent “John” is assumed to be known to the addressee, while “boy” is 
assumed to be an unidentifiable and, hence, new entity. One piece of evidence is that this 
sentence can be the answer to a question like: ‘What did John do?’. The sources of Givenness 
may be linguistic¦textual or extra-linguistic. Linguistic¦textual means there is a previous 
mention of a particular entity in the preceding context either directly or indirectly. Extra-
linguistic means that there is an indication that the entity is recoverable from the environment 
surrounding the situation in which the sentence is uttered.19 Let us consider the following 
examples: (S.7 and S.8) 
S. 7) A: Where did you meet Sandra? 
B: I met her last year in Bologna.20 
S. 8) I bought it last week.21 
                                                             
17 Chafe (1976), p. 31; Huang (2012), p. 131. 
18 Prince (1981), p. 231.  
19 Halliday and Hasan (1976), p. 326; Chafe (1976), p. 31; Prince (1981), p. 236; Abdul-Raof (1998), p. 110. 
20 Siewierska (1991), p. 156. 
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In (S.7), the entities “I”, “met” and “her” are deemed to be Given because they are already 
textually mentioned in the previous context (previous sentence) in the form of “you”, “met” 
and “Sandra” respectively. By contrast, in (S.8), the pronouns “I” and “it” are assumed to be 
extra-linguistically encoded in the addressee’s mind since this sentence can be uttered by a 
speaker who saw the addressee looking at a painting on his wall. “I” as an exophoric 
reference is in the consciousness of the addressee since he is familiar with the concept of “I” 
and its referent in this context.22 The pronoun “it” refers to that certain painting that is treated 
by the speaker as Given information because he believes that it has been encoded in the 
addressee’s mind through non-linguistic context. i.e. via an object in the environment.23  
Having said this, it becomes clear that the view that restricts the concept of Given 
information to its recoverability from the preceding linguistics context only is not accurate.24 
In connection to the other IS categories, Given is often associated with Topic¦Theme, while 
New is held by Focus¦Rheme.25 However, this does not mean that they are exactly the same. 
Halliday and Matthiessen aim to draw a distinction between these categories. They say: 
“Given-New and Theme-Rheme are not the same. The Theme is what I, the 
speaker, choose to take as my point of departure. The Given is what you, the 
listener, already know about or have accessible to you”.26  
With regards to the constituents’ order in a sentence, Given is typically located initially and 
New follows it.27 There is a functional reason behind this, which is that the speaker desires to 
accomplish his communicative goal by developing his statement from what is known to the 
addressees or what can be accessible to the addressee in order to familiarise them with the 
scope of the utterance and then guide them to the new information that they seek.28 This may 
account for the tendency of Topic¦Theme to occur in the initial place in the sentence 
mentioned above. However, some other researchers believe that the reverse order New- 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
21 Chafe (1976), p. 31. 
22 See: Abdul-Raof (1998), p. 110. 
23 Ibid.  
24 This view is held by Kuno (1978), p. 283. 
25 Haiman (1978), p. 583; Siewierska (1991), p. 156; Abdul-Raof, (1998), p. 103; Gundel and Fretheim (2010), 
p. 176.  
26 Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), p. 93. 
27 Li and Thompson (1975), p. 165; Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), p. 93. 
28 Abdul-Raof, (1998), pp. 96, 99.  
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Given is also possible despite the fact that it is in less frequent use.29 Due to the apparent 
relationship between Givenness and Topicality, it has been emphasized by some linguists that 
the entity that is referred to as Topic¦Theme is normally definite or generic.30 Both are 
considered to be known or identifiable by the addressee.31 Consider the two following Arabic 
examples where the Topic jadd\ is definite in the first one and the Topic al-rij[lu is generic in 
the second one: (S.9-10) 
S. 9) jadd\ l[ yakdhibu. 
بذكي لا يدج 
My grandfather does not lie. 
S. 10) al-rij[lu l[ yu>taman]na wa l[ yu+[fi&]na <al[ <ahdin. 
.ٍدهع ىلع نوظفاحي لاو نونمتؤي لا لاجرلا 
Men cannot be trusted and do not keep promises.32 
However, in practice speaking, an indefinite NP can be also a Topic¦Theme, where it does not 
hold the feature of Givenness in the sense of shared knowledge because the addressee is not 
willing to identify the referent of the entity. In other words, he¦she does not have direct access 
to the identity of the entity that indicates topicality. As a result, this has led some researchers 
to reject the view that maintains obligatory linkage between topicality and Givenness 
mentioned above.33 Two examples, one from Arabic and the other from English, are offered 
to support this view (S.11 and S.12): 
S. 11) waladun f\ al-bayti al-muj[wiri kasara al-n[fidhah. 
ةذفانلا رسك رواجملا تيبلا يف دلو 
A boy in the neighbouring house broke the window. 
S. 12)  A guy I met recently collects beer cans.34  
In (S.11) and (S.12), the persons that are talked about are waladun (a boy) and “guy” 
respectively. Both are indefinite constituents which means they cannot be known by the 
                                                             
29 González (2001), p. 31.  
30 Gundel (1985), p: 89; Abdul-Raof, (1998), p. 105. 
31 Abdul-Raof, (1998), p. 106. 
32 The two examples and their translation are cited in Abdul-Raof (1998), pp. 102, 105. 
33 Gundel (1985), pp. 89-90; Dancygier (2006), p. 134. 
34 The example is cited in Gundel (1985), p. 89. 
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addressee or be shared knowledge between the speaker and the addressee. In other words, 
they are not in the consciousness of the addressee. We can then conclude that Givenness 
(meaning shared knowledge between the interlocutors) cannot be regarded as a consistent 
criterion to identify Topic, hence it is not necessary to be definite or generic. Instead, it can 
be said that there are degrees of statuses that moves from Givenness to Newness, and Given 
Topic is seen the most acceptable typical statues while New Topic is seen the least acceptable 
typical one. This thesis is adopted by Lambrecht. The reason he provides for the preference 
of Topic to be given is that “if the hearer cannot mentally identify the referent of the topic, 
she cannot determine whether the predicate is true of this referent or not”. 35  I will take this 
position into consideration throughout the analysis.  
To sum, Topics are normally known to the addressee, but they also can be unknown. 
Different sources, linguistically and extra-linguistically, directly or indirectly, can play arole 
in encoding the information delivered in the addressee’s mind.     
6.3. The analysis: 
After this brief discussion of the most common concepts that are linked to IS, I will proceed 
with my analysis of the functional use of MWA conditionals. This will be assuming that 
Theme and Topic are the same in the sense that both denote the scope of the utterance (i.e. 
what is talked about). In addition, I will employ the clause order criterion in order to explore 
how the clause position interacts with Topicality and Focality in the context of MWA 
conditionals. Schiffrin asserts the importance of this criterion while providing discourse 
analysis of conditionals and assessing their functions.36 Therefore, the examples analysed in 
this chapter will be divided structurally on the basis of this criterion, and hence will yield 
three structural categories: initial protasis, final protasis and medial protasis. Moreover, the 
preceding context will be crucially considered so as to examine the informational statuses of 
the topical propositions presented in terms of how the addressee can access these 
propositions.37 i.e. how the contents of conditionals are realised in the addressee’s mind. 
                                                             
35 Ibid. See also: Siewierska (1991), p. 159. 
36 Schiffrin (1992), p. 171. 
37 Schiffrin (1992), p. 174 emphasises the importance of the preceding discourse as a major source of Topicality 
and Giveness.  
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 Initial protasis:  
According to the data, this order is the dominant one. It scores a frequency of 460 out of 628, 
which represents 73‰ of the total. By contextually investigating the examples that belong to 
this order, it appears that placing the protasis in the initial position of the sentence is 
influenced by the Topic-Focus order.38 That is to say that the speaker’s aim, in choosing this 
order, is to direct the addressee to the main Topic of the whole utterance first, hence the 
addressee can establish the background of the sentence before it is commented on. Also, the 
initial protasis signals the angle from which the speaker is about to project his¦her message,39 
which here is the angle of conditionality. Here, the Topic of the sentence corresponds with 
the departure point of the whole message conveyed, which aligns with Halliday’s point of 
view mentioned above. Let us now look at some examples where the initial protasis denotes 
the Topic of the conditional sentence. Consider (S.13 and S.14): 
S. 13)  idh[ dhahabta il[ bayti a~[lata sawfa atba<uka ba<da qal\lin. 
اذإ تبهذ ىلإ تيب ةلاصأ فوس كعبتأ دعب ليلق 
   If you go to A~alah’s house, I will follow you shortly.40 
S. 14)  law k[na al-ust[dhu al-Khaf\fu j[ddan wa l[ budda an yak]na fa-laysa bayn\ wa 
baynahu khil[f. 
 فيفخلا ذاتسلأا ناك ول  اداج  فصولا اذه يف– نوكي نأ دبلاو- فلاخ هنيبو ينيب سيلف 
If al-Khaf\f was serious about this description –and he must have been, then I do not   
disagree with him.41 
In (S.13), the speaker starts his utterance by the protasis in order to alert the addressee’s 
attention to the main Topic that he aims to comment on, which is the addressee’s potential of 
going to A~[lah’s house. Likewise, the protasis of (S.14) provides the addressee with the 
main proposition of the utterance, which is the question of whether the person whose 
surname is al-Khaf\f is being serious or not.  
                                                             
38 Comrie (1986), p. 86. 
39 See Downing (1991), p. 129 for the functions of the initial elements in general.  
40 Jub]r (2000), p. 61. 
41 Ma+m]d (1996), p. 119. 
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According to the data, the propositional content denoted by the topic can be accessed 
(identified) through different informational statuses with regards to the addressee’s awareness 
about it. (i.e. in terms of Givenness and Newness). Figure 10 illustrates this:  
 
Figure 10. The informational statuses of Topic in initial protasis with relation to the addressee’s 
awareness. 
 
i. Overt shared knowledge: 
In this case, the whole prediction in the protasis, which is the Topic of the conditional 
sentence, is already and directly established in the addressee’s mind, hence, he¦she is, or 
considered, aware of the content of the proposition of the protasis. I mean by “overt” that 
there is explicit evidence in the text which informs us of the awareness of the addressee.  
According to the data of MWA conditionals, the indication of the awareness of the addressee 
about the topical proposition can be acquired through two sources: 
a. The previous context. 
It is very common that the speaker repeats a proposition, which is already directly mentioned 
in the previous context, in the protasis in order to be commented on in the apodosis. Consider 
the following examples: (S.15) 
S. 15)  al-qa#[y[ al-kubr[ wa al-kha%\ratu wa <al[ ra>sih[ al-j]<u a~ba+at taqtaribu bi-
sur<atin kab\ratin min man%iqatin[. wa idh[ bada>at thawratu al-jiy[<i marratan >ukhr[ 
wa hiya q[dimatun l[ ma+[lata fa-inna al-nat[>ija lan taqta~ira <al[ al-man[%iqi al-
faq\rati wa+dah[. 
 ةروث تأدب اذإ و .انتقطنم نم ةريبك ةعرسب برتقت تحبصأ عوجلا اهسأر ىلعو ةريطخلاو ىربكلا اياضقلا
و ىرخأ ةرم عايجلااهدحو ةريقفلا قطانملا ىلع رصتقت نل جئاتنلا نإف ةلاحم لا ةمداق يه 
The informational 
statuses of Topic in 
initial-protasis 
Overt shared 
knowledge
Covert shared 
knowledge Assumed familiarity Semi-given
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Major and serious issues, especially hunger, have rapidly approached our region, and 
when the revolution of the hungry «people», which is inevitably coming, begins once 
again, the consequences will not be limited to poor areas alone.42 
There are two segments of sentence in this example. In the first one, the speaker is giving a 
warning that some problematic issues are likely to happen very soon in the Arab World. One 
of the main issues is the spread of hunger. Then, in the second segment, which is conditional, 
the speaker repeats in the protasis, though in different words, the issue of hunger and its 
likelihood of occurrence in order to establish the main Topic of the whole conditional 
sentence. This is followed by a Comment, or Focus information, in the apodosis which states 
that the occurrence of hunger will not only affect the poor areas.  
Another example that supports this case– given in the previous context– is taken from the 
dialogue context where different interlocutors are involved. Here, the repeated proposition is 
not necessarily already given by the same speaker who utters the conditional sentence, yet it 
can be previously given by the addressee(s). Consider the following dialogue: (S.16) 
S. 16) Mun\r: yabd] l\ anna numuwwa al-nab[t[ti bi-h[dhih\ al-%ar\qati murtabi%un 
 bi-al-ashi<<ati al-zarq[>i. 
 @ab[+: l[ a&unnu, fa-al-majh]lu alladh\ ra>ayn[hu lam yusalli% al-ashi<<ata  
al-zarq[>a <al[ al-nab[t[ti. laqad salla%ah[ <alayn[ mub[sharatan. 
 Mu+y\: in takuni al-nab[t[tu qad ta>aththarat bi-al-ashi<<ati fi<lan fa-h[dh[ 
 ya<n\ annan[ raqadn[ zamanan %aw\lan jiddan. 
رينم: .ءاقرزلا ةعشلأاب طبترم ةقيرطلا هذهب تاتابنلا ومن نأ يل ودبي 
حابص: نظأ لا؛ سي مل هانيأر يذلا لوهجملافتاتابنلا ىلع ءاقرزلا ةعشلأا طل، .ةرشابم انيلع اهطلس دقل 
يحم: . ادج  لايوط  انمز اندقر اننأ ينعي اذهف ، لاعف ةعشلأاب ترثأت دق تاتابنلا نكت نإ 
Mun\r: It seems to me that the growth of plants in this way is linked to blue rays.  
Sabah: I do not think so. The unknown person that we have seen did not shine the 
blue rays on the plants. They were aimed at us directly. 
Mu+y\: If the plants really had been affected by the blue rays, it means that we slept 
for an extremely long time.43 
                                                             
42 Mun\f (2003), p. 137. 
43 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 19. 
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In this dialogue, three interlocutors are involved. The first one is Mun\r who states that the 
growth of the plants is connected to the effect of the blue rays. @ab[+ replies that this cannot 
have happened as the unknown person has aimed the blue rays on their bodies and not 
towards the plants. Mu+yi, the third interlocutor, replies by giving a conditional statement. 
He repeats the proposition “If the plants had been affected by the blue rays”, which is 
previously mentioned in the other interlocutors’ speech, in the protasis in order to set up the 
Topic of his conditional statement and draw attention to it before proceeding with the Focus 
Information of “it means that we slept for an extremely long time”.  
b. Linguistic markers. 
In this case, the speaker explicitly indicates that the content of the protasis is shared 
information between the interlocutors, and as such, the addressee is familiar with this 
particular information. The linguistic markers used are typically in the form of references, 
either demonstrative pronouns or phrases. These references usually indicate that the content 
of the protasis is already given in the preceding context. Therefore, it can be reasonable to 
claim that the content is doubly emphasized as Given information. According to the data, 
demonstrative pronouns (asm[> al-ish[rah), especially the pronoun h[dh[ are the most 
common references used for the indication of Givenness. Consider the following: (S.17) 
S. 17)  Al-&[bi%: yuq[lu inna al-fat[ta allat\ ~ana<tah[ tamarradat <alayka. 
  Al-muharrij: idh[ k[na h[dh[ +aqqan fa-inn\ sa-a+tarimu tamarrudah[. 
طباضلا: لاُقي :كيلع َْتدّرمت اهتعَنص يتلا ةاتفلا نإ. 
جّرهملا: اهدّرمت مرتحأس ّينإف  اقح اذه ناك اذإ . 
   The officer: It is said that the girl you trained has rebelled against you. 
   The comedian: If this is true, I will respect her rebellion.44 
In this dialogue, the conditional sentence is uttered by the comedian. In the protasis of this 
sentence, the speaker refers, by the administrative pronoun h[dh[, to a proposition that is 
already uttered by the addressee in the preceding context, which is the truth of the girl is 
being rebellious against the one who trained her. This topical proposition is not given by the 
one who uttered the conditional sentence. It is actually given by the addressee in a statement 
that precedes the conditional sentence. Hence, we can read the conditional sentence as 
                                                             
44 |ann[ (2004), p. 115. 
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follows: I am talking about the truth of the assumption you have just said; if it is true, it is 
something I will respect.   
Another pronoun that is attested in the data is dh[lika (that) as in (S.18): 
S. 18)  Naz\h: wa l[kinnan\ a<taqidu anna am\na al-shu<bati sa-yagh#abu f\-m[ idh[ <arafa 
bi-sahratin[ h[dhihi al-laylata. 
<{~im: idh[ k[na dh[lika tafk\rahu fa-huwa s[dhijun l[ ya+iqqu li-a+adin  al-
tadakhkhulu f\  +ay[tin[ al-kh[~~ati. 
هـــيزن : نيمأ نأ دقتعأ يننكلوةليللا هذه انترهسب فرع اذإ اميف بضغيس ةبعشلا. 
مصاع :  جذاس وهف ،هريكفت كلذ ناك اذإ، ةصاخلا انتايح يف لخدتلا دحلأ قحي لا. 
Naz\h: However, I think that the head of the unit will be angry if he knows about us 
staying up late this night. 
<{~im: If this is what he thinks, then he is naive. No one has the right to intervene in 
our private life 45 
In this dialogue, there are two conditional sentences. The second one is the case I am 
examining now as the first one belongs to the final protasis position, which will be analysed 
in the next section. In this dialogue, <{~im’s conditional statement retains the pronoun 
dh[lik[ in its protasis, referring to a proposition that is already provided by the addressee 
(Naz\h) in the preceding context, which is that the head of department will be angry if he 
knows that the students stayed up during the night.  
Sometimes, reference to a previously given proposition can be made phrases. Consider 
(S.19):  
S. 19)  al-muharrij: lan yar#[ mawl[ya al-maliku <an h[dh[ al-ta~arrufi. wa idh[ kunta kam[ 
dhakarta min an~[rihi fa-l-tu>ajjil ijr[>aka +att[ al-~ab[+i +att[ nastaw#i+a mawqifahu. 
جرهملا :فرصتلا اذه نع كلملا يلاوم ىضري نل . ىتح كءارجإ لجؤتلف هراصنأ نم تركذ امك تنك اذإ و
فقوم حضوتسن ىتح حابصلاه (ريزولا). 
The comedian: The King will not accept this behaviour, and if you are, as you said, 
one of his supporters, then delay this matter till the morning so that we can more 
clearly understand his position (the minister).46 
                                                             
45 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 16. 
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In this sentence uttered by the comedian, the phrase kam[ dhakarta “as you said” plays the 
role of indicating that the proposition is already shared information between the interlocutors, 
which is that the addressee is one of the King’s supporters. The speaker is reactivating a 
proposition that has been provided by his addressee (al-&[bi%) in a previous context, and then 
sets up his main Topic before he utters the Focus Information in the apodosis. For clarity, the 
addressee in an earlier paragraph stated that he is responsible for guarding the King and the 
kingdom.47 
ii. Covert shared knowledge. 
In this case, the whole prediction in the protasis, which is the Topic of the conditional 
sentence, is already established in the addressee’s mind, but in an indirect way. That is to say 
there is implicit evidence which signals the awareness of the addressee. It is actually deduced 
from the whole context surrounding the text. According to the data of MWA conditionals, 
this covert shared knowledge can be acquired through two sources: 
a. Extra-linguistic context. 
Shared information between the interlocutors can be established through non-linguistic 
context, i.e. it is not indicated by prior verbal context or explicit linguistic markers. Chafe 
points out that the environment in which the utterance is produced involves some objects or 
perceptions that are already in the speaker’s and the addressee’s minds.48 Let us put this into 
practice by considering the following example (S.20): 
S. 20)  wa in muttu fa-+[wil] qadra al-imk[ni i+#[ra judhdhat\ il[ hun[. 
.انه ىلإ يّتثج راضحإ ناكملإا ردق اولواحف ّتم نإو 
  If I die, then try, to the best of your abilities, to bring my body here. 49 
This sentence was uttered in the following context. There was a warrior whose name was <Al\ 
al-Wa+sh. This man usually went alone near to his enemy’s territory and fought against them. 
One day, before he set off, he said the above sentence to his friends. The Topic of this 
sentence is the fact of his death being a possible event. The speaker appeared to believe that 
the addressee was already aware of the possibility of such a tragic event. The source of this 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
46 |ann[ (2004), p. 116. 
47 Ibid. p. 113. 
48 Chafe (1976), p. 31. 
49 Jub]r (2004), p. 100. 
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awareness is not a linguistic one (i.e. previous context or linguistic markers), rather, it is the 
environment surrounding the whole discourse. That is to say in the area where the fighting 
was taking place, there were only two possible outcomes for the fighters involved in the 
fighting; either they would die or live. Therefore, the proposition presented in the protasis can 
be regarded as shared information between the interlocutors even though it is not explicitly 
indicated. 
b. Inference: 
In this case, the topical proposition that is held by the protasis clause is not mentioned in the 
previous context in a straightforward manner. Rather, it is inferred from some earlier 
statements. Hence, when the speakers utter the proposition located in the protasis as being the 
Topic of the whole sentence, they may believe that this proposition is already stored in the 
addressee’s mind since it can be seen as shared information that is accessed through the 
inference process. In this sense, the Topic, which is expressed by the protasis, can be 
classified as a ‘Sub-topic’ not as a direct ‘Given-topic’. This view is adopted by some 
Functional Grammar linguists who distinguish between these two concepts. This is linked to 
the psycholinguistic effort that it takes to identify the Topic of the sentence, which is greater 
in the Sub-topic than it takes for the Given-topic.50 It also corresponds to the notion ‘Semi-
active topic’ in opposition to ‘Active topic which is directly and explicitly given by the 
preceding context.51 This is due to the fact the process of activating the Topic needs some 
time as a result of the inferencing activity in the addressee’s mind. According to the data, this 
type of Topic is not as common as the one given explicitly by the preceding context. Let us 
consider the following example. (S.21):      
S. 21) idh[ +a#ara w[liduh[ il[ al-mustashf[ sa-ya<lamu kulla shay>in. 
.ءيش لك ملعيس ىفشتسملا ىلإ اهدلاو رضح اذإ 
 If her father comes to the hospital, he will find out everything.52 
We should consider the context in which this sentence was uttered in order to understand the 
inference process. Here, a mentally disturbed patient committed suicide in hospital. A man 
from the hospital called her family asking whether the father is at home so that he could 
                                                             
50 Dik (1997 a), p. 323-324; González (2001), pp. 149-150. 
51 Chafe (1992), vol. 2. p. 216; Siewierska (1991), pp. 157-158. 
52 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 35. 
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speak with him. A+l[m, one of his daughters, replied that her father was not at home. The 
caller gave her some information about the case without giving more details as she asked 
him; instead he chose to utter the sentence above. The Topic of this sentence, which is the 
father coming to the hospital, is not directly given by the previous context i.e. it is not 
explicitly repeated. However, it can be deduced from the sentence uttered by the caller when 
he asked for the father, bearing in mind that he did not tell the daughter any more details. 
This could, in the addressee’s mind, imply the necessity of the father going to the hospital. It 
can be, then, seen that the caller sets off his sentence with a piece of information that is 
deduced from an earlier statement. Another example from the data in a similar vein is (S.22):  
S. 22)  sa-abq[ <indaka al-laylata, rubbam[ law <udtu il[ bayt\ l[ asta%\<u an an[ma +att[ al-
~ab[+i. 
حابصلا ىتح مانأ نأ عيطتسأ لا يتيب ىلإ تدع ول امبر ،ةليللا كدنع ىقبأس 
I will stay with you tonight «as» if I go back home, I might not be able to sleep until 
morning.53 
Here, there are two complete statements; the first one is an asserted statement sa-abq[ <indaka 
al-laylata, and the second one is a conditional statement that follows it. The propositional 
content expressed in the protasis is not directly retrievable from the previous context. 
However, it is possibly deduced from the statement prior to it sa-abq[ <indaka al-laylata, 
which is opposed to the statement given in the protasis. In other words, saying that my 
intention to stay with you implies that my return home is unlikely.  
Following in a similar vein, Lowe, speaking of English conditionals, describes such 
phenomena as “incompletely retrievable possible world conditionals”54, which means that the 
speaker delivers a piece of information in the protasis which he¦she assumes that the 
addressee is aware of, but has not been explicitly established in the preceding context. Rather, 
it is inferred and understandable from some previous statements. He provides the following 
example: (S.23):    
S. 23)  John: I will demand a jury trial. If I fail and it goes to an Admiralty Court, my first 
question will be whether impressment is ever legal.55  
                                                             
53 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 47. 
54 Lowe (1992), p. 346. 
55 Ibid., p. 348. 
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The proposition “I fail” expressed in the protasis is not a direct repetition of a previous 
statement. However, as Lowe points out, this proposition can be deduced from the statement 
that was mentioned before, which is “I will demand a jury trial”. That is to say when a lawyer 
requests a jury trial, his request can either be granted or rejected.56    
 
iii. Assumed familiar protasis.57 
This is the third status of the topical proposition given by initial protasis. In this case, the 
speaker assumes that the propositional content presented in the protasis is familiar to the 
addressee. Therefore, the Topic of the whole clause is, as the speaker thinks, already stored in 
the addressee’s awareness, hence it can be seen as an identifiable proposition which allows 
the addressee to follow the speaker’s new comment on it. Here, the nature of the proposition 
is different from the one explained above since this proposition is not given in the preceding 
context or linguistically¦extra-linguistically provided. According to the data, an assumed 
familiar protasis is common in contexts where the speaker talks about general concepts and 
facts. Consider the following example (S.24): 
S. 24)  idh[ akhadhn[ silkan daq\qan wa lamasn[ bi-hi nuq%ata +issin b[ridatin a+sasn[ bi-
al-bur]dati. 
ةدوربلاب انسسحأ ةدراب سح ةطقن هب انسملو  اقيقد  اكلس انذخأ اذإ . 
 When (ever) we touch a cool point with a thin wire, we feel the cold.58  
In the sentence, the speaker is describing a scientific process where whenever we make a 
physical connection between a thin wire and a cool point, we can feel the cold. Although the 
speaker has not mentioned anything about the propositional content of the protasis in the 
context that precedes it, he seems to assume that the addressee is familiar with the set of 
entities he is talking about, i.e. the addressee already knows the meaning of the words: 
akhadhn[ silkan daq\qan wa lamasn[ bi-hi nuq%ata +issin b[ridatan, either individually or 
collectively. This accords with Roberts’s point of view of the definition of Topic in general. 
                                                             
56 Ibid. 
57 I have borrowed this term from González (2001), p. 37. 
58 Ma+f]& (2003), p. 127. 
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He considers that the familiarity of the topical proposition can be established by a set of 
familiar entities.59 Another supportive example is provided in (S.25): 
S. 25)  fa-idh[ khadasha al-qi%%u u~bu<a al-%ifli th[ra minn[ al-#a+iku, amm[ idh[ <a##ahu 
kalbun ta+arraka f\ nuf]sin[ al-+uznu. 
 نزحلا انسوفن يف كرحت هعباصأ مشهف بلك هضع اذإ امأ ،كحضلا انم راث لفطلا عبصأ طقلا شدخ اذإف 
And if the cat scratches the child's finger, we burst out laughing, but if a dog bites 
him and crushes his fingers, sadness stirs in our souls.60 
The context in which this utterance is said is about providing an explanation for the 
phenomenon of laughter. The speaker is aiming to provide psychological reasons for why we 
experience laughter in our life. One of the possible reasons he gives is that laughter is a result 
of our intention to balance ourselves psychologically when faced with issues of joy and 
sadness. This is why we laugh when some small trouble afflicts those close to us while we 
feel sad when something significant befalls them. After he supplies this reason, the speaker 
supports it by giving the example above. In the example, there are two conditional sentences. 
The protases of the two sentences form the Topic of the utterance. They are that of the child 
being scratched by a cat in the first sentence and the child being bitten by a dog in the second. 
The speaker assumes that the addressee has already stored these actions in his¦her mind since 
they are typical recurrent actions in our world. Hence, it is easy for the addressee to recall the 
propositional content of the Topic of the whole sentence without receiving a previous 
indication in the preceding context.   
In some other contexts, the proposition of the protasis presents a specific case in which the 
speaker assumes its familiarity to his¦her addressee and hypothesises its possible future 
occurrence. (S.26) below is a good example to illustrate this matter: 
S. 26)  idh[ sh[hadta <[jizan %alaba mus[<adatika, m[ taf<alu? 
؟لعفت ام كتدعاسم بلط  ازجاع تدهاش اذإ 
  If you come across a helpless person asking for your help, what will you do? 61 
The Topic of this sentence is the possibility that the addressee may come across a person who 
needs his help in the future. This proposition is given by the protasis. Although this 
                                                             
59 Roberts (2010), p. 1928. 
60 Ma+m]d (1996), p. 56. 
61 Jawdat (2004), p. 12. 
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proposition has not been provided in the preceding context, the speaker seems to consider it 
recognisable and familiar to the addressee’s mind. This is evidenced by the addressee’s 
immediate reply, given in the text, to the question: +asaba +[jati al-<[jizi ilayya (it depends on  
his  needs). If the addressee had not been able to identify the situation given by the speaker, 
he would not have been able to reply to him.  
iv. Semi-given protasis.  
In this case, the whole predication located in the protasis is not shared information between 
the speaker and the addressee. However, some elements that are held by the predication are 
regarded as being given in the preceding context. In this case, the speaker aims to establish 
part of the frame-setting of the whole sentence, which is already stored in the addressee’s 
mind. This means that some other parts of the predication are considered as New information 
or assumed to be familiar to the addressee. Let us consider the following sentences (S.27 and 
S.28): 
S. 27)  law anna h[dh[ al-ba+ra k[na mawj]dan f\ |alaba la-z[dat <ar[qatuh[ wa 
ahammiyyatuh[. 
اهتيمهأو اهتقارع تدازل بلح يف  ادوجوم ناك رحبلا اذه نأ ول. 
  If this sea was in Aleppo, then its deep heritage and significance would be more.62 
S. 28)  ijlis il[ jaddika al-Sird[ri ya+k\ laka +ik[y[tin lan tamalla sam[<ah[. in lam yukmil 
la-ka +ik[yata al-mi~riyyi al-s[+iri fa-lan ta&fara minn\ bi-muw[faqatin <al[ 
istimt[<ika bi-l-la<ibi ma<a aqr[nika f\ al-+ayyi. 
نل تاياكح كل يكحي ،رادرسلا كدج ىلإ سلجا  نلف رحاسلا يرصملا ةياكح كل لمكي مل نإ ،اهعامس لمت
يحلا يف كنارقأ عم بعللاب كعاتمتسا ىلع ةقفاومب ينم رفظت. 
Sit at your grandfather Sirdar, so that he may tell you of tales that you will never tire 
of hearing. If he does not complete the tale of the Egyptian magician, I will not give 
you permission to enjoy playing with your peers in the neighbourhood. 63 
In (S.27), the protasis holds the following predication of the preference for the existence of 
the sea in Aleppo. The propositional content of this predication is neither entirely Given nor 
New. However, there is actually an element in the predication that is previously mentioned in 
                                                             
62 Jawdat (2004), p. 83. 
63 Ibr[h\m (2010), p. 58. 
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the context, which is al-ba+r. This element has been mentioned by the speaker on earlier 
pages several times.64 This signifies its familiarity to the addressee before the conditional 
sentence is uttered. Hence, the predication in the protasis is partially encoded in the 
addressee’s mind. 
In (S.28), the context of this sentence is as follows: a father is talking to his son and advising 
him to sit with his grandfather and listen to the stories he likes to tell others. The father then, 
in the scope of the protasis, draws his son’s attention to a particular story, which is about 
anEgyptian magician. The father intimates that if his son does not manage to listen to the 
whole story, he will be banned from going out and playing with his peers. As can be 
obviously seen, the word +ik[yah located in the protasis is already given as it forms one 
single representative of the plural word +ik[y[t which is uttered before the conditional 
sentence. However, the whole predication of not listening to the whole story of the Egyptian 
magician is not stored in the addressee’s mind, and hence it is not shared information 
between the interlocutors.  
To sum up, the initial protasis typically presents the Topic of the conditional sentence. This 
Topic is normally accessible and identifiable by the addressee as being either shared (directly 
or indirectly), familiar or partially Given information.  
 Final protasis: 
In Arabic, the protasis can occur in the final position of a conditional sentence, i.e. it follows 
the apodosis. This order goes against the universal order (if p, q), which is regarded as 
optional in some languages and obligatory in some others.65 According to the data, ‘apodosis 
± protasis’ order scores 151 tokens out of 628, which represents 24‰ of the total. In addition, 
it is worth noting, according to the data, that this order acceptably occurs in the context of 
Content, Speech act and Metalinguistic conditionals. By contrast, Inferential and Identifying 
conditionals do not use this order apart from a very few cases with a connection to Inferential 
conditionals as will be shown in (S.31) below. There seems to be a logical reason behind this. 
This is that the conclusion presented by the apodosis of Inferential conditionals cannot be 
introduced before the premise, and it is not plausible for the identified clause held by the 
                                                             
64 Ibid. pp. 79, 82. 
65 Comrie (1986), p. 83 
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apodosis to be located before the identifying one.66 In the following lines, I will examine the 
conditional clauses in terms of their IS functions and organisational functions. Overall, final 
protasis, unlike initial protasis, can present either of the following two functions: setting up 
the Topic of the sentence or providing the Focus information. 
a) Final protasis as Topic: 
In this case, the final protasis expresses the Topic which the whole sentence is about, while 
the apodosis serves as the function of Focus information that the speaker desires to convey to 
the addressee. As such, the Topic is placed in the final position after the Focus. This, thus, 
allows for the “New-Given” order, which is not the typical order as mentioned above 
(6.2.2).67 Also, it dissociates the notion of Topic from the function of being the departure 
point of the message. This contrasts with the initial protasis position discussed above, where 
the topic is the same as the departure point of the message. Instead, the starting point is 
actually presented by the Focus information that is held by the apodosis. According to the 
data, this is the most common trend found in MWA conditionals with regard to the final 
protasis position since many examples with this function have been attested. Let us now 
consider the following examples (S.29, S.30 and S.31): 
S. 29)  qad tuqli<u <ani al-ghin[>i idh[ baqiyat <al[ h[dhihi al-+[lati al-ka>\bati. 
 نع علُقت دقةبيئكلا ةلاحلا هذه ىلع تيقب اذإ ءانغلا 
 She might quit singing if she stays in this depressing situation.68 
 
S. 30)  hal takh%ifuh[ anta idh[ k[na ab]h[ sa-yuzawwijuh[. 
اهجوزيس اهوبأ ناك اذإ تنأ اهفطخت له 
How dare you persist to marry her (take her away with you) knowing that her father 
is going to marry her «to someone else».69  
 
                                                             
66 Athanasiadou and Derven (2000) state that “preposing the consequent would not make any sense in 
identifying pragmatic conditionals”. 
67 See page 204 above. 
68 |ann[ (2004), p. 98. 
69 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 156. 
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S. 31)  wa l[kinnan\ a<taqidu anna am\na al-shu<bati sa-yagh#abu f\-m[ idh[ <arafa bi-
sahratin[ h[dhihi al-laylata, innahu mutazammitun. 
 انترهسب فرع اذإ اميف بضغيس ةبعشلا نيمأ نأ دقتعأ يننكلو.تمزتم هنإ ،ةليللا هذه 
I think that the head of the unit will be angry if he knows about our staying up late 
this night. He is unyielding.70   
In (S.29), the speaker talks about a girl who has become isolated and stopped socializing with 
others. He indicates that she may give up singing, which is signified by the apodosis, if she 
remains in a depressed condition. The Topic that is talked about is the propositional content 
expressed by the final protasis. Applying the question test, we can be sure of the topicality of 
the protasis since the conditional sentence can be an answer of the following question: What 
will happen to her if she stays in this condition? Besides, this topical proposition is already 
given in the previous context and the Focus is New information.  
(S.30) is an example of Speech act conditionals. Here, the Topic of the sentence is expressed 
by the protasis which is located finally and the Focus information is denoted by the initial 
apodosis. This is due to the fact that the propositional content of the final protasis is given in 
the preceding context and, thus, already established in the addressee’s mind.  
(S.31) provides an example of Inferential conditionals, which, as I mentioned earlier, is very 
rare to find with the final protasis position. In this sentence, the speaker expresses his logical 
conclusion with regard to what will happen if the head of the department is informed about 
their staying up late at night. The speaker then gives the reason for this conclusion, which is 
that this person, the head of the department, is strict and unyielding. The topicality of the 
protasis can be tested through the sentence’s capability of being a suitable answer to the 
following question: What do you think will happen if the head of the unit knows that we 
stayed up late at night? The topical proposition presented in the protasis has already been 
indirectly established in the previous context as the speaker said before uttering the 
conditional sentence: k[nat laylatan jam\latan  (it was an beautiful  night), referring to the 
party that made them stay up all the night. In the data examined, there are many examples 
that follow the same pattern in which the final protasis represents the Topic of the conditional 
sentence. 
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b) Final protasis as a Focus: 
The final protasis can also express Focus rather than topical information. The Topic, in this 
case, is expressed by the initial apodosis. According to the data, this case is not common 
since only a few examples have been attested. Here, the protasis represents the information 
that the addressee needs to know about the Topic (i.e. Focus Information). Let us examine the 
following examples: (S.32) 
S. 32) wa ash[ra il[ anna al-qi%[<a al-siy[+iyya yumaththilu al-qi%[<a al-th[niyya f\ nisbati 
sa<wadati al-wa&[>ifi f\ al-mamlakati wa sayu~bi+u al-qi%[<a al-awwala li-taw&\fi al-
su<]diyy\na qar\ban idh[ taw[farati fura~u al-ta+f\zi al-mun[sibah.  
ف يناثلا عاطقلا لثمي يحايسلا عاطقلا نأ ىلإ راشأ وكلمملا يف فئاظولا ةدوعس ةبسن ية عاطقلا حبصيسو ،
 .ةبسانملا زيفحتلا صرف ترفاوت اذإ  ابيرق نييدوعسلا فيظوتل لولأا 
He pointed out that the tourism sector represents the second sector in terms of the 
percentage of Saudization in the Kingdom, and it will be the primary sector in 
employing Saudis soon if the appropriate stimulus to create opportunities becomes 
available. 71 
In (S.32), the speaker is talking about the Saudization of the job market in Saudi Arabia. In 
this particular paragraph, he is reporting part of the speech of the President of the Saudi 
Commission for Tourism and Antiquities who indicated that the tourism sector is now second 
in the number of Saudis that it employs. He then said that this sector will be soon the primary 
employer if a stimulus is made available that will encourage the creation of job opportunities. 
The apodosis here represents the topic of the sentence, which is the Saudization of the jobs in 
Saudi Arabia or, more precisely, the situation of Saudization in the tourism sector. 
Meanwhile, the final protasis produces the Focus information, which is the case of the 
stimulus making new jobs available. The conditional sentence here can be an answer to a 
question like this: When (or in which case) will the tourism sector become the top of provider 
for jobs in terms of Saudization?  
The following is another example from the data to support the idea that a final protasis can be 
a Focus. Consider the following example: (S.33) 
                                                             
71 Y]suf, Fat+ All[h, ‘al-Su<]diyyah Tu<\d Tashk\l Kh[ri%atih[ al-Iqti~[diyyah bi- al-Tawassu< f\ Istithm[rat al-
Qi%[< al-Siy[+\’, al-Sharq al-Awsa%, 21¦1¦2014, p. 19. 
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S. 33)  hum ya<taqil]na al-n[sa in takallam] aw li-mujarradi al-ishib[hi bi-him. 
مه نولقتعي سانلا نإ اوملكت وأ درجمل هابتشلاا مهب 
  They arrest people if they talk or once they suspect them.72 
Here, the initial apodosis denotes the Topic of the whole sentence, which is the police 
arresting people, and this proposition is already established in the mind of the interlocutors as 
it has been the major concern for them through the previous context and dialogue. We can 
support this by considering the sentence as an answer to the following: in which cases do the 
police arrest people?  
One question can be posed here and needs to be answered: why do the speakers deviate from 
the typical and universal order? In other words, what makes the apodosis important to be 
brought in in initial position of the conditional sentence followed by the protasis, especially 
in the case of the final protasis being the Topic? By surveying many examples in the data, I 
found several functional reasons that are contextually bound and motivate the speaker to 
place the apodosis in the initial position. We can take the following functions: 
i. Preserving the coherence of the text. Consider (S.34): 
This may be seen as the most common function that the speaker desires to achieve by 
locating the apodosis before the protasis. The following example illustrates this aspect: 
(S.34):   
S. 34)  lan tak]na al-wasa%iyyatu madrasatan wa l[ madhhaban wa l[ na&ariyyatan, qad 
tak]nu h[dhihi kh[timatu al-ma%[fi wa hiya nat\jatun silbiyyatun fi<lan law jazamn[ 
bi-h[. 
 يهو ،فاطملا ةمتاخ هذه نوكت دق ،ةيرظن لاو  ابهذم لاو ةسردم ةيطسولا نوكت نل انمزج ول  لاعف ةيبلس ةجيتن
.اهب 
“Moderation will not be a school of thought, a sect or a theory”; this «statement» 
could be the end of the discussion and it would be a negative result if we affirmed 
it.73 
These sentences follow a long, previous discussion by the speaker regarding the definition of 
the term wasa%iyyah (moderation). He concludes that wasa%iyyah cannot be a school of 
                                                             
72 Jub]r (2000), p. 56. 
73 Al-Ghadh[m\ (2013), p. 91. 
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thought or a sect or a theory. He then follows this by saying that this may be the end of the 
discussion about this term, implying it is still a vague term, but he also comments on this by 
saying that this would be a negative and disappointing result. This comment is retained by the 
apodosis and so it is consequently placed at the beginning of the conditional sentence in order 
to keep the text as coherent as possible.74  
Retaining the coherence of the text by linking its segments together can also be driven by 
some contextual-bound factors:    
a) Presenting a direct result from a previous statement.  Consider (S.38): 
S. 35)  diqqatu tafk\rika wa bu<du na&arika math[ru i<j[b\ ayyuh[ al-waz\ru al-+[dhiqu, li-
dh[lika u<linu tarsh\+aka li-khil[fati al-<ahdi idh[ tamma al-ittif[qu <al[ al-takhallu~i 
mina al-maliki. 
قذانحلا ريزولا اهيأ يباجعإ راثم كرظن دعبو كريكفت ةّقد،  قانفتلاا َّمنت اذإ دنهعلا ةنفلاخل كحينشرت ننلعأ كلذنل
كلملا نم صّلختلا ىلع 
O shrewd minister, the accuracy of your thinking and your farsightedness arouses 
my admiration. As such, I hereby announce your nomination to succeed the power if 
it is agreed to get rid of the King.75 
This sentence is uttered by the head of the army talking to the one of the King’s ministers. He 
says that he admires the way that the minister thinks. This results in him declaring his 
nomination of the minister as a successor to the King, provided all parties agree on taking the 
present King’s life. As can be seen, the apodosis present the result as New information, but 
the speaker prefers to directly link this result with its preceding introduction without any 
separation in order to keep the text as coherent as possible (i.e. his decision to choose the 
minister is as a result of his admiration of the minister’s intelligence). The Topic of the 
                                                             
74 This example is problematic in terms of which clause is the Topic of the whole sentence; is it the initial 
apodosis or the final protasis? If it is the initial apodosis, it will be a Topic that carries Semi-given information; 
if it is the final protasis, it will be a Topic that carries Covert shared knowledge, since the the speaker’s 
assertiveness might be deduced¦ inferred from the previous statement uttered at the beginning of the text lan 
tak]na al-wasa%iyyatu madrasatan wa l[ madhhaban wa l[ na&ariyyah (moderation will not be a school of 
thought, a sect or a theory). Nevertheless, my intuition would go with the first possibility (i.e. the initial 
apodosis). 
75 |ann[ (2004), p. 23. 
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conditional sentence, which is conveyed by the protasis, is given, shared information since 
the matter (the King’s elimination) was discussed previously by all the parties.  
b) Providing a reason that is linked to the previous discourse. Consider (S.36): 
S. 36)  amm[ ra>y\ (f\ ubuwwatika) alladh\ tuqsimu <alayya bi-anna u<linahu bi-~ar[+atin fa-
inn\ akh[fu an tagh#aba idh[ abdaytuhu la-ka. 
 ييأر امأ[كتوبأ يف] .كل هتيدبأ اذإ بضغت نأ فاخأ ينإف ةحارصب هنلعأ نأب يلع مسقت يذلا 
My opinion «on your paternity», which you are obliging me to announce frankly, I feel   
afraid that you might get angry if I reveal it.76 
Here, the speaker is starting his statement with a clause that can be seen as an orienter that is 
attributed to the Topic of the conditional sentence as a whole (which is giving an opinion). 
This orienter clause is referring to the addressee’s desire to know the speaker’s opinion about 
his fatherhood (it is not mentioned in the sentence, but it was referred to in the wider 
discourse of the sentence). The speaker does not seem want to reveal his opinion, as he refers 
to the addressee’s insistence on knowing by using the word tuqsimu, implying to gain a 
pledge or an oath from someone. The speaker then gives the reason for his refusal to reveal 
his opinion, which is denoted by the initial apodosis; it is because he is concerned with the 
addressee’s anger if he declares his opinion. The apodosis here provides us with the Focus 
information while the protasis denotes the Topic. 
c) The apodosis carries a direct response to the addressee’s statement.  
In this case, the speaker delivers by the means of the apodosis, an uninterrupted reply to what 
the addressee is saying, which he believes is incorrect. Let us consider the following 
dialogue:  
S. 37)  Al-q[#\: innaka la-q[til. hal tunkiru dh[lika? 
  Ni#[l: lam ya+duth an dhaba+tu %iflan. 
  Al-q[#\: bal taf<alu law ut\+at laka al-fur~atu. 
تاقل كنإ :يضاقلا.ل  ؟كلذ ركنت له 
. لافط تحبذ نأ ثدحي مل :لاضن 
يضاقلا ةصرفلا كل تحيتأ ول لعفت لب : . 
    The judge: You are a murderer, do you deny that? 
                                                             
76 Al-^an%[w\ (2012), p. 22. 
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    Nidal: I have never killed a child. 
    The judge: You would do if you had the opportunity.77  
As can be seen, the conditional sentence (the third sentence) is preceded by two statements, 
which is as follows. First, the judge is accusing Ni#[l of being a murderer. Second, Ni#[l 
denies the judge’s accusation that by saying that he has never killed a child. The judge then 
responds that he believes that Ni#[l would definitely do so if he had the chance. The clause 
bal taf<alu indicates a direct response to what Ni#[l just said i.e. his denial. Hence, this clause 
is brought initially before the protasis because the judge aims to disprove Ni#[l’s denial in 
straightforward manner to ensure that the intended message is delivered without any 
interruption. This makes the psychological impact on the addressee more effective since if the 
protasis was placed initially, it is likely that the psychological impact would be weaker due to 
the interruption between Ni#[l’s denial and the judge’s response by a hypothetical clause, 
which is law ut\+at la-ka al-fur~ah. As a result, the dialogue would not be perfectly coherent 
and linked. Here, the apodosis expresses the topic of the sentence which is already given, 
while the protasis expresses the Focus information. 
ii. Presenting the mood of the apodosis as being the salient aspect of the sentence. 
As seen earlier in several examples, the apodosis presents different sentence moods: 
declarative, interrogative and imperative. Hence, in some cases, the speaker presents the 
apodosis in the initial position of the conditional sentence in order to direct the addressee’s 
attention to the mood, which assigns him the role of his appropriate reaction.78 I will present 
two examples; one is for the interrogative mood and the other is for the imperative mood 
respectively: (S.38-39) 
S. 38)  m[dh[ sa-ya+duthu law intashara al-khabaru bayna zam\l[t\. 
يتلايمز نيب ربخلا رشتنا ول ثدحيس اذام 
  What would happen if news spread among my colleagues?79 
S. 39)  u<dhir\n\ in a+rajtuki aw jara+tuki. 
كتحرج وأ كتجرحأ نإ ينيرذعا 
                                                             
77 G[da al-|aq (1998), p. 26. 
78 See Dwoning (1991), p. 129 for the functions of initial elements in general.  
79 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 136. 
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 Please, forgive me if I have put you in an awkward situation or if I upset you.80   
In (S.38), the mood conveyed by the initial apodosis is interrogative. Here, the speaker is 
concerned with the question of what will happen in case her private secrets were spread in her 
friendship community. The speaker, then, aims to draw, as a priority, the addressee’s 
attention to this question and start her message from it as she wants to imply: it is what will 
happen that I am concerned about more. In (S.39), the speaker prefers to starts his utterance 
with an imperative mood as, it seems, he thinks that asking the addressee (his lover) for 
forgiveness is the most important and relevant to say in his particular situation.       
iii. Setting up the Topic of the conditional sentence. 
In this case, the speaker aims to bring the propositional content of the apodosis to the initial 
place only to introduce the Topic of the conditional sentence. Hence, the sentence preserves 
the typical order “Topic-Focus”. Consider the following sentence: (S.40) 
S. 40)  lan natamakkana min ta~awwuri ma<nan ta>s\siyyin li-na&ariyyati al-wasa%iyyati idh[ 
lam nan%aliq min na&ariyyati al-<ad[lati. 
.ةلادعلا ةيرظن نم قلطنن مل اذإ ةيطسولا ةيرظنل يسيسأت ىنعم روصت نم نكمتن نل 
We will not be able to envisage a constituentive sense of the moderation theory if we 
do not proceed from the theory of justice.81 
In this sentence, the speaker starts his utterance with the apodosis followed by the protasis. 
He provides the addressee with what he thinks should be encoded first by his recipient, which 
is the Topic of the sentence. The Topic spoken about is the difficulty of establishing a 
constituent meaning for the theory of wasa%iyyah. This sets up the background of the sentence 
in the addressee’s awareness, which paves the way to receive the Focus information, which is 
here: the case of the theory of justice not being a foundation for our investigation. 
To sum up, the protasis being in the final position can convey two discourse functions: Topic 
and Focus. This indicates that Topic is not necessarily located in the initial position.    
 Medial protasis: 
In this case, the protasis acts as a parenthetical proposition which is located in the middle 
between parts of another proposition. In other word, it interrupts another complete sentence 
                                                             
80 Ibid., p. 101. 
81 Al-Ghadh[m\ (2013), p. 98. 
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by a condition which the speaker thinks is relevant to that complete sentence. This case is, 
according to the data, an unusual structural behaviour in MAW conditionals since only 17 
occurrences have been recorded, representing only 3‰ of the total. The following examples 
illustrate this situation: (S.41-42)  
S. 41) h[dh[ al-amru in +a~ala yak]nu <al[mata shu>min y[ mawl[ya. 
 رملأا اذه–  لصح ْنإ–  ةملاع نوكي اي ٍمؤش.يلاوم 
 Sir, if this happens, it will be an ominous sign.82 
 
S. 42) wa q[la m]s[: inna al-ra>\sa al-muqbila idh[ k[na al-S\siyya fa-sa-yak]nu 
murashsha+an bi-wa~fihi al-q[>ida al-<[mma al-s[biqa li-l-quww[ti al-musalla+ati. 
 لبقملا سيئرلا نإ :ىسوم لاقو – ناك اذإيسيسلا– .ةحلسملا تاوقلل قباسلا ماعلا دئاقلا هفصوب  احشرم نوكيسف 
M]s[ said: “If the next president is al-Sisi, he will have been nominated as the former 
commander in chief of the armed forces”.83  
In (S.41), the context that precedes this sentence is relevant. The King asked his chamberlain 
to tell him a funny joke. The chamberlain replied: what if his joke is not funny? The King 
replied by saying that the Minster’s chamberlain will ride on his back (the King’s 
chamberlain) in front of the whole crew, which is embarrassing. Then, the chamberlain 
uttered the sentence above. Therefore, the phrase h[dh[ al-amru refers to the action of  
Minster’s chamberlain which may happen, and if it happens, it will be a sign of misfortune 
for the King’s throne As can be seen, the protasis in +a~al is located between the constituents 
of another sentence. That is the subject¦topic h[dh[ al-amru, which is Given, and its 
predicate¦focus yak]nu <al[mata shu>min, which is New.  
In (S.42), the speaker is talking about who possibly will be the President of Egypt in the 
future. He is saying: in case al-S\s\ wins the election, he will have been nominated as the 
former leader of the Armed Forces Hence, his nomination will be valid since he already left 
his position as leader.  According to the previous context, the subject¦topic al-ra>\sa is Given 
and the predicate¦focus fa-sa-yak]nu murashsha+an bi-wa~fihi al-q[>ida al-<[mma al-s[biqa 
li-l-quww[ti al-musalla+ati is New. The protasis is placed between these two segments. 
 
                                                             
82 |ann[ (2004), p. 35. 
83 ‘Al-Ra>\s al-Ma~r\ al-Mu>aqqat’, al-Sharq al-Awsa%, 21¦1¦2014, p. 6. 
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6.4.  Discussion: 
This section discusses the key findings from the analysis of the conditional sentences in 
MWA which address the following research question:  
How do conditional sentences act contextually and functionally in the text?  
To find an answer to this question, two main criteria have been considered: the clause order 
and the preceding context. These criteria have shown us how the speaker makes a choice of a 
particular clause order when uttering a conditional sentence, and consequently, how the 
speaker perceives the propositional content with connection to the addressee’s awareness. 
The following lines will highlight the main findings that emerge by applying these two 
criteria.   
The analysis has presented the initial protasis as dominant over the other possible orders, 
final protasis, and medial protasis. This follows the universal rule that generalises this order 
as typical. That is to say it has been observed cross-linguistically that the most common 
pattern in conditional structures is the placing the protasis in the initial position. In this 
respect, Greenberg’s statement that recognises the universal tendency of this usage holds true 
with respect to Arabic conditionals: “In conditional statements, the conditional clause 
(protasis) precedes the conclusion (apodosis) as the normal order in all languages”.84 
Moreover, this order has been statistically examined and viewed as the most common by 
Sartori in the context of Modern Literary Arabic, and Ford and Thompson, in English 
context. Table 24 compares my study with the aforementioned two studies: 
             Study  
 
Protasis position 
English 
Ford and 
Thompson (1986) 
Arabic 
Sartori 
(2011) 
Arabic 
The present study 
Initial  337 (77‰) 199 (70.4‰) 460 (73‰) 
Final  113 (23‰) 84 (29.6‰) 151(24‰) 
Medial  N¦A N¦A 17 (3‰) 
Total  490 283 628 
Table 24. Distribution of clause order in conditional sentences in MWA with comparison to Ford and 
Thomson (1986) and Sartori (2011) 
                                                             
84 Greenberg (1963), p. 84. See also Comrie (1986), p. 83; Dik (1990), p. 238. 
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Hence, this result refutes Badawi et al.’s view that the “apodosis ± protasis” order is the most 
common order in MWA conditional sentences. 85  
We have also seen in the analysis above that initial protases of MWA conditionals typically 
represent the discourse function ‘Topic’, which is the entity that is spoken about in a 
particular sentence. Apparently, as Haiman states, this is due to the similarity between Topic 
characteristics and protasis characteristics in that both “constitute the framework which has 
been selected for the following discourse”.86 As a result, the speaker appears to aim at 
orienting the addressee’s attention and bring his focus to the central scope of his utterance.87  
That is why some linguists classify the initial protasis as part of what they call “the clauses 
with Orientation function”.88 Hence, it can be concluded, as Comrie did following Haiman, 
that “since topics tend cross-linguistically to occur sentence-initially, it would follow that 
conditional protases should also occur sentence-initially”.89   
In terms of the Given-New division, we have seen that the content of the protasis, which 
receives a topical function, can be accessed by the addressee through various informational or 
cognitive statuses. This may be manifested through (i) overt shared knowledge that can be 
acquired via the preceding context or linguistic markers, (ii) covert shared information that 
can be achieved through extra-linguistic context or inferential process, (ii) previous 
familiarity, and (iv) a partially-Given proposition. This may suggest the appropriateness of 
the notion ‘Shared Accessibility’ as a strong feature of the protasis. This has been proposed 
by Dancygier in the context of English conditionals. Hence, overt shared knowledge or Given 
information forms part of the aforementioned notion.90 This, as a result, would weaken the 
view that mainly connects the topicality of the protasis with the concept of shared knowledge 
which is obtained only via its recoverability from the preceding context. This view, which 
seems narrow, has been held by Ford and Thompson in their study of English conditionals in 
written texts.91  
                                                             
85 Badawi et al. (2004), pp. 640, 659.   
86 Haiman (1978), p. 585. 
87 Ford (2005), p. 12. 
88 Dik (1997 b), pp. 395-396; Ford (2005), p. 12. 
89 Comrie (1986), p. 86. 
90 Dancygier (2006), pp. 134-137. 
91 Ford and Thompson (1986), p. 356. 
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It has also been shown by the present analysis that in one set of examples the final protasis 
has the function of ‘Topic’ while in another set it has the function of ‘Focus’, although the 
latter seems to be unusual in MWA. In addition, I aimed to reveal the functional factors 
behind those conditional structures in which the speaker deviates from the typical order 
(initial protasis) to the other order (final protasis). These factors have a significant connection 
with the preceding context. That is to say, that the speaker desires, by bringing the apodosis 
forward, to preserve the coherence of the text by creating a dynamic interaction between 
some of previous parts of the text and the propositional content expressed in the initial 
apodosis. This is exemplified in S.34 and 37 above. This reflects the findings of Dancygier 
who has noticed, in the context of English conditionals, that the initial apodosis is significant 
since it “allows guaranteeing the overall coherence of the text by continuing the main theme 
of the conversation or being a direct response to previous discourse”.92 She illustrates this 
with the following English example: (S.43) 
S. 43)  I will take you to the park tomorrow morning if it stops raining.93 
This apodosis is brought forward because the speaker wants to keep the text coherent and 
contextually connected to what has previously been said. That is to say, this sentence is an 
answer to the following question: Can we go to the park tomorrow morning? 
The medial protasis case has been identified as an unusual behaviour in the current data, 
acting as a parenthetical clause which comments on element(s) of another statement. Figure 
11 illustrates the overall outcomes of the present study with respect to the clause order types 
and their discourse functions: 
                                                             
92 Dancygier (2006), p. 148. 
93 Ibid.  
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Figure 11. Types of clause order and their discourse functions in MWA conditionals. 
Since the issue of the relation between topicality and givenness on the one hand, and 
conditional sentences on the other hand has already been investigated in detail in cross-
linguistic studies, especially in English conditionals, in the following section I will discuss 
and compare my findings with the most well-known studies.  
Haiman asserts that all protases in conditional sentences are Topics regardless of their 
positions whether they are in initial position or final position. The reason behind this view is 
that he believes that Topic and protasis are identical in that both retain the discourse function 
Given. He states: “Conditionals, like topics, are givens which constitute the frame of the 
reference with respect to which the main clause is either true… or felicitous”.94 Hence, the 
protases of the following English examples are the Topics of the sentence and also givens: 
(S.44-45): 
S. 44)  If Max comes, we will play poker. 
S. 45)  There is food in the fridge if you are hungry.95 
Concerning the present analysis, even though the findings show that there is a tendency for 
the protasis to have the function Topic, it does not confirm that this is a regular trend (viz. 
                                                             
94 Ibid. p. 564. 
95 Ibid.  
Types of 
clause order 
Initial protasis Topic
Final protasis
Topic
Focus
Medial protsis Parenthetical clause
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obligatory) in both protasis positions (initial and final). This finding is different from Haiman 
who generalises this trend. However, it could be reasonably said that the typicality of the 
protasis as the Topic of the sentence is only applicable when the protasis is located initially, 
as demonstrated in the analysis above. By contarast, the final protasis can also relays as the 
‘Focus’ function, and the apodosis, which is located initially, relays the function ‘Topic’. 
This is supported by Comrie’s claim that protasis in English can be Focus and that, cross-
linguistically, it tends to occur sentence-finally.96 He supports his argument with the 
following example: (S.46): 
S. 46)  I will leave if you pay me. 
He illustrates that the protasis is Focus in case this sentence is in response to (S.47): 
S. 47)  Under what circumstances will you leave?97 
It is worth noting that Haiman regards the protasis as a contrastive topic that is “selected by 
the speaker apropos of thoughts that he has not yet communicated to his listener”.98 It is 
contrastive since it is “selected from a list of possible conditions”.99 Hence, it is old, shared 
information between the interlocutors. This implies that the propositional content of the 
protasis is not conditioned by direct indication in the previous context. This can correspond to 
what has been presented in the analysis where I have shown that the previous context forms 
one factor, among other factors, which contributes to the accessibility of topic presented by 
the protases of Arabic conditionals.  
Akatsuka agrees with Haiman, viewing the protasis as a contrastive Topic. However, she 
disagrees with him on contrastive Topic as given entity¦proposition. In her opinion, 
contrastive Topics can be New information.100 She provides the following examples to 
support her opinion: (S.48. a and b): 
Context: Person A notices that person B is looking for someone. A says to B:  
S. 48. a)  If it is Maria you want to know about, she is washing the dishes. 
                                                             
96 Comrie (1986), p. 86. 
97 Ibid. 
98 Haiman (1978), p. 584. 
99 Ibid., p. 572. 
100 Akatsuka (1986), pp. 348-349. 
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S. 48. b) As for Maria, she is washing the dishes.101  
Akatsuka says we cannot consider Maria as having been mentioned in the previous context, 
nor can we see her as a Given because person A is not certain if Maria is the person that B is 
looking for.102 Therefore, Akatsuka adopts two criteria for the topicality of the protasis: the 
preceding context and the speaker’s attitude.103 The latter indicates that given knowledge has 
to exist in the interlocutor’s mind as well.104 Hence, and as she illustrates, it is wrong to 
replace “As for”, with “Speaking of”, in (S.48. a and b) since the latter implies Givenness. In 
the next lines, I will discuss two points in relation to Akatsuka’s view. 
The first point is that it appears that Akatsuka does not consider the speaker’s assumption of 
the addressees’ familiarity with the propositional content as being a candidate for accesssable 
shared information. I disagree with her because I have shown through the analysis that the 
entity or proposition that is assumed to be familiar to the addressee (i.e. assumed familiarity), 
even if not talked about previously in the context, constitutes one of the cases that can be 
accessed or identified by the addressee. Hence, “Maria” should not be seen as New 
information because there is a possibility that the addressee knows “Maria”. In this context, 
we can recall Chafe’s conception for Givenness where he defines it as “information is that 
knowledge which the speaker assumes to be in the consciousness of the addressee at the time 
of the utterance”.105 
The second point is related to considering the protasis as a new Topic. It seems that Akatsuka 
does not consider the whole content of the protasis in (S.46. a) as a Topic. She designates the 
entity “Maria” as the sole pivotal element of the clause. Even if we assume that “Maria” is 
the Topic of the sentence and it is New information, as Akatsuka believes, she overlooks the 
predicate and its complements ‘want to know about’ as being part of the whole content. In 
my opinion, this predicate is extra-linguistically given (i.e. acquired via the non-textual 
context that “person A is seeing person B is looking for someone”). In doing so, the 
proposition denoted by the protasis is not completely New. This is similar to what I identify 
above as a ‘Semi-given Topic’ and it can be applicable to (S.46. a), since part of the 
                                                             
101 Ibid., pp. 347-348. 
102 Ibid. p. 348. 
103 Ibid. p. 342. 
104 Ibid. p. 349. 
105 Chafe (1976), p. 30. See similar: Abdul-Raof (1998), p. 104. 
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proposition that is expressed by the protasis is given by a non-textual source, and the other 
part (i.e. Maria) is not given at all.  
Like Schiffrin in her analysis of English conditionals, I too consider the clause order 
parameter as an important criterion for examining the conditional sentence in terms of IS 
functions.106 This goes against the views of Haiman and Akatsuka, who seem to believe that 
labelling the protasis as a Topic is not affected by the clause order, i.e. the protasis is Topic 
whether it is located in the initial or final position of the sentence. Dancygier’s analysis of 
English conditionals seems to provide similar findings to those of Schiffrin.107 My analysis of 
MWA conditionals may be better seen as an analogous to the results given by Schiffrin and 
Dancygier with respect to the functions of initial and final protases, i.e. initial protasis 
presents Given information and thus it is Topic, and final protasis presents either Given 
(Topic) or New (Focus) information. As I have already provided English examples for the 
protasis as being Given in initial and final positions, as illustrated by Haiman above (See S.44 
and S.45 above), I will now give two English examples that demonstrate final protasis with 
New information that thus holds the function of Focus information. One comes from 
Schiffrin and the other comes from Dancygier. Consider (S. 49-50):  
S. 49) Henry: I do not go out of my way. 
  Zelda: Well you would go out of your way! 
  Henry: I would if it called for it.108 
S. 50) I will take you to the park tomorrow morning if it stops raining.109 
In the case of (S.49), Schiffrin points out that the protasis “if it called for it” is a new piece of 
information, i.e. which has not been established through the previous context. Meanwhile the 
apodosis holds the propositional content of “going out of one’s way”, which is mentioned 
earlier in the context of both Henry and Zelda, and therefore represents the Topic of the 
sentence. As for (S.50), Dancygier indicates that the initial apodosis “taking someone to the 
park tomorrow morning” is the Topic of the sentence when it is in response to the following 
question: “Can we go to the park tomorrow morning?” For the sake of comparison, I will 
                                                             
106 Schiffrin (1992), pp. 171, 179-193. 
107 Dancygier (2006), pp. 137, 153-159. 
108 Schiffrin (1992), p. 159. 
109 Dancygier (2006), p. 148. 
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repeat an example from my data analysis which is very similar to the English examples S.49 
and S.50 above. Consider (S.33): 
S. 33)  hum ya<taqil]na al-n[sa in takallam] aw li-mujarradi al-ishtib[hi bi-him. 
مه  نولقتعي سانلا نإ اوملكت وأ درجمل هابتشلاا مهب 
   They arrest people if they talk or even if they just suspect them. 110 
The proposition in takallam] aw li-mujarradi al-ishtib[hi bihim in (S.33) can be seen 
functionally as New and Focus information comparable to the propositions “if it called for it” 
in (S.49), and “if it stops raining” in (S.50) above.  
Finally, it is worth saying that my findings also confirm al-Mutawakkil’s hypothesis that the 
protasis of Arabic conditionals can be acceptably applicable as either Topic or Focus. 
However, he does not seem to link this to the clause order parameter as I did in my analysis. 
This has led him to believe, contrary to the present study, that an initial protasis can also have 
the function ‘Focus’.111 He provides the following artificial example: (S.51): 
S. 51) idh[ qadimat Hindun sa-yakhruju Kh[lidun. 
دلاخ جرخيس دنه تمدق اذإ 
 If Hind comes, Khalid will leave.112 
He suggests this sentence as a response to a statement such as: sa-yakhruju Khalidun idh[ 
istafazzahu a+adu al-+[#ir\n (Khalid will leave if he is provoked by one of those present). 
The Topic of (S.51), which is Given and expressed by the final apodosis, is the possibility of 
Khalid’s leaving in the future, while the Focus is expressed by the initial protasis that 
expresses the possibility of Hind’s coming. In other words, this sentence can be an answer to 
the following question: Will Khalid leave if he is provoked by one of those present? 
Nevertheless, his hypothesis is not supported by practical evidence from real Arabic 
examples.  
                                                             
110 Jub]r (2000), p. 56. 
111 Al-Mutawakkil (1987), p. 108. 
112 Ibid., p. 109. 
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6.5. Conclusion: 
In this chapter, MWA conditionals have been functionally analysed within a broader context. 
The analysis has shown that conditional sentences fulfil some functional and pragmatic 
purposes. It has been demonstrated that the protasis position in a conditional sentence is a 
crucial parameter in order to uncover the functional status of the propositional content 
expressed. The initial protasis position holds a strong relationship with the discourse function 
‘Topic’, while the final protasis position can present either topical or focal propositions. It 
seems that both Arabic and English conditionals follow this pattern. Cognitively, the speaker, 
by uttering the topical initial protasis, orients the addressee’s awareness to a propositional 
content which is seen as either contextually and extra-linguistically given, semi-given or 
assumed to be known by the addressee. This suggests that there should be an accessible 
cognitive environment which is shared by the two interlocutors, similar to Dancygier’s 
premise.113 Together, these findings refute the view that the protasis is always the Topic of 
the sentence, and also the view that the Topic must be given in a previous conext. In addition, 
although the final protasis position is not as common as in the initial protasis position, I found 
that the speaker is implicitly driven by some functional reasons to deviate from the typical 
order. The most important reason is maintaining the coherent organisation of the text; this 
allows for smooth movement between the text segments. This plays an additional role in 
revealing the dynamicity of conditional statements and their interaction with the text. The 
following chapter will examine special sets of conditional structures in which the conditional 
particles interact with some other elements.  
 
                                                             
113 Dancygier (2006), p. 137. 
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 Chapter Seven 
 The interaction between the conditional particles and other linguistic 
elements 
 
7.1. Introduction: 
In the previous chapters, I analysed those conditionals whose particles are seen as being 
independent from other linguistic elements. In this chapter, I will specifically focus on 
conditional structures that have their particles compounded with some particular linguistic 
elements in MWA. The analysis will show how the change in the syntax of the conditional 
particles leads to the change in the meaning of the sentence. Following Dancygier, I will focus 
my analysis on those particles that provide concessive and exceptive meaning in the scope of 
conditionality.1 The chapter is divided into three main sections. The first two are practical 
analyses of Concessive conditionals (section 7.2) and Exceptive conditionals (section 7.3). The 
data examined in this chapter comes from group 2. The total number of examples considered in 
this chapter is 166 tokens, distributed as follows: 141 tokens of Concessive conditionals and 25 
tokens of Exceptive conditionals. Finally, the significant findings will be discussed in light of the 
relevant literature in section 7.4.  
7.2. Concessive conditionals: 
7.2.1. Theoretical considerations:  
It is important, before analysing the data of the present study, to shed light on the concept of 
concessive clauses because they show great interaction with concessive conditionals.2  
Concessive clauses are defined as those adverbial clauses that indicate contrast between two 
propositions expressed in two separate clauses where the speaker commits to the truth of the two 
                                                             
1 Dancygier (2006), p. 160 also adds the interaction between the conditional particle and the connector ‘then’, which 
is comparable to the Arabic connector fa-. We discussed this issue in Chapter 5.  
2 König (1986), p. 230. 
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propositions.3 This meaning is further clarified by considering the following English example 
(S.1): 
S. 1) Even though it is raining, Fred is going to go out for a walk.4 
In this sentence, the speaker is expressing a negative relation between two propositions: “it is 
raining now” and “Fred’s intention of going out for a walk”. The speaker considers both 
propositions factual and both to be inevitably occurring even though they are seen as 
incompatible. That is to say “if it is raining, one normally does not go out for a walk”.5 In this 
sense, concessive clauses differ from ordinary conditional sentences. (I will use the term  
‘ordinary conditionals’ in this Chapter for the sake of clarity to distinguish them from concessive 
conditionals and concessive clauses. Ordinary conditionals were the focus of the previous three 
chapters). In ordinary conditional sentences, the speaker does not, in many cases, commit 
him¦herself to the truth of the two propositions expressed in the two clauses (i.e. they express 
non-factuality).  
In English, the common concessive conjunctions are: ‘although’, ‘even though’, ‘though’, 
‘despite’ and ‘in spite’, ‘nevertheless’,6 while Arabic concessive clauses can be denoted by 
conjunctions like: ma<a anna, bi-al-raghmi, <al[ al-raghmi, bayda anna, ill[ anna.7 All these 
conjunctions have the sense of the English conjunctions just mentioned. I will not provide 
examples for all the Arabic concessive conjunctions mentioned above since the goal of this 
section is not centred on analysing Arabic and English concessive clauses. They are considered 
only as a facilitator for the purpose of comparison with concessive conditionals. Consider the 
following made-up examples: (S.2-3) 
S. 2) Kh[lidun taj[waza al-imti+[na ma>a annahu k[na ~a<ban. 
   ابعص ناك هنأ عم ناحتملاا زواجت دلاخ 
Kh[lid passed the exam even though it was difficult. 
                                                             
3 Huddleston and Pullum (2002), p. 734; König (1994), p. 679. 
4 König (1994), vol. 2. p. 679. 
5 Ibid.  
6 Quirk, et al. (1972), p. 749; König (1985), p. 263; Huddleston and Pullum (2002), p. 734.   
7 Holes (1994), p. 235; Badawi et al, (2004), pp. 611-615. 
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S. 3) Kh[lidun taj[waza al-imti+[na bi-al-raghmi min ~u<]batihi  
هتبوعص نم مغرلاب ناحتملاا زواجت دلاخ 
  Kh[lid passed the exam in spite of its difficulty. 
Now, I would like to give the focus to Arabic concessive conditionals. Overall, there are two 
main particles that are combined with the three typical conditional particles (idh[, in and law) to 
indicate concessive meaning. These particles are: +att[ and wa-. Hence, five concessive 
conditional particles are established by this combination: +att[ wa-in, wa-in, +att[ (wa-) law, wa-
law and +att[-idh[.8 The last has not been attested in the data of the present study and most of the 
literature I have surveyed. As far as I have discovered, only Badawi et al and Esseesy have 
mentioned that +att[-idh[ can denote concessive meaning even though there are very few 
examples in his corpus.9 Hence, I will discuss this later in section 7.4.1. In English, there are, as 
König points out,10 three particles that play roles in denoting concessive conditional meaning; 
they are: ‘whether’, ‘however’ and ‘even if’. The last will be the only particle to be taken into 
consideration during the analysis as an equivalent of the Arabic particles and will be used as a 
means of comparison. Before I proceed with the qualitative analysis, it may be relevant to 
present, according to the data, a statistical comparison between the particles used to express 
MAW concessive conditionals. (Table. 25): 
 Particles 
 
wa-in +att[ wa-in wa-law +att[ (wa-) law Total 
Frequency  54 (81‰) 13 (19‰) 40 (54‰) 34 (46‰)  
141 Total   67 74 
Table 25. The statistical distribution of the concessive conditional particles. 
This table tells us that the particles in and law are almost equally frequently used to express 
concessive conditional meaning. However, this illustration reveals an interesting practical 
                                                             
8 Badawi et al, (2004), p. 669; Buckley (2004), p. 751. König (1985), p. 267 states that concessive connectives are 
made, in many languages, through composition of ordinary conditional connectives (e.g. if) and other focus particles 
(e.g. even).  
9 Badawi et al, (2004), p. 661; Esseesy (2010), p. 324. 
10 König (1985), p. 264. 
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difference between the two particles. This behaviour is related to the composition of these 
particles with the particle +att[. As obviously seen, wa-law and +att[ (wa-) law usages present 
almost similar frequencies. By contrast, wa-in and +att[ wa-in usages show a signification gap 
between them. Thus, the former occurs almost 4 times of the latter. This statistics also show that 
+att[ is more commonly attached to the particle law than in.  
 
Concessive conditionals are seen in an imprecise position between ordinary conditionals and 
concessive clauses.11 That is to say concessive conditionals take some aspects of their 
characteristics from concessive clauses and some other characteristics from ordinary conditional 
sentences. That is why concessive conditionals are sometimes treated under the heading of 
concessive clauses, while, in some other sources, they are included with ordinary conditional 
sentences.12 However, I will argue that concessive conditionals are semantically very close to 
concessive clauses. This will be supported by analysing concessive conditionals in MWA on the 
basis of the semantic characteristics that have been cross-linguistically identified for this 
particular structure.13 Besides, a comparison between concessive conditionals on the one hand 
with concessive clauses and ordinary conditionals on the other hand will be provided to show the 
precise relation between the three domains. In addition, since it is customary in English 
linguistics literature to explore those conditional structures that implicitly denote a concessive 
conditional reading (I will call these ‘implicit concessive conditionals’), I will devote section 
(7.2.2.2) this phenomenon after analysing explicit concessive conditional sentences. 
7.2.2. The analysis: 
7.2.2.1. Explicit concessive conditionals: 
Concessive conditionals are identified through five main semantic features. I will take these 
features in turn to show how MWA concessive conditionals interact with these features. They are 
as follows:  
                                                             
11 Esseesy (2010), p. 317. 
12 König (1986), p. 231.  
13 The main sources I have consulted to gather these semantic characteristics are: Fraser (1971); Haiman (1974); 
König (1985), (1986); Harris (1988); Dancygier (2006); Esseesy (2010).  
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a- Concessive conditionals normally do not present entailment of both propositions expressed in 
the two clauses in terms of factuality. Instead, they only entail the proposition expressed in the 
apodosis as being true¦factual while the protasis indicates non-factual events. Let us consider the 
following examples (S.4-S.5): 
S. 4) anta ta<rifu anna <awdat\ «il[ bil[d\» bi-l[ shah[datin inti+[run, sa-a+~ulu <alayh[ wa-law 
ta>akhkharat bi#<a sanaw[tin 
 يتدوع نأ فرعت تنأ[يدلاب ىلإ] راحتنا ةداهش لاب،  ترخأت ول و اهيلع لصحأس عضب تاونس 
You know that my return «to my country» without a degree is nothing but suicide. I 
will get it even if I get delayed for a few years.14 
S. 5) sa->a<]du bi-hi +att[ law i#%urirtu il[ +amlihi <unwatan 
  ةوُنع هلمح ىلإ تررطضا ول ىتح )ريزولا( هب دوعأس 
I will be back with him (the minister) even if I have to carry him away by force.15 
 In (S.4), the final protasis is indicated by the concessive conditional particle wa-law, which 
denotes a potential neutral proposition in terms of its occurrence. By contrast, the proposition 
held in the apodosis is seen, according to the speaker’s belief, as undoubtedly true; hence, it is 
entailed, i.e. the speaker believes he is going to achieve his goal and gain his degree whether now 
or later. Similarly, in (S.5), where the speaker is talking to the King, the protasis is initiated by 
the particle +att[ wa-law, holding also a potential proposition “the speaker having to force the 
minister to come back with him”. By contrast, the proposition uttered in the apodosis signals the 
speaker’s belief of being able to bring the minister to the King whatever happens, i.e. it presents 
a factual, or at least semi-factual, statement according to the speaker’s belief. In this manner, 
concessive conditionals can be seen as presenting a hybrid relation between the two clauses in 
terms of their possible-world statuses i.e. mixed between factual or semi-factual and non-factual 
propositions in both sentences above.     
                                                             
14 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 34. 
15 |ann[ (2004), p. 10. 
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Likewise, the ‘even if’ conditional particle demonstrates the same semantic contribution in 
which the proposition of the apodosis is presented as being factual while the one expressed in the 
protasis is not. Consider the following examples: (S.6-7): 
S. 6) Even if it rains, the match will not be cancelled.16  
S. 7) Even if Peter comes, I will not stay.17 
In both sentences, the propositions expressed in the protases are presented as being possible 
actions; “being raining” and “Peter’s coming”. However, the apodoses present two actions over 
whose occurrence the speakers have no doubt. 
By comparison, concessive clauses and ordinary conditionals are different in terms of the 
possible worlds of the propositions they hold. The former always present two propositions in 
which the speaker believes are undoubtedly true statements (i.e. both are factual), and the latter 
typically present a parallel relation between two propositions which may or may not occur¦true. 
Consider the following examples respectively: (S.8-9) 
S. 8) tu%<imu al-+am[ma bi-al-raghmi min inhim[ri al-am%[ri. 
راطملأا رامهنا نم مغرلاب مامحلا معطت 
She feeds the pigeon in spite of the pouring rain.18 
 
S. 9) idh[ ta>akhkhartum khasirtum al-rajula. 
.لجرلا مترسخ مترخأت اذإ 
If you delay, you will lose the man.19 
Nevertheless, concessive conditionals may show overlap with concessive clauses in expressing 
factuality in the two clauses. According to the data, a certain number of concessive conditional 
sentences attested present the propositions in the two clauses as being factual or “Actual”, as 
                                                             
16 Dancygier (2006), p. 162. 
17 König (1986), p. 236. 
18 Buckley (2004), p. 387. 
19 Ibid., p. 737. 
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Haiman terms it.20 Hence, the concessive conditional particles are appropriately paraphrased with 
concessive clauses conjunctions (e.g. <al[ al-raghmi in Arabic and ‘although’ in English) not 
with ‘even if’ which typically implies potentiality.21 This aspect plays an important role in 
signifying that concessive conditionals hold a strong relationship with concessive clauses. 
Consider the following example (S.10): 
S. 10)  ashiq[>\ kullun abd[ ra>yahu wa-in ta+affa&a al-ba<#u. 
  لك يئاقشأ حت نإو هيأر ىدبأضعبلا ظف  
  All my brothers gave their opinions, even though some were reserved.22 
This sentence contains two factual statements which refer to the past: “the brothers having given 
their opinions” in the apodosis and “some of the brothers were reserved” in the protasis. Here, as 
can be obviously seen, the particle wa-in is equivalent to the English concessive conjunction 
‘even though’ and can be substituted by <al[ al-raghmi. This, however, would impose some 
modifications in the structures of the protasis: <al[ al-raghmi min ta+affu&i al-ba<#i as an 
alternative in order to express factuality directly.  
The phenomenon of factuality vs. non-factuality of concessive conditionals and their overlap 
with concessive clauses has been also observed cross-linguistically and, thus, has an echo in their 
equivalents in English. Haiman asserts that whenever the factuality of the protasis is considered, 
concessive conjunctions (i.e. ‘even though’) are mainly used, yet the concessive conditional 
particle ‘even if’ might be used, though this is not common. He provides the following examples: 
(S.11. a-b):23  
S.11. a) Even though it rained, the show went on.  
            b)  Even if it rained, the show went on.  
In both examples, the speaker commits him¦herself to the truth of the two events expressed: “the 
rain occurred and the show was not cancelled”. i.e. it actually rained and the show went on. 
                                                             
20 Haiman (1974), p. 344. 
21 In this manner, I follow Peled (1992, p. 157), who consistently applies this analysis of CA concessive 
conditionals. With respect to MWA, Buckley (2004, p. 751) mentions that the Arabic concessive conditional 
particles can possibly have the meaning of either ‘even if’ or ‘even though’. However, he does not provide a deep 
analysis of this issue as the present study aims to provide.  
22 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 13. 
23 Haiman (1974), p. 351-352. See also König (1985), p. 273. 
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There is no doubt about the occurrence these two past events and ‘though’ and ‘if’ here are 
reflecting the meaning of ‘when’.  
Similarly, whenever the non-factual aspect (or ‘potential’ in Haiman’s terms) is considered, the 
concessive conditional (i.e. ‘even if’) is mainly used.24 Haiman provides the following example: 
(S.12) 
S. 12)  Even if Max returns the money, his reputation is ruined. 
The reason behind the non-factuality of the proposition “Max being returning the money” is 
because it refers to the future.  
Consequently, ‘even if’ can have two functions: expressing (i) factuality and (ii) non-factuality. 
This can be seen as a comparable case to the Arabic concessive conditional particles mentioned 
above. In the case of the second—i.e. expressing non-factual propositions—concessive 
conditionals are unmistakably distinctfrom ordinary conditionals and concessive clauses.  
Table. 26 provides a comparison between the three categories in terms of factuality: 
Clause type 
 
Protasis  Apodosis  
Ordinary conditional ــ¦± ــ¦± 
Concessive conditional  ــ¦± ± 
Concessive clauses ± ± 
Table 26.  The comparison between ordinary conditional, concessive conditional and 
concessive clauses with relation to the aspect of factuality. Note: (±) indicates the presence of 
factuality, (-) indicates the absence of factuality. 
Let us see now how concessive conditional particles in MWA behave in the scope of the 
factuality and non-factuality of the protasis. My analysis of the present data (141 concessive 
conditional sentences) is presented in Table 27: 
 
 
                                                             
24 Ibid. 
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                      Particle 
 
Possible worlds  
wa-in +att[ wa-in wa-law +att[ (wa-) law Total 
Factual  42 0 4 2 49 
Non-factual  12 13 36 32 92 
Total  54 13  40 34 141 
Table 27. Comparison between concessive conditional particles with regard to their possible world status: Factuality 
and Non-factuality. 
In general, this table indicates, first, that the factual protasis has a closer relation with the particle 
wa-in, while non-factual ones are preferred by the other particles. Consider the following 
examples (S.13): 
S. 13) lam yakun yufakkiru jayyidan f\ al-mawti wa-in k[na taraddada <al[ lis[nihi. 
  ايدج ركفي نكي مل هناسل ىلع ددرت ناك نإ و توملا يف  
He was not thinking seriously about death, even though he repeatedly spoke about it.25 
Secondly, according to the data, the particle +att[ wa-in is totally absent in the context of 
factuality. Thirdly, the particles wa-law and +att[ (wa-) law seem not commonly to engage with 
factuality as well since only 6 examples out of 74 have been attested. Consider the following 
examples (S.14 and S.15): 
S. 14) inna m[ yu%ribuka yu%ribun[ +att[ wa-law k[nat mash[<irun[ d]na mash[<irika <umqan 
wa ta>aththuran. 
 كبرُطي ام َّنإاّرثأتو  اقمع َكِرعاشم نود انرعاشم تناك ولو ّىتح انبرطي 
What excites you excites us, even though our feelings are not as deep and as influenced 
as yours are. 26 
S. 15)  l[kinna tilka al-shu<lata (al-rab\< al-<arab\) intasharat f\ aq%[bi al-duny[ wa tarakat 
maf<]lah[ f\ akthara min baladin +att[ wa-law takhall[ al-<arabu <anh[ wa ta>[mar] 
<alayh[. 
                                                             
25 Al-Kayl[n\ (1981), p. 157. 
26 |ann[ (2004), p. 58. 
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 برعلا ىلخت ولو ىتح دلب نم رثكأ يف اهلوعفم تكرتو ايندلا باطقأ يف ترشتنا )يبرعلا عيبرلا( ةلعشلا كلت نكل
. اهيلع اورمآتو اهنع 
This flame, i.e. the Arab Spring, has spread all over the world, and it left its mark on 
more than one country, even though the Arabs abandoned it, and plotted against it.27 
The rhetorical purpose behind (S.14) is very important to consider here. This sentence is uttered 
by a minster who is speaking to his king. The minster is flattering the king in order to enter into 
his good graces. As such, he is driven to utter a statement that presents his position in a show of 
deference to the king and exhibit it as a fact. Hence, he indicates that the feelings of the king are 
definitely greater than his retinue’s even though they have something in common which is that 
they are excited by the same thing that excites the king. This pragmatic meaning cannot be 
obtained if the protasis receives a non-factual interpretation since it shows the minster’s 
hesitation with the factual status of the proposition if he was to say: “even if our feelings are not 
as deep and influenced as yours are” i.e. it shows the proposition as potential.   
In (S.15), the speaker is describing a situation that started in the past and is still ongoing, which 
is the Arab Spring (he refers to it metaphorically by using the word shu<lah “flame”). The two 
propositions expressed in the two clauses are facts since their starting points took place in the 
past: the diffusion of the Arab Spring revolutions (the apodosis) and the Arab countries 
abandoning these revolutions and aiming to stop them (the protasis).  
By contrast, table 28 shows non-factual protasis is denoted by all Arabic concessive conditional 
particles although wa-law and +att[ wa-law are undoubtedly dominant. The following examples 
illustrate the use of the four particles in the scope of non-factuality. Consider (S.16-19): 
S. 16) innahum wa-in akhadh] bi-h[dh[ al-iqtir[+i ya>t]naka bi-a+adin min %aw[qimi al-
mutarjim\na li-yq]ma bi-tanf\dhi h[dhihi al-muhimmati al-<ilmiyyati al-sh[qqati. 
مهنإ نإو اوذخا اذهب ،حارتقلاا كنوتأي دحأب نم مقاوط نيمجرتملا موقيل ذيفنتب هذه ةمهملا ةيملعلا لاةقاش 
They, even if they approve of this suggestion, will come to you with one of the 
translation crews to implement this arduous, scientific task.28 
                                                             
27 @iy[m, <Abd al-+am[d, ‘Al-Rab\< al-<Arab\ Yadhbul f\ Maw>lih wa Yatafatta+ f\ Biq[< Ukhr[ min al-<{lam’, al-
Quds al-<Arab\, 28¦2¦2014, p. 18.  
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S. 17) sa-tabq[ ajnabiyyan +att[ wa-in +a~alta <al[ mi>ati jinsiyyatin min bil[di al-firanjah, sa-
yan&uru ilayka al-[khar]na wa hum yush\r]na <alayka: dh[ka huwa al-ghar\bu.  
  ايبنجأ ىقبتس. ةجنرفلا دلاب نم ةيسنج ةئام ىلع تلصح نإو ىتح،  كاذ :كيلع نوريشي مهو نورخلآا كيلإ رظنيس
.بيرغلا وه 
You will always remain a foreigner. Even if you get one hundred nationalities from the 
countries of the Frankish lands, the others will look at you and point: “this is the 
foreigner”.29 
 
S. 18) sa-talfu&u anf[saka anta wa-law kunta f\ al-abr[ji al-mushayyadati. 
افنأ ظفلتسةدّيشملا جاربلأا يف تنك ولو َتنأ كس 
 You will expel your final breath even if you are in the tallest towers.30 
 
  
S. 19) lastu an[ man taf<alu h[dh[ abadan abadan +att[ wa-law k[na f\-hi mawt\. 
يتوم هيف ناك ولو ىتح ادبأ ادبأ اذه لعفت نم انأ تسل 
  Never «in my life» would I ever do this even if it meant my own death.31 
We can then conclude, according to the data, that in the context of concessive conditionals 
factual protasis is preferred to be initiated by the particle wa-in; hence, it is paraphrased by the 
English equivalent ‘even though’. By contrast, a non-factual protasis, which may be seen as 
more prototypical and more common than a factual protasis, is usually denoted by the other 
particles +att[ wa-in, wa-law and +att[ (wa-)law, yet the latter  two are the dominants.   
b- Concessive conditionals do not provide causal connections between the propositions 
expressed in the two clauses. Not only this, but also the two propositions are presented as being 
incompatible and opposed to each other. That is why concessive conditionals are sometimes 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
28 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 55. 
29 Ibid. p. 130. 
30 Ibid. p. 16. 
31 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 63. 
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labelled as “irrelevance conditionals”32 or “anti-conditioning clauses”.33 Therefore, this feature 
takes concessive conditionals a step away from being similar to ordinary conditional sentences 
which, as seen in Chapter 5, typically require a causal link between the two clauses in Content 
conditionals. Even if the causal link is not appreciated, the two propositions of the ordinary 
conditionals are seen semantically or pragmatically related through the channel of the 
Sufficiency Theory in conditional. On the other hand, this feature of concessive conditionals has 
something in common with concessive clauses since the latter also reject causal connection and 
present the incompatibly of the two clauses.34 Let us consider the following examples that 
illustrate the comparison between concessive conditionals, concessive clauses and ordinary 
conditionals respectively: (S.20-22) 
S. 20) a-l[ tar\na ann\ al-aqw[ wa-in kuntu ak[du am]tu <al[ fir[shi al-mara#i? 
؟ضرملا شارف ىلع تومأ داكأ تنك نإ و ىوقلاا ينأ نيرت لاأ 
Do not you see that I am the strongest, even though I am almost dying on the sickbed?35 
 
S. 21) k[na al-awl[du yu+ibb]nah[ raghma ~ur[khih[. 
اهخارص مغر اهنوبحي دلاولأا ناك. 
  The children loved her despite her shouting «at them».36 
 
S. 22) sa-ak]nu sa>\dan idh[ s[raktuka ba<#a al-hum]mi. 
 نوكأسمومهلا ضعب كتكراش اذإ  اديعس 
I will be happy if I share with you some of your concerns.37  
(S.20) is a concessive conditional while (S.21) is an ordinary concessive clause. Obviously, the 
two statements expressed in each of them do not indicate a causal relation between the contents, 
and, further, they suggest the implausibility of being related. In (S.20), the speaker expresses his 
                                                             
32 König (1986), p. 233; Esseesy (2010), p. 322.  
33 Beeston (1968), p. 86. 
34 Dancygier (2006), p. 161. 
35 Al-Kayl[n\ (1981), p. 159. 
36 Buckley (2004), p. 385. 
37 |ann[ (2004), p. 102. 
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undeniable strength and power even whilst he is deadly sick lying in bed. That is to say that 
being sick in bed is normally opposed to having strength. In (S.21), likewise, the two statements 
of the concessive clauses appear to be incompatible since shouting at a child normally causes 
them to dislike that person and not love him¦her. By contrast, (S.22) expresses ordinary 
conditional meaning which indicates a semantic property that is different from (S.20) and (S.21). 
That is to say that the two propositions expressed in the protasis and the apodosis are deemed 
relevant – if you share someone with his concerns, you may feel happy. Evidence from English 
can be illustrated by the three following examples (S.23-25): 
S. 23)  Even if it rains, the match will not be cancelled.38 
S. 24) Even though it is raining, I am not cold. 39 
S. 25) If it rains, the match will be cancelled.40   
(S.23) and (S.24) express concessive conditional and concessive clause meanings respectively. 
Both sentences exclude causality between the propositions they express. This is to say that the 
rain does not cause the cancellation of the match as in (S.23) and does not cause the speaker to 
be cold as in (S.24), whereas (S.25) shows the strong relation between the two propositions i.e. 
the rain will cause the cancellation of the match.     
c- Even though concessive conditionals do not directly hold causal links as mentioned above, 
they suggest negative expectations in terms of causality. This also contributes to the similarities 
between concessive conditionals and concessive clauses. This negative expectation can be 
cognitively understood through the following:41  
The proposition of the protasis is viewed as an expected cause of the non-occurrence of the 
proposition of the apodosis. In other words, the speaker expects the addressee to believe that 
there is a negative causal link between the two clauses (i.e. if p then not q). Hence, concessive 
conditionals and concessive clauses are used to prevent this assumption believed by the 
addressee to imply that whatever happens, the propositions of the apodosis will take place in the 
actual world. (i.e. whether p or not p, q occurs¦is true). König formulates this semantic 
                                                             
38 Dancygier (2006), p. 162. 
39 Haiman (1974), p. 352. 
40 Dancygier (2006), p. 164. 
41 König (1986), p. 232; Dancygier (2006), p. 162. 
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implication logically for both concessive conditionals and concessive clauses as follows:42  
“Normally (if p then not-q)”. 
Let us put this into practice by considering some of the sentences mentioned above. In (S.20), the 
speaker aims to correct the addressee’s assumption with regard to the speaker’s current situation, 
i.e. being sick in bed may negatively affect the strength of the speaker (the addressee believes the 
speaker is weak because of his sickness). In (S.21), the addressee may assume that the woman 
was not liked by the children due to her shouting at them, which is a normal reaction. Therefore, 
the speaker aims to preclude this negative assumption by indicating that the children’s attitude 
was not negatively affected by her behaviour, i.e. her shouting. This feature, by contrast, is not 
held by ordinary conditional sentences. This is simply because the causal link is overtly 
considered as explained in feature (b) and exemplified by (S.22). 
In the context of English, it is maintained that the particles ‘although¦even though’ and ‘even if’ 
hold the feature of negative expectation.43 Consider the following examples (S.26-27): 
S. 26) Although Max may come, we will have fun.44 
S. 27) The match will be on even if it is raining.45 
The speaker of (S.26) presupposes that Max’s possible attendance may ruin the atmosphere. In 
(S.27), the speaker’s implication is to reject the effect of the rain on the match which could 
imply, in the addressee’s mind, the rain normally causes the non-occurrence of matches.46  
Table 29 summarises the comparison between the three categories, ordinary conditional, 
concessive conditional and concessive clause, with regard to features (b) and (c), which assert 
that concessive conditionals are closer to concessive clauses than ordinary conditionals: 
 
 
                                                             
42 König (1985), p. 265.  
43 Dancygier (2006), p. 162. 
44 Haiman (1974), p. 357. 
45 König (1986), p. 232 
46 See further explanation in Dancygier (2006), pp. 162,164. 
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                 Feature 
Clause type 
Causal link 
 
Negative expectation of the 
causal link 
Ordinary conditional ± ــ 
Concessive conditional  ــ ± 
 Concessive clause   ــ ± 
Table 28. The comparison between Ordinary conditional, Concessive conditional and Concessive clause with 
respect to two features: causal link and negative expectation of the causal.    
 
d- In Concessive conditionals, the proposition expressed in the protasis, which appears 
incompatible with the one expressed in the apodosis, may be considered the least likely 
candidate and therefore the most surprising one among other alternative candidates under 
consideration in a given context.47 This feature is crucial as it draws an explicit distinction with 
concessive clauses, and it shows the pragmatic aspect of these structures. This semantic feature is 
usually termed as “the scale of the unlikelihood of the focus particles”,48 and is denoted by 
particles like ‘even’ in English and +att[ in Arabic. What is meant by “the scale of the 
unlikelihood of the focus particle” can be seen by considering the following English examples: 
(S.28-29): 
S. 28) Even Bill likes Mary.49      
S. 29) Even Max tried on the trousers.50 
(S.28) basically means that Mary is liked by Bill. However, it also implies that there are other 
people who like Mary, and Bill is among them even though it is implied that he is the least likely 
person for her to have this attitude toward, and it is seen as surprising.51 In a similar vein, (S.29) 
asserts that Max did try on the trousers and implies that the trousers were tried on by someone 
else, and Max is seen a more unlikely and surprising person to do this than the other person.52 
This semantic role is also assigned by the Arabic coordination particle +att[one of whose 
                                                             
47 König (1985), p. 270. 
48 König (1986), p. 232; Dancygier (2006), p. 162.  
49 Dancygier (2006), pp. 162. 
50 Bennut (1982), p. 404. 
51 Dancygier (2006), p. 162. See also: König (1986), p. 232. 
Declerck (2001), p. 465 states that “even always puts the relevant conditional high on the scale of unexpectedness”.  
52 Bennut (1982), p. 405. 
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common aspects is to precede the entity that is thought to be unlikely.53 Consider the following 
two examples, the first of which is from CA and the second one from MWA (S.30-31): 
S. 30) m[ta al-n[su +att[ al-anbiy[>u wa al-mul]ku. 
كولملاو ءايبنلأا ىتح سانلا تام 
  People perish, even prophets and kings.54 
 
S. 31) mana+tuhunna kulla shay>in +att[ isw[rata umm\. 
يمأ ةراوسإ ىتح ءيش لك نهتحنم 
  I gave them everything, even my mother’s bracelet.55 
(S.30) indicates that death is seen as a normal end for ordinary people, and even noble people 
such as prophets and kings, will meet this end. +att[ plays the role of implying that some may 
think that prophets and kings do not end with death.56 In (S.31), the speaker expresses her 
generosity towards her daughters since she gave them everything she had in her life to keep them 
happy. Even the most precious thing, her mother’s bracelet, was given to them. The proposition 
“giving the bracelet”, which is in the scope of +att[, is considered the least likely thing that she 
would abandon. In doing so, the particle of focus expresses three semantic properties: 
 
1- Assertion: the overt and direct meaning. 
2- Presupposition: there are other possible alternatives that are considered to carry out the 
action.  
3- Implication: the entity which is in its scope is seen, by either the speaker or the addressee, 
as the least likely one to carry out the action.57 
                                                             
53 Some CA grammarians, such as Ibn Hish[m (1965), vol. 1. p. 127; al-Ashm]n\ (1993), vol. 3. p. 178, recognised 
the scalarity aspect of +att[, in the case where it is a coordination particle, in which the entity that occurs in its scope 
has to represent the extreme of a scale, either in the highest or lowest rank. Esseesy (2010), p. 319 also refers to the 
extreme value and “the unlikelihood” aspect of +att[ as an important feature. 
54 The translation is cited in Esseesy (2010), p. 319. 
55 The example and its translation cited in Buckley (2005), p. 295. 
56 See; Esseesy (2010), p. 319. 
57 See more explanation for these three semantic properties of ‘even’ in: Fraser (1971), pp. 152-154; König (1985), 
p. 270. 
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Now, let us consider this feature, “the scale of unlikelihood”, in relation to MWA concessive 
conditionals. Consider the following examples (S.32-33): 
S. 32) a<rifu annahu mutazawwijun wa +att[ law k[na a<zaba l[ yaj]zu la-hu h[dh[ al-
ta~arrufu. 
عأبزعأ ناك ول ىتحو .جوزتم هنأ فر فرصتلا اذه هل زوجي لا 
I know that he is married, and even if he were single, this behaviour is unacceptable.58 
S. 33) arghabu f\ al-naqli min h[dhihi al-qaryati bi-asra<i waqtin wa bi-ayyati %ar\qatin +att[ 
law dafa<tu kulla amw[l\ allat\ iddakhartuh[ thamanan li-h[dh[ al-mawqifi. 
 و تقو عرسأب ةيرقلا هذه نم لقنلا يف بغرأ اذهل انمث اهترخدا يتلا يلاومأ لك تعفد ول ىتح ةقيرط ةيأب
.فقوملا 
I would like to move from this village as soon as possible and in any way, even if the 
price for this was all of my savings.59 
In (S.32), the speaker is talking about a person whose name is Ab] al-N]f (he is referred to by 
the third person pronoun annahu) who was seen dancing with a woman unrelated to him. The 
speaker knows that Ab] al-N]f is married; hence he sees his behaviour in dancing with that 
woman as unacceptable and shameful. The speaker also states that even in the case of him not 
being married, which is, according to the speaker’s belief, considered the unlikeliest and lowest 
value in terms of its occurrence and its unacceptability in relation to dancing with a strange 
woman, Ab] al-N]f’s action is still, according to Islamic norms, unacceptable. As we can see, 
the two alternatives are the status of being single and the status of being married. In (S.33), the 
speaker expresses her desire in leaving the village, where she is working, very soon. She 
strengthens her desire by referring to the least likely thing she could do, which is paying all her 
saved money in the hopes of gaining what she wants. Other alternatives are: if I paid a lot of my 
money, if I paid half of my money, if I paid a little of my money.  
Interestingly, this feature is maintained even when the particle +att[, which is the origin of it, is 
absent. In other words, the action which exists in the scope of wa-in and wa-law can be regarded 
as extremely unlikely to occur. Consider (S.34) where the proposition “paying my life as a price 
                                                             
58 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 93. 
59 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 118. 
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for my leaving” may be appropriately seen as the least likely action, among other alternative 
actions, to happen: 
S. 34) h[dh[ al-mak[nu lam ya<ud al-mak[na al-mun[siba li-iq[mat\ f\-hi sa-ansa+ibu wa-law 
dafa<tu +ay[t\ thamanan li-h[dh[ al-mawqifi. 
فقوملا اذهل  انمث يتايح ُتْعفد ولو بحسنأس هيف يتماقلإ بسانملا ناكملا دعي مل ناكملا اذه 
This place is no longer the right place for me to stay. I will leave, even if my life is paid 
as a price for this action.60 
English concessive conditionals also demonstrate the same behaviour with respect to the scale of 
unlikelihood using the particle focus ‘even’. Consider the following example (S.35): 
S. 35)  Even if you drink (only) a little, your boss will fire you.61 
The speaker of (S.35) is warning the addressee against drinking alcohol. He is aiming at 
discouraging the addressee from doing this by indicating the highest degree of unlikelihood of 
the action, which is drinking “only a little”. This action is considered the least likely among other 
alternatives such as drinking some or drinking a lot, which are assumed in the case of getting 
fired.62 Thus, the rhetorical implication of this sentence is to encourage the addressee to stop 
drinking alcohol. 
By contrast, ordinary conditionals and concessive clauses do not seem to be assigned to this 
feature. This may be because the speaker who utters them does not consider any other 
alternatives to the proposition indicated in the protasis. Hence, there is no need for ranking it in 
the most unlikely position, which means the scale of unlikelihood is not considered at all (Table 
31 below). As a result, it seems to me that concessive conditionals that present factuality in their 
protases (i.e. are paraphrased by ‘even though’) do not pay attention to the scale of unlikelihood 
due to their resemblance to ordinary concessive clauses whose main goal is to show the 
incompatibility of the propositions expressed in the protasis and the apodosis. One explanation 
for this phenomenon seems to be that the speaker is certain of the factuality of the protasis 
proposition, which leads to excluding other alternative values. Let us see how factual concessive 
                                                             
60 |ann[ (2004), p. 41. 
61 Sawada (2003), p. 424. Brakets in the orginal. 
62 Ibid.   
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conditionals do not present the proposition of the protasis as the least likely value among others. 
Consider (S.36): 
S. 36)  fa-qad baqiya al-amalu +ayyan f\ qalbihi wa-in ghallafathu &il[lu al-shakki wa al-
khawfi. 
فوخلاو كشلا للاظ هتفلغ نإو هبلق يف  ايح لملأا يقب دقف 
Hope has remained alive in his heart, even though it has been shadowed by doubt and 
fear.63 
The context that precedes this sentence indicates that the speaker has uttered this sentence after 
his request to marry a girl whom he loves was refused by her mother. Thus, he wants to say that 
there is still hope in his heart to marry her although he is in real doubt that his request will be 
accepted in the future. Since the speaker believes in the factuality of the proposition expressed in 
the protasis, it seems it is unlikely that there are, in his mind, other alternative values to compare 
with.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 29. Comparison between Ordinary conditional, Concessive conditional and Concessive clause 
with respect to accepting the scale of unlikelihood. 
e- Contrary to ordinary conditional sentences, concessive conditionals exclude the inference of 
what is known as “conditional perfection”. This term means that the positive conditional 
statement can invite the inference of its negative counterpart, formulated as follows: If p (then) q 
implies: If not-p (then) not-q, which can be read as follows: the statement “if the protasis is true 
(then) the apodosis is true” implies the following statement “if the protasis is not true (then) the 
apodosis is not true”. Consider the following English example (S.37): 
S. 37) If the weather is fine, we will go to the seaside. 64 
                                                             
63 Al-Kayl[n\ (1981), p. 112. 
Clause type 
 
Accepting the scale of unlikelihood 
Ordinary Conditional ــ 
Concessive conditional  ± 
Concessive clause  ــ 
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This sentence perfectly implies the following sentence (S.38): 
S. 38) If the weather is not fine, we will not go to the seaside.65  
This is not applicable to concessive conditionals. Consider the following (S.39-40): 
S. 39) Even if John is late, the coach will leave on time.66 
S. 40) ¡Even if John is not late, the coach will not leave on time. 
Arabic also supports this unique feature held by concessive conditionals. Consider (S.41): 
S. 41) h[dh[ al-mak[nu lam ya<ud al-mak[na al-mun[siba li-iq[mat\ f\-hi sa-ansa+ibu wa-law 
dafa<tu +ay[t\ thamanan li-h[dh[ al-mawqifi. 
لو بحسنأس هيف يتماقلإ بسانملا ناكملا دعي مل ناكملا اذهفقوملا اذهل  انمث يتايح ُتْعفد و  
This place is no longer the right place for me to stay. I will leave, even if my life is paid 
as a price for this action.67 
It is inadmissible to claim that this sentence implies that the speaker will not leave the place if he 
is not compelled to sacrifice his life in return.   
The reason behind the contradiction between concessive conditionals and the conditional 
perfection feature is closely linked to the feature (b) mentioned above mentioned above. As 
Dancygier points out, because of the absence of the causal connection between the two 
propositions, the negation of the protasis will not lead to the negation of the apodosis.68  
Concessive clauses share this semantic property with concessive conditionals.  For instance, 
(S.26) mentioned above “although Max may come, we will have fun” does not imply that if Max 
does not come, we will not have fun, i.e. we will have fun anyway. 
Two additional noteworthy remarks will be made here before closing the analysis of explicit 
concessive conditionals in MWA:  
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
64 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 467. 
65 Ibid. 
66 Ibid. p. 466. 
67 |ann[ (2004), p. 41. 
68 Dancygier (2006), p. 164. 
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First, concessive conditionals unmistakably allow the three clause orders that are permitted by 
ordinary conditionals: protasis ± apodosis, apodosis ± protasis and medial protasis as 
exemplified by (S.17), (S.14) and (S.16) respectively. However, concessive conditionals show a 
preference for apodosis ± protasis order compared to the other two orders. This is a significant 
shift from the typical order protasis ± apodosis that is retained by the ordinary conditionals as 
seen in Chapter 6. The statistics shows that the apodosis ± protasis order is found in 102 
occurrences out of 141, while there are 30 representatives for protasis ± apodosis, while medial 
protasis has only 9 representatives (Table 30):  
 
Table 30. Clause order frequencies of concessive conditional particles that are composed with in and law. 
Second, concessive particles composed with law show some syntactic features that are different 
from those composed with in. These features are: 
a- The particle +att[ when preceding law  allows two variants: (i) inserting wa- between them: 
+att[ wa-law , and (ii) omission of wa-: +att[ law. Examples of each have been already 
mentioned above (e.g. S.19 for the former and S.33 for the latter). By contrast, in, when 
composed with +att[, has one version. This does not permit omission of wa- as seen in many 
examples above (e.g. S.17). 
 
b-   Unlike in all examples given above, wa-law can introduce an adverbial modification or 
prepositional phrase rather than a complete sentence.69 Consider (S.42-43):   
S. 42)  al-aqd[ru tansiju la-n[ m[ lam natakhayyalhu wa-law f\ aqalli a+l[min[. 
لقأ يف ولو هليختن مل ام انل جسنت رادقلأا انملاحأ 
  Fates weave for us what we would not imagine, even in our dreams. 70 
                                                             
69 Peled (1992), p. 161; Buckley (2004), p. 752. 
Position of protasis   Final  Initial  Medial  Total  
Particle in law in law in law  
141 
(100‰) 
Number of 
occurrences 
46 56 16 14 5 4 
Total  102 (72.3‰) 30 (21.3‰) 9 (6.4‰) 
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S. 43)  l[kin l[ tanta&ir minn\ ayya mus[<adatin f\ ayyi shay<in ta%lubuhu wa-law qirshan 
w[+idan. 
 يأ ينم رظتنت لا نكل  اشرق ولو هبلطت ءيش يأ يف ةدعاسم   ادحاو 
  But do not expect any help from me, with anything you need, even if it is a penny. 71 
 
7.2.2.2. Implicit concessive conditionals: 
I focused in the previous section on explicit concessive conditionals, i.e. those that are overtly 
marked by concessive conditional particles. However, since it has been proven that some 
conditional structures can have concessive interpretation, it is important to shed light on this 
particular issue although there is no explicit syntactical interaction between the conditional 
particles and other elements. In the English literature, linguists have attempted to seek out the 
factors behind this phenomenon. Haiman, for example, maintains that the concessive 
interpretation can be marked implicitly by the clause order since the general tendency for the 
‘even if’ clause (the protasis) is to be placed finally, following the apodosis as discussed above. 
Hence, he seems to draw an analogy between explicit concessive conditionals and implicit ones. 
He presents the following example (S.44): 
S. 44)  I would not marry you if you were the last man on earth.72 
He states that this sentence accepts the ‘even if’ interpretation. However, he maintains that the 
other order (protasis ± apodosis) is also possible despite its rarity as in (S.45): 
S. 45)  If prison broke his body, it could not shatter his indomitable spirit.73  
This, in my opinion, cannot be regarded as a reliable criterion since the two orders are possible. 
Besides, as we have seen in Chapter 6, ordinary conditional sentences also allow for apodosis ± 
protasis order with no concessive interpretation. Hence, this leads to creating undeniable 
ambiguity and possible overlap between ordinary conditionals and concessive conditionals, 
which should not happen, since both are semantically distinct.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
70 Al-<Ulayy[n (2010), p. 31. 
71 Ibid. p. 81. 
72 Haiman (1986), p. 221 
73 Ibid. p. 216. 
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König maintains that there is an unmistakable criterion that distinctively draws a line between 
the two domains in case an overt concessive conditional particle is not used. This criterion is 
connected to the scale of unlikelihood explained above. He states that “whenever a conditional 
protasis contains an expression marking a suitable extreme value on some scale for propositional 
schema, the conditional is interpreted as a concessive conditional”.74 This will subsequently lead 
to the necessity of considering that there are presupposed alternative values that can possibly 
express the action. (S.44) above is a good example of this. The speaker of this sentence asserts 
that she would not marry the addressee even if the addressee were the only man remaining alive 
on earth. Since the proposition of the protasis is seen as highly improbable and is classified as an 
extreme value on the scale, the connection between it and the proposition of the apodosis is 
incompatible. This semantic feature is related to the domain of concessive conditionals rather 
than pure conditionality as elaborated above in feature (d). As a result, the conditional perfection 
feature, which is retained by ordinary conditionals, is excluded here. Consider the following 
(S.46): 
S. 46)  I will get him, if it is the last thing I do.75 
The concessive interpretation rejects that the negative counterpart of this sentence would be: “¡I 
will not get him, if it is not the last thing I do”.  
Arabic conditional structures also allow for an implicit concessive interpretation. Interestingly, I 
found some examples in the data whose protasis was initiated by the particle idh[, which is a 
case that has not been examined in the data of explicit concessive conditionals as mentioned 
earlier.  Consider (S.47): 
S. 47)  sa-anta&iruka +\na>idhin idh[ ta>akhkharta <an inti&[r\. 
يراظتنا نع ترّخأت اذإ ٍذئنيح كرظتنأس 
   I will then wait for you at that time «even» if you are late.76 
The proposition of the apodosis expresses, as it seems from the speaker’s belief, factual content, 
                                                             
74 König (1986), p. 236 
75 Dancygier (2006), p. 165. 
76 |ann[ (2004), p. 109. 
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which is not influenced by the proposition expressed in the protasis. As such, there is no 
compatibility between them i.e. she will wait for her lover whether he returns early or later. This, 
then, excludes any causal relation between them and, thus, conditional perfection, since the 
negative counterpart of it would not be: “¡I will not wait for you if you are not late”. 
Furthermore, the scale of unlikelihood of the proposition of the protasis can be considered here, 
such that it is unlikely to expect someone who loves you to be late while you are waiting for 
him¦her. Another alternative that can be presupposed is “even if you are not late”. Because of all 
the aforementioned semantic constrains, (S.47) is more likely to be given a  concessive 
interpretation.  
The other particles, in and law, are also attested in the context of implicit concessive 
conditionals. Consider (S.48-49):  
S. 48)  in lam adullahum an[ «<al[ mak[ni Nanr]t[» fa-sa-yadulluhum ghayr\ 
 انأ مهلدأ مل نإ]يريغ مهلديسف ]اتورنن ناكم ىلع 
   «Even» if I do not guide them «to where Nanruta is hiding», someone else will.77 
S. 49) anta ta<rifu annan\ l[ us[wimu <al[ mab[di>\ law imtalaktu amw[la al-duny[ kullah[. 
اهلك ايندلا لاومأ تكلتما ول يئدابم ىلع مواسأ لا يننأ فرعت تنأ 
You know that I would not bargain (leave) my principles, «even» if I possessed all the 
money in the world.78 
In (S.48), the speaker wants to express a proposition that he believes will inevitably occur, which 
is the possibility of somebody else telling the enemy about where Nanr]t[ (one the of the play’s 
characters) is hiding. This proposition will not be influenced by what the speaker states in the 
protasis i.e. his action of not revealing where Nanr]t[ is hiding. Therefore, the two propositions 
can be described as incompatible with no causal link between them. Besides, conditional 
perfection is not considered here as we cannot say in this particular context: “if I do not tell them 
where Nanr]t[ is staying, nobody will tell them”. By applying the feature “the scale of 
                                                             
77 Al-Anb[r\ (2001), p. 115. I had to add that word between brackets in order to make the sentence contextually 
clear. 
78 Dab[bnah (2000), p: 77. 
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unlikelihood”, the protasis proposition seems, according to the context surrounding the situation, 
to have been characterised by the addressee as being the less likely value compared to its 
alternative “the possibility of not telling them” which seems likley to be given by the others. The 
alternative to this value is “the possibility of telling them”. As can be seen, pragmatic and 
contextual considerations are crucial to be taken into account in order to arrive at the concessive 
reading of ordinary conditional structures.  
In (S.49), the speaker expresses his dignity as even if he owned a great deal of money, he would 
not sell out his principles. Hence, the two propositions are seen in conflict, and the causal link is 
totally absent although it is negatively expected. In other words, the speaker predicts that the 
addressee may expect from the case of the speaker being rich that he would abandon his personal 
attitudes and principles. Another point supporting the concessive reading is that the proposition 
of the protasis (owning all the money in the world) is seen as in the extreme position on the scale 
of unlikelihood.    
When it comes to interpreting this issue, whenever an ordinary conditional structure can 
contextually accept the five feature of concessivity explained above, it is more appropriate fot it 
to be interpreted concessively rather than conditionally. Therefore, we cannot rely on the clause 
order criterion as Haiman maintains. Nevertheless, preferring the concessive reading in 
conditional structures seems dependent on the pragmatic context. This is to say that we cannot be 
sure that a sentence holds the five features of concessivity unless the contextual considerations 
are examined. (S.47), for instance, is uttered by a girl who is talking to her beloved and she is 
trying to show her keenness to marry him. Hence, it is contradictory for her to leave in case he is 
late as it may show she does not care. (S.49) is uttered by someone who is in a high position and 
is known as an honest and sincere person.  The notion that pragmatic context should be 
considered agrees with Sweetser and Dancygier, speaking of English, who believe that a 
concessive interpretation is driven by pragmatic force. In other words, the communicated 
assumption held by the interlocutors is the more appropriate guide to the interpretation of 
concessivity.79  Let us consider the examples provided by them80 (S.50-51): 
                                                             
79 Sweetser (1990), p. 134; Dancygier (2006), p. 165. 
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S. 50)  I would not marry you if you were a monster from Mars. 
S. 51)  I would marry if you were a monster from Mars. 
The context in which these two sentences are given indicates that they are uttered by a fictional 
person who has been waiting all her life to marry a Martian monster. As a result, (S.50) should 
be interpreted concessively: “I would not marry you even if you were a Martian monster”. This 
implies that she can never have a relationship with the addressee. On the other hand, (S.51) 
cannot impose a concessive interpretation as it means the speaker would marry the addressee in 
case he meets her desired criteria for a husband (being a Martian monster).81 It should also be 
borne in mind that there must be one interpretation that fits the context where the sentence is 
uttered, i.e. it is not a matter of choice between two options after the context is revealed.82 
Nevertheless, there seem to be some exceptions to the necessity of the pragmatic context. First is 
the case where a sentence contains a lexical element that implies the scale of unlikelihood and 
excludes conditional perfection. Therefore, the contextual and pragmatic consideration is not 
really needed. (S.46) uttered in English above is a good example of this, since the word “last” 
directly refers to the value of the protasis which is ranked in the extreme position in the scale. I 
could not find in the MWA data even one example that illustrates this type of case. 
Second, sometimes our prior knowledge about the natural link between the two propositions in 
the real world plays a role in determining the exact reading (either conditional or concessive) of a 
sentence, which suggests that contextual considerations are not always essential. That is to say 
our background knowledge of the status of the relation between the two propositions is sufficient 
to distinguish between the conditional reading and the concessive reading.83 Compare between 
the two following English examples taken from Sweetser (S.52-53): 
S. 52) Will you go hiking tomorrow if it rains? 
S. 53) Will you go hiking tomorrow if the weather is sunny?84 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
80 Ibid.  
81 Dancygier (2006), p. 165. 
82 Danceygier (2006), p. 166. 
83 Sweetser (1990), p. 134; Dancygier (2006), p. 166. 
84 Sweetser (1990), p. 134 
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Considering our given knowledge in the real world about the anticipated causal link between the 
two propositions in each sentence, (S.52) suggests that the concessive reading is more plausible. 
This is due to the fact that going hiking seems incompatible with the rain, i.e. will you go hiking 
even if it rains. By contrast, (S.53) suggests that there is compatibility between going hiking and 
the weather being sunny i.e. if the weather is sunny, will this cause you to go hiking? We can 
exemplify this by the following made-up Arabic sentences where (S.54) preferably implies a 
concessive reading, while (S.55) signals a causal conditional reading:    
S. 54) hal sawfa takhruju li-l-tanazzuhi ghadan in k[na al-%aqsu mum%iran. 
أرطمم سقطلا ناك نإ  ادغ هزنتلل جرخت فوس له 
 Will you go out for a walk tomorrow if the weather is rainy? 
S. 55)  hal sawfa takhruju li-l-tanazzuhi ghadan in k[na al-%aqsu mushmisan. 
ه سقطلا ناك نإ هزنتلل جرخت فوس ل  اسمشم 
 Will you go out for a walk if the weather is sunny? 
(S.54) can be seen as an equivalent of (S.52) in terms of the semantic interpretation as both 
require a concessive reading, whereas (S.55) corresponds to (S.3) as both require a conditional 
reading.  
7.3. Exceptive conditionals: 85  
The Arabic conditional particles idh[ can be preceded by the exceptive particle ill[ (except). This 
collocation basically means ‘except if’. A common English equivalent of ‘except if’ is the 
conditional particle ‘unless’ which is, therefore, regarded as a comparable lexical item to ill[ 
idh[.86 By examining the 25 examples attested in the data, it can be concluded that ill[ idh[   
holds the following features: 
                                                             
85 I borrowed this term from Von Fintel (1991). 
86 Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. p. 345; Buckley (2004), p. 715. 
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a. The propositional content of the protasis is seen as the only one that, if it occurs, can cancel 
the occurrence of the proposition of the apodosis. Hence, the relation between the two 
propositions is negative and unique. i.e. “if only p, not-q”.87  
b. The proposition of the protasis can be seen, according to the speaker’s belief, as either factual 
or non-factual, while the apodosis seems preferably to present an assertive statement. 
c. Structurally, the apodosis ± protasis order is the dominant order as it is used in all the 25 
examples examined. This goes against the typical order for ordinary conditionals discussed 
before. In addition, all the 25 examples demonstrate regular occurrences of the perfect form, 
either main or auxiliary verbs, in the protasis.  
d. The protasis is always an affirmative statement, while the apodosis can be either an 
affirmative or negative statement, although negative ones is common. 
Let us now look at some the examples attested in MWA. Consider (S.56- 57): 
S. 56) k[nat a#w[>u al-+ujrati al-kab\rti l[ ta<rifu al-in%if[>a ill[ idh[ ~arakha min mak[nihi 
man ya+sib]na li-wuj]dihi alfa +is[bin. 
هدوجول نوبسحي نم هناكم نم خرص اذإ لاإ ءافطنلاا فرعت لا ةريبكلا ةرجحلا ءاوضأ تناك باسح فلأ 
The lights of the large room would not be switched off unless the person of whom «the 
prisoners» are afraid shouted from his place. 88  
S. 57) k[na awwla m[ nabbaha ilayhi an yatruk[ al-+ad\tha la-hu ill[ idh[ k[na hun[ka 
thammata ta<l\qun mukhta~arun. 
رصتخم قيلعت ةمث كانه ناك اذإ لاإ ،هل ثيدحلا اكرتي نأ هيلإ هبن ام لوأ ناك 
The first thing he warned «them» is to leave him to talk «without interrupting him» unless 
there is a brief comment «on his talk». 89 
In (S.56), the two propositions expressed are seen to present two factual actions: the lights’ being 
switched off and the shouting of the person they fear. The factuality aspect seems to be triggered 
by the habitual past time aspect. The negative and the unique causal relation between the two 
                                                             
87 Comrie (1986), p. 79 adopts this reading for the English particle ‘unless’.   
88 Jawdat (2004), p. 108. 
89 Dab[bnah (2000), p. 61. 
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propositions can be read as follows: the “switching off of the lights of the large room” would not 
occur except if that person shouted. Because of the factuality sense, it seems acceptable to 
paraphrase ill[ idh[ as: ‘only when’. 
In (S.57), both propositions are affirmative; “the case of leaving him to talk” and “the case of 
there being a brief comment on his talk”. The negative and the unique interpretation can be read 
as follows: the case of interrupting his talk is not supposed to happen except if there is only a 
brief comment on his talk. In other words, the interruption to his talk is only permitted under the 
circumstance that his addressees will need to provide some remarks on his speech. Nevertheless, 
(S.56) differs form (S.57) in some aspects: (i) the protasis of the latter expresses a non-factual 
statement, which may or may not be true; (ii) holding a future time reference while the former 
refer to a habit in the past, and (iii) presenting an affirmative proposition in the apodosis.  
‘Unless’, as a comparable item to ill[ idh[, is glossed in some literature as: “(only) if p, not-q” or 
‘except if’. This means: (only) if the proposition of the protasis occurs¦is true, will the 
proposition of the apodosis be cancelled.90  Consider the following English usage of ‘unless’: 
(S.58) 
S. 58) Unless you point out the consequences, people ignore the warning.91 
In this sentence, the propositional content of the apodosis is blocked by the one given in the 
protasis; there is only one case which prevents people from being ignore the warning. This is the 
case of informing them of the consequences. Without it, people do not listen to any warning. 
Hence, ‘unless’ provides the sense of negation ‘if not’ as a result of the ‘except if’ sense.92 In this 
case, ‘unless’ in (S.58) can be replaced by ‘if not’ as in (S.59): 
S. 59) If you do not point out the consequences, people ignore the warning.93 
                                                             
90 Quirk et al. (1972), p. 746; Comrie (1986), p. 79; Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 447. Dancygier and Sweetser 
(2005), p. 183 indicate that the apodosis should be looked at as an assertive statement. Hence, they modify the 
‘unless’ reading as follow: “q; (only) if p, not-q”. This means: the proposition of the apodosis is assertive, holding 
the assumption that (only) if the proposition of the protasis occurs¦is true, will the proposition of the apodosis be 
cancelled. However, Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 448 state that Dancygier and Sweetser’s reading is reasonable but 
it is not applicable to all ‘unless’ sentences in English.  
91 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 447. 
92 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 450. 
93 Declerck and Reed (2001), p. 448. 
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In addition, ‘unless’ holds an exceptive aspect in its semantic interpretation. That is why some 
linguists interpret it as follows: “except if p, q”.94 This means that “the event described by the 
unless-clause (the protasis) is understood to be an exceptional circumstance under which the 
situation described in the main clause (the apodosis) will not occur”.95 This can be seen to 
support the view mentioned above that ‘unless’ is equivalent to ill[ idh[. 
Contrary to what we have stated about ill[ idh[, the protasis and the apodosis of ‘unless’ 
sentences can be either affirmative or negative. Therefore, four possibilities can occur with 
‘unless’ sentences. They are as follows:96 
i. Affirmative protasis and apodosis. Consider (S.58) mentioned above. 
 
ii. Negative protasis with affirmative apodosis. Consider (S.60): 
S. 60) You will be in trouble unless you do not tell anybody about it.   
 
iii. Affirmative protasis with negative apodosis. Consider (S.61): 
S. 61) I will not do it unless you pay me.  
 
iv. Negative protasis and apodosis. Consider (S.62): 
S. 62) I will not do it unless you cannot find anyone else to help you. 
Another difference between the two particles in the two languages is related to the clause order. 
We have seen that ill[ idh[ allows only apodosis ± protasis, whereas ‘unless’ allows the protasis 
initially and finally (compare S.58 and S.60 mentioned above), although there is a tendency for 
final protasis.97  
 
                                                             
94 This view is held by Geis and Von Fintel, cited in Dancygier (2006), p. 170.  
95 Dancygier and Sweetser (2005), pp.188. 
96 All examples are taken from Declerck and Reed (2001), pp. 447-452. 
97 Dancygier and Sweetser (2005), pp. 183, 186. 
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7.4. Discussion: 
The analysis above reveals that there is significant interaction between syntax and semantics in 
Arabic conditionals. Thus, when two or three linguistic components are put together, they yield a 
semantic change. The interaction between the particles +att[ and wa on the one hand and the 
conditional particles in and law on the other imposes the meaning of concessive conditional. This 
is, then, a hybrid domain of two other domains: conditionality and concessivity.  
Nevertheless, semantically, we have seen in the analysis that concessive conditionals share with 
concessive clauses some particular features (b), (c) and (e), while they are clearly distinguished 
from ordinary conditionals in all the features mentioned above with the exception of the fact that 
the protasis of concessive conditionals can be non-factual as conditionals normally are. It can be 
concluded that concessive conditionals should not be treated semantically as part of the 
conditionality system. This conforms to the claim made by some English linguists such as 
Haiman who maintains that “even-if conditionals are not really conditionals at all, but something 
else - pseudoconditionals, or the like”,98 and Dancygier who states that that concessive conditions 
are not related to conditionality “because q happens in spite of p, not because of p”.99 Therefore, 
they can be reasonably seen as a particular sub-class of concessive clause because of the 
agreement on many of the fundamental principles. This also appears to accord with König, who 
claims that English concessive conditionals “are particularly difficult to keep apart from factual 
concessive clauses”.100 It seems, however, the core feature that strongly connects concessive 
conditionals to concessive clauses is that both present an incompatibility between the two 
situations expressed, which is different from ordinary conditionals whose role is to link a set of 
situations and make them relevant.101   
Another form of support for grouping concessive conditionals with concessive clauses can be 
provided by the undeniable overlap between the two domains in the case when the protasis and 
apodosis present factual propositions. Therefore, the Arabic concessive conditional particles can 
be substituted by concessive clause conjunctions such as <al[ al-raghmi in Arabic and ‘although’ 
                                                             
98 Haiman (1986), p. 220. 
99 Dancygier (2006), p. 164.  
100 König (1994), vol. 2. p. 680. 
101 König (1985), p. 266. 
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in English as exemplified above in the analysis. Thus, concessive conditionals with facual 
meaning lose the value of “the scale of unlikelihood” due to this overlap.  
In the following lines, I will consider further some of the relevant literature concerning mainly 
the semantic features of the concessive conditional, the particles used and clause order. 
7.4.1. The particles:  
First, the analysis reveals that the concessive conditional is marked by four particles: wa-in, +att[ 
wa-in, wa-law, and hatt[ (wa)-law. Furthermore, it shows that although in and law have almost 
the same number of occurrences, the focus particle +att[ accompanies law more frequently  than 
in.  This result has been overlooked in most of the literature except Esseesy’s study where he 
compares +att[ wa-in and +att[ (wa-) law, showing that +att[ (wa-) law is more frequent than 
+att[ wa-in.102. Table 31 illustrates the similarity between my results and his: 
Particles Esseesy’s study 
(2010) 
The present study 
+att[ wa-in 19 (17‰) 13 (28‰) 
+att[ (wa-) law 91 (83‰) 34 (72‰) 
Total  110 47 
Table 31. Comparison between the present study and Esseesy with regard to the frequencies of 
+att[ wa-in and +att[ (wa-) law. 
Second, this analysis also reveals that the particle wa-in is most commonly used in the context of 
factual protasis (i.e. paraphrased by ‘even though’). This seems, however, to be in disagreement 
with Buckley’s study which does not provide a single factual sentence associated with wa-in. 
Cantarino, by contrast, has providedsome examples that confirm this view.103 One possible 
explanation for this phenomenon seems related to the time references that are typically involved 
in wa-in factual sentences. The two time references regularly occurring in this context are past 
                                                             
102 Esseesy (2010), p. 326. 
103 Cantarino (1975), vol. 3. pp. 332-333.  
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and present. Both are seen to involve the speaker’s confidence in evaluating the situation in 
terms of its certain occurrence.104      
Third, contrary to the previous point, the analysis demonstrates that it is not preferred to use the 
particles +att[ wa-in, wa-law and +att[ (wa-) law in the context of factuality, with the exception 
of a few examples as mentioned in the analysis. I admit that I am unable to provide an 
explanation for the case of +att[ wa-in. However, for the latter two particles, we can assume that 
this may be due to the distance between law and factuality in ordinary conditionals as shown in 
Chapter 4.  
Fourth, the analysis reveals that the particle idh[ is totally absent from the scope of concessive 
conditionals as does most of the relevant literature except for Badawi et al and Esseesy which 
have attested some conditional examples in MWA whose protases are initiated by the compound 
particle +att[-idh[ with the sense of concessivity.105 Here, I will only focus on Esseesy’s study. 
He shows that +att[-idh[ scores 7 occurrences out of 36, while the remaining 29 instances 
indicate the ordinary factual conditional meaning which can be paraphrased by ‘when’ in 
English.106 Esseesy provides the following examples for +att[ idh[ as a factual particle and non-
factual concessive particle respectively (S.63-64): 
S. 63) +att[ idh[ fari+] bi-m[ ]t] akhadhn[hum baghtatan. 
ةتغب مهانذخأ اوتوأ امب اوحرف اذإ ىتح 
Until when they were rejoicing over what they had got, we laid hold on them 
suddenly.107 
 
S. 64) uridu minka an tu%<iman\ mahm[ k[na f\ al-bayti +att[-idh[ k[na kisrata qarq]shatin aw 
ba~alatin. 
ةلصب وأ ةشوقرق ةرسك ناك اذإ ىتح تيبلا يف ناك امهم ينمعطت نأ كنم ديرأ 
I would like you to feed me whatever you have in your house, even if it is a piece of 
crispy bread or an onion.108  
                                                             
104 Jaszczolt (2009), pp. 65, 79. 
105 Badawi et al, (2004), p. 66; Esseesy (2010), p. 324. 
106 Esseesy (2010), p. 326. I showed in Chapter four that idh[, as a particle for ordinary conditionals, when preceded 
by the preposition +att[,exclusively  denotes factuality.  
107 The Holy Qur>[n, S]rat al-An<[m (6): 44. Translation quoted from Esseesy (2010), p. 321. 
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Fifth, concerning the comparison with CA concessive conditionals, the particles composed with 
+att[, with concessive meaning,  never occur in the Qur>[n as indicated by Esseesy.109 Also, 
according to Peled who examined number of CA written materials other than the Qur>[n, only 
two particles are used: wa-in and wa-law.110 This, then, can be seen as a significant linguistic 
evolution in Standard Arabic that draws a distinction between CA and MWA. In other words, it 
is reasonable to claim that +att[ wa-in and +att[ wa-law with concessive meaning are a feature of 
MWA usage due to their commonness. Esseesy also claims that the exact date of this evolution is 
difficult to determine even though he attests three occurrences of +att[ with concessive reading 
in pre-modern literature, which leads him to assume that this change occurred at some particular 
historical point before the beginning of the Modern Arabic period.111 However, in my opinion, in 
order to experimentally examine this issue, a large corpus-based and diachronic study is required 
in order to identify whether +att[ preceding the conditional particles with a concessive meaning 
actually occurred in the early period of CA or not. If it occurred, then the question will be: how 
often was it used? If, on the other hand, it did not occur, then the question that needs to be 
answered is: when exactly, or at least approximately, did this change take place in the history of 
Arabic? This, nevertheless, is beyond the scope of the present study. For the time being, one 
possible explanation I can provide for the frequent appearance of +att[ in the scope of concessive 
conditionals in MWA is that this transformation may have occurred as a result of direct 
translation (calque) from European languages, especially English, of the collocation ‘even if’ 
since +att[, as a coordinator, is equivalent to ‘even’ as explained above. 
7.4.2. Clause order: 
The analysis reveals that the most common clause order is apodosis ± protasis, overriding the 
other two orders protasis ± apodosis and medial protasis. This result agrees with Haiman, who 
argue that apodosis ± protasis is the typical order for English concessive conditionals.112  
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
108 Esseesy (2010), p. 324. 
109 Esseesy (2010), pp. 320, 326. 
110 Peled (1992), p. 157. 
111 Esseesy (2010), p. 320. 
112 Haiman (1986), p. 221. 
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The prototypicality of the apodosis ± protasis order is also supported by Badawi et al. and 
Esseesy.113 Esseesy directly states that “from my native speaker intuition, the favoured linear 
clause order for concessive conditionals in Arabic is that the matrix clause (the apodosis) 
precedes the +att[ law- clause”.114 One plausible explanation for the dominance of the apodosis ± 
aprotais order over the other two is semantic. This is that the proposition of the apodosis is 
always factual¦true and unaffected by the proposition presented in the protasis.115 Another 
possible explanation is the fact that the proposition of the protasis is deemed peripheral 
compared to the one expressed in the apodosis which seems to indicate the main proposition and 
is more asserted. This can be understood in light of Cantarino’s statement “in normal concessive 
constructions…the subordinate clause (protasis) expresses a hypothetical situation and even one 
that is contrary to fact. Both are used as a means to stress the validity of the statement of the 
main clause (apodosis)”.116    
However, the prototypicality of the apodosis ± protasis order does not mean that this order is 
suitable for all concessive conditional sentences. Dancygier states that some sentences will lose 
their functional values if they follow this order. Consider the following English examples where 
the protasis ± apodosis order is used (S.65-66): 
S. 65) Even if she called yesterday, I was out at the time.117 
S. 66) Even if he attacks me, I have got a gun. 
She reads (S.66) this as follows: “You say she called yesterday but I do not know anything about 
it, so I conclude that I was out at the time” and (S.67) as follows: “If he attacks me, I still will not 
be in danger, because I have got a gun”. As can be seen, there are deep structures that are not 
explicitly uttered in the two sentences. These structures are exhibited as a continuation for the 
protasis proposition. This, Dancygier says, is the underlying interpretation, which is very 
important, and it cannot be obtained if we reverse the order.118 In other words, we cannot say: “¡I 
was out at the time even if she called yesterday but I do not know about it”; nor “¡I have got a 
                                                             
113 Badawi et al. (2004), p. 669; Esseesy (2010), p. 317. 
114 Esseesy (2010), p. 317. 
115 Ibid., p. 318. 
116 Cantarino (1975), vol.3. p. 332. See similar statement in Buckley (2004), p. 751.  
117 Dancygier (1988), p. 118. 
118 Ibid. 
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gun even if he attacks me but I will not be in danger”, whilst considering that the apodoses are 
logical conclusions for the protases.       
Another issue that needs to be addressed here is why speakers sometimes deviate from the 
typical order in concessive conditionals i.e. they follow the protasis ± apodosis order. By 
examining the 30 examples that exhibit this order, I found a textual reason that stands behind 
this. All the protases of 30 examples present topical propositions that are contextually tied to the 
previous discourse. Hence, they are seen as shared information between the interlocutors, which 
establishes smooth movements between the text segments. I will consider the following example 
(S.67): 
S. 67)  fa-ta%alla<a al-M[ward\ il[ <aynayh[ mutafa++isan fa-sa>alathu in k[na yushghilu 
ra>sahu bi-shay>in? fa-aj[bat nafsah[: bi-al-ta>k\di, +att[ law lam yakun min shay>in fa-
l[ budda min \j[dihi bi-asra<i al-%uruq\.  
علطتف يدرواملا ىلإ اهينيع ، اصحفتم هتلأسف نإ ناك لغشي هسأر ؟ءيشب  تباجأف :اهسفن ،ديكأتلاب ىتح ول مل 
نكي نم ،ءيش لاف دب نم هداجيإ عرسأب .قرطلا 
Al-M[ward\ looked closely at her eyes and she quickly asked him whether he was 
concerned about something and then she herself replied: Certainly, even if there is 
nothing to be concerned about, it will be necessary to invent something as soon as 
possible.119 
In this sentence, the phrase lam yakun min shay>in, which is held by the protasis, signals the 
topic of the whole sentence as it is the proposition that is spoken about. This topical proposition 
is already backgrounded in the previous context by the phrase yushghilu ra>sahu bi-shay>in.  
Thus, it is reasonably acceptable to place the protasis at the beginning of the sentence in order to 
build coherence between the text segments.   
7.5. Conclusion: 
In this chapter, the analysis has centred on the issue of the interaction between the Arabic 
conditional particles and other particles which do not independently give the meaning of 
conditionality. This syntactic interaction leads to semantic change in the conditional system. As a 
                                                             
119 Al-Jub]r\ (1997), p. 95. 
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result, two semantic domains are recognised and analysed in the context of MWA: concessive 
conditional and exceptive conditional. Concessive conditional is typically denoted by the 
particles wa-in, +att[ wa-in, wa-law and +att[ (wa-)law, all of which can be paraphrased by the 
English particle ‘even if’ in the case of non-factual protasis or by ‘even though’ in the case of 
factual protasis. This potential ambiguity usually requires contextual considerations in order to 
be resolved. Exceptive conditional are mainly expressed by the particle ill[ idh[, which can be 
rendered by the English particles ‘unless’ or ‘except if’. The meaning of these particles centres 
on the uniqueness of the proposition expressed in the protasis in terms of its effect on the 
proposition of the apodosis, i.e. only if the protasis is true, is the apodosis not true.   
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 Chapter Eight  
 Conclusion 
 
This research has involved an empirical analysis of the semantics and functions of conditional 
sentences in MWA. The reason I focused on the semantic and functional aspects of Arabic 
conditionals is because of the existence of undeniable gaps in the research that I identified by 
reviewing classical and modern Arabic grammar works. These gaps emerged due to the fact that 
Arabic grammarians and modern linguists of Arabic have concentrated intensely on the syntactic 
aspects of the conditional system, while the semantic and the pragmatic aspects have not been 
considered within the main scope of their analyses. Although there were some attempts by some 
modern linguists to investigate the Modality meanings denoted by MWA conditional structures, 
their treaties lack adequate typologies.  
To overcome these gaps and deficiencies, I applied a framework that was influenced by the 
works conducted by Comrie (1986) and Dancygier (2006). Although these two studies mainly 
targeted the English conditional system, the analysis of the present study has confirmed the 
applicability and validity of this framework for Arabic conditionals. Notwithstanding, some 
additions were made by benefiting from other works in English linguistics to further improve the 
analysis of Arabic conditionals. Consequently, this framework helped to fill the gaps found in 
previous studies. It also acted as a lens through which I managed to draw some comparisons 
between Arabic and English conditionals. As for the latter, this study has shown some 
similarities as well as differences between the uses of conditionals in the two languages as will 
be highlighted below.  
The fundamental principle of this framework involves identifying general parameters which 
provide a guideline for analysing conditionals. The specific parameters adopted in this study are: 
Modality and Time References, the connection between the two clauses, the discourse functions 
and the interaction between the conditional particles and other linguistic elements. In the 
analysis, I aimed to identify an adequate typology (types and sub-types) for conditionals through 
the lens of each parameter.     
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As for Modality, it has been confirmed that the Arabic conditional is–as is the case of English–a 
Modality marker, which can denote a range of meanings that reveals the speaker’s attitude 
towards the truth-value of the propositions expressed in the two clauses. Five semantic classes 
which appeal to the Factual vs Non-Factual dichotomy have been determined: Factual, Likely, 
Open, Tentative and Counterfactual. One thing I have observed with regard to these classes is 
that they are not systematically marked by the conditional particles nor by syntactic properties. 
Although, some syntactic-semantic correlations have been recorded, they cannot be considered 
as being decisive indications due to their lack of regularity. In addition, the three conditional 
particles, idh[, in and law, are recorded interchangeably, yet they are distributed differently in 
relation to the semantic classes mentioned above. For example, the particle idh[ is dominant in 
three semantic domains: Factual, Likely and Open; while the particle law is dominant in 
Tentative and Counterfactual domains. The study revealed that hybrid conditionals exist in 
Arabic, in which there is possibility that the two clauses denote different Modality meanings 
from each other.  
An additional noteworthy result that emerged from this study is that the time reference of the 
conditional sentence is not marked solely by the conditional particles, as previously believed by 
Arabic grammarians. Rather, the interaction between several elements (e.g. the particles, the 
verbal forms, and the semantic classes) may help us identify the temporal reference of a 
particular conditional sentence, while the context seems to be the key factor and is crucially 
required to provide a clear understanding of the time of the actions¦events expressed.  
Another outcome that has been found in this study is that the two clauses (the protasis and the 
apodosis) hold a range of semantic and pragmatic relationships. These relations differ from each 
other in terms of the strength of the dependency between the two clauses. For example, the 
Content and the Inferential connections seem stronger than the Speech act, Metalinguistic and 
Identifying connections. This is due to the absence of a direct causal link between the events 
expressed in the two clauses in the latter group. Considering these various types of relations, I 
was led to conclude that restricting conditionality to the scope of direct causality (i.e. the event 
expressed in the protasis acts as a cause of the one expressed in the apodosis) is inadequate.  
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With regards to the discourse functions of MWA conditional sentences, this study revealed that 
the protasis plays some functional roles which interact considerably with two textual elements; 
namely, that of clause order and the preceding context. The analysis has shown that while the 
protasis acts functionally as Topic in two possible orders –initial and final– it can also function 
as Focus only when it is placed in the final position of the sentence. This result clearly opposes 
Haiman’s thesis that “conditionals are Topics”.1 Moreover, the topical information is most often 
accessible to the addressee via various channels, which usually are contextually bound. It has 
also been seen that clause orders are driven by pragmatic and textual considerations which are 
strongly linked to the preceding context. Having arrived at this analysis, we can say that 
conditional sentences act dynamically in the text to accomplish some communicative purposes.    
This study has further found that compounding conditional particles with other non-conditional 
particles leads to creating semantic changes in the conditional system. This includes 
compounding the particles +att[ and wa with the conditional particles in and law to give the 
meaning of concessive conditionals (i.e. ‘even if’ in English). Additionally, compounding the 
particle ill[ with the conditional particle idh[, expresses the meaning of exceptive conditional 
(i.e. ‘unless’ and ‘except if’ in English). 
The analysis in this study is founded on authentic usage of MWA conditional sentences in order 
to arrive at reliable results.. These results are unlikely to be captured when relying on an artificial 
set of data.2 Examples of these findings include identifying a range of syntactic patterns that tend 
to correlate with particular semantic classes, and determining the commoner and lesser-used 
clause orders and their functional roles. The data of the present study cover a variety of textual 
genres (fiction and non-fiction) and domains (culture, politics, science, history, etc.). This was 
deemed necessary because restricting the analysis to one specific genre or domain may give the 
reader the impression that the results obtained only belong to a single genre or domain. In 
addition, examining such natural language data has allowed me to draw some conclusions, either 
agreeing or disagreeing with the views of a number of scholars in relation to the characteristics 
of conditionals. For example, I disagree with the binary ‘Real conditional versus Unreal 
                                                             
1 Haiman (1978). 
2 Athanasiadou and Dirven (2000), p. 24, in their studies about English conditionals. 
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conditional’ due to its oversimplification. The authentic data allowed me to identify more sub-
classes.  
This study aimed to provide a synchronic analysis of the conditional in the modern period of 
Standard Arabic. However, attempts have sometimes been made to identify how the uses of 
conditionals in MWA are sometimes different from those in CA. This kind of method aims to 
inform us of the significant changes that have occurred in the linguistic system of Arabic. My 
results confirm the findings of some previous studies; examples include: (i) the irregularity of the 
connector fa- in cases where it was regular in CA; (ii) the particle idh[ with Tentative conditional 
meaning; (iii) the particle in with Likely conditional meaning, (iv) the rarity of some verbal 
patterns which were very common in CA grammar (e.g. in ± imperfect ± imperfect) and (v) the 
frequent occurrence of +att[ in the context of concessive conditionals.  
This study has benefited greatly from the application of a variety of universal linguistic concepts 
and connected them to Arabic conditionals. Examples of these concepts are: (i) the Sufficiency 
Conditionality Theory as applied to the relationship between the two clauses, (ii) the Possible 
Worlds, applied to the Modality meanings of conditionals, and (iii) the Information Structure 
concepts employed in the analysis of the discourse functions of MWA conditionals. This 
approach had two practical advantages for the present study. First, it linked some of the findings 
with a number of cross-linguistic findings in other languages (English conditionals in my case). 
Second, it helped me look at Arabic conditionals from some angles that are different to previous 
studies.  
In attempting to draw some conclusions, with respect to the comparison between Arabic and 
English, one has to bear in mind that these two languages have different geneticorigins and that 
they have a great number of distinct linguistic features. However, the analysis confirms that 
conditional sentences in the two languages also have common characteristics (as well as 
differences). Examples of the common characteristics are the following. First, we have seen that 
in both languages, conditional sentences may overlap with clauses of time, especially, in the 
context of Factual and Likely conditionals. In other words, idh[ in these context can be replaced 
by <indam[ in Arabic, and ‘if’ can be replaced by ‘when’ in English. A second common 
characteristic that emerges from the analysis is that both languages have the capacity to express 
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the five Modality meanings identified in Chapter 4, namely; Factual, Likely, Open, Tenative and 
Counterfactual, with the possibility of presenting overlaps among the form-meaning relations. A 
third characteristic is that both languages allow for mixed time references wherby the conditional 
sentence combines different time references (e.g. the protasis refers to the present while the 
apodosis refers to the future) and hybrid conditionals, whereby the conditional sentence 
combines two different Modality meanings in the two clauses (e.g. the protasis denotes an open 
proposition while the apodosis denotes a likely proposition). This might suggest that this 
phenomenon can be applied as a parameter or a lens to make comparison between several 
languages. A fourth common characteristic between the two languages is that, functionally 
speaking, the content of the protasis largely acts as ‘Topic’, although it is also possible for it to 
act as ‘Focus’. 
Examples of the differences between the two languages include the following. First, while the 
connector fa- in Arabic functions as an optional apodosis introducer in the context of Speech act 
conditionals, English Speech act conditionals do not permit, in principle, for ‘then’ to be inserted 
before the apodosis. Second, while the English particle ‘if’ can accompany the five Modality 
meanings expressed by conditional sentences, the situation is different in Arabic. Thus, not all of 
the Arabic conditional particles can express all the five meanings. Rather, the three particles 
included in this study are distributed differently in connection to Modality meanings. Third, we 
have seen that in Counterfactual English conditionals the speaker can omit ‘if’ and apply subject-
operator inversion. This does not appear to be possible for Arabic conditionals. Finally, these 
similiraties and the differences between the two languages can be seen as preliminary findings. 
Thus, in order to carry out a study that details a greater number of shared characteristics in the 
use of conditionals, a comparative linguistic analysis between Arabic and English should be 
undertaken. This could be achieved by conducting a parallel corpus-based analysis in which 
large corpora are examined. Such an undertaking would enrich the translation field by 
identifying the contrastive and contextual-based equivalents between the two languages. 
This study has shown that the MWA conditional sentence is semantically and pragmatically 
complex, due to a number of reasons. First, it overlaps with some other sentence types, such as 
adverbial clauses of time (e.g. <indam[ ‘when’), concessive clauses, and concessive conditional 
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clauses. Second, its syntactic-semantic correlations are not systematic. Third, it denotes a variety 
of meanings and pragmatic functions. Fourth, its semantic and pragmatic functions interact 
signficantly with the context. Finally, the study revealed that the analysis of conditional 
examples sometimes shows ambiguity and overlap between two possible interpretations. For 
example, a sentence can be ambiguous between two time references. To tackle this problem, this 
requires a deep investigation of the context . In doing so, this study supports the thesis of 
Dancygier and Elder, who explicitly acknowledge the complex nature of conditional sentences in 
English.3  
Two further implications should be noted here. First, this study shows the usefulness of 
employing Western linguistic theories in the analysis of Arabic, since they enrich the analysis 
with new insights and pave the way for conducting a comparison with other languages. Second, 
conducting a linguistic study on the basis of authentic data provides the analysis with a degree of 
strength, reliability and relevance that cannot be obtained when only artificial examples are 
considered. 
Following this research, I have identified several areas for further exploration which would 
enhance the analysis of Arabic conditionals: 
1- Investigating Arabic conditional sentences in the spoken discourse of MSA and then 
comparing the results with those that emerged from the analysis of MWA conditional 
sentences. One can then observe whether the patterns and functions determined in the spoken 
discourse are exactly the same or if there are differences. 
2- Arabic has several spoken dialectal varieties as clarified in Chapter 1. It would be fruitful to 
compare the use of conditionals in one variety or more with that of MWA, following the 
framework adopted in this study. Fortunately, there are several studies that have documented 
the features of conditional sentences in a number of dialects.4 However, there have not been a 
deep comparative analysis between these dialects and MWA. This recommendation is 
                                                             
3 Dancygier (2006), p. 2; Elder (2014: a), p. 2. 
4 Examples of these studies include: (i) Ingham (1991) on Najdi daiclects; (ii) Brustad 
(2000), who covers four dailects: Moroccan, Egyption, Syrian and Kuwaiti; (iii) Al-Hilal 
(2011), focuses on the syntax of conditional sentences in the Deir Ezour dialect. 
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supported by Holes’s work where, in a short supplementary, he attempts to draw some 
comparison between Damascene dialect and non-literary MSA conditionals. He concludes 
that “dialects and non-literary MSA conditional sentences appear in many respects to be two 
sides of one coin; even though on the surface the morphological detail is different, at a deeper 
level there is a similar relationship between corresponding forms and textual functions”.5  
3- Further research can aim to explore the rhetorical purposes that the speaker desires to achieve 
by uttering Arabic conditionals. This sort of study would target the primary, intended meaning 
of a sentence as the main goal. One way of conducting this would be to look at conditional 
sentences through the lens of Speech Act theory. 
In conclusion, I believe that this study contributes to the field of Arabic linguistics and, more 
specifically, to the field of Arabic conditionals through providing new insights into their use. 
Through this, the reader will gain a better understanding of the use of conditional sentences in 
Arabic, and, potentially, in the wider field of linguistics.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
5 Holes (2004), pp. 298-299. 
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